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DAVEGA - AMATEUR DIVISION - 63 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SMASHING LOW PRICE! 
McMURDO SILVER 15 -17 

New r.f. amplifier equalizes gain at all wave lengths and pro- 
vides in single stage, selectivity and gain heretofore available 
only in best two stage r.f. amplifiers. Four bands. Special 
Jensen -Silver 15" Giant electro- dynamic speaker. 30 to 8000 
cycles. Heavy welded one piece chassis, 20" by 123/4 ". 

Regular 
Price $205óo 

SALE 
E $10950 PRIC 

You Save $95.50 

MCMURDO SILVER MASTERPIECE VI -Reg. Price $355. Sale Price $199.50 

HALLICRAFTER 
SUPER 

DEFIANT 
Two stages R.F. 
variable crystal; 
real value; with 
splur. $99.50. 

$91100 
DOWN 

12 payments 
$7.61 

SUPER 
SKYRIDER 

Fatuous no drift 
I.F.'s c u s t o m construction. 
$115.00. 

$23ió 
DOWN 

12 payments 
$8.85 

HALLICRAFTER 
DUAL 

DIVERSITY 
25 tubes; most fa- 
mous set I, n i 1 t; 
two eight -gang eon - 
denser.:; t a it i ng 
m inimìzcd t iuest tone: best l).X.; regular 750.00; 
special $450,00. 

$909 DOWN 
12 payments $34.50 

DEFIANT 

Calibrated hand 
s o r e a d; variable e >s t a I; complete 
coi era gc. S to 550 
in et ers; superior 
workmanship. 
$69.50. 

$1390 
DOWN 

12 payments $6.25 

HALLICRAFTER 
SKYBUDDY 

Most popular priced 
radia made with 6 

tubes, four bands. 
Electrical band 
spread. $29.50. 

$590 
DOWN 

12 payments $2.26 

SKY 
CHAMPION 

Sensational value; 
9 tubes band 
spread; noise si- 
lencer; real value. 
$49.50. 

$990 
DOWN 

12 payments $3.79 

ACR -III COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 

The ACR -III employs e single -signal, 16 -tube 
Superheterodyne circuit with two tuned rf. 
stages, constant -percentage electrical band - 
spread, individual carefully isolated oscilla- 
tors, two I.F. amplifier stages, crystal filter, 
calibrated input -signal strength indicator 
(electron -ray tube), noise limiter, noise sup- 
pressor, audio driver stages, push -pull pow- 
er- output stage, and an integral power sup- 

ply. 

TO 
SELLLFOR $18950 

Federal Recorder 
PR -12 

(illustrated) 
Portable model with 12" turn- 
table, TS 111'11 heavy duns con- 
stant speed synchronous motor, 
S" Wright- Detbsta IJ y in a m i 
speaker. and built -in radio. In- 
cludes $25.00 cr)-.stal 

mplated 
icrophone 

and ;$12.00 chromium 

5 

s and. Weight of rcenrde. au y proximately :,:í llottndd. 

TQT LIST PRICE O 
$24900 

DAVEGA 
AMATEUR DIVISION 63 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

"World's Largest Retail Radio Dealer" 
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Came4a 6tans! Enter this BIG . 

$5,000.00 PRIZE 

PICTURE CONTEST! 

WIN 
A 940 PACKARD 
4 -Door Touring Sedan 

OR ONE OF THE OTHER 

271 PRIZES 
This is the most spectacular picture con- 
test ever conducted by any photographic 
publication. You don't have to be a "pro- 
fessional" nor own expensive photographic 
equipment to be eligible. This contest is 
open to all . . . and it costs absolutely 
nothing to enter! 

CONTEST CLOSES SEPT. 1, 1940 
The 1939 POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY 
contest unearthed many a magnificent pic- 
ture, yes, and helped many an unknown 
photographer achieve fame overnight. So, 
get in this new giant picture contest now 
and make your camera pay dividends! 

ENTER YOUR PICTURES TODAY 
Get your copy of the July POPULAR 
PHOTOGRAPHY for contest rules. Free 
contest folders containing entry blanks and 
complete list of prizes available at your 
camera dealer. 

Here's a chance for you to win a brand new 1940 
Packard 4 -door touring sedan! Yes, camera fans, 
your best picture may win that Grand Prize or 
one of the other big cash or valuable merchandise 
awards. Think of it! $5,000.00 in prizes; 272 
separate awards! If you are just an average ama- 
teur, don't let the magnitude and importance of 
this contest keep you from entering ... you've got 
just as good an opportunity to win as anyone! 
Don't delay! Enter this contest now. 

COMPLETE DETAILS IN THE 

JULY ISSUE 

NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWS- 
STANDS AND CAMERA STORES 
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WITHIN 

IN 1933, when we were experiment- 
ing with 56MC signals and even 

higher frequency transmission and re- 
ception, we had a visitor one day to 
our lab. He was from the local N. Y. 
Central Freight yards, and was a ham. 
We got to talking and he wanted to 
know why the routing of freight 
through the yards could not be done 
better with short wave communica- 
tions between the various control tow- 
ers and the engines. We were inter- 
ested in this, and went so far as to 
make tests in the yards, although we 
never tried transmitting from the en- 
gine to a tower, confining our tests to 
transmissions from "parked" cars. 
The thing worked very well. Our visi- 
tor said that he would take up the 
matter with the RR officials. We never 
heard from him about this again. 

A few days ago the FCC sent out a 
publicity release that they had as- 
signed some ultra -high frequencies for 
traffic use by the railroads. Restricted 
to control tower- engine range, the new 
frequencies were to be for freight 
routing within the yards only. 

Many times we have ideas, and fail 
to see them through to their final con- 
summation. Then others come along 
who independently put our ideas in 
practical reality. That's what makes 
radio so fast moving ... and fasci- 
nating. 

* * * 

FREQUENCY MODULATION moves 
sporadically, although it seems 

more to be settling down to a steady 
growth of late. It has its advantages 
and its drawbacks. Numbered among 
the former are the freedom from ordi- 
nary atompherics, and the high -fidelity 
of the reproduction. The disadvan- 
tages are that the transmission band 
is not readily tuned by the average re- 
ceiver, and hence simple converters are 
not being developed as rapidly as could 
be expected. We can foresee a brilliant 
future for FM, if the engineers will get 
down to brass tacks and realize that 
the absorbing of 12 to 20 million ordi- 
nary receivers presently in the hands 
of the public could most easily be ac- 
complished by the design and market- 
ing a cheap converter which will work 
with the ordinary BC receiver. Or 
better yet, and more to the point, a 
simple receiver which will bring in 
either amplitude modulated or FM sig- 

(Continued on page 44) 
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Including Articles on POPULAR TELEVISION 
The Magazine for the radio amateur 
experimenter, serviceman & dealer 

VOL. 24, NO. 1 

Contents for July, 1940 
FEAT URES 

A Beginner's Complete Station for 849.64, Part 1....... 
Larry Le Kashman, W2IOP 6 

An article in pictures describing the construction of a simple transmitter. 

As I See It! John F. Rider 8 
A discussion of new circuits and radio courses. 

Construct This Universal Antenna Coupler 
John W. Moran, W8IOB 9 

A gadget for coupling any antenna to a transmitter or receiver. 

The "Dialomatic" Revised Oliver Read, W9ETI 10 
Some 1940 alterations to a very popular 1939 mobile rig. 

"Cuttings" "Recorder" 13 
A new department devoted to the recordists and their problems. 

Improved :12 V. Farm Power Supply.. Alvin L. Campbell, VE4APZ 14 
Bringing the farm power supply up -to -date. 

.i M -10 M Converters John Mulligan, W8RTW 18 
Adapting your receiver for 5 and 10 meter reception with a simple converter. 

The Experimenter's Super Ultra Short Wave Oscillator 
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A simplified oscillator for the serious minded u.h.f. experimenter. 

A Broadcast Superhet for the Dome Builder 
Raymond P. Adams, W6RTL 22 

A beautifully designed and sounding home -built superhet. 

Serviceman's Legal Advice "Legalist" 25 
A new department to assist the serviceman with his legal problems. 

Easy Antenna Control Clarence Maihori, W9YBT 34 
This home -built gadget makes a fine antenna change -over relay. 

Servicemen's Money Page 35 
A new department. Solicit these accounts to make money in P.A. work. 

Hinging the Bell Samuel P. Milbourne 36 
A graphic discussion on the present tube situation. 

Cut Loose from Chaos, Part 1 Walter E. Keever 38 
How to get the best from your broadcast receiver. 

Build the teTest -All" Merwyn Bly, W3FPL 39 
A simple tester for the serviceman- experimenter. 

Book Review 
What's New in Radio 
Radio Physics Course 
Hamchatter 
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should retain a copy of contributions. All submitted material must contain return postage. Contributions will be 
handled with reasonable care, but this magazine assumes no responsibility for their safety. Accepted material is 
subject to whatever adaptations, and revisions, including 'by -line" changes, necessary to meet requirements. 
Payment will be made at our current rates upon acceptance and, unless otherwise specified by contributor, all 
photographs and drawings will be considered as constituting a part of the manuscript in making payment. 
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combine to bring you these great values 

NEW SUPER -DEFIANT SX -25 
e Range from 540 Kc. to 42 Mc., 4 -Bands 

Complete with speaker and crystal 
Built -in calibrated "S" meter 
P.P. output supplies 8 -watts 

Features: Compensation in oscillator circuit for 
frequency stability. DC operation socket -battery 
or vibrapack. Automatic noise eliminator. Six step 
variable selectivity covering wider ranges from ex- 
treme CW crystal to high 
fidelity. S meter calibrated 
in "S" and DB units. 
2 RF Preselection stages. 
Complete with 10" PM 
Speaker in matched cabi- 
net and $9n0(50 
crystal . . 99 

SKYRIDER MARINE S -22 
This 8 -tube receiver tunes 
from 16.2 to 2150 meters 
(140 kc to 18.5 mc) in four 
bands. Large illuminated 
main tuning dial and sep- 
arate band - spread dial. 
Includes: b.f.o; a.v.c; in- 
dividual coils for each 
band; head phone jack; 
speaker. For 110 volts AC 
or DC ... Complete with 
tubes and x645® speaker . . 

SKY CHAMPION S -20R 
9 -tube communications receiver 
with one stage of preselection 
and built -in speaker. Features: 
4 band coverage from 545 kc to 
44 mc; automatic noise limiter; 
inertia tuning; separate electrical 
band -spread; two i.f. stages; drift 
compensated high frequency os- 
cillator; beat -frequency oscillator; 
socket for battery or vibrapack 
operation. Com- 
plete with tubes. 

SKY BUDDY 519 -R 

Improved 6 -tube amateur receiver 
that tunes the 10 -meter band, has 
electrical band -spread. Coverage 
and band -spread from 545 kc. to 
44 mc. Sky Buddy incorporates: 
broadcast band; beat - frequency 
oscillator; AVC switch; phone jack; 
pitch control built -in speaker; sep- 
arate band- spread dial. All controls 
on front panel -all plainly marked. 
Provisions for doublet or Marconi 
antenna. Complete 295® with tubes 
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Beginner's Complete Station 
For $49.64 

4 LARRY LE KASHMAN, W210P 
Hewlett, L. I., N. Y. 

A picture article for the beginning ham who wants a cheap yet 
highly efficient station. Every construction step is illustrated. 

Part 1. The Transmitter. 

Required parts for the transmitter are 
kept at a minimum. All are shown in the 
above illustration, as well as the upper 
half of the chassis which is mounted. 
Either size fixed condensers can be used. 

Cutting holes in the chassis is made easy 
with this punch which is bolted together 
with the chassis in between. The punch is 

then tightened with a wrench. The trans- 
former holes are made with a cold chisel. 

PLATE 
XFMR 

T3 

MOD 
XFMR 

Tt 

This is the layout of component parts on 
the top of the chassis. It is not neces- 
sary for the builder to follow this ex- 
actly, but the author has tried it, and it 
worked the best of all. The layout makes 
for very short leads which are a "must" 
for ultra high frequency transmissions. 
The above are not accurate dimensions. 

Looking at the bottom of the chassis with 
all parts mounted ready for the wiring to 
be commenced. One bakelite socket is for 
the 80 rectifier tube. Note position of 
the under chassis transformer and choke. 

A closeup view of the three types of sock- 
ets used in the rig. Pencil indicates the 
slot or "key" which determines the manner 
in which tube is inserted and the sequence 
of the pins. Bakelite sockets have no slot. 

Pencil indicates where the jumper is put 
across the two contacts of the two cir- 
cuit jack. Inserting the hand -key, closes 
B plus to the RF, and closing the key com- 
pletes the cathode circuit. This is for cw. 

Good soldered joints are necessary for 
the best results. Wherever possible the 
soldering of parts should be done outside 
the chassis and then soldered into the 
chassis. Allow the solder to run freely. 

First step in wiring the transmitter, is 

to complete the RF stage. Wherever pos- 
sible all "ground" leads should be led 
to a common point soldered to the chassis. 
Very short and direct leads must be used. 

Power supply is next wired. These leads 
do not have to be short, but they must 
be well insulated. Use heavy wire for the 
rectifier filament leads, and insulate them 
with "spaghetti" if they are enameled. 
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Under chassis view of the completed rig 
with the modulator completely wired in. 
Shielded leads are used to carry speech 
inputs (not indicated in the diagram), and 
these must be "grounded" at many points. 

W'2191) i W3B£S 

A simple carbon mike works very well with 
the transmitter, and the key, shown, must 
be closed or withdrawn from the set if it 
is to be used on 'phone. The unit makes 
a fine table -mounted radio transmitter. 

FOR those who have just acquired 
their "ticket," or those who are 

thinking of getting theirs in a short 
while, this little transmitter and the 
receiver -which will be run next 
month--will make an excellent rig. 
The price of $49.64 quoted above is 
figured at current ham prices from 
the average catalogs. It includes 
everything from key right through the 
headphones. Even the antenna and 
the ground wire has been added in. 

There is nothing about this rig that 
is hard to build, no complications 
which the builder might encounter, 
and no "bugs" which will give him 
sleepless nights. It has all been worked 
out. For the advanced ham, the lit- 
tle rig will make something that is 
"right down the alley" for a summer 
portable or QRR set. It is compact, 
and while the signal is none too pow- 
erful, it has worked Puerto Rico, Cali- 
fornia, Kansas and Maine within 3 
hours after it was on the air at the 
author's home. For 12 watts, that is 
pretty good, and many a more power- 
ful rig has yet to work even Califor- 
nia. 

One thing is certain, in these United 
States, no matter how small the power 
output, a license both for the operator 
and the station is absolutely necessary. 
Do not violate the law by using this 
rig without it. 

Top view of the transmitter with the ac- 
cessories in place. Commercial coils are 
used in the amplifier, and a link coupling 
to the antenna will work satisfactorily. 
Usually one crystal will work on 2 bands. 

The antenna change -over switch, shown here 
in the rear of the set, should really be 
located in front where the operator can 
easily get at it. With it, one antenna can 
be used for transmitting and receiving. 

The chassis is now inserted in the cab- 
inet. Testing is done with a small bulb 
across the antenna leads. With modulation 
it should glow brighter indicating that up- 
ward modulation is obtained in the RF. 

BAND A 

160 272' 
80 136' 
40 67' 
20 33' 
10 16' 

A 

O1 
"B "SHOULD BE 

FANNED TO 
ABT 14' 

FEEDERS ANY 
<- LENGTH 

TO TRANSMITTING 
/RECEIVING SWITCH 

A diagram of some types of antennae 
which are suitable for the little trans- 
mitter. The dimensions are shown at the 
left and are more or less accurate. For 
more information consult any handbook. 
Below, the diagram of the complete ham 
transmitter, showing all the component 
electrical values. This should be care- 
fully f o l l o w e d for the very best results. 

TO ALL Fl LS E- 
D.P.D.T. switch makes possible to use receiver with this power supply. 

C, -.002 mfd., 500 v., mica, Micamold 
C_-4 mfd., 450 v., elect., Aerovox 
C,, -10 mfd., 25 v., elect., Aerovox 
C, -.01 mfd., 400 v. tubular, Aerovox 
C; -1 mfd., 400 v., tubular, Aerovox 
C0-250 mmfd., 500 v., mica, Aerovox 
C -50 mmfd., 500 v. mica, Aerovox 
C5 -100 mmfd., var., Cardwell Ri- 500,000 ohms pot. with sw. for 110 v. (S2) 

IRC 
R:.- 25,000 ohms, 1/2 w., Ohio R3- 100,000 ohms, I w., Ohio 
R5- 15,000 ohms, 10 w., wirewound, Ohmite 

R5-5,000 ohms, 1 w., Ohio 
Rr, -300 ohms, 10 w., var., Ohmite R- 25,000 ohms, 1 w., Ohio Ti- Single button microphone -to -grid, Stancor T.,- Modulation trans. for 6L6 Output, Stancor 
T3 -Power transformer, 700 v., CT 120 MA, with 

fil. windings for 80, 6L6 and 6J5, Stancor CH,- Filter ch., 10 by at 130 MA, Stancor 
RFC, -2.5 MH 125 MA, R.F. ch., National 
SW, -SPST Sw., Arrow 
J, -Open cir. Jack, Yaxley 
J, -Two- circuit control Jack, Yaxley 
L, -5 -prong coil with end link, Bud 
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by JOHN F. RIDER 
Dean of the Servicemen 

New receivers are showing many innovations. 

TO those of our readers who have been 
wondering where Mr. Rider's pungent 

column has been, we say that he, too, 
had a "book to put to bed." That is 
what has been keeping him so occupied 
that he was unable to do his stint for us. 
Now that his books are on the press, we 
are again having him with us. We've 
missed you, John. Welcome back. - 
The Editors. 

/1 \HE last four weeks have been 
J spent checking wiring diagrams 

of the 1939 -1940 season of radio 
receiver production in the quest for 
new circuit arrangements. So many 
and such interesting details have been 
found that we deem it worthwhile to 
give space to just a few in this month's 
column. Not that we want to make 
this a technical issue, but we can't 
help devoting some of the space if only 
to remark about possible confusion to 
servicemen because of the unusual 
circuit systems. Yes sir, if you are 
sufficiently interested in radio circuits 
and have watched the development 
since the first decade of the 20 century, 
there is actually romance in radio cir- 
cuits. 

We note the extended use of resis- 
tance capacity filters in power supplies 
and the total elimination of chokes in 
the power units of many of the smaller 
receivers. Well, we can think back 
to about 1925, that's fifteen years, 
maybe a year or two less, if we don't 
have our dates exactly right. At that 
time many of the newspapers of the 
country carried technical radio pages 

"Oh., but I must have my radio fixed 
for my evening to be a success!" 

and the Associated Press carried an 
article in papers from Maine to Cali- 
fornia in which the resistance capacity 
filter was used and forecast for abun- 
dant application in commercial radio 
receivers. 

Some of the developments in the 
modern receivers are simple, yet with- 
out the shadow of a doubt will con- 
fuse many men who will have occasion 
to work on them, unless the diagrams 
are first examined. Take, for example, 
the receivers in which the grid con- 
denser is eliminated in the oscillator 
circuit. A capacity link exists between 
the grid winding and the control grid 
of the tube and in all other respects 
the oscillator circuit is normal. Yet 
if you hunted for the conventional 
grid condenser it would be absent. 
"What do they use ?" you ask. The 
capacity between two windings! The 
capacity developed between the turned 
grid winding and another dead -end 
coil which joins the grid leak and con- 
trol grid. The reason -economy. The 
small dead -end coils cost much less 
than mica condensers. 

Such design is extremely interesting 
for reasons other than the possible 
confusion it might cause to the service- 
man. It shows the extreme measures 
to which it is necessary to go these 
days to effect economy in radio re- 
ceiver construction. It is said that 
"necessity is the mother of invention;" 
it most certainly applies in this case.. 
It is also of interest, as are a few other 
applications of so called capacity, in 
connection with radio instruction, dis- 
cussed later in this column. 

Take another interesting circuit in- 
novation to be found in some of the 
lower priced receivers. A portion of 
the primary of the output transformer 
is used as the filter choke in the power 
supply. It is a well known fact that 
the hum level in these low priced re- 
ceivers is very high but not very 
bothersome because of the very limited 
low frequency response of the speaker. 
Therefore it is possible to effect econ- 
omy in construction by such ingeni- 
ous design. The fact that a high hum 
voltage is developed in the output 
transformer is of no consequence. 

After all is said and done, maybe the 
midget is a pain in the neck from the 
servicing angle, but you most certainly 
must admit that it has provided ample 
opportunity for design engineers really 
to go to town in conceiving ideas which 
no doubt will be elaborated upon in 
the future and applied to more expen- 
sive receivers. 

Another very interesting applica- 
tion, which seems possessed of possi- 
bilities for all type of receivers, is that 

John F. Rider 

wherein a portion of the d.c. voltage 
developed across the oscillator grid 
leak is employed as the minimum fixed 
bias for the i.f. amplifier tube. This 
circuit is used in one of the loop port- 
able receivers and provides, as you can 
see, an automatic control of sensitivity 
during variations in oscillator output 
over the operating range. This fixed 
minimum limiting bias supplements 
the conventional automatic volume 
control action. 

Then we have resistance -capacity 
coupled r.f. and i.f. amplifier stages. 
These appeared quite prominently in 
the television receivers recently an- 
nounced, but their use in regular re- 
ceivers, while not absolutely new, hav- 
ing appeared in a few isolated cases 
years ago, seems like a trend in design, 
particularly with the high gm. tubes 
which are available. 

Many more such items were noted, 
but those mentioned will suffice for the 
present and offer some food for 
thought while doing service work, par- 
ticularly when circuit inspection shows 
something peculiar in wiring arrange- 
ments, or possibly when tests are be- 
ing made to establish the operation of 
certain particular portions of the re- 
ceiver. This is of definite significance 
for example in that circuit wherein 
the oscillator grid voltage is the mini- 
mum fixed bias. The mode of opera- 
tion used by some servicemen, of 
"killing" the receiver oscillator while 
testing, is apt to develop misleading 
conclusions, unless all the facts are 
known and recognized. 

Teaching Radio Theory 
WE wonder if a change in the form 

of presentation of radio theory 
is not in order. We have discussed this 
subject with numerous people con- 
nected with the radio industry and 
while the first impression seems to be 
to leave well enough alone, there are 
many who feel that much can be done 
in this direction. If we examine the 
form of instruction being used in some 
of the progressive grammar schools 
of the nation, we find that the manner 
of teaching as well as the manner of 
presenting the subject matter is differ- 
ent today than it was when we went 

(Continued on page 51) 
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ANTENNA 
COUPLER 

by JOHN W. MORAN, W8IO13 
Cleveland, Ohio 

9 

When you cannot put up the antenna to match the 

rig, the next hest thing is to snatch the rig to 

the antenna you hare. This coupler will do it. 

- NE of the most neglected pieces 
of equipment in the average 

- ham shack is the antenna coup- 
ling device. Too often it is a make- 
shift haywire affair placed in a fairly 
inaccessible spot. Ease of tuning is 
not one of its primary features. The 
author has seen coupling devices that 
ranged anywhere from a wire hooked 
to the plate of the final tube through 
a blocking condenser to a hastily 
wound coil perched precariously on 
scraps of bakelite placed near the final 
amplifier plate coil. 

Arrangements of this sort are toler- 
ated for two reasons. First, we change 
our antennas quite often, and are con- 
tent to tune up the current model an- 
tenna in as short a time as is possible 
with the equipment on hand. Sec- 
ondly, up to the present time no coils 
have been commercially available to 
incorporate in a truly universal an- 
tenna coupler that could be used to 
tune any type of antenna that we 
might put up, and at the same time be 
easy to change and adjust for all types 
of installations. Home made tapped 
air wound antenna coils are not very 
easy to construct, and most of us would 
rather not tackle the job of winding 
such coils. 

However, since manufactured coils 
are now available for such a coupler, 
it is no longer necessary to put up with 
haywire arrangements. The actual 
construction of a universal antenna 
coupler is simplicity itself, and any 
time spent on the job will be more 
than repaid in ease and rapidity of an- 
tenna tuning. Furthermore, once it is 
made and installed, it becomes a per- 
manent piece of equipment, and need 
not be worried about whenever the rig 
is rebuilt, or a new sky -wire put up. 

The coupler illustrated consists of 
two of these new coils and one con- 

denser. The small coil is for high fre- 
quency operation -usually used to 
tune 10 and 20 meters, and in some 
cases, 40 meters. Both of the coils 
and the links on each coil have a large 
number of taps so that the inductance 
of the coil as well as the amount of 
coupling to the plate circuit of the 
final amplifier can be changed at will. 

The condenser is a dual 250 mmfd. 
per section of sufficient spacing to 
withstand inputs of up to 500 watts. 
The condenser used is a BUD No. JC- 
1556 and has a minimum capacity of 
11 mmfd. per section, which allows a 
great range of capacity variation in 
the coupler. When both stator sec- 
tions are used in parallel, it is pos- 
sible to have as high as 500 mmfd. 
which might be necessary in some 
cases when tuning on 160 meters. 
When hooked up in split stator con- 
nection, the minimum capacity of the 
condenser is only 6 mmfd. Taps are 
placed at all four corners of both 
stator sections, and at the center rotor 
contact to enable the condenser to be 
used in split stator (series) connec- 
tion, with the sections in parallel, or 
with a section used singly. 

The entire unit is constructed on a 
10" x 14" x 3" chassis. At the rear of 
the chassis, four 1" feed -thru insula- 
tors are provided for link leads and 
intenna leads. In reality these leads 
are at the top of the chassis, since the 
unit is mounted on the wall with the 
knob on the condenser pointing toward 
the floor. This arrangement allows 
coupling changes to be made quite rap- 
idly, and keeps the tuning control near 
the antenna, and out of the way. At 
each corner of the chassis, feed -thru 
insulators are provided with banana 
plug jacks. These insulators are con- 
nected underneath the chassis to the 
antenna terminals, and allow the an- 

Metal chassis construction allows 
for ease of construction, tuning. 

tenna leads to the coils to be plugged 
in nearest the coil in use. 

The link leads are similarly connect- 
ed to feed -thru insulators located near 
the center of each coil. One lead is 
permanently connected to one side of 
each link, while the other is provided 
with a banana plug jack so that the 
adjustable link lead can be plugged in 
at the coil being used. 

As can be seen from the photograph, 
the three leads that are used to con- 
nect the antenna and one side of the 
link to the coil being used have a 
Mueller clip on one end, and a banana 
plug with a small rod insulator as a 
handle on the other end. A sufficient 
number of other leads with clips on 
each end are provided in order to make 
up the infinite number of combinations 

(Continued on page 57) 
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"The Dia omouc" Revised 

Note the extensive shielding in the 1940 edition of the "Dialomatic." 

MATEUR mobile operation has 
fast become a reality in recent 
years ever since the now popu- 

lar beam type tubes were introduced. 
They made possible the design of more 
efficient transmitters and receivers for 
portable and mobile gear by their com- 
pact structure and other features. 
Many readers constructed the original 
Dialomatic gear that appeared in last 
Sept., Oct., Nov. issues of RADIO NEWS. 
Demonstrations around the country in- 
dicated that certain refinements could 
be made to reduce the original cost as 
well as to step up the general effi- 
ciency. 

First, the total drain on the battery 
supply was a bit excessive for maxi- 
mum performance of the combined 
units, namely the exciter and separate 
vibrator supply at the dash and the 
additional drain from the amplifier in 
the trunk compartment, plus another 
motor -generator for this unit. By some 
simple calculation, we decided to 
eliminate the exciter and vibrator sup- 
ply and to consolidate the rig onto one 
chassis. 

Further economy was had by using 
the new Hytron HY69 filament type 
beam tetrodes. These permit both 
filament and plate volts to be applied 
almost simultaneously as will be ex- 
plained later. The RCA 6A) is also 
of the filament type and lends itself 
admirably for use as a crystal -con- 
trolled oscillator. The two modula- 
tors, HY69's, simplify the design of 
this portion of the circuit. The orig- 
inal driver tube to the modulators was 
eliminated by using a special high - 
ratio mike -to -grid transformer. This 
has an overall ratio of 40 to 1 and al- 
lows a single button mike to be used, 

and fed direct to the grid circuit with- 
out the usual driver. 

So far, we have eliminated three 
tubes and one power supply and are 
still able to have our original r.f. input 
of 50 -60 watts. The next step in our 
re- design was to find another means 
for getting more than one frequency 
in each band. This was accomplished 
in the following manner : Two crystals 
are used for each band in a special cir- 
cuit as illustrated. A change was also 
made in the Guardian Stepper relay 
assembly so that more positions could 
be used, and, in turn, permit the se- 
lection of two crystals per band auto- 
matically. 

The operation of the stepper relay 
is as follows : the three relays in the 
assembly are termed -the stepper 
which does the mechanical work), the 
dialing (which controls the stepper), 
and the holding relay (used to limit 
the steps). These all play an important 
part in the correct functioning of the 
method used to turn the selector gang - 
switch. An examination of the cir- 
cuit will reveal the operating sequence 
to be as follows : the telephone dial 
at the dash unit is spun to any num- 
ber from 4 to zero. The dial relay is 
energized momentarily at each pulse 
from the dial contacts. At the same 
time the dial jack opens and remains 
open until the dial returns to rest. This 
jack then closes and sends one more 
pulse to the stepper so that the relays 
be returned to their normal positions. 

We may see from this that as long 
as we dial to a minimum of 4, addi- 
tional pulses will not cause "overshoot- 
ing" of the band. This is due to the 
method used at the stepper assembly 
in the form of contacts which are so 

by 

OLIVER READ, W9ETI. 
Technical Editor, RADIO NEWS 

placed that as we arrive at a de- 
termined stopping point, the entire 
mechanism will come to rest. 

Further examination of the circuit 
will show how we obtain more than 
one frequency per band. Two contacts 
are used for each band for all circuits 
except the crystal section. If we dial 
around to the first 10 meter position 
we engage crystal number one for that 
band. If we dial again, we move over 
to the second crystal without disturb- 
ing the settings of the tank circuits. 
This applies to all bands. 

If only one frequency per band is 
wanted, we may use the stepper dia- 
gram as appeared in the original ar- 
ticles. This will allow the Browning 
Tuners to be used "as is ". For the 

Parts List 
B1- 50,000 ohms, 2 w., I.R.C. 
R2-5 ohms, 10 w., Ohmite 
R3- 50,000 ohms, 2 w., I.R.C. 
R.,- 35,000 ohms, 10 w., I.R.C. 
R5 -50 ohms, 50 w., Ohmite 
R6 -100 ohms, 10 w., Ohmite 
R7- 25,000 ohms, 100 w., Ohmite 
Ra- 15,000 ohms, 50 w., Ohmite 
R3- 10,000 ohms, 1 w., Ohmite 
C1 -.0005 mf. padder, Meissner 
C2- -001 mf. 600 v. mica, Aerovox 
Cs, C4, Cs, C3-.01 mf. tubular, Aerovox 
C7, C8, C5, C10-75 mmf. variable, Bud 
Cll, Ca. -100 mmf. double- spaced, Bud 
cas, Cis -50 mmf. double- spaced, Bud 
C15-15 mmf. double- spaced, Bud 
Ca3-500 mmf. padder, Meissner 
C17 -.005 mmf. 1,000 v. mica, Aerovox 
C,8 -20 mf., 50 v. electro., Aerovox 
C12 -4 mf. 450 v. electro., Aerovox 
C20 -4 mf. 1,000 r. oil filled Aerovox 
C1 -.02 mf. 1,000 v. tubular, Aerovox 
C22-.4 mf. 600 v. paper, Aerovox 
C23 -.5 mf. 600 v. paper, Aerovox 
C24 -10 mf. 100 v. electro., Aerovox 
Ca-50 mmf. mica, Aerovox 
C26 -150 mmf. variable, Bud 
L1, LZ -Coil Assembly, Browning 5PL "see text" 
L5 -S0 or 160 meter coil, Bud "see text" 
Chi -2.5 mhy. 125 ma choke, Millen 
Ch? -2.5 mhy 250 ma choke, Bud 
Ch3-200 ma filter choke, Eicor 
Rya -12 v. D.C. holding relay "part of stepper 

unit" 
Ry2-12 v. D.C. stepper "part of stepper unit" 
Ry3-12 v. D.C. dial relay "part of stepper unit" 
Ry, DPST D.C. relay, Guardian 
T, -High ratio mike -to- grids, Stancor A -7831 
T.- Modulation trans., Stancor A -7404 
MG -600 v. and 200 ma. Motor Generator, Eicor 

124 
M -0 -200 microammeter, Simpson 
SW.-SPST Toggle "Receiver ON" 
SW2 -SPST Toggle "Monitor ON" 
SW3 -SPST Toggle "Spare" 
SW, -SPDT Toggle "Phones- Speaker" 
SW5-SPDT Toggle "Monitor- Receiver" 
SW6 -SPST Toggle "Send- Receiver" 
SW -SPST Push -to -Talk On handset 
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The "Dialomatic "of 1939 was so 

popular that the author was compel- 

led to bring it up to date in answer 

to many readers' requests. New rig 

has less controls and dispenses with 

the ECO. Eight crystals give 10 QSY's. 

method shown in this article, it is 
necessary to do some modifying of the 
coil assemblies and to purchase an ad- 
ditional switch. This has four gangs 
and each has eleven positions. 

The switch is ganged to the stepper 
by means of a flexible coupling. This 
is placed close to the frame to con- 
serve space. The two threaded rods 
of the switch are passed through two 
holes that are drilled in the baffle. This 

11 

The crystal -motor generator end of the rig. 

holds the assembly firmly in place. The 
stepper must be lined up accurately 
with the switch assembly for proper 
operation. 

The eight HiPower crystals are 
mounted on one side of the baffle box 
as shown. This permits short leads to 
be used between the crystals and the 
switch. These are placed onto the 
baffle, being careful that they do not 

(Continued on page 45) 
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SQAwth1uuû- ExpRitimazi, 
by LEE SHELL ON 

Chicago, Illinois 

The handling of a customer is not an exact science, but rather 
something that is an acquired sixth sense. It will pay to know. 

- 'ESSUP, Jessup, Jonathan Jessup, 
I said to myself, reading the 
next call, where have I heard 

that name before ? Oh, well- what's 
the difference, I thought. The day's 
card is plenty full, and I've no time 
for special attention. 

When I pressed the button, a 
dreamy -eyed young fellow opened the 
door. My partner tells me always to 
be courteous, but when business is 
brisk, I believe it's better to be brief. 

"Salutary Sales & Service," I 
slurred. 

"Ah, yes," he drawled. "Come in 
and sit down. Have a smoke ?" 

"I'm busy today," I replied. 
"Where's the set, and what's wrong 
with it ?" 

He threw one leg over an end table, 
rippled his wavy hair, and quoted: 

" `Work is a means of living, but it 
is not living.' Relax a while, as the 
worthy Holland suggests, and let me 
explain why I summoned you." 

"Listen, buddy," I said impatiently, 
"the worthy Holland never had my 
competition. What's more, I respect 
my landlord a lot more than some 
stranger with a squeaky quill and too 
much spare time. In short, I can't 
wait for any Dutch treats. Where's 
that broken -down wireless ?" 

"I'll come to the point," he said. "I 
have just returned from a yachting 
trip in the Caribbean. My battery por- 
table caused me considerable disap- 
pointment. A beautiful thing, but -as 
Keats so aptly put it : `Silken, chaste, 
but hushed.' For a while I was so an- 
gry I nearly consigned the beastly box 
to Pluto." 

He breathed deeply, walked across 
the room, and hooked one leg over the 
back of a chair. 

"Well ?" I prompted, "what do you 
want me for ?" 

" `Give me,' " he recited, " 'some mu- 
sic; music, moody food of us that trade 
in love!'" 

There's no sentiment in my business 
make -up. 

'Who said that?" I asked sarcasti- 
cally, picking up my tool -bag. 

"The Bard," he replied. 
"He should be," I sneered, stepping 

into the hall and slamming the door. 
It's things like that that clutter up a 

repairman's day. If he had work for 
me, why couldn't he come out and say 
so? 

Later, when I came into the shop, 

I told Al about it. As usual, he found 
fault. 

"Well, my little incident -provoker," 
he said, "it's perfectly obvious the cus- 
tomer was trying to explain he lugged 
a battery set all the way up from the 
Equator so it could be repaired by a 
local man. And you walked out on 
him!" 

"Do I have to know everything to 
be in business ?" I yelled. If someone 
wants a set fixed, all they have to do 
is say so!" 

"A businessman," Al oracled, "must 
know at least a little of many things 

11 
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Television in 1950. "Turn off that 
set, you Tele- peeping Tom, you .. !" 

to help him in his continuous encoun- 
ters with all sorts of customers. He 
must learn to meet a person's subject 
or mood as closely as possible." 

"But this bloke was feeding me a 
bunch of classical cornicisms," I pro- 
tested. "How could I answer if I didn't 
understand them ?" 

"You could have listened," Al 
pointed out. "And you should be pre- 
pared to do more than that on the 
average call. Everything a service- 
man learns adds to his business back- 
ground: philosophy, math, golf, as- 
tronomy. All these, and many others, 
whether or not formally acquired, 
come in handily while you earn a liv- 
ing. Earning and learning aren't so 
far apart. Even the smallest details 
of a news item become important when 
a wavering set owner brings them up." 

"I get it," I snarled. "The three 

R's aren't enough. Before I can install 
a by -pass, I gotta study Byron, 
Brahms, and Bacon. Math," I con- 
ceded, "might be all right in its place 
-but what store owner can find a 
place for it 

"All things," Al said, with a great 
show of patience, "are an expression 
of some mathematical -" 

"I know, Al -but look," I pleaded. 
"I insist the five minutes spent in sol- 
dering in a resistor is more important 
than five months' education. What is 
the sense of getting a B.A. degree 
when all you have to know to sell a 
tube is which end to stick in the 
socket ? When a customer calls me, 
it's because he wants a radio techni- 
cian, pure and simple." 

"You're half qualified," my partner 
laughed. "Seriously -when a repair- 
man answers a call, his conversation 
plays an important part in the deal. 
As you say, soldering a resistor is 
what gets the money; but poor palaver 
often denies him the chance to solder!" 

"So I'm dumb," I replied resignedly. 
"I'll shut down early from now on and 
go to night school." 

You don't need to Al said sar- 
castic in a way only a business partner 
is able. "If you come across a cus- 
tomer you don't understand well 
enough to talk with, just listen. In- 
cidentally-I've watched while some 
of our clients were talking to you. 
During such occasions, you have no 
more poise than .. a man falling down- 
stairs." 

"Next time," I promised, "I'll stand 
there with a straight back and a 
crooked smile. Even if the customer 
talks Pluto to me!" 

"Why -don't you know who Pluto 
is ?" Al asked. 

"Of course," I said, "he's- uh -sec- 
retary of the internal regions!" 

"Very often," Al laughed. "You'll 
learn some day, if you stay in business 
long enough, that you must advance 
with all your mental equipment if you 
are to be a success." 

"Pretty stiff order," I remarked, "for 
the dough we earn." 

Al pulled his hand down over his 
face in a "slow burn." 

"Aw -go crawl back into the ooze," 
he exploded. 

Jessup came in the store that eve- 
ning with the battery portable under 
his arm. Al- although he had never 

(Continued on page 50) 
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NEW SPEAKER 
CUTS DEAD SPOTS 

TO overcome the so- called dead spots 
in big movie theaters the Euronor 

giant loudspeaker has been devised. In 
big halls poor acoustic conditions at cer- 
tain parts occur more often than in small 
locations because although the laws of 
acoustics are well known theoretically, 
practically it is very difficult to apply these 
laws to large and complicated shaped the- 
aters. 

The new power loudspeaker combina- 
tion is the biggest ever built, being about 
five times more powerful than the largest 
standard speakers. It is 13 ft. 1 in. high, 
6 ft. 7 in. deep, and 6 ft. 7 in. wide, and it 
weighs 1433 lbs. Most remarkable is its 
low frequency part. It is horn shaped like 
the high frequency parts of standard 
speakers, something entirely new in loud- 
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Manufacturer's Specifications 
Make: Presto. 
Models: "K-6." "K -7." 
Manufactured by: Presto Recording Corp., 

242 West 55th Street, New York City. 
Price: $215.00 list (K -6) ; $230.00 list (K -7). 
Size: 14" x 15,A" x 19,A". Weight : 46 lbs. 
Motor: Self- starting, constant speed, 115 
volts, 60 cycle input. 
Turntable speeds: 1 at 78 RPM., 12" for 

K -6 ; 33%2 RPM., 78 RPM. for K -7. 
Cutting Head: Magnetic. 
Drive: Rim drive ; rubber tire. 
Reproduction: 5 -watt built -in amplifier. 

Built -in speaker. 
Response: 80 to 5000 cps. 
Pick -up: Magnetic, low impedance. 
Microphone: Supplied, crystal type. 
Meters: V.I. 
Remarks: Cuts all records to 12 ". Will not 

cut pregrooved records. Tone and Volume 
Controls. Power consumption: 120 watts. 
Radio tuner jack included. Leatherette 
covered case. Cuts 100 lines per inch. 
Uses standard needles. Wholly portable. 
Records on all plastic or acetate coated 
discs. 

The New Euronor Speaker 

speaker construction. It has a large square 
opening with 6 ft. 7 in. edges which means 
a considerable power increase in the low 
sounds range. 

For the projection of the high and middle 
frequencies there are four separated horns, 
three of them being immediately above the 
big low frequency horn, the fourth being 
suspended above. The rectangular open- 
ings of the four high frequency loudspeak- 
ers are vertically subdivided by two parti- 
tion walls each. These four horns are 6 ft. 
7 in. long and by means of a ladder or a 
bridge they can be adjusted in any direc- 
tion to secure a perfect sound distribution 
all over the theater. By radiating the 
sound according to the special acoustic 
conditions of the location large areas may 
be covered without distortion and any 
double- speech effects, and faithful repro- 
duction of music and speech is secured. 

30-- 

The Presto Model K -6 

Description 
The Presto sound recorder is a new and 

highly perfected instrument that makes per- 
manent phonograph records of all ordinary 
sounds. It records and reproduces your 
speaking voice, singing, or instrumental mu- 
sic with a clear natural tone. The needle 
scratch heard on ordinary records is almost 
inaudible on Presto recordings. The records 
can be played 100 times or more, using ordi- 
nary steel needles. The small sensitive mi- 
crophone furnished with the recorder can 
easily be concealed. It will pick up voices 
at a distance of 20 feet or more. Features 
include ; 12" turntable, suitable for making 
6 ", 8 ", 10", or 12" records. The turn- 
table is driven at the rim by a self- start- 
ing, constant speed motor designed for con- 
tinuous operation. An exclusive feature of 
the Presto recorder is the rubber tire on 
the turntable rim which absorbs vibration 
and gives absolutely steady speed. The cut- 
ting mechanism is of the under -carriage type, 
driven by a positive worin and gear sys- 
tem beneath the turntable for protection 
from dust or accidental damage. This cuts 
grooves at 100 lines- per -inch, the pitch that 
gives the greatest record economy consistent 
with long life. The cutting head, as well 
as the playback pickup are of the magnetic 
type. They reproduce uniformly a frequency 
range extending from 80 to 5,000 cycles. A 

built -in amplifier is included having push - 
pull '45 tubes in the output stage, and has a 
maximum output of 5 watts with an overall 
gain of 120 db. The equipment measures 
191A"x15% "x14" and weighs 46 lbs. 

COMMENTS : Several types of record 
blanks were used in my test to determine 
which would give the best reproduction at 
lowest cost. The least expensive which were 
6 for 50 cents, produced results comparable 
with present day commercial records. The 
surface noise is quite a bit higher than the 
acetate variety and their life is quite short. 
A frequency check was made with a standard 
set -up using an audio oscillator, vacuum -tube 
voltmeter, and output db meter. The re- 
sponse was fairly uniform from 100 to 3500 
cycles, tapered oft by 3 db at 4500 cycles 
and dropped abruptly at 5000 cycles. This 
is satisfactory for voice frequencies but 
leaves much to be desired for music. The 
Presto Green Seal discs were then substituted 
and the general results were most gratifying. 
The response equalled that claimed by the 
manufacturer, the surface noise dropped 
some 6 db over the plastic types and the play - 
back life was found to be much greater. Cuts 
were made with both steel and sapphire 
needles, the latter giving far better results. 
The turntable maintained even speed when 
subjected to heavy overloading of the cutting 
head. This is desirable in recording heavy 
bass passages. The entire unit is easily car- 
ried about and is of such a shape that it does 
not afford inconvenience when walking. The 
recorder makes a satisfactory PA system for 
up to 500 persons and the tone quality is ex- 
cellent. The use of a magnetic cutting head 
simplifies the process of recording from the 
amplifier standpoint. The operator is not re- 
quired to adjust the tone control for various 
conditions, but may simply use this as a 
means for setting the tone when the record 
is reproduced for most pleasing results. Sum- 
marizing -the Presto Model "K" gave an 
excellent account of itself in the tests from 
the standpoints of easy operation, good fidel- 
ity, and the fact that inexpensive blanks 
could be used. 

Discussion 
Speaking of portable recorders -why don't 

the manufacturers stress the importance -of 
setting the equipment on a perfectly level 
plane. When one is dealing with motion of 
the turntable, he must remember that any 
unbalance will cause no end of grief in the 
playing back of the record. For example -if 
we attempt to cut discs with the turntable 
leaning to one side, the grooves will be cut 
deeper on one wall of the groove than on the 
other and the life of the record will be great- 
ly reduced. Furthermore, distortion will re- 
sult and the playback needle will not remain 
in the groove at a later time when the table 
is operating in proper position. A good in- 
vestment is to purchase a small carpenter's 
level from the dime store, and keep it with 
the accessories so that it will accompany 
the recorder at all times. 

The most important consideration in mak- 
ing inexpensive discs on portable recorders is 
that of using the proper amount of volume 
"level" to the cuting head. Too often the 
operator is inclined to force as much audio 
power to the head as he or she feels is 
necessary. This procedure will result in dis- 
tortion or overcutting of the side walls of 
the groove and is to be avoided. On the 
other hand -too little audio power will re- 
sult in the surface noise of the record reach- 
ing a high level in the form of a noise 
"scratch" which is caused by the lack of suf- 
ficient modulation to the cutter, and in turn, 
this normal noise will approach that of the 

(Continued on page 51) 
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The bleeder resistances are mounted externally to provide the best type of ventilation possible. 

9 3 
Farm Powe 

Supply 

, T 

by ALVIN L. CAMPBELL, VE4APZ 
Burdett, Alberta, Canada 

This is the 1940 version of the 32 volt farm power supply. It has 
been improved with newer smoothing ideas, and makes hum- 

free reception possible with the lower power input voltages. 

r HE Power Supply to be described 
in this article contains several 

- improvements over the original 
model which was described in RADIO 
NEWS for October, 1939. Any readers 
who built the original model would do 
well to incorporate these changes in 
their unit so as to take advantage of 
the improved performance which will 
result. 

The Power Supply is now con- 
structed on a heavy -gauge steel chas- 
sis 12% "x7 "x21/2 ". An opening 3 "x6" 
is cut out of this and a piece of 1/2" 
bakelite inserted on which the 8 mf. 
wet electrolytic condensers are 
mounted. This is the simplest way of 
insulating all of these condensers from 
the chassis. The outside row of con- 
densers is connected to "B-" by 
means of a strip of thin copper placed 
on top of the bakelite in such a way as 
to make contact with the containers 
of the condensers when they are fas- 
tened in place. A small screw at each 
end of the strip holds it in place and 
soldering lugs on these screws under 
the chassis provide a ready means of 
making the various connections re- 
quired. The connections between the 
pairs of condensers are easily made by 
wires from the positive terminal of 
one clamped under the container of 
the other. 

A heavy -duty home -wound trans- 
former is now used for increased out- 
put and better efficiency. The core was 
obtained from an obsolete 150 -watt 
power transformer and has a 11/2" 
square cross -section. The secondary 
winding is put on first and consists of 
2400 turns of No. 27 enamel wire on 
each side of the center -tap, making a 
total of 4800 turns for the entire wind- 
ing. 

Each layer of wire was insulated 
with thin paper. The primary consists 
of 110 turns of No. 18 DCC on each 
side of the center -tap. This number 
of turns does not conform to the 
turns -per -volt ratio of 4, but was 
found after experiment to be the num- 
ber which gave the required output. 
A static shield is placed between the 
primary and secondary and consists of 
a strip of metal foil put on in such a 
way as to leave a gap of about 1/2" 
between the ends. A wire from this 
shield connects directly to the frame 
of the transformer. Shielded wire is 
used for the connections to the pri- 
mary. The fancy -looking shield cov- 
ers on the transformer were made 
from zinc fanning -mill sieves (hi). 

Special attention was paid in this 
model to taking all possible precau- 
tions to eliminate static and the re- 
sults attained were well worth the ex- 
tra trouble. Shielded wire was used 
wherever shown on the diagram and 
in most cases was grounded at both 
ends. The RFC consists of 100 turns 
of No. 18 DCC wire wound in 4 sec- 
tions on a 1/2" bakelite rod. 

Bakelite washers between the sec- 
tions provide a convenient method of 
holding the turns in place. The choke 
is then placed in the tin shield can 
along with the two .25 mfd. condensers, 
C5, and the can soldered together. 
Shielded wires from each end of the 
can provide for making connections. 
RFC2 can be plainly seen in the photo 
at the center of the left side of the 
chassis and consists of a 1/2" wooden 
dowel with 5 fibre washers on it about 
1/2" apart. The spaces between the 
washers are wound full of No. 24 DCC 
wire. 

The vibrator used is the same as in 

the original model, a Mallory 501P. 
The wire from the driver coil is dis- 
connected from the No. 2 contacts and 
run down through No. 4 prong, mak- 
ing it possible to connect the 250 -ohm 
resistor Rl in series with the coil. 
Some trouble was experienced with 
the vibrator as a large spark would 
occur between the contacts whenever 
it was turned on, sometimes causing 
the contacts to arc badly. After due 
experimentation and cogitation, it was 
decided that this must be caused by 
the 250 -ohm resistor in series with the 
coil which prevented the induced cur- 
rent in the coil from being reduced to 
zero before the points opened. 

The 8 mfd. 125 -volt tubular electro- 
lytic condenser C4 connected from the 
coil to ground cured this trouble. This 
condenser apparently absorbs the re- 
maining current from the driver coil 
when the points open, hence it is called 
the "spark absorber." No trouble is 
now experienced and the vibrator can 
be started under full load without any 
sign of any spark. 

All ground connections are made to 
a single point. This consists of a 
piece of No. 12 bare copper wire which 
runs from the grounded terminal of 
the vibrator socket to the grounded 
side of the rectifier heaters. It is con- 
nected to the chassis under one of the 
bolts which fasten the cushioned vi- 
brator socket in place. This wire can 
be seen plainly in the under -chassis 
photo. 

In the photo, just above RFC2, can 
be seen SW1. This SPDT switch 
makes it possible to use either choke 
or condenser input to the filter as de- 
sired. When fhe line voltage is low, 
increased voltage output at a slight 
sacrifice in efficiency can be obtained 
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by using condenser input. The origi- 
nal intention, however, was to use 
choke input for better regulation on 
CW work and condenser input for in- 
creased voltage for fone work. A 
connection at the output of the first 
filter choke provides a high voltage for 
the modulator plates (PP 25L6's). The 
lower but better -filtered voltage from 
the output of the complete filter is 
used for the final plate (25L6G) and 
the modulator screen and speech am- 
plifier plate voltages. 

The heater voltage dropping resis- 
tors for the rectifier tubes R2 are 
mounted outside the chassis for bet- 
ter ventilation. Two resistors were 
used because these happened to be on 
hand. One 40 -ohm resistor would do 
just as well. A protective screen has 
been put over these resistors since the 
photo was taken. The resistors R3 
across the filter condensers are smaller 
than generally used for this purpose. 
However, this serves a good purpose 
because they do double duty, serving 
both as a bleeder resistor and as volt- 
age equalizers for the condensers. 
The need of a separate bleeder resis- 
tor is thus obviated. 

The 1 -V rectifier tubes are rather 
badly overloaded in this outfit but 
seem to stand up all right. The rea- 
son these were used is because, so far, 
the writer has been unable to find an- 
other rectifier tube with a higher cur- 
rent rating that uses a .3 -amp. heater. 
It has been made a practice to use 
.3 -amp. heater tubes all through the 
rig in order to cut down current con- 
sumption and also to make it possible 
to use ordinary rheostats instead of 
costly heavy -duty ones. 

The remote -control unit shown is 
located in the bottom section of the 
transmitter rack. Only the parts per- 
taining to the operation of the power 
supply are shown in the diagram. In 
addition to these, provision is made 
for turning all heaters (oscillator, 
buffer, final and modulator) off and 
on from the same position. The selec- 
tor switch, SW4, makes it possible to 
measure all heater voltages and the 

Underchassis connections view. 

Another top -side chassis view. 

15 

Top view of the chassis showing the arrangement of the parts. 
Note that there is very little waste space. The unit works well. 

line voltage using only two meters. 
The 6 -amp. meter measures the vi- 
brator current. The jewelled pilot 
light, L, shows when the vibrator is 
turned on. Connection between the 
power supply and control unit is made 
by means of two 5 -wire cables. One 
of these uses 5 -prong plugs and the 
other 6 -prong so as to make it impos- 
sible to connect them wrong. 

According to the photos, both filter 
chokes are the same. However, the 
input choke has been replaced by a 
10 -henry 200 -MA unit since the picture 
was taken. This gives increased volt- 
age and better regulation. It is also 
planned to tap the primary winding of 
the transformer about 10 turns from 
the end and provide a switch for con- 
necting to these turns to increase the 
voltage output when the line voltage 
is low. 

Our power here is obtained from a 
wind -electric outfit so the voltage may 
be anything from 30 to 40 volts. As 

-1 
11 

a small change of primary voltage is 
multiplied about 20 times in the sec- 
ondary, some means must be provided 
for compensating for these variations. 
By using a tapped primary in addition 
to the optional choke or condenser in- 
put filter it should be possible to keep 
the voltage output fairly uniform un- 
der varying conditions. 

In its present form, the power sup- 
ply will put out close to 60 watts (150 
ma. at 400 volts) with the line volt- 
age fairly well up. Efficiency at this 

(Continued on page 58) 

TO ALL FILS_ 
FINAL MOO. 
nv Pv +HV.- 

REMOTE CONTROL 
4 UNIT 

2 

RFC' RZ 1 ia6ò\--,-,A.A.A,- 
csT TCS 

a_ 

R, -250 ohms, 2 w., IRC 
R2 -40 ohms, 30 w., IRC 
Ra -.1 meg., 1 w., IRC 
R4 -30 ohms, 25 w. Rheostat 
R 300 ohms, 10 w., Ohmite 
C1-.05 mfd., 1,600 v. C -D 
C2-.01 mfd., 1,000 y. C -D 
C3 -.5 mfd., 400 y. C -D 
C4 -8.0 mid., 125 v., Elec., C -D 
C; -.25 mid., 200 v. C -D 
Co-6.0 mfd., 475 v. Wet elect., C -D 
CH1 -200 MA, Swinging choke, 10 hy., Ham- 

mond 10 -200X 
CH2--100 MA, Filter choke, 15 hy., Hammond 

No. 158 
V2-1 -17 Rectifier Tubes, RCA 

SW, -SPDT Toggle Switch, Arrow 
SW.,, SW, -SPST Toggle Switch, Arrow 
SW4- Two -Channel Selector Switch (Readrite) 
RFC,, RFC2 -RF Chokes (See text) T- Transformer (See text) 
VIB- Mallory 501P Vibrator, Mod. for 32 v. 

oper. (See text) 
1 -Pilot lamp, 6.3 v., .15 amps. 
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by LEE WARD 
Service Manager, San Francisco, California 

Ward's awards -The winners of the "Test -it" riddle. 

Heisse Hiinde 
P \HE announcement, by the 

Miracle Appliance Company of 
- - Cressona, Pa., of a grill that 

cooks hot dogs electrically is somen,,w 
reassuring. Putting aside for the mo- 
ment the moral question raised by an- 
imal electrocution, one senses science 
has finally reached its ultimate ac- 
complishment, and that radio is here 
to stay. 

Woman's Work 
THE feeling we may face the future 

without flinching is shaken by a 
report from Serviceman Williams of 
1467 Leland Ave., Chicago : 

He sold one of those experimental 
radio construction kits to a customer 
whose son, it was hoped, would use it 
to scorch an immediate pathway 
through science. 

Some days later the parts had been 
assembled as a capacity relay, operat- 
ing between the seat of an easy chair 
and the front of the house. 

Now, whenever his mother sits down 
after a hard day's work, the front 
door -bell rings. 

Oh, well.... 
Ward's Awards 

REPAIRMAN'S Riddle No. 5, de- 
tailing an encounter between a 

serviceman, a cryptic customer and a 
mysterious box of radio parts, elicited 
some of the slickest math ever slid 
off a slide rule. So enthusiastic were 
some entrants about the mathematical 

"That's been there since Dad tried to 
fix it, and seems it won't go away." 

feature involved they forgot the cus- 
tomer factor and the time -saving 
power of deduction. 

Outsiders, especially, were inclined 
to stress the exactness of condenser 
values at a sacrifice of the practical 
considerations involved. A repairman, 
for instance, must always keep in 
mind that it is more important to 
know whether a condenser is paper or 
electrolytic than to know its exact 
capacity. Under the conditions given 
in the problem, it was clearly evident 
the condensers in the "Test -it" were 
of the paper variety; electrolytics 
would have been damaged, and -since 
they practically short on A.C.would 
have made the table readings im- 
possible. It is reasonable and im- 
portant that a serviceman make this 
distinction. While few of us would 
attempt to connect a 2 -mike electro- 
lytic across the primary of a power 
transformer if we had a set before us, 
some entrants concerned themselves 
more with exact capacity than with 
working voltages, applications of the 
two types, and replacement costs -all 
of vital importance in store life. 

The resistor passed 60 mils without 
damage on test, despite the fact it was 
sealed in pitch, so it must have been 
rated at more than 3.6 watts. The 
analyst, in this case, could have shown 
his savvy by estimating it was five 
watts or more for operating safety; 
and, since the cost of resistors varies 
widely with wattage, and little with 
resistance, the matter becomes all - 
important if the customer requests re- 
placement. 

The Riddle attracted many non- 
professionals, and among them were 
most of those who gave math preced- 
ence over sales acumen and logical 
store practise. Their answers would 
have been correct if the questions 
were asked in a text -book, but the 
Bench Notes stories are designed for 
servicemen, and to bring into exercise 
not only formulas but field knowledge, 
savvy and the cogent choice of ex- 
pedient every man must have if he 
tries to earn a living behind a radio 
store counter. 

The precise math received from 
some of the outsiders was beautiful to 
behold, and obviously came from 
minds far better trained than the av- 

erage; but what impresses the custo- 
mer most is a quick -even though ap- 
proximate- answer. It is far better 
that a serviceman sacrifice exactness 
for speed; if, instead, he gives an ex- 
hibition of slide rule dexterity, the 
customer usually believes he is being 
foxed. 

No, these are repairman's -n o t 
mathematician's -riddles, as their 
titles imply, and since both the author 
and publisher have gone to additional 
trouble and cost to bring out questions 
from an authentic servicing back- 
ground, it is only fair to credit the 
practical entries for comment that 
shows the entrants' awareness as well 
as their ability in math. Extra credit, 
for example, was given those who 
knew 120 was the line voltage in com- 
monest use, and who used the math 
clue as a confirming check. 

It might interest outsiders to know 
there is no such thing as a 1.069 mfd 
condenser in the usual service shop. 
Nor can one find a 986.452 -ohm re- 
sistor. They simply .. don't exist. Tol- 
erances, in,a store inventory collected 
from divers sources over a period of 
years, are often so wide between com- 
mon values they overlap. This sad- 
dens me, but it is true. While noth- 
ing was taken from the scores for 
elaborate math, the circuit diagram, 
resistor value, and comparative capac- 
ities could be reasoned without math, 
and -since it was announced the re- 
sults were to be judged for deduction, 
correctness, and presentation -t h e 

(Continued on page 56) 
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The "Test -it" solution. 
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AIRPLANE RADIO 
FREQUENCY 

CHECK STATIUNS 

Aeronautical Radio Company - Roosevel 
Field, Garden City, L. I., New York. 

Rates unknown. 
American Airlines, Inc. -Municipal Airport, 

Chicago, Illinois. 
Will furnish measurement service to itinerants 

covering their own frequencies only. 
Brainiff Airways, Inc. -Love Field, Dallas, 

Texas. 
8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. daily, except Sun- 

day. $3.00 per measurement. 
Chicago and Southern Air Lines, Inc. - 

Lambert-St. Louis Municipal Airport, Rob- 
ertson, Missouri. 

9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. daily. Call Winfield 
1762, 1763. $2.00 per measurement. 

Commercial Radio Equipment Co. -216 E. 

74th Street, Kansas City, Missouri. 
$2.00 per measurement. 
C. L. Daniels- Municipal Airport, Houston, 

Texas. 
Rates unknown. 
Du Pont Airport- Lancaster Pike and Center 

Road, Wilmington, Delaware. 
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.; Sunday by appoint- 

ment. $3.00 per 15 minute period or fraction 
thereof. Will check any series of frequencies 
possible within such time -3072.5, 3105, 4122.5, 
4937.5, 4967.5, 5672.5 and 6210 kilocycles 
only. 

Eastern Airlines, Inc. -36th Street Airport, 
Miami, Florida. 

8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. daily, except Sunday. 
$2.00 per measurement. 

Emrick Flying Service - Central Airport, 
Camden, New Jersey. 

9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. daily, except Satur- 
day and Sunday. Call Camden 6646. $3.00 
per 15 minute period. Will check any series 
of frequencies possible within such time. 

Queen City Flying Service, Inc.- Hangar 
No. 3, Lunken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Daily except Sunday upon one hour's notice. 
$2.50 per measurement. 

RCA Communications, Inc. - 66 Broad 
Street, New York City. Call Hanover 
2 -181 1 ; Emergency address only - call 
Riverhead 2290; Western Union Telegraph 
only- Riverhead, New York; 28 Geary 
Street, San Francisco, Cal. Call Garfield 
4200; Emergency address only - Point 
Reyes, California. Call lverness 9 -W; 
Western Union Telegraph only - Point 
Reyes Station, Marin County, California. 

$3.00 per minute period. Will check any 
series of frequencies possible within that time. 

Spartan School of Aeronautics -P. O. Box 
2649, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

$3.00 fixed charge for measurements up to 
and including four frequencies. $2.00 for 
each additional frequency. 

Timm Aircraft Company -Grand Central 
Air Terminal, 1020 Airway, Glendale, 
Calif. -Call Kenwood 2280; Los Angeles, 
California -Call Omaha 34542. 

8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. daily, except Sun- 
day. $3.00 fixed charge for measurements up 
to and including four frequencies. $2.00 for 
each additional frequency. 

Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -Mu- 
nicipal Airport, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Will furnish measurement service to itinerants 
covering their own frequencies only. 

United Airlines Transport Corporation - 
Municipal Airport, Chicago, Illinois. 

Will furnish measurement service to itinerants 
covering their own frequencies only. 

(Continued on page 56) 
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FOR I1UIUEDIATE RELEASE... 

Hot & Spot News will be found in this 
column every month. Don't fail to read it: 

COMMANDER E. F. McDONALD, JR., 
President of Zenith Radio Corporation, 

today stated at the annual convention of 
Zenith wholesale distributors of the United 
States and foreign countries in Chicago that 
Zenith Radio Corporation plans to intro- 
duce four new radio products this year. As 
a consequence, for the first time since he 
entered the business in 1920, he stated, he 
now sees and predicts that the unit of sale 
will be going up rather than down. 

The only one of these products he dis- 
cussed at length was Armstrong's new in- 
vention, frequency modulation radio recep- 
tion, which he indicated Zenith would intro- 
duce as soon as the Federal Communications 
Commission sets the standards for the width 
of the band that should he used by this 
service and the wave lengths which will be 
made available to it. 

He pointed out that Zenith will sell no 
frequency modulation receivers until these 
two standards are set because frequency 
modulation sets produced and sold at this 
time might become obsolete in six months 
if the standards adopted by the Federal 
Communications Commission are different 
from those now in use. Nevertheless, he 
emphasized his opinion that frequency mod- 
ulation has none of the economic hurdles of 
television and stated that Zenith is licensed 
by Armstrong and is ready to go ahead with 
FM for the public when the standards are 
fixed by the Federal Communications Com- 
mission. 

McDonald reiterated his statement made 
a year ago last fall that television for gen- 
eral use, in his opinion, is "still just around 
the corner for the stock salesman only." 
Absolutely no progress has been made in the 
last year and a half in television, he claims, 
which offers a solution for its economic 
hurdles. He stated there was nothing wrong 
with television that money wouldn't cure, 
and that one day it will be a great industry 
when and only when a means is found for 
financing adequate continuing television pro- 
grams. He indicated that in his opinion the 
public would demand the equivalent of mo- 
tion pictures which now cost the movie pro- 
ducers $200,000 per hour and are sold to 
the public through the movie theatres at less 
than ten cents an hour per person. Adver- 
tisers haven't that kind of money to pay 
for the public's entertainment. 

Commander McDonald further stated that 
Zenith Radio Corporation is making prog- 
ress on its experiments in putting television 
over the telephone wires, which would offer 
an economic solution because the programs 
could be paid for. He stated that the cor- 
poration has not only been operating a tele- 
vision transmitter since more than a year 
ago, but is also operating a frequency modu- 
lation transmitter located on the Chicago 
Towers Club Building, which is on the air 
16%2 hours every day. He did not elaborate 
on any of the other three new products but 
definitely stated that regardless of rumors 
to the contrary, the Zenith Radio Corpora- 
tion is not manufacturing, nor does it intend 
to manufacture or market refrigerators, 
washing machines or any other products not 
allied with radio. 

ACONSTRUCTION permit for a 
television broadcasting station in 

New York City has just been granted 
by the Federal Communications Com- 
mission to the Allen B. Du Mont Labs., 
Inc., of Passaic, N. J. Work has " al- 
ready begun on the transmitter and 
studios which will be located on the 

top floor of the 42 -story office building 
at 515 Madison Avenue. 

The new Du Mont transmitter will 
operate on Television Channel 4, or 
the 78 -84 mc. band, as a Class 2 tele- 
vision broadcaster for program re- 
search. It is planned to utilize the 
Du Mont flexible system of television, 
whereby changes in number of lines, 
number of frames and interlacing 
schemes can be confined to the trans- 
mitter with the receivers automati- 
cally following any transmitted signal. 

The Du Mont New York City trans- 
mitter is in addition to the experimen- 
tal transmitter W2XVT at Passaic, 
which has been in operation for over 
a year, for engineering studies and 
demonstrations. Du Mont also has a 
mobile transmitter license with call 
letters W1OXKT. 

MILWAMILWAUKEE, WIS. - By giving UKEE, 
radio public sensationally 

improved reception that is entirely 
new and so desirable every radio lis- 
tener will demand it, FM radio has 
opened up a new market to radio re- 
tailers that is equivalent to almost the 
entire number of sets in use today. 
Such was the welcome message of Lee 
McCanne to more than 150 radio deal- 
ers when the Stromberg- Carlson As- 
sistant General Manager addressed a 
luncheon meeting at the Knicker- 
bocker Hotel in Milwaukee. 

McCanne declared, "Not only does 
F -M radio create a tremendous poten- 
tial for radio sales, but it also solves 
another problem of the radio indus- 
try -that of raising the unit of sale to 
provide the dealer a worthwhile 
profit." 

The meeting was sponsored by 
Stromberg- Carlson to acquaint the 
trade in the Milwaukee area with the 
facts about FM previous to the opening 
of the FM station W9XAO by the Mil- 
waukee Journal on April 22. The new 
station will operate daily from one to 
ten p.m. 

PRESIDENT SHEPPARD of the 
Yankee Network, testifying for 

FM Broadcasters, Inc., said that in- 
vestment of the Yankee net work in 
FM experiments to date was about 
$250,000. He stated that FM is now 
capable of rendering a regular broad- 
cast service, certainly to large urban 
areas, and recommended that it be 
given a regular commercial basis now. 
Increase of the FM power limitation 
from 1. to 50 kw. was urged by Mr. 
Sheppard, and he advocated allocation 

(Continued on page 50) 
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5M Oc N T ' SRS 

Of utmost simplicity is the front panel and its associated controls. 

by JOHN MULLIGAN, WBRTW 
Elmira, New York 

)f your superheterodyne will receive 1600 KC, then this converter will 
make it possible for you to hear signals in the 56 and 30 megacycle 

bands. With slight alterations to the coils, police signals can be heard. 

FROM time to time articles on 
converters appear: some are 
simple, while others are quite 

complicated. Most hams dislike tricky 
and complicated circuits. The writer 
has had a varied experience in con- 
verters during the last three years and 
feels that in this article lies the an- 
swer to many a ham's prayer for a 
really simple five, ten, or both, con- 
verter that can be added to any re- 
ceiver capable of tuning in the vicin- 
ity of 1600 kc. 

Although the circuit about to be de- 
scribed is not new, there has been very 
little said about it. So, let's see what 
it's all about first and also how it 
works. 

Looking at the diagram, we see 
nothing more than the simple auto - 
dyne detector, but what are the coils 
labeled Ll and L2? Well, forgetting 
them for the time being, let's hook a 
pair of head phones in the plate cir- 
cuit and listen in on what happens 
when we tune in a signal. Since the 
tube is in an oscillating condition, 
when the tuning condenser "C" is 
tuned to an incoming signal, a beat 
note is heard in the phones. The fre- 
quency of the beat note changes as we 

tune through the signal where, at the 
zero beat position, the note is at the 
lowest frequency or is no longer heard. 

As we tune away from zero beat, 
the frequency of the beat note goes 
higher in frequency until the ears no 
longer respond to the increasing pitch 
whistling sound. This beat note does 
not stop at this spot but keeps in- 
creasing, as we tune farther away 
from from the received signal, until it 
finally reaches a frequency within the 
radio spectrum again. If the output 
from our simple autodyne detector is 
now fed into an r.f. amplifier of, say, 
100 kc. when our beat note reaches 
this frequency, it will be amplified 
and then can be regularly detected and 
turned into an audible sound. Well, 
anyway, that's the way it works, and 
this in itself makes a nice converter, 
the tuning range being governed by 
the coil and condenser (LC). 

By the addition of a tuned r.f. stage 
ahead of this autodyne detector, we 
get a very substantial gain in signal 
strength. And now we see the com- 
pleted converter with nothing but a 
tuned r.f. ahead of an autodyne de- 
tector. The signal can be traced very 
easily through the complete circuit. 

Transformer T1, in the plate circuit 
of the autodyne detector, is tuned to 
the desired receiver input frequency. 
In our case, we decided on 1600 kc. as 
being the best for the elimination of 
repeat spots (quite essential on five 
and ten meters). 

The circuit constants are common 
and nothing is special in any way. 
Tubes can be most anything; 58, 78, 
6D6, 6K7, 6K7G, 1851, or 954. All of 
these work nicely as r.f. amplifiers, 
while 57, 77, 6C6, 6J7, 6J7G, 1852 or 3, 
or 954, make excellent autodyne de- 
tectors. However, some adjustment of 
R3 may be necessary. This resistor 
should be adjusted until super- regen- 
eration stops with the particular tube 
type used. 

The coils may be wound easily with 
$12 enameled antenna wire on a %" 
diameter form. After winding the 
form can be slipped out and the coils 
spaced. Plug -in coils may be used, 
using pin tip jacks and phone tips or, 
as in the writer's model, coil switch- 
ing may be used, in either case. The 
coil data is as follows: 

L For all bands -5 turns, closely 
wound. 

L1 For 5 meters -8 T spaced W ". 
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Ll For 10 meters -13 turns closely 
wound very slight spacing. 

L2 For 5 meters -8 turns spaced 1 /s" 
between turns. 

L2 For 10 meters -13 turns closely 
wound very slight spacing. 

No. 14 enameled aerial wire can be 
used if k12 is not available. Tap in 
either case from grounded end -1 turn. 

By using a doublet antenna directly 
across L1 (grounded end ungrounded) 
only one antenna coil need be used for 
both bands if band switching is used, 
the arrangement may be seen in the 
photograph. It is also good policy to 
use the antenna coil as a doublet 
coupling coil as this eliminates to a 
great extent auto ignition noise caused 
by capacity coupling between L and 
Ll. 

A word might be said about the out- 
put transformer Tl. This is a regular 
antenna coil as used by most midget 
a.c. -d.c. broadcast sets and is readily 
obtainable for a few cents. C1O will 
bring the secondary (used here as a 
primary) to resonance at 1600 kc. with 
leeway for other frequencies, if for in- 
stance the converter was to be used on 
receivers such as the National 101X 
in which the lowest frequency is 1690 
kc. 

Alignment is quite simple, first place 
the receiver in operation on the de- 
sired frequency (1600 kc. or ?) C1O 
on the output transformer is then ad- 
justed for maximum hiss in the loud 
speaker. Next C5 across C2 is ad- 
justed for converter dial coverage of 
the band (a very easy job on ten any 
Sunday afternoon. Hi!), signals will be 
heard even with the r.f. greatly de- 
tuned. C5 across Cl can be adjusted 
for maximum background noise in an 
off station position. Since the auto - 
dyne detector is so very sensitive, the 
setting of coupling condenser C5 be- 
tween the r.f. plate and detector grid 
is not critical. However, since this 
condenser has some effect on the de- 
tector tuning due to loading effects it 
should be set at about half capacity 
first and then not touched again. 

This converter together with a good 
receiver makes a very sensitive and 

selective five and ten 
meter receiver which 
is capable of receiv- 
ing signals as good 
and better in lots of 
cases than most of 
the receivers on the 
market today. How- 
ever, if you want 
more gain, figure 3 
shows an additional 
stage of 1600 kc. am- 
plifier which can be 
added between the 
converter and the re- 
ceiver. This circuit 
uses an 1852 tube and 
makes R3 signals 
R9+ believe it or 
not! (apologies to 
Ripley). 

The photographs show the writer's 
model using acorn tubes, complete 
band switching, extra amplifier (1F)- 
built-in power supply and antenna 
change over switch. 

A number of other models using the 
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An inside- the -cabinet view 
and easy to build 5 and 10 

of the extremely simple 
meter superhet converter. 

same circuit have been built and all 
gave equally good results. 

If you have stuck with us this far, 
we're sure you'll agree "she's" sure 
simple and gives good results. 

Zr01 -- 

C, C2-15 mmf., var, dual, Hammarlund 
Co, C,, C;, C8, Cn --01 mf. paper, Sprague 
C -3 -30 mmf. mica trimmer, Hammarlund 
Co -.0001 mf. mica, Sprague 
C,o -10 -50 mmf. mica trimmer, Hammarlund 

C,,, C,2, C,3 -.01 mid. paper, Sprague 
R,, R -400 ohms, 1/2 w. IRC 
R ,-100,000 ohms, 1/2 w. IRC 
R5-.25 -1 megohm, 1/2 w. (see text) IRC 
R5- 20,000 ohms, 1 w., MC 

R5- 50,000 ohms, 1 w. IRC 
Rs- 10,000 ohms, 1/2 w. IRC 
R8- 100,000 ohms, 1/2 w. IRC 
Tt, T3- Antenna coil from midget BC radio 
T2 -1600 KC IF transformer 
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TECHNICAL BOOK 
Ar BULLETIN REVIEW 

VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES, 
published by P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., 
Indianapolis, Indiana, is Supplement 
Number 7 to the Third Edition of the 
Mallory- Yaxley Radio Service Ency- 
clopedia. Information on the subject 
of vibrators and power supplies using 
them has been lacking in recent 
months. The Mallory Company has 
endeavored to take the reader through 
a short course in the construction and 
proper adjustments in the design of 
this type of supply. As usual, the text 
is most complete and is written so that 
even the more inexperienced layman 
may clearly understand the require- 
ments of proper application and de- 
sign. The first chapter deals with 
General Theory of Vibrators, which in- 
cludes general history of the item for 
both present and past vibrators. 
Among the many types described are 
the "Half- Wave" Interrupter, The 
"Full- Wave" Synchronous - Rectifying 
type, the "Dual -Reed, Full- Wave" In- 
terrupter, the "Eight- Contact" Vi- 
brator, the "Tuned- Reed" Vibrator, 
and the "Split- Reed" Vibrator. The 
second chapter covers the design re- 
quirements of Bias Supply Systems, 
and includes information on Types of 
Tubes, Circuit Diagrams, All- Heater 
type tubes, Heater and Filament type 
tubes in combination, and All -Fila- 
ment type tubes. The next chapter 
deals with Vibrator Power Supply De- 
sign and Operation. All types are 
shown, illustrated and described. The 
final chapter covers R.F. Interference 
Suppression in many phases and ex- 
plains methods for proper treatment 
in order to eliminate this troublesome 
condition. 

SIMPLIFIED FILTER DESIGN, by 
J. Ernest Smith, published by RCA In- 
stitutes Press, 75 Varick St., N. Y. C. 
55 pp. Price on application. The the- 
ory of filter networks is well known 
and, in fact, forms a necessary part 
of every electrical engineer's technical 
training. The practical design of these 
networks, on the other hand, has not 
been adequately developed in the lit- 
erature. Consequently, the design en- 
gineer does not have available before- 
hand the type of precise information 
he needs to properly choose filter 
structures best suited for his partic- 
ular applications. The purpose of the 
present book is to present this infor- 
mation in graphical form which will 
not only aid the engineer in selecting 
the best network structure, but will 
also eliminate the lengthy calculations 
normally required. 

The essential material of this book 
was originally organized and reduced 
to its present form for use by engi- 
neers in the Radio Corporation of 

(Continued on page 54) 

FOR years we have been advocating con - 
tinual study for the advancement of 
the radio art and now that Television 

is "just around the corner" we thought that 
a timely statement from none other than 
Dr. Lee DeForest would not be amiss. So 
we ambled out to see that renowned gentle- 
man to get a statement. His conservatism in 
prognosticating on the future prospects of 
radio is well known so you can understand 
why the following remarks made us even 
more enthusiastic than we ever were (if that 
is possible !) : 

"It is an encouraging sign that today one 
need not answer so frequently the question : 

`Do you think we will ever have Television ?' 
Now the queries run : `How soon can we have 
Television ?' The era of cynical skepticism 
which resulted from the scientists' and pro- 
moters' too early assurances that `Television 
is just around the corner' -the recent senti- 
ment that Television is a fake, or dead, has 
finally terminated. 

"Today in New York, Chicago, and Los 
Angeles, at least, there are tens of thousands 
who have actually seen television pictures, 
thousands who are actually proud owners of 
a television receiver, while the number of 
people who are planning and saving to own 
a set is growing by leaps and hounds. 

"With the continual, consistent improve- 
ment in the quality of the transmitted pic- 
ture, and of the entertainment content of the 
television program, the time is not very far 
distant when the present supply of receivers 
now in warehouses and on dealers' shelves 
will be completely exhausted, and some of 
the few manufacturers who are licensed un- 
der the R.C.A. and DuMont patents will find 
themselves wholly unable to supply the ever 
growing demand. 

"Especially now since the drastic cut in 
prices offered by R.C.A. has put this mer- 
chandise within the reach of thousands of 
would -be customers who have been hitherto 
unable to afford such a luxury. 

"Other manufacturers are certain to fol- 
low this long awaited, badly needed exam- 
ple in wise merchandising. The result, I 
doubt not, will be a greatly accelerated de- 
mand for televisors, with a corresponding 
many fold increase in popular interest in 
television. 

Thus only, by a rapidly rising increase in 
the number of viewers, can the present tele- 
casting companies and the others who will 
be fortunate enough to obtain Federal li- 
censes, feel warranted in continuing and en- 
larging the heavy expenditures which these 
more and better programs will necessarily 
entail. 

"The very nature of television transmis- 
sion -short wave lengths and short ranges 
of propagation -call for the establishment 
of a very large number of stations scattered 
widely all over the country, one or more in 
every good sized city or town. Thus one 
may expect to see a much larger personnel 
engaged in the establishment, servicing, and 
maintenance of a nation -wide television 
service than is today required for our audio 
broadcasting systems. This, regardless of 
whether or not a large percentage of these 
local telecasting stations are to be connected 
by radio relay networks. If this latter proves 
to be the answer to chain telecasting, then 
there again will large numbers of trained 
engineers and helpers be required ; because 
although such radio relay stations be en- 
tirely automatic in operation, they will nev- 
ertheless demand regular inspection, servic- 
ing, policing and repairs from time to time. 
Such maintenance is always inevitable. 

"I can foresee the time when the newborn 
television industry will top today's gigantic 
radio industry as regards the number of em- 
ployment jobs, which, directly and indirectly, 
it will offer to American engineers, tech- 
nicians, directors, artists, and employees 
generally. 

"Those therefore who begin now to study 
this new and growing science, to equip 
themselves to become the most highly skilled 
in its intricacies, and proficient in its multi- 
farious management (provided always that 
they find themselves to he talented along 
these lines) will be the ones from whom the 
future leaders of this new art will be 
chosen." 

(Signed) Lee de Forest. 

ALWAYS wishing to be fair, this column 
believes that the statements made by 

Fred Howe, recently ousted secretary of 
Local o. 2, ACA, before the Dies Com- 
mittee, should be either retracted with a 
public apology or else proven, if they are 
true. The statements credited to Mr. Howe 
are : (1) that Mervyn Rathborne, President 
of the ACA, is a Communist ; (2) that Com- 
munist radiops are infesting American ves- 
sels for purposes not to the best interests of 
this country. We do not believe that Presi- 
dent Roosevelt would appoint any man to 
a position of trust like that to which Mr. 
Rathborne was appointed -the Executive 
Board of the National Youth Administration -if his background was not first investi- 
gated. There is no question in my mind 
but that the FBI would have apprised the 
Chief Executive of Mr. Rathborne's affilia- 
tions with Communism, if this were so. 
And being in such a high position which 
could control one of the most important in- 
dustries, if not the most important industry, 
in the event of war, we cannot believe that 
he would have been permitted to continue 
there, if it could be proven conclusively that 
he was Moscow- controlled. Therefore, it is 
a case for Mr. Howe to either "put up or 
shut up." 

IT would seem that the old adage, "he 
who hesitates loses out" doesn't always 

hold water. A two year agreement was re- 
cently completed between the ARTA (local 
secs Jordan and VanErman) and the Pacific 
Coast SS Co., operators of coastwise lumber 
and general cargo boats. One of the im- 
portant clauses was a minimum pay of $150 
per month, plus $1.25 overtime for a stipu- 
lated S hour watch. Also. complete jurisdic- 
tion over the radiophone apparatus which 
had hitherto been operated by the Chief 
Mates or the Skippers. This agreement was 
made after quite a controversy had been 
raised over the ARTA locals' inability to 
supply ops to work for the then prevailing 
wage of $115 per month. No radiops would 
take the jobs offered, so the company had 
to do the next best thing -raise wages. 

TsO us, up here in the observation , 

car, it seems wonderful the way both 
unions are doing their best for the radiops. 
-gaining them recognition, wage increases 
and better living conditions. Of course, we 
appreciate how both unions feel towards each 
other. But just like the states in this 
glorious country have certain barriers be- 
tween them, each fighting for the welfare of 
the population within its borders, when the 
final showdown comes, they are arguing 
about the same thing : Americans all. And 
so do both unions fight : for radiops all. 

(Continued on page 54) 
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The entire oscillator is shown with 
its r.f. pick -up loop at the left side. 

The power supply and the oscillator 
set up ready for the experiments. 
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The ezpeumeateuf 
Super Ultra Sho - 

Wave Oscillator 
by JULIUS GREENBLATT 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

There are many experiments which can be per- 

formed with this little, easily built oscil- 

lator. It will educate you into u.h.f. quickly. 

THIS unit is one of the most inex- 
pensive ultra -short wave oscilla- 
tors to build. For the novice it 

is an easy way to experiment with 
high frequencies and perform the 
many interesting experiments demon- 
strating a large number of radio prin- 
ciples. The photographs show a very 
simple model, and a more elaborate 
and efficient version which may be 
constructed for high school and col- 
lege laboratories at a great saving 
over commercial apparatus. I, myself, 
have used this oscillator in several lec- 
tures I have given. 

My first model consisted of a socket 
from an ancient Atwater -Kent battery 
set, a loop of wire 31/2" in diameter 
cut in two, an ancient open type tin- 
foil condenser, and a 201 -A tube that 
was eight years old. With two hun- 
dred volts on the plate it worked 
smoothly. 

SINGLE TURN LOOP 3-DIA. 
COUPLED TO OSC. COIL. 

PARALLEL BARE COPPER WIRES 2APART 
12 FEET LONG. 

Note the size of the oscillator in 
comparison with the author's band. 

EARPHONES 

CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 12 

The best method of detecting oscil- 
lations is to use a 3" loop of stiff wire 
soldered to a pilot light socket in 
which is inserted a 6.3 volt dial light. 
This loop is held parallel to and about 
1/4" above the oscillator coil; the light- 
ing up of the bulb shows that the os- 
cillator is functioning properly. 

The next step was to build more 
efficient and impressive -looking appar- 
atus. White ceramic insulation is 
highly efficient and give a professional 
appearance to any equipment. This 
deluxe model is designed to give more 
output which may be necessary for 
some experiments. As for the con- 
struction : -a mica bypass condenser 
of 2500 volts test rating was used be- 
cause the total d.c. and r.f. potential 
is across it. The r.f. chokes were 
made by simply winding the wire 
about a pencil and then stretching the 

(Continued on page 51) 

T II TO AMENTS 

RFC 

110v AC 

XFMR 

RFC 
CHi CHI 

t 

T -Plate êa fil. trans. Pri 110 v. 60 cycles. Sec. 
5.0 v. @ 2 .4., 21/2 v. @ 2 .4, 300 -0 -300 v. 
@ 60 ma. 

CH, -30 hy. 75 ma. filter chokes 
RFC -21/2 mhy. RF chokes 
RFC2-12 turns No. 18 dcc., 3 /8n diam., 2" long 

RFC2-12 turns No. 14 bare, 3/8" diem., 2" I 
Ci -.006 mf. mica, Sangamo 
C -.001 mf. mica, Sangamo 
C3 -8 mf. electro. Cornell -Dubilier 
C5-.002 mf. mica, Sangamo 

R1- 
10,000 ohms, 1 a'., Centralab 
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A Broadcast Supertee 
or the Home Builder 

The controls are conventional and the set simple to build. 

NOT so very many years ago, the 
"typical" radio receiver for 
home use was a broadcast 

band superheterodyne having perhaps 
this stage line -up: turned r.f.; self - 
excited mixer; i.f.; diode -triode detec- 
tor and first audio; and pentode out- 
put. The intermediate frequency was 
175 kc., selectivity and sensitivity were 
usually first -rate, audio level was suf- 
ficient for full room volume. Tone 
quality, on the other hand, and in the 
light of present -day expectations, was 
hardly perfect; the narrow acceptance 
of even that single i.f. stage cut side - 
bands (emphasis in design was on in- 
creasing selectivity, remember) ; audio 
distortion was considerable; and if a 
set featured means of tone adjustment 
at all, that means suggested simply a 
potentiometer and condenser, variable 
filter which when adjusted for "mellow 
tone," so called, merely by- passed 
higher audio frequencies to ground and 
emphasized rather than alleviated the 
poor response. 

Now of course we all know that such 
a receiver is hardly acceptable today 
-particularly to the fidelity- conscious 
listener. That once typical super - 
simple, sensitive, and in its day quite 
a "last word" -might still bring 'em 
in on each and every channel and 

might haul in just as much DX as next 
year's 38 tube top -notcher. But Bee- 
thoven's Fifth Symphony, directed by 
Stokowski, and broadcast by a high 
fidelity transmitter, will sound about 
as thin and as characterless as a worn 
dime feels and looks. 

That's why the fellow who can af- 
ford it and who wants his set to pro- 
vide both hair -splitting selectivity for 
the reception of short -wave signals 
and reasonably wide -band acceptance 
for the reception of locally transmitted 
broadcast buys or builds an all -band 
job incorporating means of varying the 
band -pass width. That's why the fel- 
low who can't afford a modern, all - 
service super or who isn't interested 
in short -waves but simply in the wide - 
range pickup of network programs put 
on the air by broadcasters operating 
in his particular metropolitan area 
acquired a TRF affair of reduced sen- 
sitivity and full modulation acceptance 
such as that designed by the writer 
and described in RADIO NEws for Feb- 
ruary, 1938. 

That's why the fellow who not only 
can't afford a small- service job but 
resides in a locality so remote from 
network stations that a strictly "local 
area" high -fidelity job is next to use- 
less is sticking to his antiquated super 

by 

RAYMOND P. ADAMS 

W6RTL, 
Hollywood, California 

, 

There are still many home build- 

ers who like to construct their 

own superhets. This one for the 

broadcast band only, will give 

very fine music reproduction. 

and -if he's at all fidelity- conscious- 
wondering why in thunderation some- 
body doesn't come through with in- 
formation on the design of an instru- 
ment peculiarly and particularly de- 
veloped to meet his own requirements. 

Well, with that said to explain the 
"reason why" for this writing, we'll 
get on at once to the subject at hand 
-the design and construction of a 
strictly modern broadcast band super- 
heterodyne which may be built at sur- 
prisingly low cost, which has sensitiv- 
ity enough to permit its successful use 
regardless of location, which has wide 
range audio design and independent 
and functionally proper high and low 
audio frequency controls, and which 
is band -pass engineered to provide an 
8 to 10 kc. acceptance, with the tuning 
curve flat -topped and straight -sided 
and with adjacent channel interfer- 
ence severely attenuated. 

General Design 
It's not a perfect receiver. Cost 

limitations prevented the use of an 
audio channel which we might de- 
scribe as a last word, and certain 
necessary compromises in design pro- 
hibited the featuring of a tuned -circuit 
for acceptance as wide as that which 
might be desired. But, all things con- 
sidered (selectivity, sensitivity, tone 
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quality, and so on), it is functionally 
right. 

Three tuned r.f. and 6 tuned i.f. 
circuits provide 8 to 10 kc. or standard 
channel bandpass while 12 single r.f. 
and i.f. stages afford more than ample 
sensitivity and gain. Infinite im- 
pedance second detection assures ex- 
cellent detector modulation capability 
and contributes to the maintenance of 
the desired selectivity curve. Push -pull 
beam output tubes operating Class A 
give plenty of distortionless volume, 
and two cascaded voltage amplifiers, 
circuits in correct tone -functional ar- 
rangement, make possible independent 
control of highs and lows -in other 
words, independent emphasis of either 
the bass or the treble response (or 
both). 

All items except, of course, the 14" 
speaker are mounted on one standard 
10 "x17 "x3" chassis, and all parts and 
standard items, available through 
recognized jobbing sources. 

The r.f. stage is conventional em- 
ploying a 6K7G and is both manually 
and automatically controlled for gain. 
The Mixer stage, likewise in the usual 
circuit arrangement (self- excited) em- 
ploys a 6A8G. Two tuned circuits pre- 
cede the converter, the two required 
coils being negative -mutual inductive- 
ly coupled to provide good signal -fre- 
quency circuit bandpass. 

Both the input and output i.f. trans- 
formers are triple- tuned, three -wind- 
ing components. These afford really 
flat - topped, steep - sided selectivity, 
with the width of the top limited to 
the optimum 10 kc. which for most lis- 
teners is entirely satisfactory. (While 
a 5000 cycle upper register limit is 
half what it should be in a truly high 
fidelity receiver, it nonetheless assures 
pleasing, well- rounded reproduction; 
besides, we can't have both a maxi- 
mum effective bandpass width and all - 
channel selectivity in a receiver of this 
simple type.) One 6K7G in the i.f. 
stage gives us plenty of gain with a 
minimum of tube noise. The stage, 
by the way, is gain controlled auto- 
matically and manually. 

As we have previously explained, 
the second detector is of the infinite 
impedance type. A diode, experiment- 
ally used prior to the completion of the 
receiver in its present finished form, 
eliminated the necessity for a separ- 
ate AVC.channel but took considerable 
power from the i.f. stage and dropped 
the selectivity down considerably. The 
present set -up is frankly more in line 
with general tuning and bandpass re- 
quirements. 

The AVC transformer is a single - 
tuned affair having closely -coupled 
windings and center -tapped secondary. 
Tuned to i.f. frequency (456 kc.) it 
couples the amplified output of the 
6B8G pentode section to the same 
tube's diode section. Signal energy for 
the pentode is obtained from the sec- 
ond detector grid, and control of the 
"take off" is effected through varia- 
tion of the potentiometer supplying de- 
lay bias. 

In the audio system we have two 

6C5 voltage amplifiers, 
the second of the cas- 
caded pair transformer 
driving 6V6s in push -pull. 
One triode's bias resistor 
is not by- passed, and the 
circuit for the two stages 
is such that with the high 
and low frequency con- 
trols R24 and R28 in the 
off adjustment, the effec- 
tive response is reason- 
ably linear. As the poten- 
tiometers work toward 
the right (toward their 
free or floating termi- 
nals) the highs and lows 
are raised, R24 being the 
treble control, and R28 
emphasizing the lows. 

Inverse feedback from 
the 500 ohm winding on 
the output transformer to 
the primary of TR1 is an 
optional refinement. The response is 
quite good without it. Judicious use 
of the frequency controls with any one 
program being received has an effect 
on the speaker output quality suitable 
to the most critical ear. Perhaps the 
major justification for feedback, if it is 
to be used at all, would be its effect in 
leveling off any irregularities in the re- 
sponse as might be caused by peaks in 
the curves (operating conditions) of 
the TR1 and TR2 transformers. 

A standard power transformer sup- 
plying 360 volts d.c. into 8mfds. input 
filter capacity and rated at 125 ma. 
will be an entirely suitable unit in 
this layout - providing, of course, 
strictly Class A operation is assured 
for the 6V6s and the voltage applied 
to the beam plates and screens does 
not greatly exceed 250. An input choke 
together with a 1000 ohm speaker field 
are used in the filter system, the neces- 
sary capacitors being three 8 mfd. 
electrolytics, one at input and one at 
output positions, and one at the point 
of juncture between CH1 and CH2. 
Bear in mind that condenser input is 
quite permissible so long as the beam 
tube plate- screen drain does not vary 
greatly, as it would in AB, or AB, 
operation. 

Construction 
Great care has been used by the 

author to make the construction as 
simple as possible. 

In constructing this receiver, which 
has a logical and functional layout, it 
is suggested that the arrangement of 
parts be followed in more or less exact 
detail and that the components as 
mentioned in the list of required parts 
by manufacturer's catalogue number 
be acquired and employed. Proper se- 
lection and positioning of major items 
cannot help but assure correct receiver 
operation (granting that the builder 
is reasonably well experienced in set 
construction), as layout and parts list 
refer to a tried and tested laboratory 
model. 

The very first job to do is to remove 
the coil assembly from the input i.f. 
transformer can, then drill the can so 
that the grid lead for the 6K7 will 
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Notice the extreme simplicity of the wiring 
due to the small amount of component parts. 

work directly back toward the rear of 
the chassis with the can so positioned 
that the three holes for trimmer ad- 
justment face the left hand side of 
the receiver base. The second is to 
drill and stamp the chassis so that the 
various components may be positioned 
as indicated; four gang tuning con- 
denser centered on the chassis, r.f. in- 
ductances to the left and in the L2, 
L3, L6, L4 order shown, etc. 

The negative mutual coupling coil 
may be made by the builder. This item 
should have about five turns of pri- 
mary and five of secondary, wound 
close together (interspaced) in the 
same direction on a three -quarter inch 
form. Ordinary cotton insulated push - 
back will do for the coupler, which 
once constructed, should be well doped 
so that the windings will remain se- 
curely in place. If the form is pro- 
vided with four lugs for lead termi- 
nation, so much the better. 

The coil is then mounted below chas- 
sis between TR2 and TR3. The finish 
lead of the primary winding connects 
to the start lead of the secondary, the 
common tie returning to ground 
through the condenser C9. The start 
lead of the primary then connects to 
the L3- secondary return or ground 
terminal, and the finish lead of the pri- 
mary to the ground or return winding 
of L6. Note that the regular primary 
of L3 is not used. 

The audio volume control should be 
mounted on a bracket or partition 
placed conveniently near the first AF 
tube, and its shaft should be extended 
for knob adjustment from the front of 
the chassis. All other controls may 
be mounted on the front chassis drop, 
though the two AF potentiometers 
might well be similarly located near 
tube sockets with which they are asso- 
ciated if the builder wishes to go to 
the constructional trouble involved. 

In wiring the receiver and installing 
small items such as by -pass capacitors 
and the various resistors, the usual 
practices governing set -building should 
be followed. That is, parts grouped 
electrically should be grouped physic- 
ally, preferably near the socket of the 
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tube with which they are related in 
functional circuit position, and ground . 
returns brought to one chassis point 
for each stage. RF and AF leads 
should be kept short and direct. Use 
plenty of tie -points, by the way. 

Position the voltage divider below 
chassis and as far away as possible 
from circuits and parts which might 
be affected by the heat loss in this re- 
sistor. Tap the various high voltage 
leads to the divider. By -pass all screen 
and plate circuits shown to be so by -. 
passed in the circuit diagram. And 
don't omit any of the smaller items. 
We will want this receiver to run wide 
open at times, with no sign of insta- 
bility, which is very undesirable. 

FROM 6C5 C271 R26 6C5 
DET 

R23 

C28 

R24 C29 R27 

R26 

SW 

R25 

R29 

< 
<R30 R 30 

C30 

Shield the leads across the chassis 
from the frequency control potentio- 
meters to associated circuit points - 
but use low capacity conductor for this 
service so that the higher frequencies 
will not be attenuated. In wiring up 
these potentiometers, remember that 
as the knobs are turned to the right, 
the contact approaches the free or 
open ends. You don't attenuate highs 
and lows with these controls as you 
open them up -but emphasize the base 
and treble response. You have nor- 
mal, linear response with the knobs 
turned as far as they will go to the 
left. Remember, too, that if inverse 
feedback is to be employed the TR2 
component should be installed below 

C31 6L6-6V6 

TR i 

6L6 
6V6 

C32 
+ 

R 

TR3 

II. 6-3 V. . 

CH 

C35 

5Z3 

CH2 

LT Ra 

0 To 
SPKR 

1,00011 

C34 

50011Lt 
LINE 

TO 
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER 

C33 

chassis so that the feedback lead will 
be as short as possible -and that this 
transformer must have separate voice 
coil and 500 ohm line windings. 

Alignment and Adjustments 
The voltage at the 6V6 plates and 

screens will read approximately 260 
with the B connection made to the high 
end of the voltage divider. Plate sup- 
ply leads for the voltage amplifiers, 
and possibly for all other tubes, may 
be brought to this same point. Screen 
leads, of course, must tap down on the 
divider until, with the r.f. gain control 
adjusted for wide -open receiver oper- 
ation, the r.f., i.f., and Mixer screens 
measure 100 volts to ground at the 
tube sockets. 

If inverse feedback is employed and 
AF oscillation indicates improper 
phase, reverse the connections at the 
TR2 500 ohm winding. Make sure that 
the plate voltage for the second 6C5 
AF tube does not appear at the TR1 
primary. C31 must be employed to 
isolate the audio driver transformer 
input winding from d.c. 

Align the i.f. circuits to exactly 456 
kc. This isn't a difficult job if the up- 
per and lower trimmers for each trans- 
former are adjusted first for maximum 
signal indication in the output meter, 
speaker, or magic eye (if used) -and 
the middle trimmers then adjusted for 
still greater output. 

Permeability tuned Antenna, r.f., 
Bandpass, Detector, and Oscillator 
coils permit precision adjustment of 
the front -end stages. Here proper 
procedure is to remove the regular 

L, -456 KC wavetrap, Meissner 15 -7518 
L2-Antenna coil. Meissner 14 -7413 
L7 -Var. R.F. coil Meissner 14 -7558 

Ose. coil, Meissner 14 -7560 
L,,- Negative MI coupler (see text) L -Var. R.F. coil, Meissner 14 -7558 
L,-456 KC input, Meissner 16 -6858 
Lb -456 KC output, Meissner 16 -6860 
La -456 KC AVC Meissner 17 -6762 
C,, C, C3, Co- Four -gang 365 mmf., Meissner 

21 -5223 
C3, Co, CIO, C34 -.05 mf. 200 v. tubular, Sprague 
Co, Ca, Coa, Ca C;, CIS, C_o, C23 -.1 mf. 200 
C7, C,3, C,9, C,s -.1 mf. 400 v., Sprague 
Coo, Csa. C_ mf. 400 v., Sprague 
Co,- Padder condenser, Meissner 22 -7029 
C,2-.0001 nil. mica, Sprague 

C_:,- .00025 mf. mica, Sprague 
C,-.00005 »rf. mica, Sprague 
C,-.02 f. 400 v., Sprague 
C -.01 mf. 200 v., Sprague 
Co, C:, -10 mf. 25 v. electro., Sprague 

mf. 450 v. electro., Sprague 
mf. 450 v. electro., Sprague 

C3, -.25 mf. 400 v., Sprague 
Ro, Rs, R,,, R, , Ras, R,,- 100,000 ohms, 1/2 w., 

Continental 
R,. -300 ohms, 1 w., Continental 

R3, R7, R,,- 15,000 ohms, 1 w., Continental 
R4, R,o, R,,, R,, -2,000 ohms, I w., Continental 
R.,-25,000 ohms, pot., Yaxley J 
Rs, Rea, R2- 50,000 ohms, 1/2 w., Continental 
Ro -600 ohms, I w., Continental 
R1a- 250,000 ohms, 1/2 se., Continental 

DET. 
6C5 

6 

R2 

TO 
A.F. 

AMP. 

TO 
B+ 

Roo, Roo 30,000 ohms, I w., Continental 
R_o -5,000 ohms pot., Yaxley Y5MP 
&,,-30,000 ohms, 25 w., with slides, Yaxley Tru- 

volt 
R-,-500,000 ohms, pot., Yaxley N 
R_,- 250,000 ohms, pot., Yaxley M 
R,-200,000 ohms, 1/2 w., Continental 
R_- 250.000 ohms, pot., Yaxley N 
R2o -1,000 ohms, 1/2 w., Continental 
R,, -200 ohms, 3 w., Continental 
R . -2,500 ohms, 1 w., Continental 
CH,- Filter choke, Jefferson 466 -430 
TR, -Audio driver, Jefferson 467 -454 
T&- Output trans. PP 6L6's to voice coil. 
T&-Power trans., Jefferson 463 -361 
Chassis -17" x 11" x 3" Par Metal 
Speaker -1,000 ohm field, 14" cone 
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trimmers provided on the four gang 
tuning condenser. Decide on your 
starting frequency -1500 or 1600 kc. 
or anything in that vicinity related to 
minimum reading on your dial (if a 
calibrated scale is employed) -set up 
a signal at that frequency, open the 
gang condenser to minimum mesh, 
then adjust the inductance trimmer in 
the oscillator coil (accessible from the 
top of the can) for maximum re- 
sponse. Now set up a signal at 1400 
kc. and without changing the oscilla- 
tor alignment tune the gang condenser 
for maximum signal. Peak up the r.f. 
circuits through permeability trim- 
ming of L2, L3, and L6. 

The next job to do is to align the 
front -end at the low frequency end of 
the dial -say at 550 kc. or the last 
scale marking of a calibrated control. 
Set the gang condenser near maxi- 
mum mesh, set up the desired signal, 
then adjust the oscillator circuit pad- 
der (C11), which should have been 
mounted below chassis, for maximum 
output. If the scale is not calibrated 
to frequency, rock the gang condenser 
back and forth slightly while making 
the last adjustment, but if calibration 
must be matched, leave the dial set- 
ting in the proper position related to 
the low frequency signal emitted by 
your test oscillator. 

Now return to 1400 kc. and read- 
just the trimmers slightly for all coils 
except the oscillator transformer -L4 
-if, of course, such readjustment 
seems necessary. Connect in your 
antenna, readjust L2 again for maxi- 
mum noise level. Then, with the gain 
control wide open for maximum set 
sensitivity, tune across the band. Noise 
level should be even throughout the 
tuning range. If it is not, bend the 
outer plates of each section of the gang 
condenser in or out at three or four 
points until the alignment is accurate. 

Turn the AVC bias control knob to 
the extreme right, keep the r.f. gain 
control wide open, and then trim L9 
for maximum noise level loss. Back off 
the bias control in steps, each time re- 
adjusting L9 for this same effect. The 
AVC circuit will now be in proper 
alignment. 

Operation 
While this receiver is sufficiently 

sensitive to permit its successful use 
with only a few feet of wire connected 
as an antenna, it is recommended that 
it be as long, as high, and as in the 
clear as space permits. Forcing the 
gain when signals are to be received 
will only adversely affect the very ex- 
cellent signal to noise ratio which in 
featured when a good antenna is em- 
ployed and the set sensitivity is kept 
down to the minimum consistent with 
effective operation. 

If code interference, judged to be 
emitted on a frequency in the neigh- 
borhood of 456 kc., rides through to 
prevent clear reception use the wave 
trap L1, connecting it as shown in the 
circuit diagram. Adjust its trimmer 
until the disturbance is attenuated to 
maximum degree. It is advisable to 

(Continued on page 55) 
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Ed. Note: This is a new department de- 
voted to a discussion of the legal prob- 
lems confronting the serviceman. In it 
only those questions of interest to the 
field as a whole will be published. Feel 
free, however, to write the author your 
inquiries. While it will be impossible to 
give any legal advice to individuals, still 
those letters of interest to all servicemen 
will be printed together with proper an- 
swers wherever possible. 

Set, Set, Who Has the Set? 
IT is axiomatic that to sell radio re- 

ceivers and equipment, the service- 
man must first buy these from either a 
distributor or a manufacturer. Often- 
times, the question arises as to who 
owns the set or equipment after it has 
been ordered. This becomes important 
when the set is delivered in a damaged 
condition or not according to specifi- 
cations. Then starts one of those long 
trains of letters, wires, and telephone 
calls between the service shop and the 
distributor or manufacturer, as the 
case may be, in an effort to place the 
blame where it belongs and to have the 
set replaced or the value in money re- 
turned or credited. 

In all fairness it must be said that 
most reputable manufacturers and dis- 
tributors make complete adjustments, 
and that these are usually made in f a- 
vor of the buying serviceman. But it 
is wise to know just where each party 
to the transaction stands in the wide 
general field of the law. 

Firstly, let us understand that all 
radio sets and equipment are classed, 
legally, as personal property, and this 
name should not be confused with 
all property that is owned by you. 
The law divides all property as real 
property, which is land and things per- 
taining to the land, and personal 
property which is all other property, 
with the possible exception of stocks 
and bonds, etc.; although they, too, are 
physically classed as personal prop- 
erty. So when you talk of radio sets 
and the appurtenances thereto, you are 
talking of "personal property ". 

Considering now this personal prop- 
erty, the law says that the owner 
thereof pays for the damage thereto. 

Stanley v. Robinson, 14 Atl. 480. 
2 Jennings v. Gage, 13 Atl. 610. 
a Wright v. Gardiner, 66 Atl. 94. 
4 O'Keefe v. Kellog, 15 Atl. 347. 
5 House v. Beak, 141 Atl. 290. 
e Gibson v. Chicago Packing & Prov. 

Co., 108 Atl. 100. 
Mooar v. Wheeling Tire Co., 202 Atl. 

278. 
8 Rosenfeld v. Ehrhart, 202 Atl. 617. 
8 City of Carthage v. Duvall, 202 Atl. 

234. Ellis v. Roche, 73 Atl. 280. 
iu Helburn Leather Co. v. Stone, 205 Atl. 

347. 
11 Webster v. Granger, 78 Atl. 230. 

In other words, the man who owns the 
equipment is liable for it, even if he 
does not actually have it in his pos- 
session at the time of damage. 

Immediately, you ask. "When am I 
the owner ?" 

That's comparatively simple, also. 
Ownership in the law rests in that per- 
son who has title to the personal prop- 
erty. This title is not generally some- 
thing you can see or feel. It is the 
thing which by having it in your pos- 
session, you own something by, to 
paraphrase our good friend Col. Stoop - 
nagle. Now, since you cannot see or 
feel a title, the question of ownership 
resolves itself wholly into a question 
of who between yourself and the 
manufacturer or distributor has title 
to the radio set or equipment. 

Let us here state some law which 
will help you decide the problem for 
yourself. The law says that "The title 
to personal property does not vest in 
the purchaser until the purchase is 
complete and nothing remains to be 
done under the agreement."' That 
means that when you buy radio equip- 
ment, pay over your money and take 
the stuff with you, you have title and 
you own the set. This is a principle 
followed by all of us in our everyday 
lives and is easy to understand. 

Supposing that, however, you merely 
sign an agreement to buy the set, and 
that the seller signs that he will sell 
it to you. Then "on a mere contract 
for the sale of goods, the title to the 
goods rests with the original owner 
(the seller). "2 So you do not yet own 
the set. The same would be true if 
you signed an agreement to buy the 
set, say, next week or next year, or in 
the future.3 

From this we can draw our first gen- 
eral rule. "In the sale of personal 
property, where anything remains to 
be done to complete the contract, such 
as ascertaining quantity, or delivering 
possession, the title does not pass until 
the contract is thus completed. "4 So, 
servicemen, if the seller has still some- 
thing to do, such as to help with the 
installation, give you pamphlets, come 
to your shop to demonstrate the set, 
you do not acquire title, you do not 
become owner, until all that has been 
done. Of course, it must be in writing, 
-this installation help, pamphlet busi- 
ness, etc., to be binding, to prevent the 
title to the set from passing to you. 

Supposing that you buy radios on a 
basis that you can return them to the 
manufacturer if you do not sell them. 
Then, "Since a contract on 'sale and 
return' is a sale on a condition . . 

(Continued on page 41) 
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Vital NEW,,,, R 
Five new automobile radio receivers, ranging in price from $14.99 to $34.95, have just been announced by The Crosley Corporation. The line has been planned to provide models to suit all makes and types of automobiles, with prices in the reach of every car owner. In designing the receivers the trade -in feature of automobiles has 

been kept in mind, and each Crosley Roemio automobile receiver can be quickly transferred without. difficulty. 
Four of the models are 5 -tube receivers with self -contained speaker. Model A -160 is a 6 -tube two -unit receiver; that is, the speaker is not incorporated in the same case with the receiver, but is mounted separately. Two different types of speakers are available with this model. One 

is a 6 -inch speaker that can be mounted by 

It is possible to adjust the "Flex -Angle" an- tenna to a vertical position thru a range of 16 
degrees which is ample for any cowl contour. This original Ward development will mean time saving, efficient and attractive installations. 

.Music Master announces new all- electric hi- fidelity phonographs. These units reproduce the 
old mechanical recordings quite well. 

The table model usually retails for $15.95 
and the portable for $18.95. 

means of a bracket behind the grille opening 
on the dash board of the newer cars. Because 
of the baffle and the location of the speaker, 
remarkably clear and undistorted reception is 
obtained that would not be possible with a 6- inch speaker in any other location. The new narrow face on the receiver with the separate speaker mounting makes an extremely prac- 
tical and efficient installation. 

For cars that are not equipped with the 
grilles, an 8 -inch speaker is provided that can 
be mounted on the bulkhead of any car. It also 
gives full tone and undistorted output. 

Many new features are included in the new 
Crosley automobile radios. Among them are 
improved push button tuning, non -glare dial, 
two -position tone control, new beauty to match 
latest model cars, compact streamline design 
with easy installation, higher sensitivity, illumi- 
nated call letters, stations easy to set with sin- 
gle screw adjustment, complete in one unit, 

sin- 
gle 

sealed oscillator coil, and antenna 
matching. 

A complete six tube transmitter and receiver 
mounted in a small and attractive cabinet, has 
been announced by Radio Transceiver Labora- 
tories of Richmond Hill, N. Y. This unit has 
been designed along the lines of previous 56 Mc. 
types, but with special emphasis on 112 Me. 

efficiency. All r.f. circuits are insulated at 
required support points by the highest grade 
steatite, micalex or polystyrene. The parts have 
been arranged for future conversion to 224 Mc. 
by substitution of smaller inductors. The trans- 
mitter employs a resonant line oscillator and has 
a carrier power of 7 watts modulated at high 
level. 

The new Amperite P.G. (pressure gradient dy- 
namic) is a big step forward in dynamic micro- 
phone development. 

The familiar mechanical sound due to dia- 
phragm peaks is entirely eliminated resulting in 
natural reproduction over the entire audio range 
from 40 to 10,000 CPS. It has an improved 
elipsoid pickup pattern which reduces back pick- 
up to a minimum. The combination of the 
elipsoid pickup pattern and the flat response re- 
sults in a microphone that will give an unusual 
amount of volume before feedback. Its output 
is high, -55 db. 

The P.G. diaphragm follows air particle ve- 
locity where amplitude is a gradient of the pres- 
sure. In ordinary dynamics amplitude is re- 
stricted from following air particle velocity due 
to the stiffness of the diaphragm and the enclosed 
chamber behind it. 

All models are equipped with a switch and 
cable connector'. Finish -satin chrome. 

The Ward "Flex-Angle" auto antenna is the 
only one of its kind, and it was designed to do 
exactly what its name implies. The unit is 
single mounting and can be adjusted to a vertical 
position on any body contour without resorting 
to use of special parts for angle compensation 

The machines are available for AC as well 
as AC -DC. In the case of AC -DC models, the price is somewhat higher. If you should desire any additional information please write :Music 
:Master Manufacturing Co., 508 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

The most popular unit in the new 1940 Clarion line is the Model CS -38 Portable System. 
The amplifier used in this system has a rated output of 25 watts with a 35 watt peak -plenty 

of power for all normal P.A. requirements. Its exceptionally fine frequency response -40 to 12,000 cps. -affords true high fidelity reproduc- 
tion and makes the unit suitable for use even in 
conjunction with frequency modulation receivers. 

A new circuit incorporating inverse feedback, 
push -pull output and D.C. filaments to reduce 
hum, is employed. Tubes used are 2- 6L6G's, 2- 12SJ7's, 2- 6C8G's, and a 5U4G rectifier'. 

to -get replacement jobs where different capacities and voltages are required in a single condenser. By using the Sprague Atom midget dry elec- trolytes or PTM rectangulars which are avail- able from any Sprague jobber's stock, almost any needed replacement combination can quickly be obtained. Moreover, several different condens- ers strapped together with the ST strap will be found to be smaller than the original unit, and even cheaper in price than an exact duplicate replacement. 
For instance, if a replacement calls for a condenser consisting of an 8 mfd. 350 volt sec- tion; an 8 mfd. 350 volt section and a 25 mfd. 

25 volt section, it is only necessary to strap together the following Sprague Atoms to ob- tain it. 

The Mohr Signal Booster d Lightning Arrester 
can be used with any receiver employing a doublet or all -wave type antenna. This unit; (composed of a knife switching arrangement) provides maximum signal strength on all bands because of its direct snatching of the antenna to the receiver. It can be used with any length antenna, from the ordinary size to short lengths where space is limited, thus enabling you to 
use your present antenna or to construct a new 
one to suit your particular needs. In making 
up a new antenna. the Signal Booster eliminates the use of accessories such as matching or coup- ling transformers, junction box, lightning ar- rester, etc. 

The switch of the Signal Booster has 3 posi- 
tions. To determine best signal strength and minimum interference, simply tune in receiver 
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(any wavelength)and adjust switch to Pos. 1 or 
Pos. 2 for maximum signal strength. Different 
wave lengths are similarly controlled. For ex- ample: On most receivers Pos. 2 is used for standard broadcast, while on the short wave 
bands, one position will be superior to the other, depending on the frequency being received. 

The Lightning Arrester (a part of the switch- 
ing arrangement) not only directly couples the 
antenna to ground, but automatically disconnects 
the antenna from the receiver . unlike the 
ordinary type lightning arrester where the an- 
tenna is always connected to the receiver. 

Coto -Coil Company, Ire. have introduced a 
unique magnetic stepping switch for performing 
complicated switching operations. The motor 
unit is energized by momentary impulses from 
a push button and drives the switch sections 
through their predetermined sequence. The il- lustration shows an adaption of the basic unit 
to a bandswiteh turret for changing the operat- 

Microphone gain is 114 DB and the hum level 
is -22 DB below zero level. Output impedances 
of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms are available. 
Two microphone and two phono inputs are pro- 
vided, with facilities for mixing any three simul- 
taneously, and a pitch control affords full con- 
trol over bass and treble frequencies. 

The system, compact and light in weight, 
mounts in a single carrying case. Two heavy 
duty 1.2" PM Speakers, chrome plated floor 
stand and any of a selection of four modern 
microphones complete the system. All cables 
and plugs are provided. 

The CS -38 System lists at only $139.13. Fur- 
ther- information and catalog is available by 
writing to Transformer Corporation of America, 
69 Wooster Street, New York City. 

Supplied free of charge upon request to jobbers 
with the purchase of Sprague Condensers, is the 
Sprague ST Metal Mounting Strap. Strong 
enough to hold any combination of Sprague 
Atoms into one firm, compact assembly. the 
strap provides the ideal answer for those hard- 
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ing frequency of a radio transmitter by remote 
control. Various combinations of poles and 
contacts make it possible to adapt this switch 
to most any kind of a radio or industrial switch- 
ing' problem. Outstanding features are the ver- 
satility and low price. 

The dirawing Laboratories, Winchester, Mass., 
has recently announced a new band switching 
coil assembly designated as the 5PL. This, 
when used in conjunction with a 100 mmfd. 
transmitting condenser, covers the 10- 20- 40- 
80- and 1110 -meter amateur bands. An Isolan- 

tite switch selects the desired band at will. The 
five low -loss coils are mounted rigidly on this 
band switch and have separate link circuits for 
output coupling. The unit is designed to be 
used in the Male circuits of such tubes as the 
807 and RK39, in exciters, transmitters, etc. 
the rating of which is 7:i watts or less. Due 
to lead symmetry and careful designs, the 5PL 
is somewhat more efficient than the plug -in 
type of coil. 

New increased rating's have been set for each 
of the five (Motile High Current Tap Switch 
Models. Model 1.11 is now rated at 10 Amps. 
150 volts AC:' Model 212 at 15 Amps, 150 
volts AC; Model 312 at 25 Amps. 300 volts AC: 
Model 412 at 50 Amps, :3(k) volts AC: and 
Model 608 at 100 Amps, 300 volts AC. These 
ratings apply to alternating current circuits op- 
erating at any power factor. 

Oh mite High Current Tap Switches are multi - 

point, load -break, non- shorting. single -pole ro- 
tary selectors of extremely compact. permanently 
insulated, ceramic construction. They can easily 

be connected in tandem to form multi -pole as- 
semblies. Silver -to- silver contacts. "Slow - 
break," quick -make actions especially designed 
for alternating current use. 

Ohm;le High Current Tap Switches are ideal 
for switching requirements for any slumber of 
applications, such as battery chargers, radio 
transmitters, switchboards, heater or oven con- 
trol, arc welders. diathermy, and X -ray equipment, 
voltage regulators. motor control, tapped trans- 
formers, electrical machine tools, dryer 
control, pyrometer circuits. ventilating fan con- 
trol, meter circuits, etc. 

Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., on 
May 1 issued a new loose leaf catalog sheet 
announcing a new microphone item in the 
form of the "KO" model with stands and 
accessories. 

"KO" is heralded as a new high output crys- 
tal unit with slightly rising frequency charac- 
teristics together with exceptional tonal quality 
with well rounded bass response. 

Technically the output level is 48 db. below 
one volt per bar and the frequency range from 
50 to 0,000 CPS. The stand coupling is 6/s 

inch, 27 thread with microphone diameter of 
23/4 inches and depth of 2% incises. The as- 
sembly includes 10 foot of low capacity, rubber 
covered cable in color to match the microphone, 
which is furnished in luxurious satin statuary 
bronze finished case, with polished chrome face 
and grille for contrast. 

The new model "KO" weighs a trifle over one 
pound packed and lists at $16.25. It is licensed 
by ERPI under patents of A. T. & T. and W. E., 
as well as Brush Development Co. 

Accessories for the new Universal microphone, 
adapted especially for recording use, p.a. sys- 
tems. amateur's, call systems, orchestras, car- 
nivals and so forth, includes the SK suspension 
eye, for suspending the microphone from boom 
or ceiling: the HK handle, which converts the 
microphone for hand mike operation: the BK 
base, a. non skid base that, in combination with 
the HIC handle, makes a desk stanai: and the 
MS floor stand. a two -sectioned, adjustable stand 
with round cast iron base. 

The RCA 929 is a new vacuum phototnbe 
with a new type of caesium photo -surface which 
has extraordinarily high sensitivity for light 
sources predominating in blue radiation. Al- 
though this tube is not infra -red sensitive, it has 
a sensitivity of 45 microamperes per tumen 
to light from a tungsten filament, operated at 
2870° K. To daylight, its sensitivity is several 

tines this value, and to an H -4 mercury arc, its 
sensitivity is many times the tungsten value. 
Other features of the 929 are its excellent sta- 
bility and its consistent spectral response. Be- 
cause of these features, the 929 is well suited 
for measurement and relay applications. 

The sensational Solar Capacitor Analyzer, that 
actually checks up on condensers while they're 
at work in the circuit. Model BQC tells quick 
as a wink if condenser is bad, open, shorted, in- 
termittent, also indicates r.f. impedance and pow- 
er factor. Built -in Wien Bridge gives separate 

capacity measurements from .00001 to 70 mfd. 
The Model QC, not shown, incorporates all 

above features except those of the Bridge. Both 
these useful units at exceptionally low prices, 
and complete data may be had by addressing 
Solar Mfg. Corp. at Bayonne, N. J. 

Res Rheostat Company announce further im- 
provements ins their line of controls. They are 
of the "Slide- Contact" types and possess many 
features not found in ordinary units. Rex 
rheostats are of rugged constructions and high - 
watt capacity. Carefully planned to assure ease 
of operation in minimum space, they are com- 
pact, efficient and pleasing in appearance. They 
have broad application in laboratory and indus- 
trial wok. The winding i- of copper nickel 

alloy, with a negligible small temperature co- 
efficient, so that the ohmic resistance does not 
change noticeably with the temperature. The 
windings are either of oxidized resistance wire, 
or ribbon, depending upon the required current 
capacity, as described in their catalog R. The 
porcelain tube which carries the winding is 
glazed inside and out. The use of porcelain 
assures high insulation, and safety in operations. 
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A new line of "Dimity -Flux" Compression Type 
Permanent Magnet Speaker Units. used in con- 
junction with Atlas Sound "Morning Glory" Re- 
flexed Projectors. The magnetic material used 
is a nickel, aluminum, cobalt alloy (ALNICO). 

These units also feature non -corrosive dia- 
phragms which are electro- chemically treated; 
later heat treated for a "toughness" that is fa- 

PM-23 

PM-Z5 

PM-26 

tigre resistant and protected against crystalliza- 
tion and shattering. The complete unit is pro- 
tected from adverse weather conditions by cad- 
mium-plating, and other protective finishes. 

Model PM -23. 5:30.00 List ; PM -25, $45.00 
List, PM -26, $50.00. The power ratings range 
from 18 to 20 watts (conservative). V. C. im- 
pedance 15 ohms. 

Atlas Sound Corporation, 1449 39th Street. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

The rapidly growing' need among commercial 
engineers, amateurs and experimenters for a re- 
ceiver to cover the regular and experimental serv- 
ices utilizing wavelengths down to 2 meters is 
met by the new Model S -27 just announced by 
Ilallicrafters, Inc. It not only offers continuous 
coverage of '27 to 145 megacycles in three ranges 
of 27 -46, 45 -84 and 51 -145 mc., but provides 
for reception of both amplitude and frequency 
modulated signals. 

Fundamentally the S -27 is a highly refined 
u. h. f. communications receiver providing the 
wide variety of features found in the better grade 
communications receivers designed for the lower 
frequencies, plus a number of others necessary 

to meet the specialized and rigorous requirements 
of the ultra -highs and of frequency modulation. 
Among these latter are acorn tubes throughout 
the r.f. and converter systems, front -panel trim- 
mer to permit maximum antenna, gain, voltage 
regulations for oscillator. converter and metering 
circuits, extra -wide bandspreadiug, a, new con- 
verter system for uniform gain, double- spaced 
tinning condensers with silver wiping contacts. 
cushioned r.f. assembly, improved automatic 
noise limiter, oscillator plate -toned to eliminate 
hum modulation, separate a.m. and f.m. detec- 
tors. 1852 limiter, expanding i.f. including wide 
band -pass in f.m. positions, push -pull audio out- 
put with phase inversion and generous inverse 
feedback for flat and broad response, meter for 
accurately tuning f.m. signals, etc. 

Fifteen tubes are used in all. The entire re- 
ceiver except the loudspeaker is self- contained 
in a single crackle- finished cabinet. 

Of wide interest to the music lover, the pro- 
fessional musician and the home is the Lafayette 
-Model BB -96, a combination whirls in one 40 -inch 
burl walnut cabinet includes a high -fidelity radio, 
recorder and record playing equipment. 

This latest product of Radio Wire Telerision 
lne., 100 Sixth Avenue, New York City, through 
a simple switching arrangement provides an in- 
stant choice of (1) radio reception, (2) record- 
ing of radio programs off the air, (3) recording 
of speech or music picked up by microphone, 
(4) public address service by means of which 

microphone pick -up is directly reproduced through 
the loudspeaker, and (i) playback of both home - 
recorded and commercial records. 

The radio equipment consists of a high- fidelity, 
12 -tube, 3 -band receiver chassis including all 
modern refinements such as six -button station 
selection, built -in broadcast and short -wave loop 
antennas, static control circuit, tuning indicator, 
etc. Its audio system, in which phase inversion 
and inverse feedback contribute materially to 
high overall fidelity, serves also as the audio 
system for the entire combination except that a 
separately built-ins preamplifier is used for micro- 
phone bolstering. 

The recording equipment employs acetate 
blanks up to 12 inches in diameter. Its care- 
fully balanced turntable is rim -driven by a self - 
starting, heavy -duty synchronous motor coupled 
through a rubber idler pulley. The cutting head 
is of the magnetic type and screw driven. Its 
response characteristic is carefully snatched to 
that of the associated equipment to afford ex- 
ceptional faithfulness in recordings. The play- 
back pick -up is of the crystal, tangent -arm type 
and similarly matched. 

(Please turn the page.) 
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To meet the higher voltage requirements en- countered in some applications, three new types of wet electrolytic condensers are now announced by Aeroco. Corporation, New Bedford, Mass. These units are available in 4, 8 and 16 mfd. capacities, with a 600 volt D.C. surge rating, as compared with 350 and 500 volt ratings here- tofore available. Can sizes are 1% and 1% inch 

attractive appearance. Standard unit is provided with coil for 110 -volt AC operation. 
Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation are now introducing the new 1941 line of Emer- son "3 -Way" Portables throughout all territories. The new line, "3- Way ". Portables, consisting of 7 models, includes a promotion - leader at $19.95, complete with batteries, a "super- power" long- distance model at $29.95, an American - Foreign set at $34.95 and a selection of other models, in a choice of colors at $24.95. There is also an all- walnut model at $34.95. Prices are slightly higher in West and South. All sets com- plete with batteries. 
Among the features of the new 1941 line is an automatic, fool -proof power -shift for battery and, light- socket operation on which U. S. patent claims have been granted. As stated in Emer- son's descriptive literature, "the plug itself is the switch -with no supplementary devices to get out of order." This development, which em- ploys two independent output tubes -one for battery operation and one for AC -DC light- socket operation -makes it possible to get the full out- 

diameter, and 3'í6. 4Siu and 41,;iß; inches high. The ability of these "wets" to withstand higher surge voltages, and to reform if momen- tarily broken down by excessive voltages, and to operate at higher voltage under steady operating conditions, makes them most desirable in cir- cuits subject to violent surges. 
Series resistors for inclusion in the power cir- cuit of fluorescent lamps operated on D.C., are now announced by Clarostat Pffg. Co., Inc., 285 -7 North Sixth St., Brooklyn, N. Y., either as an accessory or as built -in initial equipment. These resistors are intended for use with the G.E. type DC reactors or their equivalents. 
Series FT or accessory type, plugs into the power circuit of a fluorescent desk lamp or other fluorescent lamp operated on D.C. The perforated metal case of this resistor is finished in black wrinkle- finished baked enamel, and houses a sturdy Glasohm resistor. Male and female Edi- son ends facilitate plugging into outlet and tak- 

connected to another transformer, that is con- nected to the receiver proper. 
The primary winding in the antenna trans- former is separated from the secondary winding in such a way as to reduce internal capacity to a point where noise cannot enter either the radio set or the exposed 9 -foot aerial rod. The elec- trical symmetry of the transformers afford a perfectly balanced condition at both ends of the transmission line. This balance permits the highest degree of discrimination between parallel noise currents and circulating signal currents and, accordingly, the greatest transfer of signal energy results. The transformers are wound to peak, in not only the broadcast bands, but all of the important popular short -wave bands, cov- ering a range of from 500 Kilocycles to 22 Megacycles. 

Owing to a returning demand for armchair style radio receivers. Allied Radio Corporation, Chicago, is currently featuring a new Knight 8- Tube Model. The cabinet which houses this radio has a top face of select walnut. The gracefully curved ends are built up as shelf compartments. The large speaker grille area is attractively latticed and adds a distinguished 
touch to the design. Features include a 10" 

ing the connecting plug. Unit measures 3%" long by 1½" dia., and weighs 1% ounces. Avail- able for 15 -watt and 20 -watt fluorescent lamps. The built -in or initial equipment Series GT unit is oblong- shaped, quite flat, and readily fits into any standard fluorescent fixture channel. Square perforated metal casing and base with mounting slots. Black baked enamel wrinkle finish. Asbestos -covered leads. Contains a wire - wound cement -coated power resistor. Unit meas- ures 7" long by 11,3/46" wide by 114" high, and weighs 6 ounces. In five types to take care of 15- and 20 -watt lamps on 120 v., and 30- and 40 -watt lamps on 240 v. 

Meissner Manufacturing Co., of Mt. Carmel, Illinois, has announced the introduction of a new antenna -switching relay as an addition to their rapidly growing line of Amateur parts and ac- cessories. It is primarily designed for automatic transfer of the antenna from the transmitter to the receiver in Amateur station operation but is well adapted to any type of high -frequency switching, providing a double -pole, double -throw arrangement. 
Contacts are unusually large, wide opening and designed to handle heavy loads -a 1 -KW trans- mitter may be switched without danger of arc- 

ing or burning. The contact arms are so ar- ranged that a "straight -thru" feed is provided - transmitter connections at one end and antenna at the other -equally spaced thru -out. All insulation is of highest grade ceramic - Alsimag 196- permits operation on 60 MC with negligible loss. Mechanically, this new relay is fool- proof, fast and positive -unusually quiet in operation. Metal parts, including the base, are highly polished Chromium finish providing a very 

put of house current and also the most econom- ical and efficient output from battery operation. Because of other exclusive i.f. and built -in loop developments, the sensitivity of the new Emersons, particularly the long -distance and the American -Foreign models, has been vastly in- creased. It is expected by Emerson executives that these engineering improvments will greatly widen the market for their sets, in that they now make it possible to get battery performance 
equal to long- distance light -socket reception. 

A new rod antenna with a rotary base, con- taining a special transformer, has just been released by the Tilton Electric Corporation, 15 E. 26th Street, New York City. Known as the Model 101 EX -ST A7' Antenna, it is said to pos- sess the four most important features demanded for antennas , , . (1) Maximum reduction of noise (95%) (2) Corresponding signal in- crease . (3) All -Wave Frequency range . . , (4) Startling simplicity of installation. 
Maximum noise reduction is accomplished by 

Dynamic Speaker: 2 -Band Range (5.7 -18.3 M.C., 540 -1600 K.C.) ; `Air -Magnet" aerial; Push -But- ton Tuning; Electric Eye; Tone Control; A.V.C.; Slide Rule Dial; Television Connection; 5 Watts output; Bass Compensation, etc. Uses the fol- lowing tubes in an R.C.A. and Hazeltine licensed circuit: 1 -6SÁ7, 1 -6SQ7, 1 -6SK7, 1 -6SF5, 
2 -6K6G, 1 -5Y4G, 1 -6U5. For operation from 110 volts, 50 -60 cycles A.C. 

Allied Radio Corporation, 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois. 

The J. 1V. Miller Company of Los Angeles, 
who for many years has been one of the fore- most manufacturers of industrial and household interference filters, has just announced a com- plete line of Marine filters. 

While working with local yachtsmen, com- mercial and state agencies, a catalogue line of filters was developed with current carrying ca- 
pacities of five to three hundred and fifty am- 

Wa. MR 
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- «wcwu.s... 
.'IRtLLER t©RiPpOV 
,111M St, LOSANCQ.ES, CALIF. 

the use of new isolation- wound, iron core trans- formers. The antenna transformer is housed and sealed in a moisture proof porcelain shell. Special coils in this transformer are symmetrical- 
ly wound, and fitted on to a unique iron core; suitable for R.F. work. The transmission and ground leads are connected to this transformer 
on the inside of the shell. Thus, there are no 
exposed leads, and the splicing of wire is com- pletely avoided. By means of a twisted pair of transmission lines the antenna transformer is 

Peres. The units are designed for the optimum inductance capacity ratio, using dual inductances in each side of the line and high voltage paper condensers. Even though 1500 peak volt ca- pacitances are used, the larger filters are fused in each condenser leg. 

ai 
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One of the most versatile filters in the line 
announced is the Type 7874 which lists at 
$5.00. It was primarily designed for use in 
one side of the battery line of ignition systems 
though it may be effectively employed as a 
general utility filter in circuits carrying less 
than ten amperes. After several months re- 
search on battery ignition yachts, it was found 
that by shielding the engines with a hood made 
of dural or copper and using this 7874 filter, 
all ignition interference could be suppressed. 

The use of dual loudspeakers of different sizes, 
in place of the usual singe speaker, in new radio 
receivers developed by the General Electric Com- 
pany, is the result of extensive work on the part 
of the G -E engineering staff to get the higher 
frequencies nearer the listener's ear level and to 
supply adequate radiation of the low frequencies. 
The story behind the development has been dis- 
closed by I. J. Kaar, in charge of engineering and 
manufacturing of the company's radio and tele- 
vision receiver division at Bridgeport, Conn. 

The difficulty to supply the necessary field 
power has been a restraining influence in the 
past on attempts to use multiple speakers, Kaar 
points out, but with the advent of permanent 
magnet speakers this obstacle was removed. The 
engineers found themselves free to choose a com- 
bination of loudspeakers best suited to the desired 
result. In the new G -E sets, a 14 -inch and a 
fin /. -inch alnico permanent magnet speaker are 
combined. 

'It often happens that, because of absorption 
by furniture. carpets, and draperies, much of the 
high frequency output of the loudspeaker fails to 
reach listeners' ears," Kaar said. "To alleviate 
this condition. the smaller speaker is mounted 
at the top of the speaker baffle. Its small 
diameter aids in this respect, for the center of 
the speaker is thereby nearer the chassis shelf, 
and this all helps to get high frequencies nearer 
ear level." 

"Another problem is that of obtaining adequate 
distribution of the high frequencies over a wide 
angle. This is because the diaphragm radiates 
the high frequencies in the form of a beam. The 
width of this beam depends upon the ratio of the 
diameter of the diaphragms to the wavelength of 
the sound to be radiated. The larger this ratio, 
the sharper the beans. If a single speaker is 
used, of sufficiently large diameter to make it 
function well for the low frequencies involved 
in the lower tones, then the high frequencies of 
the higher tones will be correspondingly re- 
stricted. Obviously dual speakers offer a solu- 
tion. The smaller unit contributes wider angle 
high frequency distribution. while the larger unit 
supplies adequate low frequency radiation. The 
result is that the radio listener gets the added 
'tone dividends' on each end of the musical 
range." 

The use of a single small loudspeaker. to get 
the advantages of high- frequency performance, 
seriously limits the low- frequency range. The 
engineers found that in order to move a sufficient 
volume of air the small diaphragm must undergo 
large axial movement. Sound distortion usually 
results due to the limit of the elasticity of the 
diaphragm suspension being reached at the ex- 
treme of the movement. The diaphragm of the 
larger speaker, however, can move the same 
volume of air with a correspondingly smaller ex- 
cursion. 

A new line of intercommunication units for 
which patents have been applied, has been de- 
veloped by the Regal Amplifier Mfg. Corp. which 
is said to set a new standard in flexibility. These 
Tole Pone "ß00" series units provide 9 -way com- 
munication between any Master and any of ten 
or less Remote Stations. It is said that now, for 
the first time. it is possible to have five simultan- 
eous private conversations with no possibility of 
cross -talk or interference. 

A pioneer in the manufacture of intercommuni- 

cation systems, the ToAFon.e Division of Regal 
Amplifier Mfg. Corp. has recently inaugurated a 
special department to solve the problems of Radio 
Dealers, Servicemen and others who have realized 
the profit to be made in this field but who have 
been reluctant to make an intensive drive for 
business because of lack of first -hand and 
authoritative information on the subject. Prob- 
lems and inquiries addressed to the Company at 
14 West 17th Street, New York City, will receive 
prompt attention- without obligation. 

National Union Radio Corporation announced 
from their Newark, N. J. headquarters this 
month the availability of a complete line of Na- 
tional Union replacement radio batteries. The 
new batteries are for sale exclusively by the radio 
service profession in the replacement field and 

(Continued on page 55) 
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by SAMUEL KAUFMAN 

WHEN FCC chairman James Law - 
rence Fly made his initial state- 
ments hindering RCA'S newly 

launched television merchandising campaign 
last Spring, he really created the greatest 
promotional boom ever accorded the art of 
video entertainment. The long and argu- 
mentative FCC television hearings that fol- 
lowed were ideal as ballyhoo material for 
the budding television industry. 

True, there were negative as well as posi- 
tive points brought out at the hearings and 
it is too early to determine the full effect of 
the contradictory testimony on future FCC 
regulations governing telecasting. However, 
the amount of newspaper space accorded the 
controversial issue of whether Mr. Fly was 
stepping beyond his jurisdictional bounds in 
an apparent attempt to rule on radio manu- 
facturing and merchandising policies fo- 
cussed widespread public attention on tele- 
vision. And it's the Video Reporter's guess 
that television stands everything to gain and 
nothing to lose by this invaluable amount of 
publicity. 

The New York and Washington date -line 
stories, the numerous editorials and some 
clever editorial page cartoons appearing in 
leading big -town newspapers served to 
bring home the fact that television is an 
important topic concerning everyone. Best 
of all. the flood of publicity enlightened Mr. 
and Mrs. Next Door Neighbor on a topic 
that up to the time interested a compara- 
tively small number of pioneer enthusiasts 
who kept abreast of television during its 
early stages of development. Suddenly, and 
with dramatic force, the realization was 
brought to virtually every citizen that tele- 
vision is not just a scientist's dream but 
rather an actuality and that the only prob- 
lems involved are related with the methods 
of how to launch it in the best interests of 
the public. 

It was difficult to avoid political implica- 
tions in the charges and allegations that 
flew back and forth before, during and after 
the Washington hearings. `Bureaucracy" 
was a word in many editorial writers' lam - 
bastic commentaries. There was much fuss 
and ado over any governmental attempt to 
retard an industry's launching on the 
grounds that future improvements could be 
expected. On the other hand, there were 
clashing views within the industry itself on 
the matter of establishing standards and, on 
the latter point, it seems obvious that all 
leading makers of television equipment will 
soon concur on receivers with interchange- 
able standards -types of sets already ad- 
vocated by a few firms. 

The DuMoitt Laboratories will go on the 
air from a New York skyscraper later this 
year on a picture definition standard con- 
siderably higher than RCA'S present 441 -line 
images. DiiMosat will probably use 625 lines, 
according to present reports. There is like- 
lihood, though, that some truce may he set - 
possibly by arbitration of the Radio Manu- 
facturers Association and the FCC -on a 
universal picture standard somewhere be- 
tween the RCA and DiaMont extremes. 

Whatever the outcome on definition, the 
merchandising end of the industry stands to 
gain out of the tremendous newspaper pub- 
licity. 

S these lines are being written, the 
NBC -RCA New York television station, 

W2NBS, is setting out on its second year of 
regularly- scheduled program presentation. 
And everyone who followed the initial year's 
efforts must agree that a swell job was done 

by all concerned -engineers, program direc- 
tors and talent. There were some costly 
boners but they were worth their weight in 
experience. Everything points to a bigger 
and better year of video operations at Radio 
City in the belief that television receiver 
sales will experience a gigantic boom. 

THE slowness of CBS in putting its New 
York television station on the air with 

a regular schedule of programs is causing 
some of its own employees to wonder what 
part the network will really play in the 
video field. 

Everyone there is so close -mouthed about 
television that even some CBS persons hold- 
ing key positions don't have an inkling of 

Televising the Opera in N. Y. 

what's really going on behind the CBS tele- 
vision scenes. Instead of being able to tell 
the Video Reporter what's going on, they 
ask him to tell them whatever information 
he may find concerning their own network's 
plans ! They hold the view that it's more 
logical to pick up facts on their network's 
vision plans from outside sources than it 
is right within the organization. 

CBS may well know what it's doing, but 
its long policy of silence on its television 
plans since the first details for the Chrysler' 
Building transmitter and Grand Central Ter- 
minal studios were announced in the sum- 
mer of 1937 is not exactly the best course 
for winning the good -will of pioneer look - 
and- listeners. When officials do grant in- 
terviews on television, they stud them with 
"Don't quote me" requests on even minor 
details. 

Inasmuch as the CBS attitude on televi- 
sion is "Your guess is as good as mine" the 
Video Reporter will make a few guesses 
Here they are : (1) The recent acquisition 
of the phonograph record subsidiary by CBS 
took the full time and attention of key 
executives originally assigned to television; 
(2) there is a likelihood that this same rec- 
ord subsidiary will make record -players as 
well as disks and that, once in the equip- 
ment field, may add radio and television re- 
ceivers to its line, thus emulating its com- 
petitor, RCA -Victor in more ways than one; 

(Continued on page 43) 
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Hamstation W9DUT es its hamop. 

Honeymooners W9IYN es W9EPH. 

OM W9LMC es his xyl W9LLG. 

OM es xvl at hamstation W90QQ. 

Hamop W2IXY es her hamstation. 

Hamop W9ADJ at the rig in his shack. 
SWL Donald F. Christone of Michigan. 

LASH! Elsewhere in this issue is a report by the FCC that there are some places where a tax is to be levied against hams for op- erating. The FCC claims that they have no jurisdiction over such an act, and that such a matter is one wholly of local affair. 
We hope that the communities which are thinking of taxing the hams will remember the sterling work done by these operators in times of local emergency and the nucleus which the hams form for a government communications network in a time of national emergency. That should be reason enough to obviate the tax. 
We would appreciate further information on this subject so that we can give the information 

to all hams; at the same time giving the taxing locality the widest publicity in the hopes that the strong light of reason will serve to deter them from their avowed purpose. Incidentally, has the ARRL heard of this And if so, what has been done? We'd like to know so that we could report the matter in full. 
ONE thing that has piqued (watts word, watta word) us no end, is that most non- hams reading Ilamchatte think that we're nuts 
or somepin. They claim that over 90 % of the stuff is nothing but pure gibberish. To prove that we amateurs are not the only people who have our own lingo, we have culled (gosh, are 
we ever hot !) some fb slanguage from the very popular musicians rag, "DOWN BEAT." Hold tight, here goes: 

Quote. Well balanced, the band was slightly 
on the schmaltz side with a fine rhythm section sparked by little giant Red Jackson on drums. Eddie Peabody takes a flash spot on banjo and trick fiddle and a half dozen jitbugs lay it in the slot. Unquote. 

Personally, we think that hamslingo is less gibberish than the chin music of the muscians! Hw abt tt nw ob, r we rite or nt? Hi. 

Ej FFECTIVE July 1, 1940 the FCC will replace 
the amateur operator license examinations, 

which have been in use for several years, with 
new examinations consisting primarily of the 
multiple choice type of question which has 
proven so successful during the past year in the 
commercial radio operators license examination. 

The class "A" examination will contain a 
maximum of forty advanced technical questions 
dealing mostly with radiotelephony. The class "B" and "C" examinations will contain a maxi- 
mum of fifty questions. of which approximately 
thirty will be technical and twenty regulatory 
and law questions. The code requirements re- 
main unchanged. 

The multiple choice type of question is usually 
answered by the insertion of a number in the 
space provided and the entire examination can 
be completed in a very short time. It is be- 
lieved that this type of examination, in addition 
to greatly reducing the examination time, will 
also reduce the elapsed time for grading and issuance of the license and will provide better sampling of the applicant's knowledge by the in- 
creased number of questions without making the 
examination more difficult. 

A study guide containing "paraphrased" ques- 
tions which cover the field of all questions 
asked in the actual examinations will be released 
at an early date. 

APOLOGY Dept.: 
Dear Sir: 

In answer to your question on page 60 of the 
June "Radio News," may I indignantly state 
that there is nothing the matter with the boys 
at The City College of the College of the City 
of New York. They have been on the air since 
time immemorial with the call W2HJ which 
you very erroneously assign to New York Uni- 
versity. 

The Radio Amateur Call Book Magazine (to 
give it is full title) has a listing as follows: 

W2HJ -Radio Club of the College of the City 

of New York, 138th St. and Convent Ave., N.Y. City. 
I am surprised at you for not having checked up on those call letters and for confusing New York University (N.Y.U.) with the College of the City of New York (C.C.N.Y.). 
I Shall forgive you for both errors if you publish a retraction in a special edition of Radio News" published for this very purpose. If your managing board will not assent to this, I will compromise on a proper display of your contriteness in the next issue. Yours for more accurate reports, Alexander H. Wing, Jr., In- structor. 
Herewith a special display of contriteness plus a retraction, plus an apology, sir. With over 14.000 words of Hamchatter monthly, we some- times do err -this time, unfortunately against a venerable, old institution like C.C.N.Y. Hi. Ed. 

IMPROVED reception conditions on both 20 and 40 meter bands have resulted in a con- siderable enlargement of the Nippon log. Phones heard last month include J2NF (14.07 meg.). J7CB (14.06 meg.), J5CW (14.08 and 14.15 meg.), J2NQ (14.05 meg.), J2XA (14.025 meg.) -all received with tremendously strong signals. Also J2NG (14.13 meg.), JSCB (14.02 meg.), J8CI (14.035 meg.), J2NJ (14.04 meg.), and J2KC (14.14 meg.) 
Japanese CW on 40 meters has been very ex- tensive. Among those reported most often are J2OV (7075 meg.), J2KN (7.24 and 7.023 meg.), J2KQ (14.385 meg.), J2OP (7.16 meg.), J2KD (7.145 meg.), J8PD (7.16 meg.), J8CL (7.18 meg.), J7CT (7.063 and 7.23 meg.), 

J6CD (14.380 meg.) , J2I% (14.385 meg.) , 12I11 (7.06 meg.), J6DV (14.325 meg.), J2M11 (14.40 meg.), J2XC (7.035 meg.), J2PK (7.143 meg.), J2NF (7.19 meg.), J4DC (7.125 meg.), J2IX 14.385 meg.), 
Even 10 meters has produced a few Nip- 

ponese signals during the past 30 days. J3FJ (28.48 meg.) and J3FZ (28.48 meg.) are the only ones which carry the "confirmed" mark in our log but several others have been reported from time to time. 
Phones, speaking only Japanese, still appear occasionally in the 40 meter band, and a few of them are surprisingly strong and clear despite 

the surrounding CW stations. Listen for these between 3 and 5 A.M., PST. 
Tibet has been reported several times this month. AC4YN is back on 14.265 meg. and is usually heard near 5 A.M. Mr. Fox is evi- dently having some trouble with his equipment. 
AC4JS is again being worked by several American hams. It is still in doubt whether 

or not this one is located in Tibet. Although 
beyond the Chinese Postal Service and inhabited 
almost 100% by natives of Tibet, the Chinese Government insists that this territory is part 
of China. 

Reports on Chinese hams are few and far between. XU8AM (14.05 meg.), XUTA (14.10 meg), and XU1B (14.10 meg.), are the only 
ones still being received consistently, although 
an occasional report indicates that XU8MA, 
XUSBA, XUSLA, and XU8RJ (14.12 meg.) are still active though irregular. We under- stand XU8MA has a 79th birthday coming up pretty soon. 

Strangely enough, XU8RB, one of the most active Chinese hams for many months, was unreported during the past 30 days. We sin- cerely hope nothing has happened to this one, as he has long been one of the old stand -bys. 
XU8MI (7.055 and 7.15 meg.) and XU6HW 

(7.03 meg.) have been received quite frequently 
on 40 meter CW. 

Sumatra's PK4DA has evidently increased his power and has been reported on 14.18 and 14.26 meg. several times lately. 
Several newcomers from the East Indies make their appearance this month. PR1XZ (14.375 

meg.), and PK4BA (14.17 meg.) are two of the most reliable. PK1OG, PK3JD, and PK4DR 
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Hamstation W7HGX of CCC Camp, Mont. 

have appeared once or twice, but are extremely 
weak. 

PK:3BD (14.07 meg.) and PK1RI (14.03 
meg.) are again reported from Honolulu, but 
have evidently not been able to reach America. 

K4USC, the "Snow Cruiser," has been on the 
air at all hours of the clay and night. and 
has been worked by innumerable American hams. 
Frequencies reported for K4USC include 14.37, 
14.33, 14.1(3, and 7.00 meg. 

Porto Rico is well -represented on 20 meters 
through K4FKC (14.11 meg.) and K4FCG 
(14.281 meg.). both of which may be heard 

in the late afternoon or early evening. K4FKC 
also is reported on 28.59 meg. when using the 
10 meter band. 

K4KD is still maintaining a schedule every 
Sunday at 10 P.M. on 3.59:15 meg., and usually 
comes in with excellent volume. 

CW fans note that only three KA stations 
have found their way into the 40 meter log 
this month. They are KA1HR (7.10 meg.), 
KA1HQ (7.00 meg.), and KA9CG (7.09 meg.) 
That KAP, by the way. is a mighty good catch 
since there are only three KA9's in existence. 
KA1HR has a daily schedule with 6LUJ at 
2:30 A.M. 

Up on 10 meters. KA1GC (28.30 meg.) has 
been heard several times, but signals are much 
weaker than those of KAILZ or KA1ME. 

2(1 meters is still overrun with Philippine 
hams and the list this month has become far 
too long to include in its entirety. The follow- 
ing are the most important and most regular 
visitors to this country: KAIME (14.14 meg.), 
KA1CS (14.11 meg.), KA7EF 111.'20 meg.), 
KA4RP (14.145 meg.), KAIZL (14.11 meg.). 
KA1LB, (14.14 meg.), KA1DZ (14.145 meg.), 
KA1BB ( 14.275 meg.), KA1JH ( 14.04 meg.). 
KA1RP (14.08 meg.), KA1FH (14.12 meg. and 
14.145 meg.), KA1CW (14.13 meg.), IfA1AA 
(14.17 nteg.), KA3KK (14.29 meg.), KA1AF 
(14.20 meg.) KAlEM (11.08 meg.), KAILZ 
(14.17 meg.), KA1MM (14.125 meg.), KA1HR 
14.00 meg.), KAISH (14.00 meg.), KA4LH 
( 14.13 meg.). KA1GC (14.13 meg.) and KA1PI 
(14.14 meg.). 

The Virgin Islands are represented twice this 
month -once on 20 meters and once on 40 CW. 
KBIFTU (14.152 meg.) has been on phone 
quite frequently and maintains a fairly good 
signal. KB4AAN is on 7.1398 CW irregularly. 

KB)IRWZ (14.38 !neg.), KB6RVN (14.38 
meg.) , and KB6ILT (14.16 meg-.) llave all 
been on the air for the past few weeks, and 
have been heard by a great many fans in this 
coup try. 

Henry Lee's KFOJEG is extremely active at 
the present time. The station has been oper- 
ating_ on 14.3'3, 14.20. and 14.173 meg., and 
has been equally strong on all frequencies. 

KF(iROV has been received irregularly on 7.15 
meg. in the 40 meter band. using CW. This 
one maintains a schedule with 6LUJ at 8 P.M. 
every Monday. 

From Honolulu comes the report that U8IB, 
located in Tashkent. U.S.S.R., is again active. No 
reports of this one in America. Has anyone 
heard it recently? 

Hawaiian stations have swarmed over the 
ten meter band between 4 and 6 P.M., and as 
many as ten or fifteen may be heard almost 
any afternoon. Among the most reliable are: 
K0PUL U 38.60 meg.1., K(iMVV (28.80 meg), 
K6NYD (28.3'3 meg.), K6RVG (28.98 meg.), 
K6PIT '18.6 -I meg.), KliPTW (28.(17 meg.), 
K6OQM ('30.00 meg.). K6SNL (28.70 meg.), 
and K6SGJ (:18.69 meg.). 

20 meters likewise is still overrun with K6's. 
Those reported most frequently are K6PTW 
(14.:3:3 meg.). K6PHD (14.22 meg.), 1(6031 
(14.27 meg.), KI1LCV (14.25 meg.), K6LEJ 
14.17 meg.), K6BNR (14.25 meg.), K6KRG 
114.22 meg.), K6LTV (14.34 meg.), K6NYD, 
K6OQE, K6PAD, K6KGA, and K6PUL. 

rj OR sheer, unadulterated excitement, read the 
following entries from a radiop's log- made 

in the War Zone, and cent in by Bill Schuss, ex- 
Chief Radio') of th S.1 ('fly of Flint. Whew!!! 

11 AM- Jevrnggton Court, AAA. Being 
gunned and bombed from all sides by planes. 

11::30 AM -(Same Ship) Attacks stopped. 
Compass broken, also pumps, drifting off Bell 
Rock. 

1:00 PM- Floating mine reported. Lat. 51 27 
N, 1 56 East. 

2 :00 PM -Tenis Chandres reports being 
chased. Ran ashore off Shetland isle. Fear 
tank and engine room leaking. 

4:00 AM -Balna Blanca. Position (36 09 N, 
26 20 West, sinking on account of ice. Our 
position now 66 30N, 3 30 West. 

4:30 AM -Large amount of burning oil re- 
ported in Position 49.54 N 4.34 West. Vessels 
in vicinity please keep lookout for life boats. 

3:00 PM- Floating mine, in 57 54 N 9 43 
East. 
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3:30 PM- Notice to all ships: please keep 
a sharp lookout for seven men from mined 
Norwegian ship, Manx, probably drifting north- 
ward on a. raft. Position when ship was mined, 
58 30 N, 1 33 West, Midnight Jan 9th. Please 
make every effort. Crew suffering from cold. 

4:30 PM- Unknown ship, 20 miles south of 
Flambre Head, attacked by German Plane, being 
bombed nd machine gunned. 

5:00 PM- Floating mine 57 49 N. 9 50 East, 
floating Horn Mine. 57 08 N. 7 08 East. 

6:30 PM -SS El Ose blown up, apparently 
by German mine off west coast of England. 
Three crew believed drowned out of 36. 8 
others seriously injured. 

4:30 PM- Floating Mine, Position 48 10 N. 
1 10 West. 

0:00 AM -SS Highland Prince being gunned 
by submarine. Position 29 12 N 15 00 West. 

10:00 PM- Drifting mine -28 49 N, 51 30 
West. 

INAL M : It is with deepest regret that 
we wish to report the death of Walter H. 

Chandler. Not only (lid Walt Chandler devise 
and teach the now famous Chandler Code Sys- 
tem which made may a World Code Cham- 
pion, but he had the interest of the operators 
at heart and always tried to make their lot a 
happier and easier one. He was well loved 
by the fraternity, and his passing left a void 
that will be hard to fill. His widow, for many 
years associated with him in his work. will 
continue his courses, and will personally assume 
all Walt's obligations and guarantees. For this 
Mrs. Chandler is well qualified, and it is the 
hope of the Ila,uulalter Editor that all who can, 
will give Walt's widow the lift up she deserves. 
Certainly the students will obtain the sanie in- 
struction; and they should be proud that they 
will be those on whose shoulders will fall the 
responsibility of seeing that Walter Chandler's 
fine work will not llave been in vain. So 
long, Walt. 

BOSTON, MASS., Sunday, April 21, 1940. 
This historic old town today experienced 

its first combination wedding and gathering of 
radio amateurs, and as this is going to press 
many of us are not yet over its effects. 

Nathan Garber, W1MIG (Monkey in Goo) 
was the luck man and Beaulah Himelfarb the 
lucky ( ?) girl, Nickie (MIG). who is the 
President of the well -known 'Screwball Net - 
werk" which meets nightly on the 10 meter 
band, sent out a general invitation to all mem- 
bers to be in attendance, and the gang really 
did turn out. The nite before the big- event, 
the radio station of the Mass. Institute of Tech- 
nology, W1MX, was worked and some 60 ama- 
teurs who attend the Institute. were also 
invited. Among those in attendance were 
W1AHD, W -GEJ, W1BDM, and xyl Ida, W1MME 
and xyl Dorris, W1IDK, W1IPA. and xyl Dot, 
W1JOM and Zed op, numerous other amateurs, 
S.W.L.'s (who came uninvited to see the 
Pres. of the Screwball Net), and future ama- 
teurs. After the ceremony, Nick and Beaulah 
called the network to order and an informal 
meeting- was held with all the fixin's. The happy 
couple went, of all places. to the Metropolitan 
theatre to hold hands and then left for a 
honeymoon in New York City. Confidentially. 
we'd llave a score of other calls of those 
present, but the gd ole embalming fluid tools 
effect a. little too fast. Congratulations Nick 
and Beaulah (better known as Honeychild) and 
lots of luck from the 10 meter "Screwball 
Netwerk," 

LAST A.R.E L. copying bee resulted in only 
five perfect copies. Top men were W5IAC, 

W3EEN, and three second district boys, W2HQG, 
W2BWR, and W2HSZ. W5EGA and his brother 
bought a flour mill near Oklahoma City and are 
going into competition with General Mills. 

RS'.'- long range predictions on the SS contest 
proved almost 100 % accurate with the official 
reports just released. In order predicated. W2- 
IOP, W9FS, W3BES and W8OFN, W3DUK all 
rang the bell. W2GSA's 92,720 points earned 
him fifth place as W3BES and W8OFN tied 
with 96.798 points. (626 stations, 6:3 sections.) 

RN didn't do so well in the phone department 
because we plumb forgot W6ITH, who led the 
crowd. W6OCH, W9RBI, W6QEU, W9USH and 
W3DQ followed in that order. While we are 
crowing over our guessing it looks like the 
results of the DX contest are also following 
the predications made in this column last month. 

W2KIK has finished rebuilding with a pair 
of T55's in the final. Bernie is now erecting a 
rotary for 20 meter DX ( ?) . 

W2IOP has also finished rebuilding. Larry 
has a new job and will probably no longer be 
active in the second district, although he ex- 
pects to tote the new outfit wherever he goes. 

Hamop and station of W9AEZ, Missouri. 

The Ouachita Valley ARC turns out. 

Two very interesting shots of W5WK. 
The upper photo was taken in 1908, 
while the lower was made late 1939. 
Had quite the latest rig back in '08. 

Hamop W2KLW wid 280 w.i.p. all bands. 
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Hamop W3CZN es his fb layout. 

THAT'S WHAT I KEEP 

TELLING THEM DOWN AT TIE 

RI's OFFICE..,. AND THEY 

KEEP SAYING," WE KNOW 

WE KNOW...," MUST 

THINK T'M TERRY Y\ 
C'01.ONI0 - 
f`` 

Hamop TI3AV. 

W6PMA out Los Angeles 
way is using a beam on 40 
meters. 

W6QQL is back at Boulder 
City in Nevada to make all the 
lads and lassies happy. George 
has moved the shack onto the 
porch to avoid the summer 
heat. 

W9JSJ was a recent visitor 
at W6QQ1. Sam is installing 
new transmitting equipment at 
the airport. 

W3GBW in the Nation's 
Capitol runs a pair of 809's in 
the final. 

W9NJO, a Kentucky Colonel 
on 14MC. phone runs 275 watts 
into an HY51 modulated by 
a pair of TZ40's. Bill has a 
real long wire for his antenna 
in the form of 8 half waves. 

W9VKW amidst the tall corn 
of Iowa has a FB set up using 

a Meissner Signal Shifter and a pair of HK54's. Receiver is an SX25 and a rotary tops off the station. Vernon's newly acquired XYL, Joanna, wants it known that she is only clearing her throat when talking on the mike, that it isn't nervousness. And all OM's are inclined to believe her -no YL, XYL, or OW was ever caught short of words. 
W4EVX of Lawrenceburg, Tenn.. is checking no on other RN correspondents. We found out Howard has 70 confirmed countries and W4AEG also of Lawrenceburg has an equally strong signal on the East Coast anyway. 
W9VLU, with Betty at the key is active on 7MC. in the mornings. 
W8I011 is rebuilding using a Meissner into an 814. 
W2GIJ in Brooklyn gets out with 70 watts into X6, KB, and other assorted DX points. 
W8TVA is in White Valley, Pa. Should have been Tennessee Valley. 
W6MKL in La. has a semi -portable with a pair of 35T's in the final. 
W4IF in Marion, S. C., is using a small V beam with 1% wave lengths on each leg. It really works because "G's" '70 watts does pound out. 
W5DAN /5 at Macomb, Mississippi, has a "V" beam on LA, but it has some wicked lobes on the East Coast. 
W9UFU in Chicago is also using a small "V" beam. We don't know where Doc found room, but he did. 
W2JDG of the radio family may be found on 20 meter phone after years of 75. W2LJJ and W2JZX are using a 6L6 rig for CW. 

W2OT is spending most of his operating time on 20, as is W2TC, 
W2EZC, W2ECR, and other of the locals. 

W2HNS spends most of his time with his recording equipment. 
W2ECR has a very nifty three element rotary on top of a 70 foot steel tower. 
W2AZV, SCM of NYC and LI has been making QSL cuts for the boys in his spare time. 
W2GT, DX'er par- excellance, is 

QRT due to the freak ice storm that hit the East Coast in the early part of the month. Ed lost three elements in his rotary. 
W2GTZ worked AC4YN, as did 

W 6GRL. 
Here is one for the books that really looks good. W4ECI was working KC4USB on 20 meter phone and W4EPP on 160 over- heard the contact. Just for the 

idea of trying it W4ECI asked 
KC4USB to listen for W4EPP on 
160 and, believe it or not, 
KC4USB heard W4EPP. We don't 
have reports, but several of the 
locals verify the contact. W4EPP 
is running about 400 watts into 
a pair of TZ40's and uses an ex- 
tended Zepp for transmitting. The 
QTH is Newcastle, Alabama. 

W2AV may be heard on 20 me- 
ter phone after years of faithful 
CW operation. 

W2ICX expects to have his 

12l"lVS 
© CO[ViÚ'% 

4 
' , / 

Hamop W2LBB es his hamshack. 

PP250TL's going by the fall of 1940. 
W2MNR is also rebuilding, with the assistance 

of W2HAP. 
W2EKC in Hewlett has gone in for the manu- 

facture of ship radio telephones. 
First employee is W2IJU, and the old shack 

has been converted to HQ. 
W2IYA is now Ass't Foreman in a radio 

manufacturing plant. 
W2IFS has left the second call area to en- 

gineer for the army in Ohio. 
Those of you who listen to Club Matinee 

from 4 to 5 over a well known commercial 
net work have heard Rex Maupin, the music 
master. Rex is W9VNW and has a 325 watt 
CW rig, 135 watt phone on 40 and 20. 

The Association of Technical Employees' ama- 
teur edition of the ATE Journal contains two 
gems of literature that all hams should read. 
All About Amateur Radio or, How to Be a 
Ham in One Easy Lesson by Tom Gootee of 
Chicago, and Strides in Amateur Radio by Ho- 
gansworth, McGillbane, and Sands. Both 
articles are a good natured lampooning of ham 
radio that really hit the bell. For example, 
Tom explains that two hams can talk about: (a) 
their own transmitters, (b) the weather, (c) 
their own transmitters, (d) quality of recep- 
tion, (e) their own transmitters, or (f) 
impersonal messages. He also defines High -Fi- 
delity as "A quality similar to Infinity; 
approached, but never reached," tells us CQ 
is derived from the Latin, meaning "Won't 
somebody PLEASE answer me?", and generally 
enlightens all radio fans. Do your darndest 
to see the March issue of the ATE Journal. 

W2GWE is off the air because of business 
pressure. 

W2AVG is running a KW on 75 meter phone. 
W2ICX lifted a story that originated in the 

portals of W2IOP for his ATE column. Maybe 
it's worth repeating and maybe it isn't. but 
here it is: in the original form. Local W2 
was awing an SWL with his tale of just work- 
ing AC4YN. The revering SWL timidly asked 
the OM what the first immortal words of AC4YN 
were. Majestically W2- repeated "Have you 
heard the latest Confucius saying ?" 

Back to something intelligent -DX. Best bet 
in a lean month has been the Byrd Expedition 
-KC4USA; KC4USB; and KC4USC. 7MC. has 
produced HKSEJ; HK5EE; PY2AL; K6PIT; 
K7GOR; K7GTB; KA1HQ; J2OP; XU8MI; KO- 
QUJ; K6PDQ; and J2IH. On 20 it's such stuff 
as KA1AC; PK1KM: PK10G; LY1AA; U8IB: 
KB6RWZ; AC4YN; AC4JS; and such. 

W2CFT is on ten meter phone and plans on 
the 2,/, descent shortly. 

Ditto W2MIN. 
W4FPK is with Eastern Airlines in Atlanta. 
W9KJM is still tearing around the second 

district with his portable mobile ten meter job. 
W2CXN, Brooklyn Tech, may be heard al- 

Hamop W7HOV es his shack at Boise. 
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Western Slope Radio Club, Colorado. 

most any hour of the school day on 20 and 
40 CW. The boys are putting in a modulator 
soon. 

Some time ago this column mentioned that 
FB8AB had sent some money to a well known 
W8 for radio parts and never received them in 
return. RN offered to follow up the matter 
if proof could be secured and a special de- 
livery -air mail letter was sent to FB8AB (Postage 
Olic). No answer was received, or has been 
to this date and unless the letter failed to 
arrive. ample time has elapsed. However, several 
East Coast amateurs now know who the W8 
is from previous correspondence with FBBAB, 
and intend turning their evidence over to either 
RN or the proper gov't authorities. It also 
seems that some other prominent amateurs know 
of the case, but either refuse to believe it, or 
intend to ignore the charges because of personal 
friendships. [Ed. Note: RN is on the job, es 
still willing. Got stnm dope fun. another W8 
ccbt this es ant waiting icr more info, When 
es if we get it, will do the necessary.] 

W3HWV must be agin' the utilities. Heard 
on 40 running 3 watts to a 30 xtal oscil- 

lator. After all!! 
Besides ragehewing on 10. W3GIF is struggling 

with a P.A. system with whi rh he hopes to 
achieve monetary success. Funny how many 
people have the sane ideas! 

W3QV has a very directional rhombic. In 
fact, it is highly efficient in all directions, work - 
ing off the sides about as well as the ends. Or 
has that K\V' anything to do with it ? ?? 

Presenting a talk to the Fork Road Radio 
Club on frequency measurement, W3DPU and 
W3EEW were surprised to hear the whole thing 
played back on a recording cut by W3BYS. 
Ernie delights in taking fune oso's from the air 
and playing them back to the fellows via 
telephone without revealing his own identity, 
hi! And are they puzzled! 

Frequency modulation on 21/, meters is the 
subject of much experimentation at the shack 
of W3HFE. Many tests and demonstrations 
with the local uhf boys are planned this Spring. 

W3FZI /3 in Baltimore complains of poor suc- 
cess in getting a 70 foot antenna to work on 
40. On the other hand W5FSD %:3 in Wyneote, 
Pa., claims fine results on a 15 watt, 15 dol- 
lar, 15 pound rig using a 1.5 foot antenna! 
And he likes 15 wpm on cw, hi 

W3GKO and W3EEW are working on O1/ 
meter rigs for traffic handling and ragchewing 
purposes. It is rumored that a few games of 
tiddly -winks will also be tried via radio! What 
next, boys? 

W3RR runs about 130 watts. but likes 300 
watts so well that, he is putting in pp 812's 
at 500 watts! Just watch that meter go 
around, my friend! 

Fran Rice, W3AKB, conducted a highly un- 
successful search for "stal cement" recently 
upon the expiration of an overworked slab of 
quartz. 

What with a new NC1O1x and eco, W3HRD 
is all set for traffic and plenty of it. 

They say that Dan, W3HLZ, key station for 
FTS in Phila., has his eye on a yl or two, thus 
accounting for his absence from 40 on occasions. 

From the looks of traffic going through Phila., 
W2PL is headed for BPL via the originated 
messages method! His members look more like 

W5ADJ, GXO, DAN, GUX have harnfest. 

Receiving position of KL5M0. 

the price of a new car than 'nag nr! 
On skeds with W3EEW, W4FRZ takes a little 

ribbing about his QTH- Hollywood, Florida. 
How could they! Fla. Chamber of Commerce 
take note. 

Two sets of checker playing hams unwisely 
chose the same frequency on 40 for their Sunday 
matches, with disastrous and somewhat amazing 
results. Nobody has figured out who won the 
affair yet!! 

Contest hounds in Pa. and elsewhere wish 
W3BES would retire to 160 phone, or sumpn. 
Latent results are discouraging as ever. 

Several cases of communication via "wire- 
less" record players have been noted. Those 
concerned should heed FCC warnings, and re- 
move the antennas -or else. . . . 

WIARX buzzes in wid: 
W4GDK, Dothan, Ala., has nice new fone 

rig on 160. 
nW4FLS, Wilson Dann, Ala., is also on 160 with 

FB sigs. 
W4FEI, formerly of St. Augustine, Fla., has 

moved hisself to Daytona Beach and his agili 
on the air with his usual FB signal. 

W4DND, Athens, Ga., has a nice phone signal 
on 160 and reports that he likes that band 
very much. 

W4DAL1 Nashville, Tenn., has a very nice 
75 meter job and is very active on that band. 

W4FQK, another Nashville ham, is also on 
'75. Seems that the Tenn. boys like 75 the best 
Hi. 

W4CUY, Monroe, Ala., is on one sisie phone, 
W4GLB of Albany, Ga., has rebuilt his 160 

rig and has at least 75 watts and it really 
sounds FB, 

W4GHU and his XYL Martha of Albany re- 
cently visited your scribe and Johnny tells us 
that he has bought a FB 150 watter from 
W4EZU, Evans, Ga. W4EZU has recently mar- 
ried and that explains the selling of the rig Hi. 

W4GJT, Jacksonville, Fla., is a newcomer on 
160. Is son of W4FPU there and is chip off 
the old block. 

W4DSB, Americus, Ga., says that he has 
moved back into town and that the country 
air didn't agree with him. 

W4AUO of Montezuma, after being a con- 
firmed bachelor for lo these 
many years has capitulated to 
ole Cupid and is getting married 
shortly. With that and ham ra- 
dio OM, you will be very busy I 
am afraid. 

Hubert Batey, a ham formerly 
of Albany, Ga., has accepted a po- 
sition with WSB, Atlanta Broad- 
cast station. A new broadcast 
xmitter is being constructed at 
Valdosta. Ga., according to the 
gang there. I Note to circulation 
Dept. -they can get RN on news- 
stands there. I checked it.) 

W4CCV of Macon, Ga., is 
again active on 160. 

W4BED, Augusta, Ga., has a 
very nice signal on 75 meter 
phone and is very active at this 
time. 

W4DVZ. Bessemer City, N. C., 
is active on 160 phone. 

W4GLX has a FB phone rig 
on 160 at Graniteville. S. C. 

W4DIA, Albany, Georgia, ad 
vises us that he will shortly 
move to Augusta and we hope 
that the Augusta gang will give 
him a cordial welcome to that 
city. 

W4GXB . is new ham at De- 
catur. Ga., and has built FB 
phone rig' for 16(1 meter band. 
Carl says that HAM radio is FB 
and that he enjoys Hamchatter. 
(Who says we ain't got a 
reader ?) 

W4GHB is a new ham also of 
Decatur and reports that he is 
mostly active on 160 phone. 

Tnx to W4FSE, James W. Har- 
rison for a copy of ARC. It was 
FB, fellow, and you are doing 
great work in and around Ash 
ville, N. C., OM. We take liberty 
of gleaning a few items from 

"Funny thing, it did that with 1 KW!" 

the vy same Jim- 
mie. 

W4ABT (gosh. 
it's bin a long time 
since we heard from 
you. OM) is on ten 
at Winston -Salem. 

W4AXZ, a ole 
timer is reported as 
being on ten meter 
phone. W4CTP is 
Vice President of 
Winston - Salem Ra- 
dio club. 

W4ATC is on va- 
rious bands and we 
can't keep up with 
his changes Hi. 

WOAGS -A gud 
sig - Omaha is 
hear'd he" on 75 F 

tho on °OF I can 
hear others call him, 
es once wid "short 
skip" heard him on 
20! 

WOBVD - T h e 
"un- awares" stn - 

at Marquette wid op 
Harry 160F. 

WODHO experi- 
menting as usual. 
VF xtal holders R 
Har1an's '' lastest" 
brainstorm. Keeps 
a Wed newn sked 
wid AMY wen he 
isn't out amongst 
the jump es jivers 
tootin' his hawn 4 
'em. 
(Pse QSY page 58) 

"Freda," XYL of 
W9AEZ. Nice, Huh? 

Hamop W9DIZ. 

HELLA, W9BBBB -NOPE- 
NO NEWS -NOTHING EVER 

HAPPENS AROUND HERE- 
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Spacing between poles should match 
that between the wires of the feed-lines. 

Picturing the relay in operation at 
W9ITQ where it was first tried out. 

Easy Antenna Cont ol 
By Clarence H. maihori, BJ9YPT. 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

A quick -acting changeover relay for the 
hamshack is almost a necessity. This 

one using a solenoid is unusually simple. 

ASIMPLE and effective 
method of antenna 
switching is an ideal 

setup in a station where only 
one antenna is available for 
receiving and transmitting. 
Many amateurs realize this 
need but continue using the 
old method of switching with 
a d.p.d.t. knife switch or a 
complicated haywire, or else 
have given up trying to switch 
the antenna. They just hook 
a piece of wire to the receiver 
for the antenna and let it go 
at that. 

The situation was some- 
what the same at W9ITQ un- 
til a new type of solenoid was 
made available on the market 
that gave way to an attempt 
at a different method for an- 
tenna switching. 

The resulting arrangement 
to be described has been in 
use at W9ITQ for many 
months now and has proven 
to be so satisfactory and sim- 
ple method that any ham hav- 
ing trouble with antenna con- 
trol will profit by giving the 
system a try. It is inexpensive 
to construct and has the ad- 

vantage of changing the antenna from 
transmitter to receiver or vice versa 
quicker than the other fellow can sing 
out "K!" 

This system consists simply of a 
solenoid- operated antenna relay cou- 
pled to be operated from one switch 
located in a convenient place from the 
operating position. The switch, a sin- 
gle pole three position, in the first po- 
sition throws the antenna to the re- 
ceiver, in the second position the an- 
tenna to the transmitter, and in the 
third throws the final amplifier on. 
The same procedure is used in reverse 
order to receive. 

This solenoid type of relay has 
proven itself to be so much better than 
the old type of relay that it is sur- 
prising that more are not in use at this 
time. There are no springs to get out 
of order because the solenoid actuates 
the switch both ways. The contacts 
are self wiping and the relay operates 
with lightning speed. Another advan- 
tage of it is the contacts may be any 
distance apart -and that is something 
when you are using zepp feeders. 

These are tremendous advantages 
over the old type of constant current 

relay with its crude spring arrange- 
ment, and ever corroded contacts. 
Once the solenoid type of relay has 
been used these superior advantages 
will be more readily realized. 

The complete relay unit is built 
around a Guardian Type 4 solenoid 
which sells at a nominal amount. The 
entire cost of the completed relay to 
the builder should not be much more 
than $3.00 and will undoubtedly turn 
out to be much less. 

This little solenoid has a powerful 
pull (12 ounces) and is strong enough 
for any arrangement desired. It has 
been suggested that several contacts 
of the same type might be mounted in 
series with the other contacts. How- 
ever, there is no need for such an 
arrangement in the average ham sta- 
tion, but there is no doubt that it could 
be done if such type of relay might be 

(Continued on page 54) 

SLIDING 
CONTACT 

CONTACTS 

SUPPORT SOLENOID 

110V AC 
LINE 

TO XMTR 
PWR SUPPLY 

Diagrams and a 
pictorial view of 
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s S 'v ce 
SERVICEMEN! Did you know that band 

P.A. work is one of the most remunerative 
fields? As a special service to our readers, 
and through the cooperation of the Musician's 
Bible, DOWN BEAT magazine, the Editors 
present here, for the first time, a list of pop- 
ular bands and the places where they are play- 
ing. The list is not complete, and it may have 

substantially changed by the time that this 
gets to you, but the business is there regard- 
less of whose band is playing at the locations 
noted. 

Every band has generally one or more P.A. 

systems; some for the electric guitars, some 

for the singers, and others just to reinforce the 
band as a whole. In the "one- night" stand 
routes, these amplifiers take a terrific beating, 
and more often than not, something is out of 
kilter. Sometimes they need tube replace- 
ments, and sometimes they are just noisy and 
need general cleaning. 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham 

Thomas Jefferson, h 
krly 

Jefferson 
Gilbert 

Gone Miller 
Club Rea, ne 

Pool Smith 
T Iwiler, h 

Johnny Strang* 
Dothan 

Me Line CL 
Cecil Kr,::tal 
Fairhope 

American Legion. na 
Ma, -hull VanPool 
Mobile 

Cawthon, h 
Four Aces 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix 

Ai nids, r 
lidoory Walker 
Tucson 

Santa Rita, h 
Hay tie :: ill 

ARKANSAS 
Little Rock 

Westwood, nc 
t: , Lim. 

CALIFORNIA 
Culver City 

Casa Monona, ne 
Tony Po..to, 
Beverly Hills 

Victor Hugo. r 
loi. rue, Renard 
Hollywood 

II Cale. ne 
Leur. . Chico 

Mark Twain, h 
Johnny Goltle 

Florentine Gardens ce 
B:tly MacDonald 

Duck Inn. ne C, Roe Johnson 
Radio Rm.. ne 

l:uv¡ Cole Trio 
Trocadero. r 

Phil Oilman 
Club Cercle, e 

Sally laella 
Trocadero. ne 

Ivan Scott 
Sleety Marie's. r 

R.d Stanley 
Earl Carroll's, r 

ht.uray Strand 
Long Beach 

Majestic. b 
Bab Hamilton 

Hilton. Is 
Bill Roberts 
Los Angeles 

Wilshire Bowl. ne 
Phil Haws 

Paramount, l 
Btl Lynn 

Dittmar. Bowl. ne 
Lady Kent 

Lali.á 
Lahr 

Torch Club, nc 
nii:iy McPherson 

Beveriy.Wilshire, h 
M clin Malnecn 

Little Hungary, c 

Ambassador. or, h r an 
Club 17, 

n 

fed , 
Acs e 

Noll 
Wend 

San Clements, no 
Sterling Young 

Ocean Beach 
Casino Gardens 

Ray Pear: 
Palm Springs 

Racquet Cl,. ee 
Fidler 

Piedmont 
Community Canter. ne 

Id Ktu.hins 
Sacramento 

Denevon's Ca.e, ne 
Dude Vance 
San Diego 

Sherman's Cale, n 
e I: v.ng Aaroni.an 

San Francisco 
Golden Gate. l 

lay Brower 
Sir Francis Drake, Is 

Nick Draper 
Mark Hopkins. h 

Bal 
Conan 

ne 
Tor,.n Conan 

El Patio, b 
Leon Monca 

Bal Tabarin 
Gary Nottingham 

Palace. h 
Ray Noble 

ChM h 
Herb Samon 

St. Francis, h 
Shop Fields 
Vallejo 

El Nido, ne 
Tor.: :ny land 

COLORADO 
Denver 

Cl. Cinderella, n 

Chas 
Kenny 

Par., nesë 
McVay 

Three Fiddlers 
Rainbow, b 

I :m :ny Walsh 
Pueblo 

Silver Moon. ne 
Ciirl Celebourn 

CONNECTICUT 
Bridgeport 

Now Hollywood. ne 

Hartford 
Allyn House. b 

Flank Pakeels 
Capitol Casino, ne 

Claudo Thornhill 
East Hartford 

Church Corners Inn, ne 
:h Ball 

Kent 
Country Club, c 

c john Church 
Lakeville 

Hotchkiss. ce 
Society Syncopators 
Milford 

Seven Gables. nc 
Hake 

New Haven 
Tall. h 

loe Miler 
New London 

Rend erveus, 
Fronk Foley 
Wallingford 

Three Cups, ne 
Mort Dennis' Continentals 

DELAWARE 
Wilmington 

J MilöMann 
Darling, h 

Milt Herth 

FLORIDA 
Coral Cables 

Monterey Country Club. ce 
Club 26, ne Hem Olson 

Hui e Men of Note Ft. Lauderdale 
Oakland Club Alamo. ne 

Athens Athletic Club, ne !anneal M,ll,onaaes 
I -m Mulford Miami 

McFadden's, b XII Kat Club. ne 
Lick Lotter Hal Lane 

.1'I.'s 
A NEW SERVICE TO READERS 

By using this list, the serviceman can tell 
where the bands are playing, and the name of 
the band. Solicit these accounts for repair 
work. It is important to remember, however, 
THAT YOU SHOULD ASK FOR THE BAND 
MANAGER OR THE MANAGER OF THE 
LOCATION ITSELF. Do NOT go there dur- 
ing business hours -that is, when the band is 

playing -but try either a couple of hours BE- 

FORE the place opens, or right AFTER the 
place closes. 

The Editors would like to know what you 

think of this new department, and to that end, 
offer a prize of $5 for the best letter from 
those liking it, and another prize of $5 for 
those disliking it. To qualify, you must give 
your reasons either way. Be concise, and you 

can take only one side of the paper. Duplicate 
prizes to duplicate winners. A third prize of 
$5 will be awarded to the writer of that letter 
which has the best suggestion, in the opinion 

Miami Beach 
Clevelander. h 

Larry Gant 
El Chico, ne 

Lyle LaPlnnte 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta 

Capitol City CI.. ne 
ook 

Wisteria steria Gardens, r 
Ton any Ro:an 

Henry Grady, h 
Lady Rogers 

Ansley. h 
Carol Leiner 
Augusta 

Bon Air. h 
Charles Fulchor 

IDAHO 
Payette 

Gay Way. b 
Geo:ge Shuttled 

ILLINOIS 
Aurora 

Marine Room, nc 
O Brien Si Evans 
Calumet City 

Derby Club, ne 
Jimmie Floyd 

Paddock City. na 
Funk Mahon, 

Saratoga, nc 
Ion Per ara 
Chicago 

Pump Rm.- Ambassador, h 
Fabian Andre 

ses club. en 
Don Ramon Arias 

L'Aiglon, r 
En:::o Bolegnini 

Ches Parie. n 
Loa Br e 

Merry Garden. b 
'ieda:c Dew 

Harry's New Yorker, ne 
Mel Cole 

Monte Cristo. r 
The Continentals 

Blaekhawk, n i B. .:c Barran 
Edgewater Beach. h 

Be :nie Cummins 
Gay Nineties. nc 

Booby Dander s 

Paddxk Club. nc 
Leon Dos Camps 

Palmer House, h 
Low Diamond 

9750 Club. ne 
Johnny Dodds 

Adolph's, r 
Anthony Dongarra 

Palmer House. h 
Phil Dooley 

Club Minuet. ne 
Art Fi shcr 

Nappe cardans, ne 
Mark pinker 

Paradise, b 
Emil nlindl 

Sherman Panther Room, h 
Bud Freeman 

Silver Cloud. 
Sammy 

o 

Frisco 
Wilson's Hack Wilsons Home Pun, en 

Bob GulaY 
Agnes' Club Era, na 7.l Hull 
Club Silhouette. ne 

Oliver Iln :n 

Old Heidelberg. r 
Heidelberg Ensemble 

5100 Club. 
Horace Henderson 

*9J Club. 
Johnny Honnert 

Chinatown Bowery, ne 
Curley Jackson 

Aragon . b 
Dick lumens 

Bismarck. h 
AA 

Palmer 
Hal Kemp 

House. 

Vine Gardens, ne 
loe Kick 

Ivanhoe 

Bier Stube- Bismarck, h 

606 Club. nc 

Hi Hat. nc 

Blondie Vis. ne 

Swi ng land. ne 

Panther Room. Sherman. h 

Merry Garden. b 

Class Nat-congress, h 
yd C t : s 

Colony Club. nc 

CemCra e,hn 
a 

Ha. Idunro 
L. 6 L. Cala. ne 

Pal Nadar 
Casino Moderne. b 

Eddie Nicbaur 
Villa Moderne, na 

Tony Cabot 
Cabin Inn. 

Costello s. nc 
Grady:: l'oliner 

Club Miami, nc 
lohnny P -irker 

Monte Cristo. r 
at 

Blackstone. h 
6 E rile 

Panther Rm.- Sherman, h 

Colas 
Fronk, Quartet 

L'Aiglon. r 
con Oi,.xote 

Melody Mill, b 
6uyd H n-hurn 

Ye Olde Cellar, no 
Clc :t Bable 

Alabam, nc 
Eddie Roth 

LePetit Gourmet, r 
Royal Troubadours 

Decisa. ne 
Berl Saunders 

Green Mill, nc 
Fi a-ci Snyder 

El Dumpo. n 

Cher Parue, n 
Manly Shun 

Edgewater Beach. h 

N. Capitol Lounge, ne 
Tl.:,:.; P..:'.:.of Rhythm 

Frankie's Casino, ne 
Bob Tini.ley 

Ivanhoe. ne 
Al Trace 

606 Club, nc 
Tripoli Trio 

Oriental Gardens, ne 
Al Truk 

Alabam. c 
Dave U:i.,l 

Italian Village. r 
Venlo Brno. 

MoOSeren's Lib. Inn. ne 
Earl Wiley 

St h 
Gr:tt William 

Gibby's. ne 
Sammy Williams 

Baa Kee Club, ne 
Earl Willis 

Yar. r 
Doris Wutich 
Peoria 

Jefferson, h 
Ozzie Osborne 

Inglaterra. b 
C :.ailin Cartwright 
Riverside 

Melody Mill, b 
Glenn Carr 
St. Charles 

Baker. h 
Carl Schreiber 
Wilmette 

Vista Del Lego, b 
Don Wallace 
Willow Springs 

Oh Henry, b 
Earl Mellen 
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-i!y luge 
of the Editors, for improving this department. 
Letters must be received by July 10, 1940, to 
qualify. No entries returned; decision of the 
judges (who are the Editors of RADIO NEWS) 
is final and binding; and no entries from em- 
ployees of Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. or their 
families accepted; address Money Page Letter 
Contest, care Radio News, 608 S. Dearborn 
St., Chicago, Ill. Well, gang, what say? - 
The Editors. 

CODE: ne, night club; h, hotel; b, ball- 
room; r, restaurant; cc, country club; t, 
theatre. 

The first name under the city or town, is that 
of the location where the band is playing, the 
second the name of the band -leader. This is NOT 
the person to ask for. Inquire for the band man- 
ager. If the band listed. is not playing, ask for 
the manager of the band that is playing. Sonre- 
tirnes you will have to ask for the manager of the 
place itself. Note: Most bands have a rehearsal 
night or afternoon. That is the best time to repair 
the P.A. arid test it. Ask the manager when the 
band lias this rehearsal. Always leave your card. 

INDIANA 
Bloomington 

Jordan Grill, r 
Poo: DeV.ne 
Evansville 

Beckerlies, ne 
Allan Underwood 
Ft. Wayne 

Berghaff Gardens. nc 
V/a:ly Lo::'cl 
French Lick 

French Lick Springs. h 
Ken litt:.s 
Indianapolis 

Washington. h 
B.l : :ioic Boys 

Wharf House, ne 
I .... y Boyer 

Indiana. b 
Ho :olai Cork 

1. A. C.. ne 
Lowe Lowe 

Dells 
Anion Otstot 

Cat 6 Fiddle. cc 
Gene Worland 
South Bend 

Dixie Grove. ns 
lack i 

Palais Royale. nc 
Bill Fiyar 

Club Lido. ne 
Al Kollul 

Avalon. b 
Marty Ross 
Terre Haute 

Terre Haute House. h 
Wayne McIntyre 

KANSAS 
Dodge City 

Moose. TIC 
WHerron 

ichita 
Green Tree Inn. na 

It. :0, :.13l11 

KENTUCKY 

Covington 
Lookout House, ne 

h .. K.nasbury 
Frankfort 

Leangi,, ce 
Crutcher 

Louisville 
Club Flamingo, ne 

1':.Ilnir Bal 
Iroquois Gardens, ne 

Ory :he Homes 
River Road Inn, ne 

Bob McCarty 
Biffi, ne 

Hu, t y Robertson 
Kentucky. h 

lack 
Brown. 

Sprott 

Gc0r,10 Wald 
Newport 

Beverly Hills. cc 
Clyde McCoy 

Beverly Hills. ce 
Srdell Trio 

LOUISIANA 
Opelousas 

Cedar Lane, ne 
Al Vino 
Alexandria 

Silver Moon, ne 
Joe Rivet 
Tallulah 

Club Madison, ne 
H, :b look's Swinghearts 
New Orleans 

Marty Burká s, ne 
Eddie Conti 

Monteleone. h 
lb Icede 

BL Charles. h 
Ru::: Nu ce. 

Roosevelt. h 
Bich rid H,mber 

Vanity Cl., ne 
Abbe Brunies 

Moulin Rouge. nc 
Sharkey Banana 

Puppy House, ne 
Ai :oO Bel:us 

Flynn's. n 
Ja_ No :man 

MAINE 
Poland Springs. h 

Moo lattes 
Portland 

Falmouth, h 
Law Lennon 

Lafayette. h 
Grace 6 Scatty 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 

El Patio, n 
Kiki Garcia 

Mont Royal, h 
Gy: My Fuu: 

Blue Mirror, n 
I iah hic 

Club Esquire, n a 
Kulker Bras. 

Belvidere, Is 

Willy S :aedler 

MASSACHUSETTS 
North Attleboro 

Horseshoe Club, n 
e Ienniy Andrews 

Boston 
Cocoanut Cr., er 

t.t..: Y.. y Alpert 
Southland. b 

Can Cal:away 
Kitty Brandes. ne 

Icy Candela 
Mayfair. cc 

Ion ne Cl 
Cale de Paris, r 

C rrl 7.ao 
Hi Hat. ne 

Peter Herman 
Westminster, h 

Iiii "y hlcHolo 
Brown Derby. ne 

Karl lean 
Casa Monona. ne 

Herbert Marsh 
Fitchburg 

Hi- Hatters Club, ne 
Bob Leger 
Holyoke 

Sheds. t 
Speed Provost 

O'Brien s. 
luck Ralston 
Roxbury 

Roxbury, h 
T:.,;:ical Rhythm Boys 
Springfield 

Olds Tavern. 
r.oev 

Topslield 
Lakeside Outing Club, ne 

L..I:..1.._.tell 

MICHIGAN 
Iron River 

Riverside. b 
Charlie Armond 
Jackson 

Club Lido 'gel Lamb 
Pontiac 

Sandy Beach, ne 
l:cdaie Blake 

Avon Inn. ne 
Carl Carson 
St. Joseph 

Ray.Ted. 
e 

.,c Jody Men 
Creen Cottage Inn, ne 

Doc Price Trio 
Shadow. b 

Ray Winters 
Frolic. Revere Bch. 

Louis Prima 

(Continued on 
page 60) 
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nq f-...va. 

The tube situation again, and what 
it means to the serviceman in & c. 

by SAMUEL C. MILBOURNE 
Expert Serviceman, Greenwood, Miss. 

r 1HIS month we will study the 
present tube situation and how 

- - it affects you in your service 
business. 

When tube list prices are lowered 
or raised do you tear your hair or 
shout with joy? If you are like most 
radio servicemen and dealers, you 
view the change with utmost calm - 
downright indifference would probably 
express it better. 

Yet, every time the tube manufac- 
turer chops 20% off the list price of a 
tube, it means that you must sell 25 % 
more tubes (1 extra for every 4 you 
now sell) to realize the same gross 
profit. You think not ? 

Let us take the April 1, 1939 and 
February 2, 1940 tube lists as our basis 
of discussion. A 6C6 listed at 
$1.00 on the April 1939 list. On 
the Feb. 1940 list it sold for $0.80 
or 20% less. The tube first cost 
you 50 cents and when the reduc- 
tion went into effect it then cost. 
you 40 cents. (Round figures.) 
This means that in either case 
you doubled your money so, on 
the face of it, you didn't lose any- 
thing. 

However, it also means that 
early in 1939 you originally made 
50 cents and in 1940 you could 
make only 40 cents on the sale. 
Actually, you lose 10 cents that 
you originally made on the sale 
of every 6C6. It also means that 
you must sell 5 instead of 4, 6C6's 
to make the same profit. Accord- 
ing to the older list 4 -6C6's at 
50 cents profit each gross $2.00. 
At the newer list 5 -6C6's at 40 
cents profit each also gross $2.00 
-but you must sell 25% more 
tubes! 

Now every serviceman knows 
that it is impossible to sell 5 tubes 
where only 4 are needed. It takes 
25% more time to test them and 
"turn them over." What is the 
benefit then of lowered tube 
prices ? Well, the popular answer is 
that it will result in more tube sales. 
Baloney! Tubes are bought when they 
are needed -not before. There isn't 
one case in 50 where the difference of 
20% in the cost of tubes deterred a cus- 
tomer from buying them when his set 
needed them. Every practicing serv- 
iceman knows also that he can get 
$1.00 for a tube just as easily as he 
can get $0.80 provided the correct list 

Editor's Note: For the past few months, 
Mr. Milbourne has been extremely busy 
gathering more information for this, his 
very interesting feature. Many of our 
readers were wondering what had hap- 
pened to "Ringing the Bell." He was 
much too engaged in gathering material 
to have been able to write. Now that he 
has the information, we know that his 
department will prove more interesting 
than ever. Welcome back, Mr. Milbourne! 

price is $1.00. 
All right, let's look at answer num- 

ber two. It allows the serviceman and 
dealer to compete in over -the -counter 
sales with mail order house prices. 
More baloney! Let's look at tube 
prices in a 1940 issue of a popular mail 

order house catalog. A 6C6 tube lists 
at $0.80 but is offered for sale for $0.49 
cents to the general public! Now this 
is no diatribe against the mail order 
house. Servicemen must accept the 
fact that the mail order house as well 
as the automobile and electric light 
are here to stay. But once and for all, 
get out of your minds the idea that you 
as a serviceman or dealer can compete 
on a price basis with them. Lowered 
tube prices won't do it, because if the 
list on a 6C6 were lowered to $0.60, the 
mail order houses will sell them for 
$0.27. (The price they now quote on 
an 80 type tube which lists at 60 cents.) 

Now, if lowered tube prices won't 
stimulate sales and it will not allow 
competition with the mail order 

houses, why - why - why the `. lowered lists ? 
It may be fairly argued that 

due to new manufacturing 
methods, lessened costs of ma- 
terial, increased replacement 
sales of certain types, com- 
pleted amortization of original 
design and development costs, 
etc., tubes cost less to build, 
thus the saving is passed on to 

When list prices are lowered 20%, you must sell 5 
tubes instead of only 4 to make same gross profit. 

2.00 

2/1/40 
LIST 1.25 

OLD 
1.25 

LIST PRICES- 

2/1/40 
LIST .80 

.80 
4//39 

2//40 
LIST .60 

1.00 

2//40 
LIST .60 

2/1/40 
LIST L60 

2.50 

36% 

A 

z57.' 
2 

en 

IB4P 2A5 80 27 5V4G 

Shaded portions represent percentage drop in tube 
list prices from April, 1939, to February, 1940. One. 
half this difference is the gross profit you lose. 

You cannot compete with mail -order 
houses on a strictly price basis. 

the consumer. 
That's fine -very stirring and 

thoroughly commendable, ex- 
cept for one thing. The service- 
man's and dealer's cost of sell- 
ing that tube hasn't gone down 
and they can't make it up in in- 
creased tube sales. 

Remember that only one type 
of tube and one discount has 
been mentioned so far. 

There are dozens of others 
which show that the actual 
average reduction is probably 
closer to 30% than 20 %. To say 
that such a reduction will ma- 
terially "up" total tube sales 
sufficiently to off -set the loss of 
dealer and serviceman gross 
profit is a fallacy. And let's 
not compare total tube sales 

under the older list with those under 
the newer list because the war was a 
dozen times more potent a selling aid 
than were lowered tube prices. 

All right, what's the answer? "Up" 
the list to the old figures ? Yes and 
no. No one can prove to me, as a prac- 
tical business man that a 60 cent tube 
sale can be very profitable. On the 
other hand, I can quickly understand 
that a tube listing for $3.00 is a lot 
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tougher to sell than the 60 cent item. 
However, on the first I made 30 cents 
gross profit. On the second, I made 
$1.50 gross profit. I spend practically 
the same time testing, handling, 
wrapping and selling either. I believe 
that servicemen and dealers should 
make themselves heard to the tube 
manufacturers and respectfully re- 
quest that a "bottom" be placed on 
tube list prices. My personal opinion 
is that no tube should list for less than 
$1.00. It is worth 50 cents gross profit 
for a serviceman or dealer to stock, 
handle and sell any tube. It would be 
well worth while if the tube manu- 
facturer would increase abnormally 
low tube prices to this level and at the 
same time, if possible, decrease ab- 
normally high tube prices. This in- 
crease would affect about 50 tube 
types -the bulk of the replacement 
market. 

Tube Price Comparison 
Look at the following : 

Type 4 -1 -39 List 2 -1 -40 List % Reduction 
1B4P $2.00 $1.25 37.5 % 
2A5 1.25 .80 36.0 % 
80 .80 .60 25.0 % 
27 1.00 .60 40.0 % 
5V4G 2.50 1.60 36.0 % 

How many times have you placed 
two tubes side by side and wondered 
with your customer why one tube 
should cost three times the other? 
Let's say an 80 type tube at $0.60 and 
a 70L7GT at $2.10. It is true that the 
law of supply and demand enters the 
picture strongly at this point. It is 
true that possibly a thousand 80 type 
tubes are sold for one 70L7GT. But 
that still doesn't help the serviceman 
who makes 30 cents on one and $1.05 
on the other. 

Now, before we get any further, 
please be assured that I'm not "gun- 
ning" for the tube manufacturers. 
Matter of fact is that my Daisy is in 
hock and my sling -shot sprung a rub- 
ber band. The tube manufacturers can 
be credited with much of the scientific 
progress in radio receivers and much 
of the sound, constructive educational 
work done in the service industry. As 
a matter of fact, by putting a "bottom" 
under tube lists (and raising that 
"bottom ") they, themselves, stand to 
profit by the move. On any upward 
movement of tube prices they should 
share equally in the added profit. This 
would allow them to lower abnormally 
high tube prices, if they so desired; 
or they could use the money for ad- 
ditional engineering and research if 
they felt too ashamed to take it as a 
legitimate profit. 

There is no effort on my part to 
suggest a longer discount. The pres- 
ent discount schedule is ample. 

No sir! I'm one hundred percent for 
the tube manufacturers, but I'm also 
looking at it from the dealer's and 
serviceman's angle. 

An over -all increase bf even 20% in 
tube gross profit isn't chicken feed to 
any serviceman or dealer because it 

means that he has $6.00 gross profit 
where he had but $5.00 before. 

As a final clincher, ask yourself 
honestly whether you have sold at 
least 25 % more tubes because of the 
price reduction. Then ask yourself if 
you would lose one out of twenty -five 
tube sales because the tube listed for 
$1.00 instead of 60, 70 or 80 cents. Next, 
talk it over with your local organiza- 
tion with a view toward doing some- 
thing about it. 

If the service industry could con- 
vince the tube industry of the wisdom 
of this move, it would be another way 
to "Ring the Bell" in your own busi- 
ness. 

So much for that. 
Now, let's take up the hard -to -get 

tube type. 
You fellows who have your shop 

within easy distance of several jobbers 
have no idea what a thorough pain in 
the neck the hard -to -get tube type can 
be. 

Those of us who ply our trade under 
the village chestnut tree sometimes 
feel like climbing the said tree when 
request for a hard -to -get tube type 
hoves into view. 

Almost every serviceman sells one 
certain brand of tubes, yet no tube 
manufacturer makes all tube types. 
Thus, you are placed in a very difficult 
situation when a customer trots into 
the shop brandishing a hard -to -get 
tube in one hand and a handful of 
government lettuce in the other. You 
look at the type, run your finger down 
the tube list and regretfully shake 
your head. 

"Sorry, old man ", you say with a 
winning smile, "the Huppa -Duppa 
Tube Co. doesn't make that type but 
I can order it for you -I hope, I hope, 
I hope ". The last in a vague mumble. 

"Well, I'll be back ", your was -to- 
have -been customer quips and out he 
goes to try the next serviceman. The 
odds are that he will finally wind up 
by ordering it himself or letting an- 
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other serviceman order it. In any 
case, it's a lot of grief all around be- 
cause it is often hard to establish a 
source of supply for the one tube. 

Now, let's see what the trouble is. 
Hard -to -get tubes are divided into two 
classifications. First, those which are 
definitely obsolete -like the OOA, the 
WD11, etc. Second, tubes which are 
considered "live" by possibly only one 
tube manufacturer, but which cannot 
be included as among those making up 
95 % of the total replacement market. 

An effort was made a couple of years 
ago to "farm out" this unprofitable 
tube market among tube manufac- 
turers, each taking his share of the 
various types. As the tubes were 
boxed and labelled with the original 
manufacturer's name, and sold only 
through that manufacturer's jobbers, 
it was a mad scramble (and is still) by 

GROSS 
PROF IT 

30 C 

GROSS 
PROFIT 
$1.05 

Why not put a $1.00 "bottom" under 
tube list prices? It is worth 50e 
gross profit to sell a radio tube. 

radio servicemen to keep up with 
which tube types were made by what 
tube manufacturers. Then there was 
(according to hear -say) considerable 
persuasion exercised upon tube job- 
bers to take on the regular line of 
tubes of a rival tube manufacturer for 
the privilege of obtaining the hard -to- 
get types. 

From the serviceman's and dealer's 
(Continued on page 53) 

The bench of Louis K. Sandor, Piqua, Ohio, certainly does "Ring the Bell." 
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If your set is of this vintage, it 
can still be made to receive well. 

The midget set can also be made to 
give very fine results in reception. 

Stringing antennae near power trans- 
formers results in plenty of AC hum. 

Good 
hale 

by WALTER E. KEEVER 
Detroit, Michigan 

: )S 

reception is not accidental; you can 
it by following the author's points. 

Part 1 

BATTERY- operated receivers be- 
come unstable, and critical to 
body capacity when the ground 

connection is removed. Receivers 
powered from the service lines may 
not be appreciably affected. The fact 
is, power lines themselves constitute 
a rather indefinite but usually effec- 
tive ground. (a.c. -d.c. receivers de- 
pend entirely upon the line for a 
ground.) One side of the line is 
grounded directly, and the other the 
"hot" side -through whatever appli- 
ances are at the moment connected 
across the line. Represented by L and 
R in Fig. 1. Never entirely absent, 
their number and location constantly 
vary. . 

The fact that the line is carrying 
110 -volt a.c. does not prevent it from 
being a collector of radio -frequency 
oscillations. Whenever the r.f. im- 
pedance through appliances to the 
nearest ground exceeds that through 
the primary of the power transformer 
(PT, Fig. 1), radio -frequency oscilla- 
tions pass through the latter and down 
the other side of the line to ground. 
At other times the line acts as a two - 
wire antenna, grounded at the far end, 
with the receiver on the open end. 

Figure 1 shows the usual connection 
of the power cord. Condenser C, com- 
monly called a "buffer" condenser, is 
intended as a line filter, but has the 
pernicious effect of connecting the 
power line to the antenna circuit. It 
shorts r.f. currents from the "hot" 
side to the chassis, thence to ground 
through the receiver ground wire. The 
other side of the line usually is neg- 
lected, as being already grounded - 
somewhere. 

Many believe the purpose of the 
"buffer" condenser is to reduce hum. 
On the contrary, it fends raw a.c. right 
into the chassis. Every circuit in the 
receiver directly or indirectly returns 
to chassis, which should be a "quiet 
pool," electrically speaking. Discon- 
nect the ground wire and scrape its 
end across the ground post. A shower 
of fine sparks, visible in dim light, in- 
dicates a connection as in Fig. 1. 

"Reversing the power plug decreases 
hum." This is a dead give -away. Fig. 
2 shows what happens. The "buffer" 
condenser now connects the grounded 
side to chassis. No 60 -cycle a.c. now 
flows through the chassis, as there is 
no difference of potential between it 

(Continued on page 48) 
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Figures 1 through 8 discussed by the author. 
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The "Test -All" with its slanting front looks commercial. 
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B iild the "TEST-ALL 
by MERWYN BLY, W3FPL 

Leesburg, Virginia 

This simple instrument, which every experimenter or serviceman can brdildl, 

is a sensitive vacuum tube voltmeter capable of reading even bias cells. 

1HIS simple old "Test -All" cir- 
cuit, can, with a few changes, and 

- - at an exceedingly low cost, be 
built up into one of the most useful 
instruments around the shack. 

As a Vacuum Tube Voltmeter it 
draws so little current that Grid Bias 
Cells can be checked accurately. Al- 
though it takes 5 volts to fully close 
the eye, a fresh 11/2 volt flashlight cell 
will give a healthy indication and fur- 
nish a calibration mark for checking 
grid bias cells. To secure the accu- 
racy necessary for working out induc- 
tance formulas, etc., with the VTVM 
it is necessary to secure a small mag- 
nifying glass and mount it in a con- 
venient tube slightly shorter than the 
focal length of the glass. 

This can be seen to the left of the 
instrument in the front view photo. 
The glass and tube not only make it 
easier to see the shadow but it also 
brings out the more prominent 
"notches" on the edges of the shadow. 
By choosing a prominent "notch" for 
closing it is possible to return to the 
same reading with considerable accu- 
racy. - 

The writer plotted his curve of volt- 
age against dial readings of the poten- 
tiometer (R -3) by using various com- 
binations of "B" batteries (they must 

be fresh) and the a.c. readings based 
on them were satisfactory. 

In the front view, the two upper pin 
jacks are to be disregarded as they 
are not used in this set -up. The two 
pin jacks on the bottom right are com- 
mon to each other for convenience 
(one would be sufficient), and are for 
the plus connection in reading d.c. 
The top pin jack on the bottom left 

is the minus d.c. connection- revers- 
ing polarity will result in no reading. 

Output readings are taken across 
either of the right hand jacks and the 
bottom pin jack on the left. Be sure 
the receiver has an output filter, or 
better yet, play safe and use a .1 mfd. 
250 volt condenser in series for output 
readings as this instrument is a.c. -d.c. 

(Continued on page 53) 

6C5 

Ri IIOV. 
AC-DC 

R, -350 ohm line cord resistor, Ohmite 
R8-1 meg., 2 w., (included in RCA kit) 
R8- 75,000 ohms pot., Mallory 
R, -0.1 meg., 2 w., IRC 
C, -s mfd., 500 v. (preferably paper), Solar 
C0--.1 mfd., paper, 200 v., Solar 
SW -SPST toggle sw., Arrow 
3 pin jacks, Yaxley 
2 octal type wafer sockets, Amphenol 
1 RCA Magic Eye Kit (includes socket, coded 

wires, escutcheon, I meg. resistor, spacers and 
hdw.) 

1 vernier type instrument dial, Crowe 
1 bakelite front panel 7" x 7" 
I bakelite top piece, 21/2" x 7" 
2 half -inch soft pine side pieces 6" x 534 x 
61/2 "cut on slant of about 55° 
1 flat aluminum chassis, approx. 4" x 6" 
4 half -inch blocks 7 /R" high to support chassis 
Hook -up wire -wood screws -bolts and taps 
I -6C5 RCA 
1 -6E5 RCA 
I -6H6 RCA 
I small magnifying glass and bakelite tube. 
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7 -2 Li AN'S 
SASE HISTORIAS 

by ALFRED A. GIIIRARD1, B.S., E.E. 
Author of "The Radio Physics Course," "Modern Radio Servicing "; member Radio 
Servicemen of America, New York Electrical Society, Institute of Radio Engineers. 

FADA 41 
Inoperative, 1) 0.01 -mfd. audio coupling 

cond. "shorted" 
Intermittent re- 1) open -circuiting r -f secondary 

ception, windings (leads snapped at 
lug) 

Fading 2) 0.01 -mfd. audio coupling 
cond. "open" 

Hum 1) open -circuited 0.5 -mfd. de- 
tector amplifier cathode by- 
pass condenser 

2) poor cathode- heater insula- 
tion of type '27 tubes 

Distorted, 1) leaky 0.01 -mfd. audio cou- 
Weak reception piing condenser 

FADA 42 
Weak, insensi- .1) if detector plate voltage is 

tive slightly lower than normal 
value, replace the 50,000 - 

ohm resistor in the plate circuit with one of 
lower resistance (about 40,000 ohms). Replac- 
ing detector tube may also help 
Intermittent 1) replace both 0.01 -mfd. cou - 

reception piing condensers 
Fading 2) faulty r -f plate by -pass con- 

denser (located in the gang- 
condenser housing -the one 
with the red lead going to 
the r -f coil is usually the 
faulty one) 

3) check both the phono switch 
and the local- distance switch 
contacts 

Flicker in 1) clean the contacts of the 
Flashograph spring switch located behind 
pilot the small panel and below 

the tuning dial 
Oscillation, 1) connect a 0.01 -mfd. condens- 
Motorboating er between one side of the 

110 -v. line and the chassis. 
(Try each side of line, in 
turn) 

FADA 43 
Same Case Histories as those listed for Fada 41 

and 761 receivers 

Same Case 
FADA 44, 46, 47 

Histories as those listed for Fada 41 
receiver 

Low volume, ..1) 
Audio oscillation, 

(set plays 
when test 
prod is placed 
on plate ter- 
minal of sec- 
ond i -f tube) 

Oscillation, ..1) 
Howling, Fading 

Flashograph ..1) 
tube lights 
only on very 
strong signals 

Aligning the . .1) 
receiver 

FADA 48 
poor contact between resist- 
ance element and movable 
arm on volume control, 
causing an increase in the 
value of the AVC circuit re- 
sistance, thus making it 
over -effective and causing a 
decrease in volume. Adjust 
the arm so it will make good 
contact 

leaky" by -pass condensers. 
Test for, and replace, all 
faulty units 
shunt the 1 -mfd. condenser 
from the one side of the 
Flashograph, and turn the 
control to the end 
the four i -f tuning condens- 
ers are located at the rear 
of the chassis, while the os- 
cillator trimmer is located 

between the '47 output and the 35 tubes in the 
main shield housing 

Low volume, ..1) 
Audio oscillation, 

(set plays 
when test 
prod is placed 
on plate ter- 
minal of sec- 
ond i -f tube) 

Fading 1) 
Howling, 
Oscillation 

Fading accom- 1) 
panied by 
"frying" noise 

Aligning the ..1) the four i -f tuning condens- 
receiver ers are located at the rear 

of the chassis, while the os- 
cillator trimmer is located 

between the '47 output tube and the 35 tubes 
in the main shield housing 

FADA 49 
poor contact between resist- 
ance element and movable 
arm on volume control, 
causing an increase in the 
value of the AVC circuit re- 
sistance, thus making it 
over- effective and causing a 
decrease in volume. Adjust 
arm for good contact 
replace "open" or "leaky" 
first -detector cathode by- 
pass condenser. Check all 
other by -pass condensers 
replace push - pull input 
transformer 

FADA 50 
Same Case Histories as those listed for Fada 70, 

71, 72 receivers 

FADA 66 
Oscillation on .1) connect a 300 -ohm, non -in- 

one or more ductive resistor in series 
short-wave with the control -grid lead of 
bands the type '24A first detector - 

oscillator tube 
Distortion "leaky" blocking condenser 

or coupling condenser be- 
tween the first audio stage 
and the output 

2) defective tinsel speaker cord 
3) corroded contact arms of 

double volume control 
4) poor connection of speaker 

tinsel cord to phone tips 
Oscillation ....1) open- circuiting r -f cathode or 

Hum 1) open - by-pass 
ited filtericondens- 

er (possibly caused by loos- 
ened nut which holds the 
common condenser terminal) 

2) poor grounding of condenser 
block 

3) short- circuited filter condens- 
er block leads -rubber insu- 
lation cracked 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A-67 
See also Case Histories listed for General Electric 

A -04 receiver 
Inoperative ...1) "shorted" condenser shunting 

the Candohm resistor 
Intermittent ...1) see Case History for this 

reception, same trouble listed for Gen - 
Fluttering eral Electric A164 receiver 

signal, 
Inoperative 
Noisy reception 1) faulty 500,000 -ohm grid re- 

developing into sister for '6F6 tube (even 
distortion though it may test O.K. 

when set is turned off). Re- 
place 

Poor tone, ....1) install a 150,000 -ohm output 
Distortion grid resistor in place of the 

original 500,000 -ohm unit 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A -70, A -75 
Weak 1) this condition results when 

the second i -f plate by -pass 
condenser (C -28), either due 

to vibration or to an accidental pressure, is 
forced into contact with the plate lug of the 
second i -f transformer nearest the 6K7 i -f tube. 
This causes plate potential to be applied to the 
electrolytic shield of the condenser. Its effect 
is an approximate decrease in sensitivity of 30%. 
This may be partially compensated by unscrew- 
ing the plate coil trimmer screw as far as it 
will go. However, before attempting to align 
the i -f amplifier be sure that the condenser is 
entirely free from this lug. When this set is 
aligned at the factory, this condition does not 
exist and the mere removing of this condenser 
from actual contact will automatically return 
the i -f to perfect alginment 

2) in the earlier models it will 
be noted that the diode plate 
lead (green rubber covered) 

is soldered to one of the lugs of the second i -f 
transformer. If for any reason it is necessary 
to remove or replace this transformer or wire, it is important that the wire be dressed as far 
as possible toward the front of the chassis to 
obtain full sensitivity. Sets carrying later serial 
numbers have this lead tied to the center tap 
of the coil inside the can. However, it is still 
necessary to keep it toward the front of the chassis to prevent a feedback between the plate 
dropping resistor (between the first and second 
i -f transformers) and the lead itself 
Rattling 1) a loose part in the receiver, 

(sounding like dial or cabinet. The trouble 
"speaker is often caused by the cellu- rattle") loid dial strip which vibrates 

loose 

Howling 1) inspect the oscillator coil of 
(on "D" band the "B -D ". bands, and if 
between 10 there is a resistor mounted 
and 18 mgc.) directly on the coil across 

the tickler of the "D" coil, 
clip it off carefully. Remove 

100 -mmfd. condenser C -44, and substitute a 50- 
mmfd. micamold condenser for it. This will 
reduce the coupling of the oscillator, with a negligible loss of sensitivity. Now check the alignment of the "D" band, and realign if nec- 
essary 

Reprinted with permission, from RADIO 
Trouble Shooters Handbook. Copyright, 
1939, Radio & Technical Publishing Co. 
Copyright in Canada and Great Britain, and 
all countries subscribing to the Berne Con- 
vention, by Radio & Technical Publishing 
Co. All rights reserved. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A -82 
See also Case Histories listed for General Electric 

A -86 receiver 
Inoperative ...1) "shorted" 6A8 screen by- 

pass conse r 
Inoperative ...1) "shord"o "leaky" 0.08 - 

(with tone mfd. tone- control condenser. 
control in ex- Reception may be obtained 
creme "bass" with volume control in 
position) "treble" position, but vol- 

ume control will be exceed- 
ingly noisy 

Sensitivity con- 1) check position of the '6A8 
trol inoperative bias resistor within the "sen- 

try box ". The lead of this 
carbon resistor (soldered to 

a lug on the terminal strip) often "grounds" to 
the case of the long -wave band padding con- denser 
Weak 1) fixed p a d d e r condenser 

(C -46) across secondary of 
the second i -f transformer 

should be 65 -mmfd. In some cases, this con- 
denser changes value enough to throw the sec- 
ond i -f out of alignment. The trimmer (C -45) 
will not peak, and the reception will be weak. 
Replace C -46 by another 65 -mmfd. condenser 
Fading - 1) "flash" either of the i -f pri- 

mary trimmers to chassis 
with a screwdriver. Trouble 

is due to internal "shorting" and leakage of the 
air -tuned i -f trimmer condensers ( "Permalin- 
ers") employed. Replace these trimmer con- densers if necessary 
Howling 1) place washers under feet of 

chassis so it does not touch 
cabinet 

2) oscillator section of gang 
condenser vibrates. Place 
fibre washers between the rubber mounting of the condensers so as to 

change the vibration period of the gang 
31 if shield can on oscillator 

section of sentry box vi- 
brates, -line the inside with 

"adhesive" or "masking" tape to dampen the vibration and consequent howl 
4) try removing the rubber 

grommets in the escutcheon 
and tuning controls. If the 

howl disappears, the escutcheon brass should 
be realigned 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A -85 
Inoperative, -...1) 
Weak reception 

check voltage across 3,000 - 
ohm first -audio cathode re- 
sistor. If less than 2 or 3 
volts, replace the electro- 
lytic condenser by- passing 
this section. Use a 5 to 10 
mfd. 25 -volt unit 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A -86 
No signals on..1) 

all bands, 
Static 
Inoperative on 1) 

"C" band, 
(operates per- 
fectly on all 
other bands) 

Loss of volume, 1) 
Poor selectivity, 

( abnormally 
high screen 
voltage on 
'6%7 i -f tube) 

short -circuited 0.1 -mfd. con- 
denser (C -80) in "sentry 
box" (part No. RC -096) 
open - circuited 0.0013 -mfd. 
condenser (C -21), preventing 
the receives' from oscillating 
on that band 

open - circuited 10,000 -ohm 
resistor section (R -18) or 
tapped resistor (R-11, R -17, 
R -18) 

GENERAL ELECTRIC A -87 
See also the Case Histories listed for General 

Electric A -82 and A -86 receivers 
Inoperative ...1) "shorted" 0.1 -mfd. 200 -volt 

(''sentry box condenser and burned out 
smoking) 10,000 -ohm VI-watt resistor -both fastened on t h e 

switch assembly in the fore- 
most of the three sentry boxes. Demount sentry 
box by removing side fastening bolts, dial - 
mechanism nuts and the terminal leads. The 
band -switch shaft must be removed before box 
cover can be lifted. When box is removed from 
chassis, disengage the dial gears and remove 
shaft by lifting the reduction drive and the dial 
assembly. This allows switch -shaft gear to pass 
the dial -scale gear when the shaft is pulled 
straight out. Replace resistor and condenser, 
using a 0.1 -mfd. 400 -volt condenser. When re- 
mounting the switch and dial mechanism, make 
sure they are in the correct position- otherwise 
the calibration of the receiver will be destroyed 
Inoperative, ...1) check for "shorted" 0.05 - 
Weak reception mfd. condenser and charred 
2,000 -ohm resistor ins'd' second i -f can. 
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July, 1910 

Serviceman's Legal 
Advice 

(Continued from page 25) 

that if the goods are not sold, they 
are to be returned, the property passes 
presently to the buyer" subject to re- 
turning to the seller in accordance 
with the contract., Always remember, 
however, that whatever the parties 
agree to, that will be what the court 
will enforce no matter, generally, 
what the law may state:, 

Suppose that you attended a sales 
meeting of a manufacturer, and the 
sales manager showed you samples of 
his line, and told you that these were 
what they were going to put out next 
year. You became "sold," and placed 
an order for some of these sets. You 
have no title in them until they have 
been actually manufactured and set 
aside for you.7 So the manufacturer 
cannot hold you for anything on these 
sets until he has manufactured them. 

How about a bill of sale ? Well, 
they are nice things to have, since they 
are evidence that you have title. But 
they are not absolutely necessary to 
pass a title to you,8 nor do they neces- 
sarily pass the title to you. 

Got all this straight? But, you say, 
"What if I have the manufacturer ship 
me the goods ?" 

Okay. "In general, the delivery of 
the personal property by the seller to 
a common carrier (such as the truck- 
ing company, the railroad, etc.) to be 
conveyed to a purchaser, is delivery to 
the purchaser; and the title to the 
property vests in the purchaser 
immediately upon delivery to the 
carrier.9 So you see, that when the 
company delivered the radio to the ex- 
press company you actually got title, 
and you own it, although it may be 
miles away from you, and you have not 
seen it. It would make no difference 
if you bought the radios f.o.b. (free on 
board) or c.o.d., the title would still 
vest in you,10 unless, your agreement 
said that you had to pay before you 
acquired title. And remember that de- 
livery by itself, is not essential to pass 
title to you."l 

To sum all this up, remember that 
you own something whenever you have 
title. You acquire title when you take 
delivery, which may be to you person- 
ally, or to an express company (and in 
some cases you get title without taking 
delivery) ; you do not acquire title to 
something which has not yet been 
manufactured; and if you buy on a re- 
turn basis, your title is in you only 
until you return the goods or sell them. 

Knowing all these things, take pre- 
cautions, by insuring against damage 
in delivering the merchandise to your 
store. Better yet, make the manufac- 
turer or distributor agree that you do 
not acquire title until actual delivery 
at your store in an undamaged condi- 
tion. That will make them take all the 
risks. It can be done. 

Next month we will discuss some of 
the legal problems incident to running 
your business. 

RADIO NEWS 

NOW AVAILABLE - 
41 

The F ANALYST EISSNER 
Completely Wired and Tested 

Ready to Operate 

The Key to More Profitable Servicing! 
In every section of the country, enthusiastic servicemen are praising the 
dependable performance of the Meissner Analyst. The endorsement of 
technicians who know the problems encountered in the service field can 
mean only one thing - Dollar for Dollar, Feature for Feature -The preci- 
sion built Analyst is the best buy! 

Today the Analyst is supplied completely assembled, wired and labora- 
tory tested. Designed and engineered with an eye on future requirements, 
it is ready to "go to work" for you the same day you place it on your service 
bench ... master of every service problem, the Analyst does a complete 
job, paving the way to more profitable operation. 

We couldn't improve the Analyst by hanging an extra fifty dollars on its 
price. But don't take our word for that ... Compare it with any instrument 
available on the market today. Or, best of all, ask the man who uses one! 

Complete Meissner ANALYST, Model 9 -1025, Only $88.50 net 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Get your copy of this big NEW 166 -page book, 
"How to Build Radio Receivers ". Contains added 
material on Frequency Modulation theory and 
design principles as well as complete instruc- 
tions on the Analyst. See your Jobber or send 
50c at once to the address below. Order it today! 

COMPLETE CATALOG FREE 

Meissner's entire line of receiver components 
and complete kits is described and illustrated 
in this big 48 -page catalog. Over 600 items of 
vital interest to the serviceman and experi- 
menter. Write for your free copy today. A 
postal card will do! 

A FAMOUS NA 

ADDRESS DEPT. N -7 

"MT: C,4RMEL 
ILLINOIS 

FOR TWO DECADES'" 
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A RADIO NEWS READERS' SERVICE 

BROWER ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 
INC. April 1st marked the date that 
Brower Electric Supply Company, In- 
corporated, issued its 1940 catalog. 
After months of preparation a 216 
page book of radio parts and equip- 
ment has been produced which does 
credit to any jobber in the field. Be- 
tween the attractive two color cover 
is detailed listings and prices of the 
complete lines they handle. Ham or- 
ganizations, radio part dealers, and 
radio service men in North Carolina 
or Southern Virginia who are inter- 
ested in having a copy of this catalog 
should get in touch with the Brower 
Electric Supply Company, Incorpo- 
rated, 312 -314 North Eugene Street, 
Greensboro, North Carolina. Free. 
(RADIO NEWS No. 7 -100.) 

HARVEY -WELLS FOLDER. An at- 
tractive and interesting folder on 1940 
ship radiotelephone equipment has 
just been issued by Harvey -Wells 
Communications, Inc., Southbridge, 
Mass. This folder describes new 25 
watt, 10 watt and portable models 
which are available for the first time 
in a choice of two colors -Blue or Ma- 
roon. Space in the folder is also de- 
voted to a description of ship -to -shore 
and ship -to -ship telephone service and 
includes information on rates, licenses, 
etc. Write for Bulletin MR -40. (RAnIo 
NEWS, No. 7-101.) 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS NEW 
CATALOG No. 122. Radio City Prod- 
ucts Company announces publication 
of a new test equipment catalog. Note- 
worthy in this issue (Catalog No. 122) 
is the addition to the RCP line of sev- 
eral new test instruments. These in- 
clude a Universal DeLuxe Multitester 
(Model 414P) whose original and ad- 
vanced design is said to give this series 
of RCP Multitesters - "advantages 
that far outclass other multi- range, 
multi -purpose meters." 

Also featured in the new catalog is 
Model 308M (Series D) -Sales Pro- 
moter. This is Radio City Products' 
famous Model 308 Dynoptimum Tube 
Tester with 9 -inch Jumbo Meter. 
Fully up to date, incorporating all the 
features provided in the smaller Model 
308 testers, the Jumbo instrument is 
further provided with spare sockets 
for future developments in both the 
new miniature tubes and the large 
base tubes. 

A foreword to the catalog, the pages 
of which are printed in orange and 
black, states that "RCP dependability 
signifies the most advanced circuit de- 
sign and maximum protection against 
obsolescence. Its scope, furthermore, 
includes the company's policies as well 
... the RCP trademark is just as much 

an assurance of confidence on printed 
sheet as it is on every product." 

RCP'S new Catalog No. 122 featur- 
ing 16 models, free on request at Radio 
City Products, 88 Park Place, New 
York City. Free. (RAnio NEWS No. 
7-102.) 

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPO- 
RATION. The new 13th edition of the 
Raytheon Characteristic Data Chart 
is now available. This publication has 
been completely revised and with 
much new material added now in- 
cludes information about all receiv- 
ing tube types available in the Ray- 
theon line. 

Base connection diagrams have been 
redrawn and many new ones added 
and this portion of the chart also is 
completely up -to -date. A complete set 
of tube outline drawings is now in- 
cluded to show dimensions and phys- 
ical characteristics. The table of in- 
terchangeable types has been supple- 
mented by many additions and a page 
of panel lamp data has been included. 

This new chart contains 28 pages 
showing characteristic data for 331 
receiving tube types, 56 plug -in re- 
sistors, and 16 pilot lamps. It includes 
121 basing diagrams, 52 outline draw- 
ings, and table of 194 interchangeable 
types. The publication is free and may 
be obtained upon application to any 
of the Raytheon Sales offices. Free. 
(RADIO NEWS, No. 7 -103.) 

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES. "How 
to Match Speaker Systems" is a new 
Booklet offered by John Meck. 

Have you ever been stumped trying 
to connect multi- speaker systems to an 
amplifier ? What is the best way of 
matching five 8 -ohm voice coils to a 
four ohm amplifier output ? 

These and countless other every day 
problems in proper layout and con- 
nection of speaker systems are solved 
in simple fashion by this new booklet, 
prepared by John Meck Industries, 
Randolph at Elizabeth Sts., Chicago, 
Ill. 

A copy will be sent without charge 
to any radioman interested in sound 
work. Merely write the publisher, 
mentioning this publication. Free. 
(RADIO NEWS, No. 7 -104.) 

EARL WEBBER BLUE BOOK. Just 
off the press, is an 8 -page booklet, 
titled the "Blue -Book of Instrument 
Values" -which has been prepared by 
the Earl Webber Co., of 4358 W. Roose- 
velt Rd., Chicago, Ill., to give radio- 
men a better means of judging the val- 
ue offered by new 1940 radio service 
instruments. A copy will be sent upon 
receipt of a letter. Free. (RADIO NEws, 
No. 7-105.) 

A` J: J. 

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABS. have 
printed a new book entitled "Simpli- 
fied Cathode -Ray Tube Designations." 
More definitely to specify its many 
types of cathode -ray tubes, and also 
to simplify type- number designations, 
Du Mont has just issued a special bul- 
letin covering new tube -type designa- 
tions. The changes in type- number 
designations involve no change in me- 
chanical or electrical characteristics 
of tubes, but have been made solely 
to facilitate specification. A letter is 
now contained in the tube type -num- 
ber, to designate the particular screen 
required, such as A, Medium- persist- 
ence green; B. Long -persistence green; 
C, Short -persistence blue; and D, Me- 
dium- persistence white. A copy of the 
bulletin may be had by writing Allen 
B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., 2 Main 
Ave., Passaic, N. J. Free. (RADIO 
NEWS, No. 7 -106.) 

HYGRADE SYLVANIA BOOKLET. 
We know that you readers are con- 
versant with the new Fluorescent 
lighting and will be interested in read- 
ing the booklet entitled, "You Have 
Lived To See a Miracle In Lighting." 
It covers a brief history of man's ef- 
forts to light up the hours of darkness 
and then tells the story in layman's 
language of the development and oper- 
ation of the new Fluorescent lighting. 
Free. (RADIO NEWS, No. 7 -107.) 

NICKEL INFORMATION SERV- 
ICE. A general guide to the uses and 
properties of nickel and high nickel 
alloys is incorporated in a new illus- 
trated booklet which has just been 
published by The International Nickel 
Company. 

In a sixteen -page, pocket size edi- 
tion, this new publication, "Seven Min- 
utes With Seven Metals," includes ma- 
terial on Nickel, Monel, Inconel, and 
associated alloys in both mill and clad 
forms. Space is also devoted to the 
properties and uses of the metals in 
cast form. Altogether, there are three 
pages devoted to detailed tables on 
mechanical, chemical, and physical 
characteristics. 

While prepared under technical su- 
pervision, the guide was edited for 
both technical and non -technical read- 
ers. It is being distributed without 
charge by The International Nickel 
Company, 67 Wall Street, New York. 
Free. (RADIO NEWS, No. 7-108.) 

CONTINUING 
the usual service to 

RADIO NEWS readers. Each month 
we have printed short reviews of the 
leading manufacturers' literature. Un- 
der each review will appear a reference 
number (for instance, the Meck Cat - 

(Continued on page 53) 
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Video Reporter 
(Continued from page 29) 

(3) CBS may make a television tie -up with 
a major film studio for first video rights to 
its features, and (4) CBS, generally, is tak- 
ing a firm opportunistic stand that it is sav- 
ing a lot of money by not being active in 
television at the present time and that it 
can hop aboard the bandwagon on short no- 
tice when it comes along. 

The CBS video station, W2XAX, has been 
sending out test patterns and signals for a 
considerable time. If it presented programs 
-even of an elementary experimental va- 
riety-it would give television a consider- 
able merchandising boost. But, apparently, 
CBS isn't too eager to enter the field to 
boost other firm's wares even though it 
means building a big potential audience for 
itself. However, with the DuMont station 
under construction (across the street from 
New York CBS headquarters), it is likely 
that CBS will shift into high gear and beat 
it to the air with regularly scheduled pro- 
grams. 

SPEAKING of CBS television plans brings 
to mind an amusing incident we wit- 

nessed at the network's headquarters build- 
ing some time back. 

An engineer was adjusting a receiver to 
pick up a transmission of W2XAX's test 
pattern. The engineer had a bit of dfficulty 
tuning the set to the Chrysler Building trans- 
mitter's channel and finally gave a sigh of 
relief as a sharp image appeared on the re- 
ceiver screen. 

"How's that'" he proudly asked. 
"Great !" exclaimed an assistant, "but if 

you look close, you'll see that it's the NBC 
test pattern !" 

..HERE was some pretty fancy name - 
calling, definitely not of the microphone 

variety, that went on in New York trade 
circles when the FCC put a crimp in the 
television merchandising plans that were 
launched on a big scale in March. 

Feelings were quite bitter and, if any- 
thing, they pointed to a future highly-com- 
petitive status in the television industry with 
little chance for the formation of a televi- 
sion monopoly or trust. All of which indi- 
cates that the early look- and -listening au- 
dience should benefit by low prices for re- 
ceivers and choicer programs. 

HOLLY WOODTANS are agog over the 
possibilities of coin -in- the -slot sound 

movies for bars, restaurants and other semi- 
public spots. The demand for such sight - 
and- sound entertainment brings to mind the 
field that exists for coin -in -the -slot television 
receivers, and it is reported that some firms 
are already considering such models. 

Already, several New York stores, restau- 
rants and theater lobbies have proved that 
television reception can draw crowds and 
there is every indication that coin- in -the- 
slot video entertainment should prove profit- 
able when there are enough program hours 
on the air to make the venture practical. 

RESTRICTIONS placed on feature films 
by major movie producers have caused 

NBC to rely on the smaller producers for 
many of the talkies included in the television 
schedule of W2XBS. The caliber of tele- 
vision films has gone from bad to worse. 
Occasionally, excellent foreign language films 
are utilized, but they haven't as wide an 
audience appeal as the less artistic celluloid 
entertainments in English. 

As television audiences grow, there is 
bound to be a big public demand for im- 
proved filin offerings. The Hollywood movie 
makers will then learn that some ground 
will have to be yielded to scientific progress. 
Of course, the movie makers should have a 
share in television profits if they provide a 
share of video program material. But their 
attitude in the early television days indi- 
cates that they would rather cater to the 
demands of exhibitors who don't want to see 
a home entertainment medium which may 
yet prove competitive get such an important 
break. But they may as well make up -or 
wake up -their minds to the fact that the 
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television industry will get film features if 
they have to make them themselves ! As a 
natter of fact some early experiments along 
these lines are already under way in New 
York. 

SOME of the early television receiver kits 
that hit the market during the past two 

years are being sold at bargain prices. The 
home- construction television market was 
curtailed by two things -the drastically re- 
duced prices of complete receivers and the 
increased demand for large -image sets ; the 
early kits were designed for 5 -inch cathode - 
ray tubes. 

WHILE bigger and bigger images on 
home receivers are constantly made 

available, there are indications that this year 
will see the 9 -inch image in big demand. 
The deciding selling point is obviously the 
lower original cost as well as the less costly 
replacement charge. 

IT'S interesting to note the appointment 
of Gerald Cock, former British Broad- 
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casting Corporation television director, as 
American representative for the BBC with 
headquarters in New York. Suspension of 
television programs in London made him 
available for the new assignment. Also. his 
being in New York will give him the op- 
portunity to keep abreast of television prog- 
ress in the city that has undoubtedly as- 
sumed claim to the title of World's Tele- 
vision Capital. 

N the campaign to "Save theMetropoli- campaign 
tan Opera," NBC recently presented an 

operatic hour featuring "Met" stars over 
television station W2XBS. The Video Re- 
porter looked in on the telecast to find that 
w -hile it was meritorious musically, the dra- 
matic action was quite hammy and was. in 
effect. reminiscent of the old movie days 
when actors made wild gestures to denote 
their emotions. Opera -goers may be used to 
this, but the majority of potential television 
Iook- and -listeners would anticipate a per- 
formance as acceptable to the eye as it is to 
the ear. 
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RADIOS 
IN ONE! 
1. BROADCAST 
2. 'SHORT WAVE 
3: FREQUENCY 

MODULATION 

Ae4 
THE NEW 

CUSTOM BUILT SCOTT 

"THE WORLD'S FINEST RADIO" 
The custom built SCOTT has not only kept 
pace but continues far ahead of the newest 
developments in radio. For, incorporated 
into the design of this magnificent new re- 
ceiver are the present A.M. system of broad- 
cast and short wave reception, and the amaz- 
ing new FREQUENCY MODULATION 
system! Both are developed, we believe, to 
the highest known degree of perfection. The 
Scott you purchase now will to the best of 
our knowledge give you the world's finest 
local and long distance reception for years 
to come. It is guaranteed to outperform 
any other receiver in the world or money 
refunded. 

AMAZING TONE AND DISTANCE 
Tonal range is 2 to 3 times greater; it is 5 
times more powerful; 5 times more selective; 
6 times more sensitive than standard pro- 
duction radios. A sensational record scratch 
suppressor is one of many other exclusive 
developments of our own engineering labo- 
ratories. Long distance reception is clearer, 
quieter, gets stations you never heard before! 

BE FIRST WITH F. M. RECEPTION 
It is predicted that before long practically 
all stations will broadcast both A.M. and 
F.M. programs. Be first. Prepare now for 
this superb new reception. When received 
by the new F.M. SCOTT, static within the 
F.M. service area simply can't be heard! 
And all the golden beauty of the original 
studio or concert hall tone is captured by 
this one outstanding receiver. A Scott record 
changer and a rich, authentic cabinet may be 
selected to harmonize with other fine furni- 
ture in your home. 

ONE MONTH FOR HOME TRIAL! 
Test the tremendous difference between a 
Scott and other receivers. Subject to home 
trial for 30 days. 5 Years Guarantee. Con- 
venient terms if desired. ACT NOW! Get 
the special money- saving offer. 

GET SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 

E. H. SCOTT 
ppus 

Radio Laboratories, Inc. 4, 
4440 Ravenswood Ave- 

nue, m 
Dept. 5M40, Chicago, r 

W. 
Send all facts, special 4.b 
offer, Scott record re- _ 
clew, and order blank. _- _ Q0 

-OF NO obligation. ®t 

Name 

Address 
Studios: CHICAGO,NEW YORK,BUFFALO,DETROIT,LOS ANGELES 
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Within Earshot 
(Continued from page 4) 

nals without the BC set owner being 
forced to "do anything other than to 
twist a dial or knob. It seems that 
this should be possible since the 
"heart" of the FM set is the limiter 
and discriminator tubes neither or 
which, we are told will "pass" ampli- 
tude modulated signals. 

A curb -stone opinion would have it, 
that one could detect the AM signals 
in the usual manner, and then re- 
transmit them within the receiver it- 
self as FM signals. Since FM signals 
are already in that form nothing 
would have to be "done" to these, and 
the receiver would handle both types 
of signals. The selectivity of the AM 
part of the receiver could be relaxed 
whenever the band -switch knob would 
be set over to the FM bands. It's just 
an idea, but it might work. 

* * * 

WE rarely comment on our con- 
temporaries, but when one of 

them makes a statement that can be 
successfully contradicted, we feel that 
we should let our readers in on the 
know. So here it is. An East Coast 
magazine stated when W9CHD was 
asked by W2MSC over the ham waves, 
whether she (W9CHD) would marry 
him (W2MSC), that she is said to have 
sent the following code : "dah dah dah 
ditdandit." We know Lenore well 
enough to be certain that she has 
learned her code and would never send 
"OR" for "OK." How about that ? Oh 
well, we all make the boners some- 
times, -even now and then! 

* * * 

ALL around us we hear talk of the 
local hams having recently QSO'd 

the German stations which are re- 
ported back on the air. We can appre- 
ciate that there is still the thrill of 
working a "furriner." But wouldn't it 
be better for those of us who get that 
urge, to hold it down and refrain from 
the QSO. The U.S. hams still are on 
the air. They are that because the 
great majority of them take our Neu- 
trality Code seriously and are seeing 
to it that they do nothing that might, 
by any stretch of the imagination, be 
termed a violation of that neutrality. 
Why spoil it for them ? Remember 
that the hobby of 55,000 amateurs de- 
pends on how you run your station. 
Stay away from the belligerents! 

* * * 

IN this issue we break some new fea- 
tures. Before mentioning them, 

perhaps we ought to take time off to 
welcome some of our old authors back 
to these pages. Periodically we conduct 
tests to determine just what the read- 
ers like to see in their RN. Tops on the 
list are the returning departments of 
Mr. John Rider, Mr. Samuel Milbourne 
and Mr. Samuel Kaufman. The vote 
of confidence given them was over- 
whelming; and we are always happy to 
please our readers by putting out the 
type of magazine they desire. 

The new departments should prove 
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popular. They are the "Cuttings," 
"Serviceman's Legal Advice" and "The 
Money Page." 

"Cuttings" is written by an out- 
standing authority in the field who 
prefers to remain anonymous to give 
him greater freedom of the pen. It 
will concern itself with the recording 
and associated fields. Each month a 
commercial recorder will be discussed, 
and at the same time valuable infor- 
mation on the making of discs will be 
given. Since the recording field is 
"red- hot," right now, this department 
will serve as an information fount on 
the subject. For the latest dope on 
audio amplifier- recording, watch "Cut- 
tings." 

"Serviceman's Legal Advice" is a de- 
partment devoted to the dissemination 
of legal advice which would come in 
handy in the running of the business. 
Nothing in the way of personal advice 
and mail -order law will be attempted. 
But problems confronting the average 
radio and serviceman will be set forth 
and explained. The column is written 
by an attorney who has had dual ex- 
perience in radio and law. Your ques- 
tions will be welcome, and where they 
are of interest to the majority, they 
will be answered in the column. In 
short, this department will be a very 
sketchy course in business law for the 
serviceman, and as such should be 
welcome. 

"The Money Page" is something 
never before tried in any publication, 
to our knowledge. This month we pre- 
sent the names and addresses of over 
100 bands. All of these use P.A. Sys- 
tems and should be live prospects for 
the serviceman to solicit. 

In future issues we will give other 
ideas which can readily be turned into 
money by the serviceman. For actual 
value, dollar for dollar to you, do not 
fail to read the "Money Page" every 
month. Incidentally, this month there 
is a small contest in regard to this 
department. Write in your opinions 
and compete for the prize. That's one 
way of making some money. 

* * * 

WE are in receipt of numerous 
letters complaining that Lee 

Ward's "Test -it" problem was incor- 
rectly solved by the author, and that 
the figures given in the April issue of 
RN could not be right if the answer 
given in the June issue is correct. 
Specifically, these persons say that in 
figuring out the condenser values in 
the box, Lee forgot to take the 1,000 
ohm resistor within the box into con- 
sideration. Our "complainers" say 
that they have cross- checked the au- 
thor's solution with the values given 
with the April issue and that they do 
not jibe. 

Of course, they won't jibe. If you 
work the problem backwards knowing 
and substituting the values of the con- 
densers and the resistor, the ac milli- 
ampere check will be different. That is 
because you then use these known con- 
denser values. Mathematically, if the 
problem was worked from the April 
figures you got condenser values of 
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1.234- and 2.345 -microfarads (these 
are not the exact figures) for the two 
condensers. As Lee explains this 
month, there is no such thing as a 
1.234 and a 2.345 microfarad con- 
denser, and a good serviceman would 
use a 1 and a 2 mfd. condenser respec- 
tively. That is correct. 

But, if you substitute a 1 and a 2 
microfarad condenser for the exact 
1.234 and the 2.345 microfarad condens- 
ers, naturally the a.c. mils. figure of 
April will not check. In addition to this 
Lee considered the condenser tolerances 
to be within 20%, the resistor tolerances 
at 20% and the meter accuracy within 
2% - all sound practical figures. 
Mathematically these tolerances are 
discarded for perfect conditions - 
which never exist. What happened 
practically, was that the 1,000 ohm re- 
sistor within the box could have been 
disregarded for all intents and pur- 
poses when figuring the values of the 
condensers. Remember that Lee's 
problems are all practical and not nec- 
essarily mathematical. 

* * * 

AND that about winds up another 
column. Gosh, what with the 

Trade Show coming on in two weeks 
from this writing, and new sets and 
parts to be announced, we sure will 
be busy. You can expect a review of 
the outstanding parts and sets shown 
at the Trade Show to be reviewed next 
month. Don't miss it. 

In the meantime take advantage of 
the swell weather we're having . . . 

and the Peace. KAK 

"Dialo,natic" Revised 
(Continued from page 11) 

actually touch any part of the stepper. 
The crystals are arranged in proper 
order as to frequency, beginning with 
those used for 28 mc. operation. 

Two alternates are available to the 
operator, either to tune the oscillator 
tank to 14 mc. and to double to 28 mc. 
in the HY69, or to tune the oscillator 
to 28 mc. with 10 meter crystals and 
operate the amplifier straight -through. 
The former is used in the model de- 
scribed. The 28 mc. coil is rewound 
to the same specifications as that of 
the 14 mc. coil and is done easily. 

Note the isolantite padder mounted 
within the baffle box. This connects 
between the crystals and ground and 
is set for optimum output for the 7 mc. 
crystals. Once adjusted for this fre- 
quency, it will be satisfactory for all 
bands without further re- tuning. Other 
items located within the baffle include 
the oscillator tank condensers which 
may be seen mounted with ceramic 
button insulators. It was necessary 
to insulate these on account of the cir- 
cuit selected for the crystal oscillator. 

The 6A4 tube placement is not crit- 
ical but should be as close to the as- 
sembly as convenient. Inasmuch as 
this tube draws less filament current 
than does the HY69, a shunt resistor 
must be placed across the terminals 
to bring the drain to the same value as 
the HY69. These are connected in se- 
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ries as shown across the twelve volt 
supply. In order to eliminate any 
coupling for r.f., a suitable by -pass 
condenser is placed at the junction of 
the two filaments. 

We may install the Eicor genemotor 
in any convenient position as long as it 
operates with the shaft running at 
right angles to the length of the car, 
when installed. This prevents the sud- 
den lurching of the car from jamming 
the shaft back and forth and makes 
for an easier running motor. The unit 
is mounted on four live rubber grom- 
mets to take up the shock. Final ad- 
justments of the bolts holding the mo- 
tor can best be made while the motor 
is running. A small amount of slack 
should be left in the leads to the motor 
to prevent them from breaking off. 

The HY 69 modulators may be seen 
next to the genemotor. Leads must be 
passed from the plate caps through the 
chassis. These must be insulated to 
withstand the plate voltage plus the 
audio peaks. The modulation trans- 
former is placed next to the stepper 
assembly where short leads are made 
to the modulator tubes. 

The remainder of the top chassis 
components all belong to the r.f. amp- 
lifier section. The HY69 amplifier 
tube is carefully shielded to guard 
against any coupling to the grid cir- 
cuit. No indication of self -oscillation 
is present in this transmitter. The 
two 100 mmf. double -spaced Bud con- 
densers are mounted on a piece of 
metal baffle and placed in the position 
shown. These tune the two lowest 

IRC 
RES @ST -O- CABINET 

FREE 
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jobber how you 

can get it! 

HOW DO YOU KEEP 
YOUR RESISTOR STOCK? 

Don't throw your resistors and other small parts 
haphazardly into cigar boxes, bottles or tins! 
Keep them in this handy cabinet made just for 
the purpose. Arrange them in partitioned 
drawers with each range plainly marked. Be 
able to tell the exact condition of your stock at 
a glance. Ask your jobber today how you can 
get the IRC All-Metal Resist -O- Cabinet without 
one cent of extra cost! 

And remember: Just as the Resist -O- Cabinet is 
the finest container for your stock, so are IRC 
Type BT Insulated Metallized Resistors unques- 
tionably finest for any radio need. IRC's stay 
put! Judged by any test, you will find they excel 
in every mechanical and electrical character- 
istic. i /z -, 1- and 2 -watt sizes, all ranges. Accept 
no substitutes. Insist on IRC's! 

Catalog of all IRC Resistor and Volume Con- 
trol types, Rheostats, etc., free on request 

INSULATED `Me_tal.i_ RESISTORS 
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
401 NORTH BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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frequency tanks where three or four 
inch leads will not cause any loss. The 
plate lead to the HY69 is made by a 
length of No. 14 tinned wire which has 
been insulated with Amphenol poly- 
styrene beads. These make a to -loss, 
non -shorting connection. 

Under -Chassis Layout 
Any effort to get maximum per- 

formance from a mobile transmitter is 
useless if the parts are installed in a 
hit -or -miss fashion. Every item must 
be tied down securely so that vibra- 
tion will not cause any part to be- 

WHY NOT 
LEARN 

CODEBoQiS EM 

RIGHT? 
There are two ways of learn- 
ing code. With the long way, 
you spend hours and hours on 
practice and eventually obtain 
some small measure of pro- 
ficiency. But with the right 
way, t h e Candler way, you 
learn the correct fundamentals 
from the start, you learn the 
proper co- ordination and mind 
training, and, almost before 
you know it, you are taking 
and sending code with the best 
of the ops. Candler does for 
you in a few weeks what 
months of undirected practice 
cannot do. Ask any Candler 
trained operator, there a r e 
thousands of them. 

SEND FOR 

FREE 
1940 BOOK 

OF FACTS! 
52 pages of vital in- 
formation about 
code, new F.C.C. 
regulations. prob- able exam ques- 
tions and answers. 
Send for it today) 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. N.7 Asheville, North Carolina 

Here in this one big book 
you will find everything you 
need in radio ... sets, parts 
and supplies ... public ad- 
dress systems . .. amateur 
equipment ... testers and 
kits . your nationally 
known favorites at lowest 
possible prices. Write 

today for this big valuable 
catalog and save money. 

PROMPT SERVICE 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE COMPANY 
1012 -14 McGEE STREET, KANSAS CITY,. MISSOURI 

"always specify 
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come loose. Use heavy gauge wire for 
all connecting leads and apply plenty 
of heat to all joints when soldering. 
It is of particular importance to use 
heavy connecting leads in the battery 
circuit to the genemotor. A drop of 
one volt may drop the output plate by 
as much as 50 volts. 

One control relay serves to apply 
both filament and plate supply poten- 
tials at the same time. Heavy contacts 
must be used for both sections. Note 
that the output of the motor generator 
connects thru one set of contacts. This 
is required to remove the plate voltage 
from the tubes at the same instant 
that the filaments are turned off. If 
the above precaution were not taken, 
the tubes would receive plate voltage 
while the filaments were off due to the 
momentum of the motor. The relay is 
made by Guardian Elect. and has a 
12v. coil (50 ohms). 

The filter condenser for the high 
voltage has a rating of 1000v. and is of 
the oil -filled kind used in transmitter 
supplies. The capacity value may be 
of 2 mf. or more. The 12 -volt input to 
the motor requires a bit of filtering. 
This is accomplished by winding an A 
choke of No. 12 enameled wire on a 
%" bobbin in several layers so that a 
total of approximately 8' is used. Two 
No. 12 wires are placed side -by -side, 
held in a vise, and wound together. 
This will prevent any voltage drop to 
the motor. Further filtering is had by 
the inclusion of the small- capacity oil - 
filled condensers as indicated on the 
diagram. 

A single filter choke is required and 
this must be of low resistance for best 
efficiency. Its inductance may be of 
any value from 10 to 30 hys. with a 
current capacity of 200 ma. or more. 

A 15 lug socket is installed at one 
end of the chassis. All connections to 
the control unit terminate to this 
socket. Care must be taken when sol- 
dering to prevent shorts as the con- 
tacts are rather close together. The 
leads to the Dictlomatic stepper should 
be installed first as these can lie flat 
under the chassis where they will be 
out of the way. 

All of the Ohmite vitreous resistors 

Centralab 
plays no 
Favorites 

A thoroughly democratic gent is Old 
Man Centralab . . . for he keeps his 
"promises" no matter what "system" you 
use. Whether you are talking to a hand- 
ful of listeners or to a frenzied football 
field ... Centralab parts stand up under 
all decibel deluges. An overwhelming ma- 
jority of the boys vote for: 
CENTRALAB VOLUME CONTROLS 

CENTRALAB RESISTORS 
CENTRALAB SWITCHES 

Centralab 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

DIV. OF GLOBE UNION INC. 

are mounted on their brackets as 
shown. These may be soldered to the 
chassis or held by bolts and hex nuts. 
The use of several units will permit 
more accurate settings of the taps. 
Furthermore they will distribute the 
heat over a greater surface and there- 
by increase the life of all resistors be- 
sides simplifying the setting of correct 
operating potentials. 

Examination of the illustration will 
show where cutouts have been made 
to allow access to the coil assemblies. 
A piece of aluminum is cut to serve 
as a baffle shield between the oscillator 
and amplifier stages. This measures 
3" x 9" and is held in place with two 
spade bolts at the chassis and the top 
edge inserted into slots that are cut 
in the flange of the chassis. The coup- 
ling condenser is mounted directly on 
the oscillator plate lead with the sta- 
tor plates soldered to a lug on a cer- 
amic button insulator. One of the 
high- frequency plate tank condensers 
is also mounted on the baffle. This 
does not need to be insulated from the 
metal as is done on all of the oscillator 
condensers. A space is left around each 
end of the baffle so that the leads may 
be passed around the ends where they 
will be out of the way. 

A small amount of alteration is re- 
quired on the two variable condensers. 
The shafts are cut off close to the 
bushings and slots are cut out across 
the ends so that adjustments can be 
made with a screw driver. The rotor 
plates on the two condensers may in- 
termesh each other as they are at 
ground potential. This saves space for 
other parts. 

The antenna loading coil, in use 
when the photo was taken, is mounted 
as close to the center of the coil as- 
sembly as possible. Details of this coil 
will be given later. Taps are made 
every five turns by pulling out the wire 
slightly so that they may be exposed 
for easy soldering. The antenna load- 
ing method selected differs slightly 
from the one shown on the complete 
schematic diagram. This is shown in 
a separate illustration. 

Individual ceramic padder conden- 
sers connect to the center taps of all 
tank coils. These are adjusted when 
the transmitter is installed in the car 
for minimum plate current dip of 90 
ma. This is proper loading for the 
HY69 amplifier tube. Although this 
method leaves much to be desired for 
efficient loading of a short antenna, it 
is the simplest method practical with- 
out going into separate pi- networks 
which would require added tank con- 
densers and more space. These may 
be added if the constructor has room 
to spare. 

The Control Unit 
Although each particular automo- 

bile will require a different layout of 
controls, a word about their purpose 
is needed. First we must find a suit- 
able location for the dial and switch 
assembly. Most cars have auto -radio 
plates in the center section of the dash. 
These may be removed in most cars. 
The parts can be mounted directly 
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onto the plates or a separate piece of 
metal can be substituted. 

The telephone handset may also be 
mounted in any handy spot where it 
will be within easy reach of the op- 
erator. A satisfactory mounting may 
be made from two spring broom 
holders supported on a wood block. 
This prevents the handset from jump- 
ing out of the holder. A four -prong 
plug is mounted on the control assem- 
bly for mike and phone connections. 
This type handset is manufactured for 
police communications by Western 
Electric and includes a push -but- 
ton switch commonly referred to as a 
"push -to- talk ". Sufficient gain may be 
had by using a special high -ratio mike - 
to -grid transformer that has a step - 
up ratio of 1 -40. This is sufficient to 
furnish the required voltage at the 
push -pull HY69 grids. If a double but- 
ton microphone is used, another stage 
will be needed for sufficient gain. 

The modulators operate with 400 
volts on the plates and 250 volts on the 
screens. Classification is Al opera- 
tion. The modulation transformer is 
provided with two secondary taps so 
that some leeway will be allowed for 
accurate match to the class C load. 
Audio power is about 32 watts max- 
imum, which is more than ample to 
completely modulate the R.F. input to 
the final. 

Tuning Adjustments 
All plate and screen potentials 

should be set at the resistor taps be- 
fore making any installation. It is 
far better to hook up the complete as- 
sembly on a bench for all initial ad- 
justments as this will save much time 
and effort when the equipment is 
mounted in the car. The first thing 
to get going is the Dialornatic stepper. 
The four -gang selector switch is set 
at proper position by tightening the 
set screw. Be sure that the stepper 
stops at the proper positions on the 
switch. 

All of the oscillator tank condensers 
are tuned next. If more than one crys- 
tal per band is used, tune the oscil- 
lator tank so that maximum output is 
had with either one or the other in 
circuit. After all tanks are tuned 
properly we may proceed to the ampli- 
fier stage and set the tank condensers 
in the same manner. 

These will be slightly off resonance 
when the antenna is connected but 
compensation cannot be made until 
the unit is in the car. A heavy flex- 
ible ground connection is made to the 
car chassis from the transmitter chas- 
sis. A small amount of slack is left 
in this so that no breakage can take 
place. The chassis should be placed 
on a line with the car and not cross- 
wise as was explained in earlier 
paragraphs. 

The two 6v. storage batteries are 
clamped securely in some sort of a 
cradle so that they will not tip over or 
move around. We use a Stancor dry - 
disc charger which is permanently 
mounted in the trunk compartment. 
The line is plugged in when we put 
the car in the garage at night so that 
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a full charge is always available for 
service. Once again we rely on heavy 
leads between the batteries and the 
chassis. The connecting plug and 
socket are polarized so that proper 
polarity is had to the transmitter. 

Final adjustments are made with 
the taps on the bleeder resistors to 
get the following: Oscillator plate - 
400v., Osc. Screen- 250v., Amplifier grid - 
25v., Amplifier Plate- 575v., Amp. 
Screen- 300v., Modulator plates- 400v., 
Modulator Screens -250v. Grid current 
to the amplifier should be 4 ma. At the 
above potentials, and with proper 
loading the transmitter will run at ap- 
proximately 100 plate mills. This gives 
us an R.F. input of better than 60 
watts after the screen current is 

added. This is considerable power for 
a mobile transmitter and is capable of 
far more consistent performance than 
rigs of the usual 10 watt class. Some 
loss in efficiency is noticeable on the 
lower frequencies due to the use of 
such a short antenna and this is large- 
ly offset by the amount of power used. 

A standard police antenna is used - 
Ward De Luxe having an extended 
length of 126 ". This is equipped with 
special supporting rods to give added 
support to the antenna. The trans- 
mission is best on a line from the an- 
tenna through the car. This may be 
observed by measurements with a 
field- strength meter. Reception is also 
best from the same antenna if used 
for both transmit and receive. We use 

Two New Instruments -At Record Breaking Low Prices 

THE NEW MODEL 1230 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
WITH 

FIVE STEPS 
OF 

SINE -WAVE AUDIO 
SPECIFICATIONS 

RADIO FREQUENCIES from 100 K. 
C. to 90 Megacycles in 7 bands by front 
panel switch manipulation. All direct 
reading and accurate to within 1% on 
I.F. and Broadcast bands, 2% on higher 
frequencies. The R.F. is obtainable sep- 
arately or modulated by any one of the 
five Audio Frequencies. 
AUDIO FREQUENCIES: 5 steps 01 
SINE -WAVE audio 200, 400, 1000, 5000 
and 7500 cycles WITH OUTPUT OF 
OVER 1 VOLT. Any one of the above 
frequencies obtainable separately for 
servicing P.A., hard -of- hearing aids, etc. 
ATTENUATOR: Late design, full - 
range attenuator used for controlling 
either the pure R.F. or modulated R.F. 

CI RCU IT: The Model 1230 employs an unproved electron coupled oscillator circuit for the R.F. affording positive 
protection against frequency drift and a Hartley oscillator circuit for the A.F. section. 
DIAL MANIPULATION: Large 51/2" dial etched directly on front panel, using a new mechanically perfected 
drive for perfect vernier control. 
APPEA RANCE: The front panel is etched by a recently perfected process which results in a life -long attractive 
finish and the instrument comes housed in a streamlined shielded cabinet. 
CURRENT SOURCE: The Model 1230 operates on 90 to 130 Volts A.C. or D.C. any frequency. 

The Model 1230 comes complete with tubes, shielded cables, moulded carrying handle and in- $, 285 
structions. Size 14" x 6" x 11 ". Shipping weight 15 pounds. ONLY 

THE NEW MODEL 1220 
World's Lowest Priced 

5,000 OHMS 
PER VOLTER!! 
Extremely valuable because of its high sensi- 
tivity, the Model 1220 is an all- purpose tester 
that permits resistance measurements up to 3 
Megohms, with only a 3 V. self- contained flash- 
light battery and reads directly down to 0.2 
ohm. SPECIFICATIONS 
* 6 D.C. Voltage Ranges: 0- 3- 10- 50 -250- 

500 -5,000 volts. * 3 A.C. Voltage Ranges: 0 -15- 150 -1500 
volts. * 4 Resistance Ranges :0 -3000 ohms, with 
15 -ohm center, direct reading to 0.2 
oh m; foregoing base range multiplied by 
10, by 100 and by 1,000, to read up to 3 
Meg. with self -contained 3 V. Flashlight 
battery. * 4 D.C. Current Ranges: 0 -200 micro- 
amperes; 0 -2 -20 -200 Milliamperes, us- 
ing wire -wound shunts. * 3 Output Meter Ranges: Same as A.C. 
Voltage Ranges. * 3 Decibel Ranges: From -2 to +58 
D.B., based on .006 watt in 500 ohms. * Uses full -sized 3" square 0 -200 micro - 
ammeter, with 2% accuracy and finely 
damped movement, contained in a 
handsomely- designed, square molded 
Bakelite case. 

Model 1220 comes complete with cover, self- $1 045 5 
contained battery, test leads and instruc- 
tions. ONLY 

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. 
136 Liberty St. Dept. R N 7 New York, N. Y. 
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Model 666 -H 
Size:3)16" x 

6z /s"x2 /" AC -DC 

VOLT OHM MILLIAMMETER 
Model 666 -H is a complete pocket -size tester with 
AC and DC Voltage ranges to 5000 Volts (self - 
contained)-as follows: AC -DC Voltage at 1000 
ohms per volt 0 -10 -50- 250 -1000 -5000; DC Milli- 
amperes 0 -10 -100 -500; Resistance 0 -300 ohms; 
shunt type circuit, 10 ohms reading at center scale; 
0- 250,000 ohms, series type circuit, 3700 ohms 
at center scale. Higher resistance measurements 
available by using external batteries. Selector switch 
for all instrument readings. The ideal Pocket 
Volt -Ohm- Milliammeter for amateurs, radio tech- 
nicians, industrial engineers, research. Molded 
Case and Panel. Completely insulated . with 
RED.DOT Lifetime Guaranteed Measuring Instru- 
ment. . Amateur Net Price, $14.50. For 
catalog, write Section 157 Harmon Drive. 

The New 1940 -41 Line of Triplett Test 
Equipment Will Be Displayed in Booths 
619 -621- Chicago Radio Parts Show 

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Streamlined 
Sheet-Metal 

by 

The No. CR -1741 Cabinet Rack illus- 
trated above k a typical example of 
the handsome appearance of all BUD 
Streamline Sheet -Metal. In all four 
lines- Professional Cabinet Racks, Gen- 
eral Cabinet Racks, Receiver Cabinets 
and Amplifier Foundations- attractive- 
ness is combined with sturdy construc- 
tion to give the desired finish and pro- 
tection to the enclosed equipment. 

Ask for latest BUD catalog at 
your jobber's 

BUD RADIO. INC. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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separate antennas for each purpose. 
Receiving Equipment 

The problem of selecting a suitable 
receiver is not an easy one. First we 
must decide on something that will 
cover all bands that are used at the 
transmitter, plus the broadcast band 
for QRR information. We must also 
take measurements of the available 
space within the car for its installa- 
tion. Most cars have a fairly large 
glove compartment and this is the 
ideal spot for the set as it may be kept 
locked when out of service. 

A Howard ¢38 receiver with a 610 
power supply is used in the two instal- 
lations now in service by W9ETI and 
W9QEA. These sets are unusually 
compact and fit easily into the glove 
compartments of a '38 Chevvy and a 
'39 Pontiac. We must have crystal 
filter if we are to gain full benefit 
from our installation and this is in- 
cluded A Dickert noise -silencer was 
later installed and proved to be very 
worth -while for operation on the 28 
mc. band. 

The vibrator supply mounts on the 
motor side of the firewall so that some 
shielding may be afforded between the 
two units. This will help to reduce 
any hash that might be set up be- 
tween the equipment. 

May we again point out that ama- 
teur mobile operation is permitted only 
on the bands from 28 mc. and higher. 
When operation is to be conducted on 
the lower frequencies the car must be 
at rest. We then operate as a portable 
rig and proper entry must be made in 
the log book. Further -some cities 
and towns do not permit reception of 
police transmissions in an automobile. 
The operator should first determine 
from his local police whether this may 
be included on his receiver before mak- 
ing any installation to be on the safe 
side. 30 

Cut Loose From Chaos 
(Continued from page 38) 

and the grounded side of the line. Ra- 
dio- frequency impulses in the latter 
now find relief through the chassis and 
the receiver ground, but the "hot" side 
is entirely unguarded, even encouraged 
to act as an antenna feeding through 
the primary of the power transformer. 

Sometimes you will find two con- 
densers in series connected across the 
line, with center tap grounded to chas- 
sis. This is a much better arrange- 
ment, as it shorts radio -frequency cur- 
rents out of the power transformer, 
and relieves r.f. shocks when the line 
is acting as a two -wire antenna. How- 
ever, the center connection - the 
"drain" -had better lead direct to 
ground and not through the chassis. 
While a separate ground wire is to be 
preferred, it can run to the receiver 
ground wire below the chassis provided 
there is no impedance of any kind be- 
tween this junction and the earth. 

Before illustrating how the power 
line becomes the major part of the an- 
tenna circuit, let us consider the elec- 
trical properties of a grounded anten- 

na. Current (motion) is greatest at 
the point where the wire enters the 
earth. Voltage (pressure) is greatest 
at the free end. Imagine the antenna 
as a pipe with one end sealed and the 
other entering a huge tank. Some out- 
side force gives upward motion to the 
enclosed air. Current will be strong- 
est at the tank connection, gradually 
diminishing toward the end of the pipe, 
due to compression; and at the ex- 
treme end all motion ceases, while 
pressure is maximum. In the reverse 
direction, air can leave the end only 
as long as the air lower down gets out 
of the way, and then vacuum hinders 
the start. This half -cycle is a little 
more difficult to visualize, but here 
again motion is greatest at the 
"ground" and voltage greatest at the 
free end; only, this time it is vacuum 
instead of pressure. Electrically, a 
pressure charge is called negative, 
and a "vacuum" is called a positive 
charge, both being expressed in volts. 

Now, an electric current projects 
electro- magnetic lines of force, which, 
sweeping through an adjacent circuit 
in inductive relation, induces a cur- 
rent in the latter. Electromagnetic 
coupling can be controlled by "tuning" 
the two circuits to accommodate cur- 
rent of the desired frequency only, or 
it can be prevented by simply placing 
wires or coils of one circuit at right 
angles to those of the other. For these 
reasons, "current feed" is highly desir- 
able in a radio receiver. 

Electric charges send out electro- 
static lines of force. These have no 
direction, except outward from a nega- 
tive charge and inward toward a posi- 
tive charge. They automatically 
swing toward any nearby metal, push- 
ing or pulling its electrons and produc- 
ing displacement charges on the af- 
fected object. If the charge is rapidly 
alternating - positive - negative - 
energy is fed through the mutual ca- 
pacity, setting up similar oscillations 
in any circuit connected to the metal. 
Electrostatic lines of force, especially 
at high frequency, ignore tuning, leap- 
ing from the side of one coil to the 
side of another with the care -free 
abandon of a bolt of lightning. Given 
sufficient intensity, electrostatic lines 
of force by simple displacement can 
reach through a secondary circuit 
tuned to some other frequency and 
operate the control grid, itself an 
electrostatic device. 

The simplest way of avoiding these 
evils is to "cut in on the current" 
wherever possible. It being impracti- 
cable to set the receiver right on the 
ground, do the next best thing by keep- 
ing the ground wire as short as pos- 
sible. A long ground wire means that 
you have connected your receiver up 
toward the middle of the antenna, 
where current is lower and voltage 
higher. (In a short -wave antenna, un- 
derground and horizontal, oscillations 
are from end to end, and current is 
strongest at the middle.) 

Speaking of the ground wire, we 
must include in its length the entire 
metal connection, from the receiver 
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chassis to earth. Thus, a five -foot 
wire clamped near the top of a 10 -foot 
pipe makes a total length of 15 feet 
in the ground connector. Wherever 
possible, the ground wire -a No. 14 in- 
sulated copper wire -should run all 
the way down and fasten to the pipe 
just above the earth or floor of base- 
ment. Use insulated wire, as a bare 
wire rubbing against a grounded pipe 
or any metal object possessing con- 
siderable capacity, will produce rasp- 
ing noises in a sensitive receiver. It 
is a good idea to use shielded wire, as 
the zone of interference known as 
"man -made static" is most intense 
near the earth. Ground the lower end 
of the shielding, but do not let it touch 
metal anywhere else. 

Gas or steam pipes do not make good 
grounds, owing to corroded, greased, 
or intentionally insulated joints. 
Water pipes are much better, ordinary 
tap water being somewhat conductive. 
Still, it is best not to depend upon the 
pipe as a ground lead, but only as a 
contact with earth, for which purpose 
it is better than any you could drive 
in or bury. 

A ground clamp of the boring screw 
type should not be used on lead pipe 
-it may damage the pipe. Sandpaper 
a length of four inches just above the 
basement floor, or earth. Wrap tight- 
ly with clean, soft copper wire and 
bring out a two -inch twist. Solder the 
ground wire to this twist. Cover the 
copper winding with tinfoil and wrap 
with friction tape. The result is a 
joint that will stay clean for years. 

Figure 3 illustrates actual condi- 
tions at the average line -powered re- 
ceiver. True proportions are impos- 
sible in the limits of a diagram, but 
the relative insignificance of antenna 
A and excessive length of the ground 
wire are emphasized. Regrettable but 
oft unavoidable. The power line is 
represented as an antenna grounded 
at the far end, connected to the chas- 
sis through "buffer" condenser C, on 
the high voltage end. Connection to 
earth through the chassis and its 
ground, somewhat relieves the high r.f. 
voltages that otherwise would develop 
-i.e., a larger capacity develops less 
back pressure for a given movement 
of electrons. A shorter ground wire 
would help, but in any case those volt- 
ages will be higher in the chassis and 
its attached circuits than at the earth. 
A chassis at "high r.f. potential" 
causes instability, "body capacity" ef- 
fects, and electrostatic cross -coupling. 

Antenna A exerts a "push and pull" 
that coaxes a large part of the line 
pickup to oscillate through antenna 
coil P, coupled to a tuned grid circuit 
(S, Fig. 1). The line, perhaps miles 
long, and grounded directly and indi- 
rectly at various points, fairly sizzles 
with a hundred different radio fre- 
quencies from far and near, including 
"man -made static" fed in from house 
wires. Removing the receiver ground 
may even result in stronger signals, 
as more current passes through pri- 
mary P to condense in the antenna at 

A. More often, the ground wire seems 
to make no difference, on or off. 

Complete isolation of the receiver 
from the line may be impossible, yet 
so far attainable as to remove serious 
interference with a good antenna cir- 
cuit. To a poor antenna circuit, iso- 
lation may even be detrimental. Amid 
so many variable factors, trial alone 
will determine whether the change is 
a benefit in any particular location. 

First, the "buffer" condenser (C, 
Fig. 1) should be unsoldered from its 
chassis connection and joined to the 
other wire -or the condenser may be 
removed. The chief purpose is to 
disconnect both sides of the line from 
the chassis. Outside the chassis, but 
preferably close to it, insert a radio - 
frequency choke (X in Fig. 4 -) in 
each wire. These chokes are rather 
expensive and bulky, as they must 
safely carry the full power current 
-about one ampere per 100 watts. 
They are not absolutely necessary, 
but of very material aid. Connect 
two 600 -volt, .1 mfd. (one -tenth mi- 
crofarad) r.f. condensers in series 
across the line and ground the cen- 
ter tap. (See Fig. 4.) This ground 
lead may connect with the receiver 
ground wire two feet or so below the 
chassis, provided there is no appreci- 
able impedance from there on down. 
The complete filter can be made up as 
a plug -in unit if cutting the power cord 
is objectionable. All slack in the cord 
should then be bunched up and held 
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SOMETHING HÂ"' 
REALLY HAPPENED IN 

RESISTORS! 

You'll never know how amazingly different, how out- 
standingly better a wire wound resistor can be until 
you've tried Sprague Koolohms and compared 'em 
with anything else on the market today. For Kool- 
ohms are just as different from ordinary resistors as 

day from night. Leading engineers have heralded 
them as the outstanding development in 20 years. 
Already they're specified for many of the toughest 
industrial jobs -and they're "tops" for any radio use 
you can name. Ask your jobber! Catalog free. 

DON'T MISS THIS SPRAGUE 
RADIO INTERFERENCE MANUAL 
Finest book of ifs kind ever written! Tells 
what to do, how fo do it to eliminate all 
types of man -made radio 
noise. Dozens of diagrams. 
25c net. r/ w 

SPRAGUE 

T Wire insulated be- 
fore winding. 

Layer windings . . 
more resistance in 
less space. 

The only Truly insu- 
lated wire wounds. 

5% accuracy guaranteed. 

Automatic overload indicator. 

Now available in 5 -waft fixed; 10- 
watt fixed and adjustable. Non -in- 
ductive units at lowest prices ever. 

CONDENSERS 

KOOLOHM RESISTORS 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO. NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 
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DESIGNED for 
APPLICATION 
MODERN SOCKETS for MODERN 
TUBES! Long flashover path to chassis 
permits use with transmitting tubes, 866 
rectifiers, etc. Ideal for mounting on 
rugged thick cast aluminum chassis now 
being used on much of the better com- 
mercial equipment. Long leakage path 
between contacts. Contacts are type 
proven by hundreds of millions already in 

-government, commercial and broadcast 
service, to be extremely dependable. 
Sockets may be mounted either with or 
without metal flange. Mount in standard 
size chassis hole. All types have barrier 
between contacts and chassis. All but 
octal also have barriers between indi- 
vidual contacts in addition. 

Catalogue Upon Request 

JAMES MILLEN. MFG.CO. Irrc. 
150 EXCHANGE ST. MALDEN, MASS. 

ADJUSTOHM RESISTOR 
Adjustable contact saves purchasing an 
assortment of fixed resistors. Available 
from 10 to 200 watts. 

Send for Circular 507 

Visit our Booth 106 at the 1940 Radio 
Parts Show -Hotel Stevens, Chicago, 
III., June 11, 12, 13 & 14th. 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY 
47 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

Please send FREE Bulletin 507 

Name 

Street 

City and State 

Call Signal 
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with a rubber band. Filters of this 
type can be purchased at $2.35 to $4.41. 

No attempt should be made to dis- 
connect the line in an a.c. -d.c. receiver, 
as in these sets one side of the line is 
necessarily connected to all cathodes, 
to supply "B" negative. 

An electrostatic shield in the power 
transformer is a good thing- if you 
have it. This consists of a thin copper 
tube separating primary and secon- 
dary, and grounded through the chas- 
sis. A lengthwise cut prevents heavy 
secondary currents being induced in 
the shield. Electrostatic lines of force 
cannot be insulated nor stopped, but 
they can be diverted. Disregarding the 
advice given by a certain billionaire, 
to "do things the hard way," foolish 
Nature invariably seeks the easiest 
path. 

Now the antenna circuit can be 
tuned. The usual method is a large 
variable condenser, .0005 or .001, in 
the ground lead next to the chassis. 
A loading coil (L, Fig. 4) will be 
needed, of sufficient inductance to 
make the circuit accommodate the 
longest waves in the broadcast band 
when coil and condenser are "all in." 
It should be tapped, as indicated, 
since the variable condenser's capacity 
range is made very small by the an- 
tenna capacity with which it is in 
series. With a variometer (variable 
inductance) in place of the condenser, 
a loading coil probably would not be 
necessary. In fact, the first require- 
ment then would be that the antenna 
plus variometer minimum, should not 
possess too much inductance for the 
shortest wave in the broadcast band. 

Failure to tune, indicates resistance 
in the antenna choke generally found 
in modern single -control receivers, its 
purpose being to equalize coupling by 
helping the longer waves and restrain- 
ing the shorter. (Normal coupling fa- 
vors the higher frequencies.) A sepa- 
rate r.f. transformer is the solution, its 
primary in the antenna circuit and its 
secondary connected to the antenna 
and ground posts of the receiver. See 
Fig. 5. Feeding into a high impedance 
(choke), the transformer must have a 
step -up ratio that really is a compro- 
mise unless the secondary is made ad- 
justable. In deference to the real short 
waves, the primary or antenna coil 
should not exceed 10 turns, spread 
slightly to discourage skipping at high 
frequencies. The secondary may have 
about 50 turns of Double Cotton Cov- 
ered, about No. 26 or 28, wound close, 
on a one -inch tube of bakelite or 
waxed pasteboard. The r.f. transform- 
er, variable condenser and loading coil 
can be boxed in one compact unit, to 
be set on top of the receiver or on the 
floor within three feet of the ground 
and antenna binding posts. Loosely 
twist the leads that run to these posts. 

Any real old -timer will agree that 
"a good tuned antenna circuit is equal 
to one stage of radio -frequency ampli- 
fication." Also, it is much less recep- 
tive to interference than an untuned 
antenna circuit. 

For 1is1111Pdiale Release 
(Continued from page 17) 

of the frequencies from 41 to 44 mega- 
cycles to frequency modulation. While 
many large rural sections cannot now 
be served by FM broadcasting, Mr. 
Sheppard stated that the frequency 
modulation system would not be revo- 
lutionary but gradual and take prob- 
ably ten years to supplant amplitude 
broadcasting, avoiding obsolescence 
and public loss therefrom. Many wit- 
nesses for the FM Broadcasters or- 
ganization, presented by Philip G. 
Loucks, attorney, told of experiments 
and field tests, including those of the 
General Electric Company at Schenec- 
tady and Albany. That frequency 
modulation had been developed so that 
it is acceptable for a regular service 
to the public was stated by John V. L. 
Hogan of New York, Stuart A. Bailey 
of Washington, and other consulting 
engineers. 

AMATEURS in a certain New Jersey 
city complained that local au- 

thorities charge for the privilege of 
"ham" operations in that locality. 
The Commission, which itself exacts 
no fee for licensing amateurs or other 
radio operators or stations of any kind, 
is inquiring as a matter of information 
but, of course, cannot interfere in such 
local matters. 

EVERY so often the Commission has 
to point out that small radio fre- 

quency devices used as transmitters to 
distribute programs within buildings 
are capable of radiating considerable 
power and consequently can cause in- 
terference to radio communication in 
the immediate vicinity. The Commis- 
sion has established regulations which 
permit the operation, without license, 
of low- powered radio frequency de- 
vices for remote control receivers, for 
connecting record players with re- 
ceivers, and for similar applications so 
long as the field radiated does not ex- 
ceed a predetermined value and no in- 
terference results. -30- 

Serviceman's Experiences 
(Continued from page 12) 

seen him before -called him by name. 
"Scrooge & Marley's, I believe," Jes- 

sup said, pleased by my partner's rec- 
ognition. "Have I the pleasure of ad- 
dressing Mr. Scrooge, or Mr. Marley ?" 

There were some loose tubes on the 
counter; I moved them as a precau- 
tionary measure. Sure enough, Jessup 
threw one leg over the corner. 

"I," Al replied, imitating Jonathan's 
phoney phonetics, "am Mr. Scrooge." 

"Have a cigarette," Jessup said, 
glancing at me significantly, " -or are 
you in a hurry, too ?" 

"Not at all," Al said, throwing his 
leg companionably over the other cor- 
ner of the counter. "By the way - 
how's Jenkins making out ?" 

"Very nicely, thanks," Jessup re- 
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plied. "Here -give this set what it 
needs. As Emerson said: 'A gentle- 
man makes no noise.' This portable 
may be gentlemanly, but in its present 
state, it's not very entertaining!" 

"I get it," Al laughed. "Want me 
to call you after I figure the price ?" 

"Don't bother," J. J. answered from 
the door, "unless the repair costs more 
than the set. Adios!" 

I turned to Al. "Not bad handling," 
I was forced to admit. "But how'd you 
know he was Jessup -and who is this 
Jenkins ?" 

"I go to the movies," Al replied, "So 
I knew he was a character actor. He 
played the part of a Mr. Jenkins in his 
last picture. Part of my background 
to keep posted." 

"What about that double talk ?" I 
persisted, swallowing my pride. "What 
was this 'Scrooge and Marley' busi- 
ness ?" 

"An old partnership," Al replied, 
"that you'd know about if you took 
time off from sleeping to read Dickens' 
Christmas Carol." 

"That makes me Marley," I said, 
catching on. "Who was he?" 

"Why don't you read your own 
books ?" Al replied. "Marley was the 
dead partner!" 

Sometimes even Al goes too far. . . . 

Cuttings 
(Continued from page 13) 

recorded music or voice. When the record 
is played back there will not be enough dif- 
ference in volume between the audio tones 
and the surface noise to offer any contrast 
and the reproduction will be lacking in de- 
tail as to a proper transcription of the origi- 
nal. Watch the volume indicator at all times 
when recording and keep the meter needle in 
the range on the scale as set forth by the man- 
ufacturer. Watch for excessive audio peaks, 
especially those of the lower register to avoid 
jumping the groove, have the performer 
avoid any sudden crescendos, and if these 
are required, have him turn slightly from the 
direction of the microphone. Too bad some 
manufacturer does not incorporate automatic 
volume control in an inexpensive portable 
recorder -the layman could be saved many 
a record that was spoiled from lack of proper 
microphone technique. 

The Reader Asks 
I have a portable recorder. When I cut my 

records I average about one failure in every three 
records due to the cutting needle jumping the 
groove, even on soft musical passages. What 
causes this condition? 

ANSWER: The scrap material front the 
disc is entangling guider the cutting needle 
as it records. This actually lifts the needle 
off of the record, leaving a small uncut spot. 
The remedy is to "lift" the cut material with 
a small paint brush and guide the scrap over 
to the center hub of the turntable so that it 
can wind around the hub and keep clear of 
the needle. 30 

Experimenter's Oscillator 
(Continued from page 21) 

turns of wire to a length of 2 ". 
With a type 26 tube, using 250 volts 

d.c., the plate current was only 40 
mils. and the grid current 1.5 mils. 
This input of 10 watts caused the plate 
to blush slightly, although one may 
prolong the life of the tube using 175 
to 250 volts with a corresponding drop 
in r.f. output. On occasions, I have 

put 400 volts a.c. on a type 45 tube 
to get a greater output. When a.c. 
is used on the plate, the r.f. radiation 
is modulated with the line frequency. 
This can be received with an audible 
detector consisting of a pair of phones 
connected across a crystal detector 
and two short lengths of stiff wire for 
r.f. pickup attached to both termi- 
nals of the crystal detector. 

These oscillators produce a wave- 
length of about 3 meters, depending 
on the diameter of the coil and the 
inter -electrode capacity of the tube 
used. The frequency can be checked 
by tuning this in on a receiver and by 
zero -beating it with the signal from 
a signal generator such as used in ra- 
dio servicing. 

An old and equally reliable method 
is using Lecher wires. Two parallel 
bare wires about 2" apart and about 
12 ft. long are strung taut, and one 
end is closely coupled to the oscillator 
by a single loop of wire. A bridge is 
made by soldering two short lengths 
of stiff wire to a dial light socket. With 
a 6.3 dial light in the socket, slide the 
bridge along the parallel wires. Sev- 
eral spots will be found where the bulb 
will light up. These spots will be a 
half wavelength apart. Divide the 
distance between two nodes by 39.37 
inches, multiply by two, and you have 
the wavelength in meters. 30 

As I See It! 
(Continued from page 8) 

to school and it seems to us that it is 
a material improvement. This is not 
strange in view of the greater knowl- 
edge possessed concerning the phys- 
chology of teaching, also that times 
change and forms of education must 
change with the times. 

What we have in mind is of the fol- 
lowing order. Take the subject of 
condensers. The normal mode of in- 
struction starts with the general con- 
struction of condensers, charge and 
discharge series and parallel connec- 
tions, and variations in reactance with 
frequency. This is followed by the 
consideration of reactance in series 
and parallel resonant circuits. All of 
this is in order, but it seems to us that 
it is not enough. There should be much 
more; the type of information which 
would embrace first, all of the places 
where capacity exists and the various 
possible ways in which a condenser or 
capacity between two points may be 
created. Second, as many conceivable 
applications of capacity as can be 
thought of. 

Concerning the first grouping, the 
emphasis placed upon the construc- 
tion of a condenser in the preliminary 
stages of instruction, that of the capa- 
city between two metal surfaces with 
solid or air dielectric, without suffi- 
cient elaboration upon the existence 
of capacity between ground and the 
various components and leads in a re- 
ceiver, makes difficult the full realiza- 
tion of what phenomena may develop 
in a present -day receiver -the need for 
certain forms of lead dress--which is 
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MODEL 
MT -8 is a 

high fidelity Re- 
producer used exten- 
sively in broadcast sta- 
tions, recording studios 
and important amateur 
stations. 
It is a completely en- 
closed cabinet utilizing 
a special Jensen 8 -inch 
PM speaker and the 
famous Bass Reflex 
principle which repro- 
duces sound through a 
wider frequency band 
more accurate in char- 
acter than is possible 
even with an infinite 
baffle. 
Only 24 "x17 %"x11 %" 
in size; and hangers are 
provided for convenient 
wall mounting. Com- 
plete with heavy duty 
special Permanent 
Magnet Speaker, $29.50 
list. Amateur's net 
price $17.70 at your 
Jensen Distributors. 
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AMATEURS AND 
SOUND MEN 

For sure satisfaction use CROWE radio components on your equipment. CROWE features a complete line of over 400 items for you. 

KNOBS - TRANSMITTER CONTROLS - 
DIAL & SWITCH PLATES -T U N I N G 
UNITS - PRECISION CONTROLS - IL- 
LUMINATED CALL LETTER EMBLEM- 
TITLE PLATES. 

CROWE components can be obtained through your Radio Parts Jobber. Ask for CROWE Bulletin No. 240. 

See the full display of CROWE Prod- 

ucts at the Radio Parts Show in the 

Stevens Hotel, Chicago, June 11, 12, 

13, and 14. 

AUTO RADIO 
SERVICEMEN 

There's valuable information for you in Bulletin No. 232. Tells you exactly what you need when moving old radios to other cars. CROWE Remote Controls give you exact custom -styling and fine mechanical construction. Ask for CROWE Bulletin 
No. 232. 

CROWE NAME PLATE & MFG. CO. 
1746 Grace St. Chicago, 111. 

// 
PERFORMANCE 

THE high rating of the "HQ- 120 -X" was 
earned by originality, not by ordinary 

design. Variable crystal selectivity; direct 
calibrated band spread; antenna compensa- 
tor; six bands, to provide better L/C ratio 
and many others were features which are 
now the yardstick for comparing receivers. 
And, in receivers, as in everything else, 
there is individuality. This individuality 
stands out all over the "HQ ". Try one, or 
ask your friends! 

WRITE FOR "HQ" BOOKLET! 
COUPON 

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., Inc. RN_¡ 
424 W. 33 St., N. Y. City 
Please send IS -page "HQ" booklet 

Name 

Address 

City State 

HAmmARLUnD 
Canadian Office: 41 West Av. No., Hamilton, Ont. 

extremely important in the many sets 
being sold today wherein a definite 
amount of regeneration is permitted 
to exist. 

What with the trend towards higher 
frequencies in normal broadcast opera- 
tion, f.m. work and television, various 
distributed capacities present in a re- 
ceiving system are daily becoming of 
greater importance, because many of 
them are used to resonate components 
and also act as limiting agencies with 
respect to amplification. Granted that 
some of these items are discussed when 
tubes are introduced into the course of 
study and when amplifying systems 
are considered; but it seems to us that 
it is late in the text because by that 
time certain definite opinions have 
been formed as a result of what pre- 
ceded and also because it is sort of 
sluffed off when discussed in amplifiers 
and receiver systems. There seems to 
be a need for more definite correlation 
between the theoretical and what ac- 
tually exists and happens in the system 
where that theoretical item appears as 
a practical reality. 

As to the second grouping, we have 
in mind first, the subject of bypassing. 
Now that we have both regeneration 
and degeneration definitely created in 
receiver and amplifier systems, the 
basic study of condensers must elabo- 
rate upon the significance of reactance 
as it relates to other components with 
which the condenser is employed with 
the particular idea of conveying the 
function of the device with respect to 
signal voltages existing in the circuit. 
It might seem strange in view of the 
frequent reference to bypassing action 
in servicing routine that many men 
who recognize the symptoms and can 
correct the defect are not cognizant of 
just what condition is created when 
the bypass condenser is omitted and 
when it is added to the circuit. Per- 
haps some might feel that since the 
symptoms are recognized and the cor- 
rective measures applied, it is not 
necessary to comprehend the basic 
function in the circuit. Such is not 
the case however, because design de- 
velopments which call for the omission 
of such units so as to create certain 
desired effects, require for compre- 
hension, knowledge concerning the ac- 
tion of the condenser in the circuit and 
the distribution of signal voltages in 
the circuit. Much more can be written 
about what we simply identify as a by- 
pass condenser, but what has been said 
should suffice to illustrate the point. 

The stress placed upon capacity re- 
actance as it functions in a tuned cir- 
cuit without further elaboration seems 
to impair understanding the actions 
which develop . in an audio system 
where a condenser is used and is elec- 
trically associated with a resistor or 
with another condenser. Such com- 
binations are what we call the block - 
ing condenser and the grid leak, vari- 
ous tone control circuits, capacity volt- 
age dividers, etc. True that response 
curves are shown to illustrate the ac- 
tion of various values of blocking capa- 
city in resistance -capacity coupled 

audio amplifiers, but as many can ap- 
preciate there is much more to the re- 
sults developed in the circuit than just 
the change from one value of capacity 
to another. The question is "Why does 
the response drop or rise at certain 
frequencies ? Why does the grid leak 
influence or limit audio amplification 
at certain frequencies ? Why does a 
change in the switch position alter the 
general tone of the receiver output ?" 
And many others! 

As we see it, the man who studies 
radio should be prepared for these and 
many more applications of capacity 
when he first studies condensers. Too 
much, judging by results, seems to be 
taken for granted in service texts; 
namely that the basic details which, as 
we stated, seem too meagre to us, 
given at the outset of a course of study, 
will suffice to explain details later. Too 
much dependence is placed upon the 
power of interpretation by the student 
and since it is not generally cultivated, 
is absent when he needs it. 

Incidentally we have had a similar 
situation prevailing concerning phase 
relations in a.c. circuits, as we men- 
tioned some time ago in these pages. 
We have recently learned that one of 
the correspondence schools agreed with 
us and that very much greater stress 
is being placed upon the subject in a 
newly prepared text and we also heard 
that one of the resident radio schools 
is taking special pains to convey this 
subject to their servicemen students. 
Perhaps phase relations were not im- 
portant in the audio amplifiers used in 
the past, but with television, frequency 
modulation, phase inversion, inverse 
feedback and other items already corn- 
ing through the door, proper under- 
standing of phase relation is being 
spoken about in many service quarters. 

A similar situation exists about 
many radio subjects and while we have 
mentioned condensers and capacity 
only, like things can be said about in- 
ductance and vacuum tubes. Without 
attempting in any way to compare serv- 
ice students with children who first en- 
roll in grammar school, that is, on an 
age or intelligence basis, it is signifi- 
cant to note that whereas years ago 
virtually all schools taught the alpha- 
bet, many modern schools teach words 
by sight first and spelling later. 
Granted that there is no actual par- 
allel, there is still room for much 
thought concerning the development of 
some parallel. 

Perhaps It makes sense to visualize 
instruction wherein all of the items 
which come within the scope of any 
one electrical law are covered as a 
unit; or wherein all possible applica- 
tions of a device are dealt with as a 
unit. . . . All of this to be preceded 
by a single general all- embracing pic- 
ture of what constitutes a radio com- 
munication system. . . . What is to 
prevent the use of motion pictures for 
home study use so that a student can 
actually see instead of visualizing or 
imagining an action ? 

Mind you, all that has been said is 
not intended as criticism of existing 
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methods. We are looking into the 
future, with a little radio teaching ex- 
perience in the distant past as a guide, 
and an analysis of present teaching 
methods helping towards coming to a 
conclusion. We recall, although it was 
years ago, that those lectures which 
covered the various radio subjects in 
the manner we have described were 
accepted as furnishing a much broader 
and more complete picture as well as 
cultivating the power of interpreta- 
tion. We think that it made for better 
servicemen. 30 

Build the "Test -All" 
(Continued from page 39) 

and any direct ground 
plenty of fireworks. 

Percentage -modulation readings are 
taken by plugging a small pick -up coil 
into the jacks marked plus and minus 
(on diagram) and setting the instru- 
ment at such a distance from the final 
tank of the transmitter that the eye 
just closes on some desired voltage. 
Now if the transmitter is modulated 
by a steady note the eye will overlap 
and it will be necessary to re -set the 
dial to open it again. 

For example, if the dial is set on 10 
volts and the instrument adjusted to 
just close the eye, and then with mod- 
ulation the scale reads 20 volts to 
bring it back to the closed position 
again the percentage modulation is 
100 %. -15 volts would be 50% and 
171/2 volts 75 %, etc. 

As can be seen, construction is very 
simple. Front view shows placing of 
pin jack, magic eye, dial and switch. 
Back view shows the single sheet chas- 
sis, method of mounting it on blocks 
and angle of 6E5 mounting, etc. 
Never use on external ground. 30 

will yield 

Mfgr's Literature 
(Continued from page 42) 

alog number this month is, RADIO 
NEWS No. 7 -104). All you have to do 
is to fill out the coupon at the end of 
the page indicating by number the cat- 
alogs you wish to receive, and we will 
do the rest. There is no charge, unless 
the review says that there is, and then 
that is charged by the manufacturer, 
not us. Each coupon is good for the 
time limit stated thereon, and no guar- 
antee is made by us that the manu- 
facturer will send out catalogs. 

RADIO NEWS, Catalog Dept. 

608 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, M. 

Please send me the literature I have checked 
below. If there is any charge I have en- 
closed the money. 

....7 -100 ....7 -102 ....7 -104 ....7 -106 

....7 -101 ....7 -103 ....7 -105 ....7 -107 

.7 -108 

Name 

P. O. Address 

City State 

This offer expires August 1, 1940. 
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Ringing the Bell 
(Continued from page 37) 

viewpoint, the ideal situation would be 
for every tube manufacturer to make 
every tube type -an impossible and 
impractical situation because the com- 
bined yearly sales of, let us say, a 
WD11 type tube wouldn't be enough 
to wad a shotgun let alone necessitate 
every tube manufacturer making his 
share. 

Thus, the next idea might be for all 
obsolete tube types to be made by one 
tube manufacturer. Aside from the 
natural rivalry and petty jealousies 
which exist between tube manufac- 
turers (and any other group of com- 
petitive businesses) it would throw too 
much of an economic burden upon the 
one manufacturer as he would have a 
goodly hunk of his inventory tied up 
in slow- moving tubes while his com- 
petitors had the benefits of a stream- 
lined inventory. 

Well, what's the answer? Looking 
at it from both the tube manufac- 
turer's viewpoint and that of the ser- 
viceman and dealer, I should venture 
the opinion that the original idea will 
still work with certain changes. 

Tube types can be apportioned 
among tube manufacturers as orig- 
inally planned. However, the tubes 
themselves should carry no individual 
manufacturer's name, merely the tube 
type, the replacement code and a copy- 
righted phrase such as "Approved for 
replacement by the Radio Manufac- 
turers Association." The tubes can 
then be exchanged between tube 
manufacturers to be boxed with the 
name of each tube manufacturer. Or, 
all participating tube manufacturers' 
names can be placed on a "Standard 
Replacement" tube carton. The tubes 
can then be available to each tube 
manufacturer's jobber without any 
danger of "cross- ups ". Any tube 
manufacturer can carry the same tube 
type in his own line and under his 
own name if he so desires, but the 
same tube would be available to all, 
the total business being so apportioned 
that a virtual "swap" condition would 
exist. 

List prices on these tube types 
should be commensurate with the ad- 
ditional handling costs, but it is felt 
that the savings afforded by the sys- 
tem would far out -weigh these. 

Then, when your customer walks in, 
you may have the tube on the shelf 
(for many servicemen and dealers 
would keep a more complete line if it 
were available from one source). If 
you don't have it, your worries are 
over in any case, because you can 
assure him that although the tube is 
a very slow seller, you can obtain it for 
him immediately from your jobber. 

In this way you can save the busi- 
ness and "Ring the Bell" again. Talk 
this over among your servicemen 
friends and in your service group meet- 
ings. Let this department know your 
ideas; we welcome them. 
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*FP(Fabricate ea1 Capacitors 
11 Plat I 

TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

...and the Importance of 
This Condenser 

The output filter condenser has two 
important functions- 
1. It suppresses hum. 

2. It prevents common coupling 
through the power supply. The 
power supply impedance must be 
low to prevent oscillation (motor - 
boating), or unwanted degenera- 
tive effects. 

Here, as in other filter circuit applica- 
tions, FP Capacitors are unexcelled 
from the standpoint of low impedance, 
dependability and compactness. A few 
of the many stock sizes are: 

Working 
Type Capacity Voltage Can Size 

FPS140 125 mfd. 350 v 13 /a" dia. x 3" 
FPS146 40 mfd. 450 v 1" dia. x 3" 
FPS149 80 mfd. 450 v 13 /s" dia. x 3" 
FPD238 40 -40 mfd. 450 y 1%" dia. x 3" 

In the past, space and cost limitations 
have frequently prevented engineers 
from using optimum capacities in fil- 

ter condensers. 

The startling compactness of FP 
Capacitors removes this limitation - 
now you can use enough capacity to 
produce real results. But insist on gen- 
uine FP construction -it is your guar- 
antee of proper life and performance. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address- Pelmallo 

NOT etched Construction 

Use 

ALLOR 
APPROVED 

PRECISION PRODUCTS 
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BI. 

VARIABLE 
CRYSTAL 

OSCILLATOR 

Itov ,4. e. c. o. frequency flexibility 
with quartz crystal stability 

The Vari -X with VF 2 Crystal Unit is a full 
crystal controlled variable frequency ex- 
citer for 40 and 80 meters. See your Bliley 
Distributor at once tor complete details. 

ASR FOR CIRCULAR D -2 

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., ERIE, PA. 

OFRul7 SERVICE WORK 
RADIOTve/4Soa1''r. HANDBOOK 
EVERYDAY JOB DATA 
Here's a w kind of servicing ref - 

unl, time saver for n 
different from anything 

you've e n before. It's chock- 
full of 

Will 
spee-checked "bench dota" that will speed up every service job 

you dol We the greatest sem of 
practical working data ever assembled 
to one book -a Real Profit- Make, 3,313 

CASE HISTORIES 
Get the complete book of Service- 

bigs Ca Histories -the world's se 
gest collection all assembled and 

classified for you in Ghirarde'e handy 
data book. Here, in a few seconds. 
you can see what all the likely trouble 
sources . for practically any set you 
will becalled upon to service today - 
for 3.313 models in all, representing 
177 different manufacturers! what's 

e. you'll team how to remedy 
those troubles -not with lot of 
"theory," but according to the most 
successful experience of the country's 

n organizations. TSavo 
trouble shooting time -and all the 
headaches! Get this great book and 
use it! 

More Data, Besides! 
I -7 Peaks- alignment data for 

15.000 Superhers; Auto-Radio in- 
stallation and rvicing data; Noise 
Elimination; Servicing Home Re- 
corders and lutercommanicatere, and 
40 other useful data tablee and charte. 

518 PAGES 
134 ILLUS. 
Standard Manual Size 
11), Fabrikoid -bound 

(as 

Special Cons- $ 50 bientien Offer 

Both Books 

MODERN RADIO SERVICING 
The 
t ulves 5u companion to 

mundina cour e in 
the radie theory 

ies 
and 

k and servicing 
of d- e. 

nte -all made wonderfully clear and e sy 
te understand-Test Instrumente. Troup e- 
Shooting. Repairing. etc.. etc. 

1300 PAGES. 706 ILLUS. 64. 

RADIO & TECHNICAL I PUBL. CO., Dept. RN -70, 
45 Astor Place, New York. 
Please send 

III 0 R$3IbO TROUBLE SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK $3. 
I SERVICING f forelgn.t 

BOTH BOOKS $0.50. ($7.00 foreign.) 
I 

Address 
I City State, 

Please send free illus. 

trated literature describ- I 
Ing detailed contents of 
both servicing books. 

Use it 5 days 
-OUR RISK! 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
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Easy Antenna Control 
(Continued from page 34) 

needed. In fact, many modifications 
could be worked out to fit the indi- 
vidual need as might arise. 

It is best to assemble the unit on 
a wood base for ease in placing the 
completed relay in any position that 
is most convenient. Of course, the re- 
lay may be placed inside the trans- 
mitter or in back of it, but as the com- 
pleted unit is rather large in itself, 
the best plan is to use the wood base 
and to mount it on the ceiling (as we 
have it here) or on the wall near the 
transmitter. It may also be mounted 
in a weather -proof box outside if it is 
desired, depending upon one's location 
or taste. 

When the size and type of mounting 
board has been determined the first 
thing to make is the extension arm. 
This is a piece of 1/2"x1/8"x7" brass, 
filed and drilled as shown on the dia- 
gram. These holes are drilled with 
a No. 28 drill to fit the insulating arm 
and solenoid armature screw holes. 
This arm is supported by three blocks 
of 3/s "x3 /$ "x114" brass held together 
by screwing them to the base. A slot 
is cut through the center of one of 
them to support the arm and to allow 
it to be pulled easily back and forth 
by the solenoid armature. 

This slot is made by drilling holes 
as close together as possible in the 
block with a small sized drill. The 
excess material is then sawed and 
filed away. This support could also 
be made of sheet brass if desired. The 
insulating arm is a piece of 1/4"x1/2"x6" 
bakelite or some such insulating ma- 
terial drilled as shown on the diagram 
with a No. 28 drill and fastened with 
6 -32 machine screws to the extension 
arm. 

On the underside of this is the run- 
ning contact. This is a piece of 1/2"x 
11/2" spring brass bent so as to easily 
slide onto the contact mounted be- 
neath. These contacts are made of 
1/2"x1/8"x11/4" brass with holes drilled 
and countersunk for FH machine 
screws. They are mounted on the 
board so that the running contact will 
come to rest on either one of these 
depending upon the position of the ex- 
tension arm. 

On the end of the insulating arm 
are mounted the antenna contacts. 
These are cut from the switch arm of 
a d.p.d.t. knife switch (the old one you 
used to use to switch you antenna with 
-remember ?) and rounded off to give 
them a neat appearance. The spring 
contacts of this same switch are used 
to make the self wiping contacts for 
the relay. These are mounted on the 
ends of the thru panel insulators. They 
should be adjusted slightly so that the 
movable contacts will slide in easily 
and stay there. 

The adjustments are made by trial - 
and error. The thru panel insulators 
are of the 13/4" size. These are mount- 
ed upon angles made from 16 gauge 
aluminum cut to the size shown and 
drilled with a 1 /z" drill to allow the 
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insulator to pass through. Two of 
each should be made. The antenna is 
next attached to the moving arm con- 
tacts with flexible wire. 

The entire unit is then wired as 
shown on the diagram. The wires are 
brought from the terminals under the 
board to the correct place. 

The switch used is a telephone desk 
type switch, but any type of three po- 
sition switch will do. If only antenna 
control is desired a single- pole -double- 
through toggle switch may be used to 
advantage. When the whole thing is 
completed, just hook on antenna, 
transmitter, and receiver leads and 
you're ready for the treat of your life 
with an fb outfit. 

Ed. Note - 
Reversal of the contact assembly is 

made possible by the weight and mo- 
mentum of the armature which can 
extend out from either end of the coil. 
This will seek the source of concen- 
trated field and is thus able to travel 
both ways. 30 

Technical Review 
(Continued from page 20) 

America. Subsequently, the author 
introduced a portion of the text in his 
lectures on filter behavior to students 
at R .C. A. Institutes, Inc. These expe- 
riences have been of material benefit 
to him in revising and preparing the 
text for publication. In his opinion, 
a familiarity with the methods given 
here will greatly simplify the filter de- 
sign problem -particularly, for the 
critical circuit applications such as oc- 
cur in facsimile and television systems. 

This text does not contain a com- 
prehensive treatment of filter theory. 
It assumes that the reader has previ- 
ously acquired a general knowledge of 
the subject equivalent to that offered 
in any standard undergraduate course 
in electrical engineering. 30 

QRID? de Gy 
(Continued from page 20) 

CTU -Mardiv also continues to sign agree- 
ments, two of which were recently com- 

pleted: the Seminole SS Corp., a unit of the 
fleet operated by C. D. Mallory & Co., and 
the American South African Lines. The for- 
mer agreement begins with a $135 per month 
wage on tankers and the latter scale starts 
at $130 per month for freighters. They also 
became the bargaining agents for the Socony 
Oil Co., Cities Service Oil Co., and the 
Isthmian SS Co. 

HEAVY knitting of the brows of the AI Executive Board of the CTU -Mardiv 
was caused when an irate marine super cir- 
cularized his fleet decrying the use of the 
radio xmtr by a radiop in the transmission 
of an illogical msg. Investigation revealed 
that the radiop was not involved, that the 
matter complained of was not sent via radio, 
but by blinkercode by flashlight and that the 
msg was sent by a member of the crew in a 
"playful" mood. It was a serious case inas- 
much as the blinking msg was picked up by 
a warship which recorded and reported the 
msg. Just a case of two other guys in two 
other places. - - 

ROTHER G. VAN ECKEN recently re- 
ported back to the USA after going 

thru the Allied and German U -boat blockade 
around Le Havre. He sez that he kept a 
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small suitcase packed with his important 
belongings "just in case." His greatest 
worry was that his ship might be torpedoed 
during the night and in foul weather. Rather 
naive, no ? 

MEMORIES during these trying times 
being what they are, we wonder 

whether the name of Hoyt Haddock, former 
President of the ARTA, is still retained in 
your ken. Enyho, Hoyt's now the Secretary 
of the American Guild of Variety Artists, 
an A F of L affiliate. 

kWND so we say au revoir (that's our movie 
influence) until next issue when we 

hope to be able to report better visibility on 
the European front. So with 73 ge 

GY. 30 

What's New In Radio 
(Continued from page 29) 

have been specially priced with this channel of 
distribution in mind. 

The batteries are housed in attractive green 
and black cartons which match the packaging of 
other National Union products including tubes, 
condensers and panel lamps. 

Complete price information and catalog pages 
are in the hands of National Union distributors 
and initial re- action from the trade indicates a 
wide acceptance for the new National Union 
battery line. 

As a feature of the catalog page on National 
Union batteries a most complete replacement 
chart is provided listing portable radio models 
of all leading set manufacturers. Extensive re- 
search is being conducted by the National Union 
Engineering Department to assist in leading to 
standardization which will increase profit possi- 
bilities on batteries for the radio parts distribu- 
tors and the rado service profession. 

The Victor Animatograph Corporation of 
Davenport, Iowa, has just announced an amazing 
new unit in sound equipment that is used in 
connection with their 16 mm motion picture 
projector; as well as in the reproduction of re- 
cordings, or public address system, or radio trans- 
mission. These new amplifiers (Units "O" and 
"R ") contain a new clarity of rich low tones 
and clear highs as well as perfect reproduction of 
speech and music from sound track, records, or 
"mike." 

Heretofore, sound reproduction on highs has 
been sacrificed for the rich deep musical tones, 
and vice versa. Likewise. full range musical 
reproduction has been sacrified at the expense of 
clear speech. 

Now, for the first time in any sound system, 
Victor Amplifiers combine both the highs and 
the lows with a beauty of tone never before 
thought possible in any kind of equipment re- 
gardless of price. Another remarkable feature is 
that any choice of tone is easily made possible by 
the Victor system of controls. The amplifier, in 
addition, has been very beautifully redesigned as 
evidenced in the accompanying picture. Com- 
plete details and information can be secured from 
the Victor Animatograph Corporation at Daven- 
port, Iowa. 

The Joseph H. Kraus Co., 123 Liberty St.. 
New York, announce a new electric fountain, 
that is intended to furnish correct humidity in the 
room installed. Health authorities agree that the 
atmosphere in the average home, not equipped 
with air -conditioning, is much too dry for com- 
fort or health. This results in a drying -up of the 
mucous membrane in the nasal passages and ac- 
counts for many head colds and sore throats. It 
also causes furniture and furnishings to dry out 
and crack. 

The Electric Fountain Humidifier is the newest 
development of Science for safe- guarding the 
health of you and your family. Its constant 
operation will add much healthful moisture so 
vital to the air in your home. The fountain uses 
up as much as one pint of water in 24 hours, 
depending on the temperature and humidity of 
the room. In that sense it is an automatic air - 
conditioner and since the water is kept in con- 
stant circulation in the fountain, it cannot be- 
come stagnant. This is an important improve- 
ment over the make -shift pot and pan method 
sometimes used to compensate for the lack of 
moisture in dry rooms. The Fountain can also 
be used as a perfume or essence dispenser. Simply 
add a few drops of perfume or pine essence and 
in a moment your room is filled with the pleasant 
fragrance. Very helpful in dispelling stuffiness 
or stale smoke laden air. Ideal, too, for the 
sickroom. 

Christened "Millivolt, The First." a plow 
contraption is the brain -child of the staff of 
engineers for station EMBC of Kansas City - 
who boast that it is the first invention of its 
kind. It was designed to lay antenna ground 
wires without destroying the appearance of the 
landscaping. It has been successfully used to 
lay the 150 copper wires, seven inches deep at 
three degree angles. for the ground contact for 
KMBC's new 544 -foot Blaw -ünox radiator. By 
use of the sled -like contraption, the necessity 
of plowing furrows, laying the wires, and 30 
then covering then, up, has been eliminated. 

Broadcast Superhet 
(Continued from page 24) 

employ the unit even if the code is not 
bad enough to be heard above desired 
signals, as the level of this interfer- 
ence may still be high enough to give 
you trouble sometime when you're 
fishing for DX, and it may increase 
one day to entirely insufferable pro- 
portions. 

It will be found that for any given 
set of receiving conditions there will 
be an adjustment for the sensitivity 
control and one for the AVC control 
which will provide for an entirely sat- 
isfactory reception of a desired sig- 
nal. It will likewise be found that for 
any given program there will be an 
adjustment of one or both of the re- 
sponse controls which will give that 
program every inch the life and char- 
acter you'd expect of it were you 
seated in the broadcaster's studio and 
not before your radio. Use all four 
controls as much as you can so that 
you will know just what adjustments 
are necessary at any time to make the 
set do a top -notch job for you. 

One last word of advice : Use a good, 
large -coned speaker. It needn't be an 
expensive one. But it should be se- 
lected with great care and it should 
be properly baffled. A flexible, wide - 
range, high fidelity receiver such as 
this one won't be worth its weight in 
sand if the reproducer won't convert 
into sound the wide band of AF fre- 
quencies which g e t so smoothly 
through the nine tuned circuits. 

1. If permanent magnet type speaker 
is used, CH2 should be approximately 
1000 ohm (800 to 1250) 120 ma. choke. 
If a choke of this resistance and cur- 
rent- carrying capacity rating cannot 
be secured, use one with as high a re- 
sistance as is available and tap down 
on the voltage divider for approxi- 
mately 260 volts potential to the 6V6 
output plates and screens. An addi- 
tional 8 mfd. electrolytic should be 
connected at the tapping point. 

2. If 6L6s are to be substituted for 
the 6V6s in the output stage for out- 
put up to 15 watts Class A, increase 
CH2 to 2500 ohms resistance (50 ma.) ; 

connect the 6L6 plates (plates only, 
screens to remain tied to the output 
of the complete filter system) to the 
point of juncture between CH1 and 
CH2; change the output transformer 
to one providing proper match to the 
voice coil with 6L6s (CLASS A); and 
use a power transformer (TR3) which 
will supply approximately 400 volts at 
200 ma. 400 volts less the total -re- 
ceiver- current voltage drop across 
CH1 will appear at the beam plates, 
and beam screens should read 250 
volts to ground. 6L6s may be used in 
this split filter circuit and with the 
original specified TR3 providing the 
beam plate voltage is no more than 
350 and the beam screen voltage 250 
and providing the output stage is not 
driven hard enough for anything other 
than strictly Class A operation. 30 
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SMASHING : 

VALUES ::::E 

FRELL1 
LAFAYETTE CATALOG 

P 

tin 

DELCO AUTO VIBRATORS 
Here's your chance to take advantage of a 

real price scoop) Each of these genuine Delco 

vibrators is brand new, in perfect condition, 
and packed in its original factory carton. 
We have only a limited quantity available, 
so place your orders now and avoid disap- 
pointment. Diagrams show wiring scheme. 

Delco No. 5050673.4 -prong, non - 

syn. I V8 x 35/8 ". For '38-'39 Chev. 

P2 
Olds. 

69 K1088 

Delco No. 5060845. 4-prong, non - 

syn. As above but smaller. 11/2 x 

311 /g: For later models. 
P2 K1060 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
Take advantage of these bargain 
prices NOW. Universal both elec- 
trically and physically. Brackets 
with "H" type slots permit mount- 
ing in all positions. Windings 
tapped for universal use for class 

Pri. for 115 volts, 50 -60 cycles. 
Secondaries: 165. 310 -310 -165 v. 
at 115 ma.; 2.5 v.c.t. at 3 amps., 
2.5 v. at 3.5 amps.; 5 v. tapped 
at 1.25/125/2.5 v. at 5 amps.; 

2.5 v. tapped at 1/1.5 v. at 7.25 

amps. 4* r ": cen- 
ters 11t- 21/= ". K5630 
Lots of 5, Each 

SINGLE UNIT 51.35 

, -11 IMO " ' I yMO 

RIM DRIVE PHONO MOTOR with 9" TURNTABLE 

A powerful, constant 
speed (78 r.p.m.) rim 
driven motor at a price 
for below its actual 

worth. Complete with 9" turntable having a flocked 

covering. Operates on 110 volts, 60 cycles a.c. Com- 

pact and sturdy. Only a limited quan- 

tity in stock. K176. Special 
$195 

BUY BY MAIL OR IN PERSON 

At one of our 7 convenient stores. Either way you're 

sure to get better service- greater value. 

100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y. 901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 

Ill. 265 Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga. 110 Federal St., Boston, 

Mass. 24 Central Ave., Newark, N. J. 

542 E. Fordham Rd., Bronx, N. Y. 90.08 

1661h 51., Jamaica, L. I. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO 

DEPT. 2G -100 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 

I ENCLOSE RUSH ATTACHED ORDER 

PLEASE RUSH NEW FREE CATALOG No. 80 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

..._ausi.111MMENaoEsta 
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AT HOME 
-QUICKLY 

Now. in .p:urc on, y. ou can t 
your practical training from the 
Greawho 

tan been called -The World's 
test'l'eacher of Radio." the man 

who hoe gin thousands of students 
weir elertin vnrione branches of the 
Profitable career of Radio -with the 

iskest and most thorough 
Mme -study course over written. No 
',reckon training necessary-no 
pmath. So simple, Leda nd inex- 
ensive you will wonder how it in 

p,esihle! Just a 

A $50.00 TRAINING COURSE 
COMPLETE FOR ONLY 34 
Yet. Ghir+,rdi'n Radio Physics 

Course is the ruuivalent oi:Indifferent 
radio books bound together in one 
huge. easy-to-use. profusely illus- trated self -instruction both .f nearly 

olt( pages. Beside. the fundamentals 
of 
Sound,ieYelevision. Cathode-Ray ' 
Tubes. etc. The biggest bargain in radio ducetion! 

Used by U. S. Army 
It's wed by more schools and students all over the world than 

Ny other radio test ever published. Even the U. S. Army and 
u y use it in their training courses! iiere'e nyour opportunity 

to 
or et 

a tart, to prepare for a good.00ymnt radio lob. All yours for only S4! This may be your Big Che ,e -ortb it now! 
38 VOLUMES IN 1 -972 PAGES -SOB ILLUS. 

1. Radio Brrtdeanting System. 2. Sound. Screech. Music. 3. Electron Theory: Elec. Current. 4. Eke. Unit.; Ohm's Law; Re- 
etetance. S. Elec. Circuit', Batteries. 6. llatnctiotn. 7. Electro- 
magnetism. tee: Condensers. 

Electromagnetic Induction. 
. 12. Fii erra c13.' Measur- Measur- 

ing Instruments. 14. Radio Waves. 1S. Broad` :ut inc. 16. Receiv- 
ing. 17. Vacuum Tube Principles. U. Vacuum 1',uho Ch :uaoerieticr. 
19. Varuurn Labe Construction. 20. Vacuum Tube Detector and 
Amplifier Aetb.n. 21. Radio Frequency Amplific:tri.,n. 22. "Soper. bots." 23. R. F. Amplifiers; Tuning Coil, 21. Audio Amplifiers. 
25. Speakere. 26. Battery Operated Reeivere. ZI. Power-Supply 
Unit.. 26. Elec. Receivers. 29. Automobile and Aircraft Radio. 
30. Phono Pickup.: Sound Spernns. 31. Short Rave. 32. Photo - 
uIatria 

Cells; Catbnde-Ray l'nbes. 33. Tcicvinion. 34. Anion.. 
nd Grounds. 1eviewtin.,: Servicing. 36. found Mottes Piet arse ... 556 Self -Review Guestiensl 

Test It 5 Days -OUR Riski 
Send for Itl -Road itI -Use RI If not completely eetielid. 
you eturn he hook within 5 drys and your agency will 
be "cretnptly refunded. You risk ,thine -bur you'll loss 
your g ,pp cr, potty. solo. you at bust SEE this b 

Ig. .MAIL THIS COUPON NOW t. 
IRADIO & TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO., 45 Astor Place, New York. Dept. RN -7O. 

Here Is my $4 ($4.50 foreign). Send 
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE postpaid, with your money -book guarantee. 

I NAME - 

I CITY STATE 
7 Send me free descriptive Illustrated literature 

lega 

ra 

I ADDRESS . 

NEW! 

MILLION 
NEW DF TUBE CHECKER 

TESTS THE NEW 7 PIN 
MINIATURE BATTERY TUBES, 
BALLAST TUBES AND OZ4 
GAS RECTIFIERS. 

New, with wider application range. Tests emis- 
sion of all tubes. Twelve sockets cover all types 
from the new Raytheon "hearing aid" tubes and 
RCA 7 -Pin battery types to new loktals and S 

series. Filament switch covers IA to 110 volts 
with spare positions for the future. Gives instant 
"good -bad" readings on oversize D'Arsonval 
meter. Makes neon short or leak test with tube 
hot. Tests by -pass condensers, etc. Literature 
on request. 

MODERN 
ACCURATE '16" DEPENDABLE 

ECONOMICAL NET 

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY, WRITE 
US DIRECT- GIVING THE NAME OF YOUR 
JOBBER. 

MILLION RADIO AND TELEVISION 
577 No. Union St. Chicago, III. 

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE 
by Alfred A. Ghirardi 

(Continued from June, 1940) 

Oxide coated filaments: Very early 
work on vacuum tube filaments 
showed the value of coating the fila- 
ment with certain oxides to greatly 
increase the electron emission at low 
operating temperatures. Tubes used 
in telephone work have employed ox- 
ide- coated filaments of platinum for 
many years. All of the latest tubes 
designed for radio receiving, employ 
either an oxide -coated metal filament 
or an oxide -coated cathode with a 
separate- heater filament operating at 
a dull red heat. The former construc- 
tion is used in battery- operated tubes 
and power tubes. The latter type will 
be described later. 

The oxide -coated filament is usually 
made with a very thin ribbon of metal 
which serves to conduct the current 
and heat the electron- emitting oxide. 
Often the ribbon is twisted on itself in 
such a way as to expose everywhere 
a sharply curved surface to make the 
oxide coating stick better. The reader 
should examine the filaments in some 
of the larger tubes such as the 245, 
280 and 281 types. Several metals 
have been used for the filament wire 
or core. All early forms of oxide - 
coated filaments used a platinum or 
platinum- iridium filament core. The 
use of the large quantities of this val- 
uable metal required for the millions 
of vacuum tubes manufactured, 
threatened to exhaust all available 
sources of supply and led to the search 
for cheaper substitutes. As a result, 
an alloy called Konel, several alloys 
of platinum, pure nickel, and alloys 
of nickel such as silico nickel, titanium 
nickel, chromium nickel, etc., are 
being used for filament wire by vari- 
ous tube manufacturers. Pure nickel, 
heretofore used extensively for fila- 
ments, is rapidly being abandoned in 
favor of these other metals on account 
of its chemical interaction with the 
carbonates used for the preliminary 
coating. The wire used must offer the 
necessary high electrical resistance, so 
as to be economical in operation. The 
best wires are those with a cold resist- 
ance several times that of nickel, and 
with the resistance rising rapidly as 
they warm up, so as to provide some 
measure of automatic current regula- 
tion. The wire must not stretch un- 
duly when heated, to sag and "short" 
with the near -by grid. A high melting 
point is necessary, for the carbonates 
require about 750 deg. C. to provide 
the necessary emission. 

A mixture of barium and strontium 
carbonates and a binder of nitrates, 
ordinary water glass, or alcoholic sus- 
pensions of barium and strontium ox- 
ides, is applied to the filament wire 
either by successive dippings and bak- 
ings in a continuous operation, or by 
spraying, as in the case of the inde- 
pendently heated cathodes, the appli- 
cations being repeated until the coat- 
ing material has been deposited. -- 
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Aircraft Radio Checks 
(Continued from page 17) 

University of Florida- Engineering Expert 
ment Station, 205 Engineering College 
Gainesville, Florida. 

Rates unknown. Call Gainesville 1000, Ext. 
40. 

National Airlines, Inc. -Albert Whined Air- 
port, St. Petersburg, Fla. 

8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. EST at $2.00 per 
measurement. Any other time at $3.00. On 
contract basis at more reasonable rates. 
Equipped to measure any frequency between 
400 and 13,000 k.c. accurate to within fifteen 
cycles or to within three cycles below 500 K.C. 

Wunderlich Radio, Inc. -San Francisco Air- 
port, South San Francisco, Calif. 

$2.50 per measurement. Will check any fre- 
quencies at any time. 

Peterkin Radio Laboratories -13I7ó Manor 
Avenue, Detroit, Michigan. 

Fora minimum of I check per month, $2.50 
each; for a minimum of 2 checks per month, 
$2.25 each; for a minimum of 4 checks per 
month, $1.50 each; for e minimum of 8 checks 
per month, $ I.00 each. - 

Bench Notes 
(Continued from page 16) 

men who were able to find these facts 
the easy way got extra credit. 

Deduction runs as follows: The table 
indicated a thousand -ohm resistor be- 
tween D -C. There were two con- 
densers; customer said there were no 
more, and the current paths would 
have been impossible with fewer. They 
were obviously not electrolytics, and 
their working voltage was probably 
over 120. No inductance -the cus- 
tomer warned "no L." Impedance 
A -C was greater than B -C, so higher 
capacity was in "B" leg. Impedance 
A -B was greater than either A -C or 
B -C, indicating series condensers 
through A -B. Since impedance A -D 
was greater than A -C, and B -D greater 
than B -C, common connection was at 
C. Test voltage- commonest U. S. 
rating -was 120, which could be 
checked later by math. 

Three mathematical steps were re- 
quired to disclose condenser values : 

A -C and B -C are found by Ohm's Law. 
Capacity reactances through A -C and 
B -C by : 

X. equals V Z2 minus R2 
Condenser values are shown by: 

1 
C equals 

2 pi f X0 
The four other current paths could 

be checked to confirm results, but 
were required only for proof -not 
solution -in order to employ the 
simplest method. 

Many entrants did remarkably good 
jobs, as indicated by the multiple -tie 
winners, and most expressed pleasure 
from working true -life problems of 
this nature; but will the fellows who 
kidded me about my description of the 
large bypass can (five -sided box, 
sealed with pitch) tell me what they'd 
do if they were ushered into a theater 
box having six sides? 

In figuring out the winners, it was 
natural that a system of scoring had 
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to be set up. Rather than use a total 
number of possible points at the usual 
100, the sum was only 7. Half points 
were given. Here is the system : 

Deduction : points 
Arriving at circuit dia- 

gram and fact largest 
condenser was in "B" 
leg (1) 

Correctness: 
Mathematics and quan- 

titative answers (1) 
Resistor wattage (1) 
Condenser type (paper, 

mica) (1) 
Voltage from knowledge 

of field, using math for 
confirming check (1) 

Presentation : 

Practical servicing com- 
ment, or any remarks 
which would be of value 
if made behind the 
counter of a radio store. (1) 

Conciseness, thoroughness, 
or any other feature 
which distinguishes one 
entry from others (1) 

Total 
Honorable Mentions 

THE following contestants, while 

7 

they won no prizes, submitted en- 
tries which, for one reason or another, 
were outstanding: 

Carl E. Ellsworth, Louisville, Ky. John Med- 
nansky, Kadoka, S. D.; Fred C. Hall, Boston, 
Mass.; Jack Sheedy, Corozal, C. Z.; C. W. Nel- 
son, Hayward, Calif.; Neill G. Carpenter 
(W5DEL) Lake Charles, La.; Alton P. Wangs- 
gard, Lakewood, Ohio; R. Del Riego (XE1BD) 
Mexico City; Morris Relson, Washington, D. C.; 
Ralph L. Brown, Minneapolis, Minn.; D. E. 
Hovey, Newton. Iowa; Wilbert L. Misner, Vinton - 
dale, Pa.; K. E. Thompson, Indianapolis; Arnold 
Snowe, Harrison, N. Y.; C. M. Ryerson, Durham, 
N. C.; Paul Boorshtein, Detroit, Mich.; E. L. 
Fahey, Clinton, N. J.; E. Mack Friedl, Houston, 
Texas; O. T. Jones, New Orleans, La.; J. H. 
Leiper, USS California; David M. Davis, Schenec- 
tady; Wallace F. Wiley (W9AZI) ; Donald Nel- 
son, Urbana, Ill.; George A. Wall, Ft. Lauder- 
dale, Fla.; Clarence B. Brown, Manhattan, 
Kansas; Calvin W. Rice, Milledgeville, Ga.; 
Thomas W. Purdy, Toronto, Ontario; Leo B. 
Hill, McKinney, Texas; R. L. Tardif, Philadel- 
phia; Gilbert Nowell (VE4GH), Winnipeg; Erich 
Fromeke, Lima, Peru; John Tomcak, Cozad, 
Nebraska; Gerald K. Meller, W. Lafayette, Ind.; 
Leo E. Rymarz, Detroit, Mich.; Jerome Hierony- 
mus, Quantico, Va.; James A. Pottorf, Deadwood, 
S. D.; Franklin C. Brewster, Joliet, Ill.; R. H. 
Kaufman, Schenectady, N. Y.; D. E. Scott, Dod- 
son, Texas; Frederick E. Ward, Cataumet, Mass.; 
Sam D. Salt, Pampa, Texas; G. A. Morgan, Jr. 
(W3INT) Takoma Pk., Md.; R. M. Crosby, Los 

Angeles; Charles G. Kaehms, San Francisco; 
P. B. Sawyer, Portsmouth, Va.; Parnell Bates, 
Larimore, N. D.; V. N. Andreev, Colombia, S. A.; 
Oliver B. Beaman, Lawrence. Kansas; Bill Tobin, 
Cambridge, Mass.; Benjamin T. Wood, Waterville, 
Me.; R. B. Fatherson, St. Petersburg, Fla.; Rich- 
ard H. Howe, Granville, Ohio: Thomas Lee Wil- 
son, Verona, N. J.; Percy R. Kuhl, Spruce Grove, 
Alberta; Ray Reynolds, Cincinnati, Ohio; Fre- 
mont Ogawa, Lava Hot Springs, Idaho; Howard 
P. Trich, E. McKeesport, Pa.; Freeman A. Spin - 
dell, Tyngsboro, Mass.; W. E. Keever, Detroit, 
Mich.; N. F. Murphy, USS Vestal; William Ken- 
dall, Detroit, Mich.; D. B. Clark, SS Banoroce 
(British) ; John P. Hager, Brooklyn; R. A. 

Nestor, Roubaix, S. Dakota. 

The Winnahs! 
UNDER the scoring system in use, 

no entry made a full 7 points or 
100 %, but there was no choosing be- 
tween the superlative entries of Jack 
Graham of Coleman, Alberta, Canada 
and Robert E. Moe of Bridgeport, Con- 
necticut, so each is awarded top hon- 
ors with a score of 6 out of 7 pos- 
sible points. 

Carl F. Mathisen of Milltown, N. J. 
and Nelson K. Malotte (W8QLK) of 
Buffalo, N. Y. won second prizes with 
a score of 5 out of 7. 

Third, fourth and fifth prizes are a 

year's subscription (or extension) to 
Radio News. There were multiple 
winners in each grade, and they are 
groupéd as follows: 

Three entrants take third place with 
scores of 41/2 out of 7: Alfred Gronner 
of Zurich, Switzerland, Harvey E. Con- 
roy of Kewaunee, Wisconsin and Dan 
Reed of Breckenridge, Missouri. 

Fourth prizes with a score of 4 out 
of 7 to Richard Buchan, East Moline, 
Ill., Kenneth Yost of Dayton, Indiana 
and Hary Hamer, Dalton, Wisconsin. 

Eleven got under the wire for fifth 
place with a score of 31/2 out of 7. 
They are : S. H. Bruder, St. Louis, Mo.; 
Cal Brainard, Walker, Arizona; David 
W. Forrant, Beverly, Mass.; Edward 
Townsend, New Waterford, C. B., 
N. S., Canada; O. K. Powell (W9- 
FMW), Ainsworth, Nebraska; T. H. 
Mackintosh, Elon College, N. C.; L. T. 
Anstine, Woodlawn, Md.,; C. T. Nichol- 
son, Buffalo, N. Y.; A. P. Hayman, Or- 
lando, Florida; Donald Carr, Yellow 
Springs, Ohio; and Harold Ruff, 
Topeka, Kansas. 

Each of these winners is to be con- 
gratulated for having shown excep- 
tional servicing talent. Congratula- 
tions! 

To all who offered encouraging or 
humorous comment, I am extremely 
grateful; sorry I can't answer and 
thank each one individually. 

If you lost out, take a stab at Re- 
pairman's Riddle No. 7, appearing in 
the next issue. Keep the of soldering 
iron hot! 30 

Construct This Coupler 
(Continued from page 9) 

possible with this coupler. The wire 
for these leads should preferably be 
a heavy stranded type with lacquered 
high voltage insulation. 

The accompanying diagrams show 
some of the more usual applications 
for this coupler. It might be stated 
here, that since the coupling and the 
inductance of the coils used in the 
coupler are variable, it is unnecessary 
to use variable linked coils in the final 
amplifier. 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate connec- 
tions for parallel tuning. This arrange- 
ment is widely used to feed either an 
end -fed or center -fed Zepp that re- 
quires parallel tuning, to feed an un- 
tuned open line, and to tune an an- 
tenna- counterpoise system that has a 
higher natural frequency than that 
upon which it is desired to operate. 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate connec- 
tions for series tuning. This arrange- 
ment may be used to feed either an 
end -fed or center -fed Zepp that re- 
quires series tuning, to feed a multi - 
band antenna where the feeders are 
too long, or to feed any system with 
either tuned or untuned feeders which 
cannot be resonated by using the hook- 
ups shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 5 illustrates a hook -up that 
may be used to feed an end -fed an- 
tenna that is an even number of quar- 
ter wave lengths long. In some cases 
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With one of the new THOR- 

DARSON MICROPHONE 
CABLE TRANSFORMERS you 
can use a low impedance 
microphone with any high im- 

pedance amplifier. 

Connect it between the cable 
and the amplifier input and 
you are all set. Comes in two 
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and ± .05% for itinerant 
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it might be desirable to ground the 
center -tap of the coil instead of the 
condensor rotor. This would allow the 
condenser sections to be used singly, 
in series, or in parallel. 

Figure 6 illustrates an arrangement 
that may be used for feeding a single - 
wire -fed antenna, or for end -feeding 
a very long wire antenna. 

Of course, these are only the more 
common arrangements, but this coup- 
ler will fill the bill no matter how un- 
usual the requirement. It has been 
used to tune a 20 meter untuned line 
fed antenna on 160 meters, and to vary 
the coupling of a 72 ohm line into a 
fixed link on the final amplifier plate 
coil. This latter arrangement was ac- 
complished by inserting a small 
amount of inductance into one side of 
the 72 ohm line by clipping portions of 
the 20 meter coil into the circuit. As 
the inductance is added to the 72 ohm 
line, the coupling is decreased. Tak- 
ing all cases into consideration, it 
seems almost impossible to exhaust 
the possibilities of this versatile unit. 

As was mentioned before, the coup- 
ler is mounted on the wall near the 
antenna feed -thru insulators. A wood- 
en box was placed around it, with a 
hinged panel in front to allow the set- 
up on the coupler to be changed read- 
ily. The condensor rotor shaft extends 
through a hole in the bottom of the 
box. If it is desired to build a coupler 
of this type into the transmitter, it 
could be built with a door panel to 
allow the set -ups to be changed with- 
out going around to the back of the 
rack. 30 

L)nproved 32 v. Power 
Supply 

(Continued from page 15) 

load is about 47 %. With a 100 ma. 
load, efficiency seems to be the high- 
est, about 50Ç;- to 51 %. With con- 
denser input to the filter, voltage is 
higher but the efficiency is lower. 
Care must be taken not to use con- 
denser input when the line voltage is 
too high as the input condensers will 
start frying. 

A few more changes are contem- 
plated. These include a tapped pri- 
mary on the transformer as mentioned 
before. A cover will also be provided 
for the bottom of the chassis. A cover 
of some kind may be put over the top 
of the whole outfit. If a cover is not 
used, some sort of insulating cover 
should be put over the inside row of 
filter condensers as these are about 
500 volts above ground and could cause 
a bad jolt if accidentally contacted. 

The writer would be glad to hear 
from any readers who may have con- 
structed this power supply and would 
like to know what results they ob- 
tained and any improvements they 
may have made in it. Questions are 
always welcomed and will be answered 
in as complete a manner as possible. 

-30- 
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Hamehatter 
(Continued from page 33) 

W4FFI, of Cordele recently paid our office a visit and tells us that his rebuilding landed him on ten meters and that he will use that band during summer months. He had W4GFF wid him and Huberts said that he too was re- building. 
W4GPR. George Corley of Cordele is new ham there and is planning 6L6 rig for 160 and at present is on 40 CW. High voltage hurts -We know as we got across some the other day after all our warn- ings against it. (Now don't some of you bright wags make any remarx about any so called high voltage in our rig. It was patterned after a well known RN article: well er -er -it was patterned any way). 
Mr. Ed -Michigam Lewis wanted to know about W4FVO. It seems that he didn't find any gold up your way and we worked him about a month ago in Cottonwood. Ala. His present whereabouts is unknown to us. And as how we do it. Well, just get out and spend about ten times more than you malte as a reporter and brother. that will qualify you as a Ole reliable if there was ever one. Of course. down in my neck of the woods there is one con- solation. We have plenty of XYLs who can cook fried chicken and we always drop around for our news gathering about meal time Hi. Does that explain anything to you. my Yankee friend? [Fried chicken, note is itt -Ed.1 W4DSA is on ten meter phone and according to reports really works the DX. Had a nice letter this week from Leland Smith, W4AGI of Augusta. thanking us for a recent mention in this column. Our cooper- ation is yours OM at any time you may need it. W4FUI of Knoxville. Tenn., is active on 160 meter band and Terry really has a nice signal. W4FGD at McLanville. Tenn.. is new to us on 160. Roy however puts a sock into my shack. What are you using fellow? 
W4EQB. of Montezuma. Ga.. is planning 400 watter using T35s in final. 
Boy, life would be swell if we could fool wid ham radio all the time and not have to slave to make a living. Hi. 
W4GCL, Atlanta, Ga.. after being on ten has moved to 160 and is working both bands at present time. 
W4MF, also of Atlanta. has new one sisie 125 watter using T40 in final. Also operates on ten and is planning increase in power with T55s. Roy stays very active and his signal is worth working. 

QRM from the 5th Dist. By Windy Bill. 
W 5HM V : 

WSSX is now located in N. 0., La. 
W5IHR is modulating nicely on 160 nw more 

QRM but no key clicks. Hi. 
W3IHH has new 100 watt rig on 160 nw. W5EGG es W5DEL are carrying on checker game via radio. 
WaICV is back on the air nw that the La. politicians hve ceased to used P. A. systems. 
W5FQL is back on Pone agn. wid a class A ticket. 
W5EWD is a first class CW hound. 
W5HMZ has changed his QRA. 
W5GPH is Miss. AARS NCS on 160 fone. W5DAN is thinking of moving back to Calif. 

(A new sheriff has been elected in Pike County, Miss. Hi.) 
W5HUY wrks early mrning DX on 160 fone. W5WT is active agn. 
W5ADJ is getting ready to move out in his 

back yard wid his KW. 
W5IUZ is a new one on 160 tone. 
W3IFR es W5IFQ are two new ones in 

Greenville, Miss. 
W5IIH is on in Bastrop. La. 
W5HQE really puts out a nice sig. 
W5IVT is a new one on 40 CW. 
W:SHVY really puts out a sock on 160. W5FCH is a member of the McComb. Miss.. 

Fire Dept. which is rated as one of the most 
efficient in the country. IFCH says they by never lost a chimney or sidewalk.) 

W5CQJ says 5HMV really puts out a nice sig 
up his way since he increased pwr. 

W8IUG is going to twn on 40 in B.R., La. WSIKV paid 5 
HMV a nice visit: old Jake is 

a regular on 160. 
WSFTA is working portable off the S.S. Gulf 

Dawn on 10 tone. 
W5IVR is W5WN's son es expects to QRM his Dad on 160. 
W5ML is a vy ardent AARS booster. 
W5HZP is rapidly putting Houston. Miss., on 

the map wid his terrific signal I first thing U know they put a Post Office up there Charles. Hi). 
W5BTH says nothing will improve the quality 

of a rig like a dynamic mike. 
WSHQC is to be envied in the fact that he 

has one of those RARE ECO'S that wrks. 
W5EWV is throwing out on Pone nw. 
W5ZV is still QRMing me on 10 mfr. 
W5HHS/5 is on in Vicksburg. Miss. 
W5BGU is putting out a swell sig wid a pr. 

of 250ths on 160. 
W5M0 is a real old timer who has suc- 

cumbed to the fone bug. 
W5BRR has been heard on 75 mtr fone wid 

a nice sig. 
W5BJZ has moved in wid WSHEZ, thereby 

doubling the BCL's misery. 
W5HVI, the old high velocity idiot. is still 

cathode mod. on 75. 
W5GEF nw has a nice sig on 10. 
W5HNW toots a tooter in a band as a side 
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line. (So that's where old Windy J.P. gets 
his wind from. Hi.) 

WSGXO has really been hying some tough 
luck. 

W5GIZ is once more active on '75 but still 
refuses to get back on 160. 

W4AV /5 really does get out wid his prt 
rig in his car on 10. 

WSGIX has a nice sig on 20 fone. 
W5AFW sticks to CW es has a beautiful fist. 
W5HRX goes to twn on 40 ew. 
W5FSS has the strongest sig in the 5th dist 

on 75 fone. 
W5EKV likes to get on 160 wid CW es 

embarrasses the fone boys wid his fast fist. 
WSGMR really works the DX on 10. 
W:SDOK has trouble wid rats in his rig. 
W5HNX has one of the neatest home built 

rigs that we by ever seen. Hi. 
W5FSI really knows hw to entertain visiting 

hams. 
W5GUX is interested in prt. rigs es really 

builds up some nice ones. 
WSHOT is another early morning 160 DXer. 
W.5IVU gets out nicely frm his QRA wid 

low pwr. at Edna, Tex. 
W5GG has a swell sig on 160. 
W5HMV wrked a WO who told him he was 

a loud RO. Hi, Jake. 
W5HIJ has one of the most melodious voices 

on the ether, she sure is a charming YL. 
(Hi. Edith!) 

W5FDC is still on 160 he says. 
W5GCS has really been quiet since acquiring 

an XYL. I wonder WHY? 
W5HEJ es WSHEK must be back on CW, 

long time no hear. 
W5BQD is the La. 160 AARS NCS. 
W5MH is one of the regular brass pounders' 

to be found nightly on 40. 
W5GAL frequently is heard on WSGIW. 
W4BGO /5 the pride of Plaquemine asked me 

to leave him out this month, (OK Ben.) 
W5YW doesn't bleive U can't wrk doplex on 

fone. 
Aside to Windy Bill: Dere Bill: If you -all 

don't type futher from the edge of the pager. 
we won't be able to edit yore copy. Ili! 1l'atsa- 
matta, are ye short of paper? 73, Ye Ed. 

W6PTJ reports: 
W6MUO has been operating portable at 

Grauman's Chinese theater during the showing 
of `Young Tom Edison." He has been on 10 
and 160 most of the time and having a lot of 
fun trying to get patrons of the theater to 
talk over the mike, and ragchewing with the 
"hams" over the air and in person. 

W6RCD wrecked his new Ford in an accident 
and also his mobile job; fortunately he escaped 
with only a headache. Whether his headache 
was from the wrecked car or from the accident 
I don't know. Anyway, we're all glad you came 

CAMERA FANS! 
Here's the Key to 
BETTER PICTURES 

Yee, camera fans, the PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES of 
the Little Technical Library (20 authoritative pocket - 
size text books) is yours for a well-rounded photographic 
education. This grand photographic library, authored by 
such outstanding photographers as Ivan Dmitri, Herbert 
C. McKay and Harold Lambert, will teach you every, 
thing you want to know about photography. Each handy 
volume is complete in itself, easy to understand, and 
brilliantly illustrated throughout. 

1lIGLe ec4f2GCal L c 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES 

20 POCKET -SIZE 
TEXT BOOKS 

At leading book, 
department, and 
camera stores-or 
write for FREE list 

of titles. 

out of it with nothing more than a headache, 
Win. While waiting for his car to be repaired 
Win has been planning a new 10 and 20 meter 
beam. Don't know whether it is up yet or 
not, but when it is finished, I hope it works 
the way you want it to, Win. 

W6BP, the old brasspounder is still dividing 
his time between phone and c.w. 

W6BP, W6LFN, and W6PTJ went out and 
played a game of golf the other Sunday. Next 
time they plan to take an adding machine with 
them to keep score, or should I say to keep 
W6PTJ's score. Hi. 

W6LFN has become quite a sport enthusiast. 
He now divides his time between ice -skating, ten- 
nis, swimming, and golfing. His activities on 
the air have been very little, due to no an- 
tennae as yet. If you remember his pole blew 
down a few weeks ago and he hasn't put a 
new one up yet. When you put the next one 
up, Allen. be sure and keep your fingers 
crossed. Hi. Hi. 

WOPXL' is operating c.w. on 20 meters and 
does pretty good with his low power. I often 
wonder how Ralph works out from his qra, 
especially with those high tension lines running 
over his house, but for some reason or other, he 
doesn't seem to have much trouble. 

W6OIM and WOQFE are as yet still inactive. 
What's the matter with you guys? You both 
haven't deserted the ham ranks, have you? 

W2BOZ operating portable- marine in the Pa- 
cific has been on 10 meters lately and the fel- 
lows on the west coast have been working him 
as his boat makes its way up the coast. 

W2BOZ is radio operator aboard boat and 
said he is on way to China. Nice sailing O.M. 

The Glendale Club seems to be off to a good 
start again and have quite a few active mem- 
bers. The gang gets together nearly every night 
on the Glendale net and have a good old rag - 
chew. Sonie of the fellows on the net at present 
are W6LCY, W6UP, W6RIP, W6PNV, W6SCP. 
W6RED, W6SEJ, W6GFK, W6EHL, and W6DSP. 
There are more fellows on the net but I don't 
know all the calls. They operate on 1840 k.c. 
W6PGJ, W6SCN, W6QMX, and W6LCL also are 
quite active on 160. I hear that some of the 
fellows in Glendale are getting clown on 2% /a 
meters. W6UP, I believe has a rig just about 
ready to go on 21/2. Don't know what power 
he is running, but a lot of luck on 21/2 W6UP. 

The Forestry Net here in Southern California 
has been quite active of late. A good many of 
the "hams " -(bootleggers excluded, but definite- 
ly -and we still have them on 21/, ) have 
joined the Forestry Net. Any week end one may 
find 21/, meter mobile jobs scattered through- 
out the hills and dales of Southern California; 
21/2 meters is really being populated out here 
and shows every indication of being as good a 
band as 5 meters was a year ago. The boot- 
legger situation is still as bad as ever, and 
you fellows on 21/, watch your step because 
the R.I. is cracking down on the hams who 
still insist on working them. A little coopera- 
tion on the part of you hams on 21/, would - 

do wonders in eliminating the bootlegger situ- 
ation. Refusing to work them and logging the 
bootlegged calls, and then turning in the calls 
to the R.I. would help him a lot. To me it's 
not tattling and its only saving your own 
skins. All you licensed hams had to pass the 
exams and if a bootlegger is too lazy or dumb 
to try for his own ticket he don't belong on 
the air and it's your DUTY to help keep him 
off the air. What do you think, Editor? 

Can't seem to find much activity on 5 meters 
so how about some of you ultra high fellows 
working 5 as well as 2 Y2. I't still a swell 
band, all it needs is a little repopulation. The 
DX can still be heard once in a while and its 
worth the effort to get up there. 

W6IOJ can always be heard nearly every 
evening, both on phone and c.w. John has al- 
ways been the most consistent and active ham 
on 5 meters around Los Angeles and has a 
stack of qs1 cards which really show what he 
has done in the way of dx on 5 meters. Here's 
hoping you continue to work more and better 
dx, Johnny. 

W6QG has also been heard quite often on 5 
meters and puts in a fine signal into L. A. 
W6QG lives in Santa Ana. Calif., which is about 
35 miles from L. A. 

W6QGI is trying to get on c.w. but is having 
a little trouble with the rig. George has been on 
10 meters for the last year, but since the band 
is folding up for the summer he decided to 
try c.w. Incidentally, OGI had quite an unusual 
incident happen to him not so long ago. George 
had been working XE1Q in Mexico quite often 
and it happened that the xyl of a good friend 
of XE1Q was living here in L. A. and was 
also a friend of George's. One Sunday this 
lady was visiting George and his xyl and while 
there asked George if he could hear XE1Q. So 
George proceeded to call XE1Q with no result. 
Just then the phone rang and to their surprise 
XE1Q was calling long distance from Mexico 
City. He told George that he heard him calling 
him but couldn't answer because the rig was 
torn down. So to keep the telephone bill from 
running up George and his company talked to 
XE1Q over his rig while XE1Q was listening. Of 
course XE1Q couldn't answer back, but he heard 
every thing on his end o.k. I presume that 
George's visitors were quite elated over the re- 
sults and went home in a very happy mood. 

W6PTJ just finished his new 5 and 10 meter 
converter and expects to be mobile on 5 meters 
while 10 meters is dead for the summer. Here's 
hoping there's somebody to work besides W6IOJ 
W6QG and W6LFN. 

BY W7FIIC Luther, Montana: 
Well, boys, most of the gang is on ten 

meters in the old seventh district that can 
(Continued on page 62) 
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"What Are 
RIDER 

MANUALS ?" 

... back in the early days of simple 
regenerative sets there was no need for 
Rider Manuals. But when reflex circuits 
stabilized T.F.R. stages, superhets and 
compact construction appeared, the serv- 
iceman needed more than just a diagram 
to do profitable work. Then, as today, 
he needed complete and dependable data 
on alignment, I -F peaks, operating volt- 
ages, parts lists and parts values, voltage 
ratings of condensers, wattage ratings of 
resistors, coil resistance data, and all the 
other information which is vital if you 
are to know just what the manufacturer 
put in that receiver. Nowhere else can 
you find all in one place this essential 
servicing information. Take my advice 
-you'll do better work -do it faster - 
and make more money with a complete 
set of Rider Manuals." 
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HOW TO coDE 
LEARN 

Whether you wish to enter radio as a career or 
merely add another valuable and fascinating ac- 
complishment to your achievements, the All 
Electric Master Teleplex Code Teaching Machine 
will show you how. Teleplex records your send- 
ing in visible dots and dashes on a specially pre- 
pared waxed paper tape and then sends back to 
you at any speed you desire. It does not merely 
show you code. It is code. No experience needed. 
While not designated as standard equipment, Teleplex is 

used at many U.S. Army Posts, 
Naval Training Stations as well 
as by the American Tel. & Tel. 
Also by practically every private 
school in the U.S. teaching the 
code; and many foreign govern- 
ments. We furnish you complete 

course, including practice 
messages, the All Electric 
Master Teleplex, plus a per- 
sonal service on a MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. Low 
cost. Easy terms. Without 
obligation write for booklet 

TELEPLEX CO. 61.7e.v5i5 

ce, 

In Canada write: 
CANADIAN ELECTRONIC INST., TORONTO, ONT. 
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RADO ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN ZYEARS 

Complete Radio Engineering 
course in 96 weeks. Bachelor of 
Science Degree. Radio (television, 
talking pictures and the vast elec- 
tronic field) offers unusual oppor- 
tunities for trained radio engineers. 
Tri -State graduates in Radio En- 
gineering can complete the Electrical 
course in 24 weeks. Courses also in 
Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Chemi- 
cal, Aeronautical Engineering; Busi- 
ness Administration and Accounting. 
Also short diploma courses (36 weeks) 
in Surveying and Drafting. Tuition, 
living costs low. World- famous for 
technical two -year courses. Special 
Preparatory Department for those 
who lack required high school work. 
Students from all parts of 
the world. 57th year. 

Enter September, 
January, March, 
June. Write for cata- 
log. Burton Handy, / 
Pres. 

TRI -STATE COLLEGE 
1670 COLLEGE AVE., ANGOLA, IND. 

WITH MORE SCOOPS..., 
WITH MORE READER SERVICES ... , WITH MORE REAL RADIO NEWS . , , . 

Is it any wonder that RADIO NEWS TOPS THEM ALL? 
Be sure to get the habit of: 

Reading RADIO NEWS every month 

P. A. Men!- Servicemen! 

IN YOUR 
POCKET! 

MORE DOUGH FROM MORE 

BUSINESS. 
Traveling dance bands carry a lot of 
equipment -P.A. systems, amplified 
instruments, portable recorders, port- 
able and car radios, phonographs, etc. 
These instruments take a terrific beat- 
ing from the constant traveling, and 
they constantly need service and re- 
placements. 
The way to get this business is to keep 
posted on band movements, and go 
after every band that comes into your 
territory. They can afford to pay for 
repairs -and they need their equip- 
ment in best condition. 
And there is only one way to keep 
posted on band movements -by read- 
ing DowN BEAT. 

DOWN BEAT -RN -740 
608 So. Dearborn 
Chicago, III. 
OK. Send me a special trial subscription -4 
months for $1.00. 

Name 

Address 

City & State 
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SERVICEMAN'S MONEY PAGE 
(Continued from page 35) 

Saugatuck 
Old Crow, h 

Martin O'Neill 
Walled Lake 

New Casino. b 
Ace Brigode 
Ada 

Lock's Ada, h 
Frank Wine -Gar 
Battle Creek 

American Legion Club, ne 
Bob Siegrist 
Detroit 

Club Imperial, ne 
Red McKenna 

St 
Xavrierr Cugat 

Book -Cadillac, h 
George Devron 

Club Royale, no 
Carl Banner 

Nebiolo's, ne 
Earl Harger 

Wonder Boat, na 
Billy McGille 

Plantation Club, ne 
McKinney's Cotton Pickers 

Cliff Bell's Bar, ne 
Dick McPartland 

Book -Cadillac, h 
lack Meyers 

Palm Beach, no 
Don Pablo 

Book- Cadillac, h 
Srd Pritikin 

London Chop Hse., ne 
Don Rafael 

Club Imperial, na 
Benny Rich 

Hood's Bar. ne 
Tweedy Schwarta 

SaSmiittyna 

Grand Rapids 
Club 21. ne 

lack Hampton 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis 

Andrews, h 
Ray Ira Rose 

Marigold, h 
Crol Hurst 

Nicollet h 
Herbie Holmes 

Radisson, h 
Al Hahn 
St. Paul 

Lowry, h 
Ted Travers 

MISSISSIPPI 
Biloxi 

Broadwater Beach, h 
Lew Fidler 
Natchez 

Windmill Club. na 
Otis Smith 

MISSOURI 
Joplin 

Paradise CI., no 
Harold Clyde 
Kansas City 

Milton's, no 
Julia Lee 

Pla -Mon, b 
Lee Dixon 

Jockey Club, ne 
Ray Hughes 

Clair Martin's Tavern. no 
W fleur Humber 

Cuban Rm., no 
Boyd Kelly 

Street's Green Rm.. ne 
Laurence Keys 

Milton's, ne 
Julia Lee 

Century Room. ne 
lay McShann 

Century Rm.. no 
Bill Martin 

White Horse, ne 
Bus Moten 

Kansas City Club, no 
Frankie Ray 

Wenders, ne 
Chet Thomas 

Casa Nova, 
Oliver Todd 

Continental, h 
Dick Torres 

Kentucky Barbecue, r 
Herman Welder 

Mary's Place, no 
Wally Way 

2860 Tavern, no 
Forest Wyatt 

Muehlenbach, h 
Bill Bardo 

Century, 
Childs 

ry, 
Bill Martin 
Saint Louis 

Continental Cl. 
Tommy Juneau 

Chase, h 
Carl Ravazea 

Jefferson, h 
Chic boggies 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha 

Paramount, t 
Neil Whiteside 

Hill, h 
Deb Lyon 

Fontenelle, h 
Art Randall 

Sokol And., b 
Golden Prague 

Chez Parce, ne 
George Marvie 

NEW JERSEY 
Atlantic City 

Ritz -Carlton, h 
Chauncey Cromwell 

Ambassador, Is 
Bert Estlow 

Murray's Rainbow Room. ne 
Duke Johnson 

Paddock International. ne 
Jimmy Jon 

Penn Atlantic. h 
Joe Lancia 

Agostini, h 
Pinky Martini 

President, h 
Johnny Varallo 

Cedar Grove - 

Meadowbrook, cc 
Gene Krupa 
Will Osborne 

Palm Grove, ne 
Doug Ehrich 
Clementon 

Silver Lake Inn, ne 
Mickey Fa Tant 
Haddonfield 

Murray's Inn, ne 
Eddie Davenport 
Johnson City 

George F. Pavillion, b 
Len Fennell 
Malaga 

Cedarwood Log Cabin, ne 
Marty Caruso 
Maple Shade 

Totem Ranch, ne 
Al Chevalier 
Mt. View 

Donahue's, no 
Cecil Golly 
Pennsauken 

Dude Ranch, ae 
Red Crossett 
Summit 

Brook, ne 
Gus Sleek 
Trenton 

Leghorn Farms, b 
Roy Lundahl 

Jack ó Bobs, ne 
Russ Miller 
Washington Crossing 

Loa Cabin, ne 
Siggy Shelley 
West New York 

Park Casino, ne 
Frankie Half Pint" Jason 
West Orange 

Pal's Cabin, ne 
lay King 

Pal's Cabin, ne 
The Senators 
Union City 

Melody Club, ne 
Lew Ladd 

Willowmere, na 
Steve Tac 

Julio 1 o 
ella 7oaW ne 

NEW YORK 
Albany 

Club Dickman, ne 
Hal Baker 

New Yorker, ne 
Peter Kent 

New Kenmore, h 
Ina Ray Hutton 

Variety Club, ne 
Jack Drummond 

Ten Eyck, h 
Hughie Barrett 
Auburn 

Cl Dickman, ne 
Hal Baker 

Delló s, ne 
Jimmy Clayton 

Leaden's, r 
Laxtonettes 

Belvidere, 
Joe Man zone 

Chateau, b 
Lou Scala 

Imperial, 
ddie Taylor 

Big Indiana 
Golden Gate Club, ne 

Bill Shann 
Brooklyn 

Joe's, r 
Johnny Astor 

St. George, h 
Mitchell Ayres 

Barkley's, no 
Bill Wagner 
Buffalo 

Stuyvesant, h 
Vic Abbs Californians 

Little Harlem, ne 
Bill Jenkins 

Chez Ami, ne 
Teddy King 
Mechanicsville. 

JoTommya e Rhodes 
New York City 

Child's Spanish Gardens, .t 
Don Alfredo 

Havana -Madrid, ne 
Frank Aeeinaro 

PrlenoiBartel 

Taft, h 
Ben Bernie 

Hollywood, r 
Jerry Blaine 

Cafe Society. ne 
Boogie- Woogie Boys 

Hurricane, ne 
Eddie Bush 

La Conga, r 
Caney 

New Yorker, h 
Larry Clinton 

La Conga, r 
Diosa Costello 

Rainbow Room, no 
Ben Cutler 

LaRue, r 
Eddie Davis 

Dempsey's Bar, ne 
Dave Dennis 

Sherry's, ne 
Bernie Dolen 

Pennsylvania, h 
Jimmy Dorsey 

Commodore, 
Sai Dowell 

Plaza, h 
Eddy Duchin 

Village Barn, ne 
Segar Ellis 

Monte Carlo, ne 
Gaston 

Pepper Pot, n 
Gentlemen of Rhythm 

Edison- h 
Gray Gordon 

Savoy, b 
Erskine Hawkins 

Park Central, Is 
Abe Lyman 

Stork Club. ne 
Ernie Holst 

Essex House, h 
Bill McCune 

Park Lane, h 
Hal Hope 

Cafe Society. ae 
Jimmy 

Brick Club, 
Johnson 

ne 
Emperor Jones 

New Capitol, ne 
Louie Jordon 

Tocé s Village Brewery, no 
Jerry King 

Rainbow Room, ne 
Manuel King 

Club Morris, nc 
Ray King 

Hickory House, ac 
John Kirby 

Cotton Club, ne 
Andy Kirk 

Cocktail Lounge- Astor, no 
Dick Kuhn 

St. Regis, h 
Jules Lande 

White, h 
Lou Lang 

Billy Roses Aquacade, 1 

Vincent Lopez 
El Chico, ne 

Hugo Mariant 
Music Bar, ne 

Don Mario 
Fiesta, no 

Harry James 
Place. h 

Amodie. 
bshard 

Paul Martell 
Leon B Eddies, ce 

Lou Martin 
Bt. Regis, h 

Don Martin 
Roosevelt, h 

Frankie Masters 
Casino Russo. ne 

Nicholas Matthey 
McAlpin, h 

L 
Johnny 

, 

Jose Morand 
Kelly's Stables, ne 

Roy Eldrigde 
Belvidere, h 

Bob Norris 
LaMartinique, r 

Val Olman 
Dempsey's Broadway Bor, ne 

Manuel Ovando 
Versailles, r 

Panchito 
Park Central h 

Pancho 
Beachcomber, r 

Bobby Parks 
Arcadia, b 

Teddy Powell 
Vanguard, no 

Clarence Profit 
Versailles, 

Charles Reader 
LeRuban Bleu, ne 

Casper Reardon 
Paradise. r 

Leo Reisman 
Greenwich Village Casino. ne 

George Renard 
Torch Club. ne 

Rhythmic Strings 
Royal R ardel 
Montparnasse, r 

Dick Ridgely 
Piccadilly, h 

Juno Bartel 
Havana -Madrid, r 

Juanito Sanabria 
St. Regis, h 

Hal Saunders 
Gloria Palest. r 

Mitchell Schuster 
Hollywood Cabaret 

Siboney Orch. 
Lincoln, b 

Chas. Barnet 
Kelly's Stables, ne 

Spirits of Rhythm 
Marta's, ne 

Syd Fox 
Monte Carlo, r 

Ted Streeter 
Cafe Society, ne 

Joe Sullivan 
Commodore, h 

Paul Tisen 
Waldorf- Astoria. h 

Orrin Tucker 
Village Barn, ne 

Lee Walters 
Orangerie- Astor, h 

Sande- Willia ms 
Rainbow Grill, e 

Barry Winton 
Essex House, h 

Charlie Wright 
Belmont -Plaza, h 

Zito 
Bal Taberrin. ne 

Eugene lelesniek 
Armonk 

Log Cabin, no 
Ray Herbeck 
Rochester 

Sagamore, h 
Jack 

Encras, 
Rollickers 

Se 
Skeeter Palmer 
Saratoga Springs 

Newman 's Lake House, ne 
Bernie Collins 
Rye 

Glen Island Casino, r 
Bobby Byrne 

Westchester. on 
Al Skinner 
Staten Island 

Barney Spinell¢ s, cc 
Lesse Layne 
Syracuse 

Syracuse, h 
Art Barker 

Syracuse, h 
Johnny McGee 

Childs, r 
Henry Jerome ugïs,r 
Mickey Mann 

Rossas, h 
Norm Mesirvey 

Cl. 
eon 

Cando, 
e oyke 

Child's, r 
Christine Street 
Waterloo 

Franklin, h 
Stan Sell 

Westchester, ea 

Don Touri 
Williamsville 

Glen Casino, cc 
Ray Keating 
White Lake 

Rex's, ec 
Iry Siegel 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Monroe 

Rendezvous, ne 
Emsley Armlield 
Tarboro 

Dragon. ne 
Ed Wilkerson 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Grand Forks 

115 Club, ne 
Dude Kimball 

OHIO 
Akron 

Mayflower, h 
Johnny Pineapple 

Merry-Go- Round. ao 
Arden Wilson 
Brookfield 

Sandy Framer's, b 
Frankie Reinhart 
Buckeye Lake 

Lake Breeze Pier, b 
Paul Hand 
Cincinnati 

Netherland- Plaza, h 
Gardner Benedict 

Southern Tavern, r 
Teddy King 

Old Vienna, r 
Korn Kabblers 

Gibson, h 
Bobby Peters 

Sign of the Drum, ne 
Charlie Spivak 
Cleveland 

Carter, h 
Mel Emerson 

Cleveland, h 
Ted Fio Rito 

Monaco's Cl., ne 
Jules Duke 

Airway Cale, ne 
Troy Singer 

Holleaden, h 
SaMMy Watkins 
Columbus 

ne 
Paul 

Arabian, 
Decker 

Club Gloria, se 
Al Freemont 

New Ritz Club, ne 
Kenny Hoffman 

Jai 
Munson 

tic 
Compton 

State, r 
' Ernie McKay 

Ft. Hayes 
Maria Karst. 

Palm Gardens, ne 
Eddie Sant 

Riviera Club, ne 
Paul Teal 

Ro3xryy c 
BiIÍ Tye 
Ironton 

Ritzy Ray Club, ne 
Al Shelf 
Steubenville 

HI Hat Club, ac 
Mel Crocker 

Half Moon Club, ne 
Had Williams 
Toledo 

Merest, h 
Al Apollon 

University 
Johnny Burnett 

Trianon, b 
Elliott Hoyt 

Alger, r 
Johnny MarzhoR 

Senor, h 
Paul Spor 

Willard, h 
Wanda S Her Escorts 
Youngstown 

Ohio, h 
Gerry Gerard 

Cavaliers Elms, b 

Jungle Club 
Jack Rudolph 

Mansion, b 
Lee Dixon 
Zanesville 

Rogge, h 
Wells Ross 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma City 

Spring Lake Pk., b 
Bill Cansen 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Bridgeport 

Colonial Inn. h 
Al Ray 
Chester 

E1 Rancho Club 
Lew ledd 

El Rancho, ne 
Bobby Sandy 
Erie 

Moose Club. ne 
Ken Smith 
Norristown 

Castle Cole Cafe, no 
Lewis Lloyd 
Philadelphia 

Embassy Club, ne 
Pedro Blanco 

Benny The Bum's, na 
Happy Felton 

Jack Lynch's, ne 
Neil Fontaine 

Falls Tavern, ne 
Jack Griffin 

Little Rathskeller 
Victor Hugo 

Philadelphian, h 
Kings Jesters 

Venice Grill, ne 
Viola Kiaiss 

Cathay Tea Gardens. tee 
Earl Moyer 

Kays, ne 
Fran O'Hanlon 

Palumbó s, no 
Howard Reynolds 

Walton, h 
Vincent Rimo 
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OLA RED-CA1)S 
Smaller Diameter Dry Electrolytics 

SPEEIDI 

Write for Catalog 

SOLAR MPG. CORP. Bayonne, New Jersey 

A KNOCK OUT 
Universal's "KO" model, just out, super micro- 
phone value. Hi- output crystal unit. Output 
level 48 db. below one volt per bar. Freq. range 
50 -6000 CPS. Incl. 10 ft. cable. Accessories en- 
ables "KO" to be suspended, as hand $1625 
mike, or desk or floor stand. LISt 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. LTD. 
INGLEWOOD 

Deal Direct- Factory Prices 
Mang models to choose 
from et wholesale prices. 

Portable. batterytmet, $8.98 
n. Car tit 511.75 s. 

Console,. all-wave. pt,. 
Samples at 50% off. FREE 
1940 barzain 

c 
t ̀ log giving 

details of 10 day FREE 
trial, a ant's proposition. 
discounts. Write today. GOLDENTONE 
RADIO CO., Dept. RN. Dearborn, 

COIL REWINDING SERVICE 
9,999 servicemen from California to Maine are 

"tickled" with our coil rewinding service. Prompt 
service -low prices. beautiful workmanship. Send in 
any defective or good coil for duplication - State 
slake and frequency, if known. Write for coil re- 
winding bulletin, Radio roils designed -1 or loon. 

BARBER & HOWARD, Inc. 
EAST AVENUE 

WESTERLY RHODE ISLAND 
Engineers and Coil Specialists 

RADIO Mgt 
Intensive, specialized course, including trong basis in 

and electrical engineering, advanced 
Radio Theory and Design. Modern laboratory. Low 
tuition. Self -help opportunities. Also 2 -year courses in 
Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Me- 
chanical Engineering. Participation in Civilian Pilot 
Training Program. Enter September 3,. December. 
March, June. Catalog. 
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
770 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne, Ind. 

RADIO COURSES 
Start September 

RADIO OPERATING- BROADCASTING 
RADIO SERVICING -a practical course 
RADIO AMATEUR CODE TELEVISION 

ELECTRONICS -1 yr, day course. 2 yrs. eve. 
Day and Evening Classes. Booklet upon Request. 

New York Y. M. C. A. Schools 
7 W. 63rd St. New York City 

RADIO 
ENGINEERING, 
broadcasting, aviation and police radio, servicing, marine 
radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and 
railway accounting taught thoroughly. 48 weeks' Engi- 
neering course equivalent to 3 years of college radio work. 
All expenses low. Catalog free. School established 1874. 

Dodge's Institute, Oak St., Valparaiso, lad. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Gÿó pi . °a: 
nlectrieal field. P nvpe eyourself at Low Cost, for securo 

future. Modern Be lifioá nyone car, understand giiickle. 

RADIO ENGINEERING " ,i rndin, ibue 
address. trchoiectrir. work. Trains 

to be ueser- service man. real vacnum-tuhe technìoi;n. Experimental 
kite furnished. Diplom; on rthcr e o,,, 

p,1.nor 
c u , rl1 325. Deferred n Yment LOW 

AS 
'Z5 b available. W 'te for tree ,,pins ,,f chnol 

LOW tclogs, codent m ;sneinee. full details, 

BEND NOW! 
LINCOLN ENGINEERING SCHOOL, Boa 931 -R 19, LINCOLN Nebr, 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY 
RCA Institutes offer an intensive course 
of high standard embracing all phases 
of Radio and Television. Practical 
training with modern equipment at New 

York and Chicago schools. Also special. 
Ized courses and Home Study Courses under "No 
obligation" plan. Catalog Dept. RN -40. 

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
A Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 Varlok St., New York 1 154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 

Evergreen Casks. ne 
Pat Shevlin 

Lido Venice, r 
Harry Wharton 

Stamp's Cafe. ne 
Bert Lerninch 
Pittsburgh 

Harlem Casino, ne 
Ray Honey 

Wm. Penn, h 
Billy Canzone 

Old Shay Gardens; an 
Nelson Maples 

Sky-Vue, b 
Tommy Dolan 

Schenley, h 
Billy Hinds 

Harlem Casino, ac 
Honey Boy 

Bill Green's Casino, ne 
lack MacLean 

Nixon, 
Al Marsico 

Yacht Club, ne 
Herman Middleman 

Anchorage, r 
Hugh. Morton 

Union Grill, 
Frank Notate 

Plaza. r 
Jimmy Peyton 

Club Petite, nc 
Pete Piccolo 

We,. Penn, h 
Lang Thompson 

Bachelor's Club. ne 
Al Turner 
Reading 

Black b Tan Club, ne 
Blondie Dusenbury 

RHODE ISLAND 
Providence 

Biltmore, b 
Rudolph Friml, Jr. 

Narragansett, h 
Grant Thompson 
Tiverton 

Slone Bridge Inn, ne 
Kemp Read 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 

Casino, b 
Richard Diggona 

Claridge Hotel, h 
Herbie Holmes 
Bill Courtney 
Nashville 

Andrew Jackson, h 
Adrian McDowell 

Hermitage, h 
Francs Craig 

TEXAS 
Amarillo 

Aviatrix Club, ne 
lack Fuller 

Nat. b 
Ernie Palmqulst 

Mayfair, rrc 
Carlton Scales 
Beaumont 

Neptune, ne 
Ray Hummel 
Dallas 

Eighth Ave. Club, an 
jack Lee 

Plantation Club, ne 
Bob Millar 

Baker, h 
Paul aendarvis 

Abe b Peppÿ s, ne 
Don Persell 

Adolphus, h 
Terry Shand 

White Rock Showboat, se 
Jimmy Stewart 

Baker, h 
Ran Wilde 
Ft. Worth 

400 Club, ne 
Sandy Sandifer 
Galveston 

Sportsman's Club, nC 
toe Lobe 

Tremont Tavern, ne 
loe Martinez 

Crossroad, as 
Bill Merrill 
Houston 

San J 

a 
ei ton Inn, cc 

Bernie Clements ' 

End O'Main, b 
Bernie Belle 

Reno Club, ne 
Al Lobe 

Stuart's. nc 
Dusty Himes 

South Dinner CI., ne 
Peck Kelley 

Lamar. h 
Leo Prousee 

Blossom Heath, ne 
Paul Sparks 

Rice 
Raspy Weeks 

Roseland, b 
Benny Woodworth 
Orange 

Grove, nc 
Don Harper 
San Antonio 

Club Laurel, n 
Ernest Ulmer 
Wichita 

Club Weseman, n 
Bernie Marcelle 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City 

Utah, h 
Oily Bisset 

VIRGINIA 
Lynchburg 

Merry Carden, b 
Bill Loren 
Prince George 

New Bohemia, n 
John "Leks 
Richmond 

Taetille Gardens, ne 
AN Mooney 

Top Hal, ne 
Deno LeRoy 

Roseland, b 

e 
Happy Pals 

Westwood, 
Bubbles Becker 
Virginia Beach 

Cavalier, h 
Clyde Luckas 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Capitel. t 

Max 7:nder 
Casino Royale, ne 

i:ddlo Wald 
Mayfair, n 

Ly!c Stnith 

Melody Carden. ne 
Roy Sanders. Sylvanians 

Gay Nineties. b 
Al Oddono 

Lounge Riviera, ne 
Pete Macias 

Earle. l 
Joe Lonbardi 

Mayflower, h 
Dick Koons 

Glen Echo Pk., h 
Paul Kain 

Troika, ne 
Sasha Lucas 

Earle, r 
Glenn Hardman 

Flagship. ne 
Sam Korman 

Del Rio. ce 
Irving Fields 

Carlton, h 
Gnome Duffy. 

Nightingale, ne 
Bill Downer 

Hamilton, h 
Milt Davis 

Gayety, 
Collidge Davis 

Wardman Park, h 
Don Beslor 

Shoreham. h 
Barnes 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 

Ranch, ne 
boles Buhono 

Trianon. b 
Hal Grayson 

Dutchman, r 
Palmer Johnson 

Chinese oGardens, ne 

Oasis. 
e Bern ieStephens 

Avalon, b 
Billy Stewart 

Senator, b 
Ship Winder 

Maynard, ne 
Benny 'Nttitte 

Showbox, 
Ted Lewis 

Crescent 
Dale Fitzsimmons 

S. S. North Sea 
Eleotrions 
Mt. Rainier 

Paradise, h 
The Clubman 

Winthrop, h 
Louie Greiner 

Rau's Inn, no 
Little Peppers 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Charleston 

Gypsy Village, ne 
lack Currane 
White Sulphur Springs 

Greenbrier, h 
Lon Choosy 

WISCONSIN 
Frederic 

Dunham, 
Ken Harris 
Hilbert 

Red Raven Inn, ne 
Lawrence Duchow 
Madison 

Top Hat, ne 
Jimmy Fay 

Parkside Bar, ne 
Freddie Reed 

Cl. Chanticleer, ne 
Keith Roberts 
Milwaukee 

Oasis, ne 
Bert Bailey 

Paris, b 
lack Chapman 

East Side Spa, ne 
Bill Davison 

Moaeglow, 
jimmy Dudley Ttb 
bey Feldstein 

Eagles, b 
Bob Garrity 

Club Madrid, ne 
Paul Gordon 

Paris, b 
Joe Cumin 

Chateau, 
Stan Jacobson 

Schroeder, h 
terry Livingston 

Wisconsin Roof 
Frank Merkin 

Molitor's, no 
Happy Nelson 

Town b Country Club, ne 
Benny Shorch 

Eagles, b 
Steven Swedish 
Niagara 

Casino Club, n o 
Frank Corsi 
Walwcorth 

Phelps, 
The Northerners 
Wisconsin Rapids 

Witter, h 
Bill Horvath 

WYOMING 
Casper 

Gladstone, h 
Verne Wilson 

CANADA 
B. C., Vancouver 

Vancouver, h 
Kenny, Mart 
Brandon, Manitoba 

Imperial, b 
Roy Brown 
Burlington, Ontario 

Lido Deck -Brant Inn. ne 
Morgan Thomas 
Burlington, Ontario 

BrFriank Bogart 
Byron, Ontario 

S niegbankoPk., 
b 

Fronk 
Geraldton, Ontario 

Ewington, b 
Tom Beatty 
N. S., Halifax 

Nova Scotian, h 
Don Low 
Hamilton. Ontario 

Royal Connaught. h 
all Androw.v 
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Your Own Experience 
Backed by Modern Training 

Should Prepare You for a 

GOOD JOB IN RADIO 
Your radio experience is a valuable asset in 
preparing for a career in the professional 
field. Many top engineers and others in 
radio today turned their "hobby into a ca- 
reer" and now enjoy good technical jobs. 
You have the same opportunity, by applying 
your inherent love for radio to a planned, 
proven course of training. C.R.E.I. courses 
are selected by men in the industry who 
realize that technical training is the difference 
between "just a job" and a real future in 
radio! Among our students are many ama- 
teurs who are now heading into good engi- 
neering jobs ... hundreds of men in more 
than 300 broadcasting stations . - . more than 
700 radiomen in the Navy ... scores of air- 
ways men. C.R.E.I. training must bring 
results. May we show you why? 

Your Choice of HOME STUDY 

or RESIDENCE Training in PRACTICAL 

RADIO & TELEVISION ENGINEERING 

The Home Study Way 
A spare -time study plan 
covering every important 
phase of Radio and Tele- 
vision Engineering. Per- 
sonalized instruction serv- 
ice and helpful guidance. A 
modern course for men in 
the radio industry. 

The Residence Course 

A thorough one -year course 
at the school in Washing- 
ton, D. C. Combines 
theory with practice on 
modern, working equip- 
ment, 95% of graduates 
during past 5 years stepped 
into new jobs. 

-To help us answer intelligently your in- 
quiry. please state briefly your radio experience, 
education, present position -and whether you 
are interested in Home Study or Residence 
training. 

Write for Free Copy of Booklet: 
"A Tested Plan for A Future in Radio" 

Read all the facts for yourself. 
This interesting booklet may 
hold the answer to your future 
success. Sent without obliga- 
tion. Write today! 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. RN -7, 3224 -16th St., N. W. WASH., D. C. 

Burroughs 
CASH REGISTERS 
LOW PRICES -EASY TERMS 
COLORS TO HARMONIZE 

WITH SURROUNDINGS 
For a free demonstration call the nearest 

Burroughs office or write - 
BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE CO. 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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HOW STRODG IS THE 

ITALIAII AIR FORCE? 
How many military planes has Il Duce at 
his command? What effect did the Civil 
War in Spain have on Italy's air power? 
How do Mussolini's planes compare with 
the ships of England, France and Germany? 
Why are engine design and production the 
weakest departments in Italian aviation? 
Leonard H. Engel, who has just returned 
from war -torn Europe, answers these im- 
portant questions for you in an authoritative 
account of the Italian air force. 

Turn to page 10 of your July P.A. 

ELIMIfATIi1G THE 

SPill At1D STALL 
"He spun in" or "he stalled and dived to 
the ground" describes the fate of the ma- 
jority of pilots who have lost their lives in 
aviation. To prevent the recurrence of such 
accidents is the aim of the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority. The Air Safety Board recently 
made a careful study of the death -dealing 
spin and stall. Their significant findings and 
recommendations to the C. A. A. are 
brought to you in the July issue of the 
world's leading aviation magazine. 

by TOM HARDIN Chairman, Air setety Boara 
Civil Aeronautics Authority 

AIRCRAFT 

OH PARADE 
The whole thrilling story of the aviation in- 
dustry ... from its legendary beginnings of 
the Winged Horse and the Magic Carpet to 
its present era of ultra- modern transports 

. now is on view at the old Smithsonian 
building in Washington, D. C. Plan to take 
a trip through this intensely interesting air- 
craft museum via the July P. A. Like the 
spine- tingling exhibit itself, you'll find this 
article dramatic, entertaining, instructive 
and guaranteed to pump the pulse of any 
air enthusiast. Don't miss itl 

by EDWARD LAWSON 

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE MANY GREAT ARTICLES ON 
AVIATION YOU WILL THOROUGHLY ENJOY IN THE BIG JULY 

Now On Sale At All Newsstands-25c 

(Continued from page 59) 
manage to get linen up on that band and have some time on their hands in daytime to work the ten meter band at time it is real hot then all at once the whole band fades out. That's the way here in the old seventh district. Wonder if this same in other parts. Will name a few of the bunch that are working ten now. WIDEN Bill- ings, Mont. W7FTX Corvalis, Mont. W7GZI 
Cheyenne, Wyo. W7FFW and W7FFx of Cody, Wyo., and W7FFW also reports working a W4 in Atlanta, Georgia, on the 160 meter band using about 25 watts. 

The Army Net on 1945 kc. has folded up in this neck of the woods till next fall and had 
a very fine net this past season, seem as though 
we are going to be transferred from the 8th corps area to the 9th corps area for drill next fall. Marion George formerly W7CDF The Old Man of the Mountains, was one of a few that passed the code test in presence of the R. I. at Billings. Mont., t'other day and took the exam. Marion was Down South by the Border when his former license ran out and did not get them renewed but here is hoping he makes the grade again. Seems as though he is unlucky with licenses, his folks's house burned down once and burned his license and took him right smart while before he got all straightened out. 

W7F%O had the misfortune to have his 1945 Army net Xtal go bad on him and therefore was not on the army drill last few drill periods. If any you hams go through the Yellowstone National Park this Summer and don't look me up I will QRM you all winter or something al- though I get my mail at Luther. I don't live far from Redlodge, Mont. Just inquire of the assistant postmaster in Redlodge, and he tell you exactially where I have my shack, in the Land of the Pink Snow. 

FROM the mail bag: 
Sir, 

After a pause of about nine months, here's that man with the purple ribbon again! 
Since our last letter we have seen the Ham - chatter column grow by leaps and bounds, be- cdming more interesting as the amount of mate- rial submitted increases. Despite this, we have a complaint: in vain have we watched the col- umns for the warming sight of another "fish story" by 9ISR! What's the matter with John, anyway. Ever since our last letter, he has made himself very conspicuous by his absence. Don't 

give up, John. This unrest has caused all our activities to dwindle considerably. No longer 
do we stay up all night with the soldering iron in hand, trying to read a schematic through the smoke. Why, we've even given up our work 
on the invention of ours with the four knobs, to attach on a Communications Rcvr. Turning the first knob would slow up code (for begin- 
ners and 160 men). Knob number two trans- lates foreign broadcasts into English (even those super -quick South Americans) ; knob the third 
is used when one misses an important announce- ment about the Fluffy -Wuffy Soapsie Contest, be- cause its function is to repeat everything that has been said in the last two minutes. Ah! 
Now for knob number four! That is our very special achievement; it is reserved for use on a 
QSO with a good DX station. When some fiend- in-human ( ?)-form puts an RAC sig of 18 kw. 
on the DX just as he answers you, you turn the knob, and socko ! -a monkey wrench comes fly- ing out of the QRMing ham's rcvr, and hits 
him on the cranium, thus eliminating further 
QRM, cuss words, and torn DX maps! 

So you see, Ed, what a calamity has been 
caused by our failure to develop these inven- 
tions -all on account of our laziness. Now we don't even engage in the annual task of remov- 
ing the cobwebs from the pp801's. We don't 
even get up to turn the volume control on the 
BC set: all we do is phone (from the divan) 
the engineer at the local BC Station and tell him 
to cut down the power on his rig. 

Trusting that this raving has in no way 
impaired the peaceful progress at Ye Ed's office, 
and that you will forgive us for this outburst, 
we remain, V. T. Y. W9MGH. 

NOW that the dx contest and the sunspots 
are a thing of the past, W8LEC rolled up 

the most points of any one in the Detroit vicin- ity with his 229 contacts in 22 countries for a 
total of 1,094,800 points. 

W8RK entertained the members of the M.C. 
R.C. at one of their recent meetings with a fb 
travel movie. 

W800L has a 112 meg rig in his flying ma- 
chine and he is working some dx up there too. 
He would like also to make some skeds and 
QSO with the gang while flying around the city. 

At a recent meeting of the Great Lakes Ama- 
teur Phone Association, Emery Lee the RI gave 
an interesting talk on Amateur Regulations and 
violations. He cited the many violations made 
by the hams and good naturedly told the hams 
to begin to clean their house before the FCC 
makes more drastic regulations. 

W8UOX is a new ham here -abouts, he was formerly VE3OW in Canada. Welcome back into 
the ranks of hams, OB. He plans to have a CW 
rig going soon. 

W8TQP has been doing some listening on the 
21A meter band, claims that he cannot hear any 
sigs. Is your receiver working, OB, hi? 

Speaking of 2,/2 meter band, W8SLJ has com- 
pleted his new 112 meg transceiver, he also is 
looking for contacts. 

W8FTT spent recently a few days in a local 
hospital for a back injury sustained while 
"rassling" with a large bottle of water. We 
wonder if it was water, anyway we offer our 
well wishes for a speedy recovery. 

WBQNA has completed his new 150 watt sup- 
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pressor- grid -modulated rig and win be on 160. 
W8MPX is thinking of giving up ham radio 

for his other hobby, photography, sorry to hear 
of it, OM. 

W8REJ must heard of the saying, "when the 
cats away the mice will play," as he learned 
when he returned from a trip to California that 
three of his best pals had been courting his yl 
friend and also using his 866s. 

On April 28 the Twelfth Annual Michigan 
Hainfest was held in Ypsilanti, a good time was 
held by all hams and swls. Many a fellow went 
home with a prize under his arm. W8CMP, 
President of the ARRL was the principal speaker 
together with W1LVQ. 

Welcome to W8NBM who has moved up here 
in Ecorse from Ohio. 

W8KXK has moved to a new QTH in North 
Detroit, where he has plenty of the open spaces 
for all kinds of antennas. He will be doing his 
stuff on 160 as usual. 

W8COW of Saginaw was a recent visitor to 
Detroit calling on friends. 

W8RJI the super low -power ham has increased 
his power from his former 1.1 watts. 

W1LVQ of the ARRL gave an interesting talk 
on League policies on Apr. 26th at the Law- 
rence Institute of Technology, an informal dis- 
cussion followed. 

W8LVR, "8 Little Violet Rays," has a new 
name for his cat who he had been calling 'Tom- 
my" till now. Tommy has had three kittens, 
so hereafter will be renamed Annabelle. Just a 
case of mistaken identity, hi. 

This winds up on the dope from the Detroit 
gang until next month, so 73 es C U AGN. 
LEE MASON, W8SPK. 

BY Bud Crawford, W9BDO: 
W9ADJ cum on one forenoon testing a 

powerfull lit 18 watt cathode mod OL6 rig, es 
wid mi 3 watt vibrpalc rig here, we did quite 
well thank -you for an 1 ilk hour QSO on 75F. 
Still admire Clyde for his keeping a FB receiving 
layout to match his excellent layout of xmtrs- 
999 times out of a 1,000 it won't be his fault in 
having inadequate reception of any ham who 
hears his sign. Nosed out some "noose" from 
Clyde about the neighboring "hams" es a promise 
of a picture of his basement "shack" located 
in one of the canyons west of Rapid City in the 
scenic Black Hills of South Dakota. 

W9YOB "Wally" gave 160 F quite a whirl 
last winter using enough power the BCLs "heard 
him FB," but is now back on his beloved 40CW; 
tho like other considerate locals there, he also uses 
a "junk -box" 160F xmtr to ragchew around the 
burg wid. W9YKY, W9YJX, W9GCW, W9APT, 
W9BLK, WOSWV, W9AKO, W9ANW also hay - 
wired up these small 160F xmtrs and use 'em to 
"argufy" around town and once in a while a lit 
farther -hope the BCLs there appreciate their 
consideration; know we who would be in nuis- 
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ance -range of larger powered outfits do -to ad 
variety to their CW outfits on various bands, 
there in Rapid City, 

W9GLA is present call of an old time active 
CW ham there in 1928 -29, and he is using "con- 
siderable soup" on CW net freqs for S. Dakota 
state. 

W9KNV shaking his fist on 40 and 80 -no 
"foam." 

W9IWT -I Wont Talk -he sez, so uses finger 
movements. 

W9HYH -Hot Young Ham -also finger -QSOs 
and saves his jaw. He was formerly from Chad - 
ron, Nebraska, but now Rapid Cityite. ADJ sed 
he got to cogitating and figgering and found out 
he was "godfather" to at least 26 hams as 
Clyde is about only Class "A" ham in that part 
of the hills who can give "C" exams -no RI in 
there for mani years either. Clyde is RR mail 
clerk as a means of acquiring the "wherewith" 
for his ham experiments. He ops on about all 
bands from 10 -160 wid varying power and rigs. 

Abt a 60 -ft. high W8JK -beam for 20 which gives 
him globe -coverage. A ZL a year ago on 75F 
both ends is "it" for tt band. Imagine all of 
you readers have "Clyde's" in your localities 
and state -hope so, for of W9ADJ personifies 
mi idea of a real good fellow with an "actual 
RST 599X rating." I often snicker when I re- 
member what a good ardent CW ham Clyde usta 
be "way back when" I first QSOd him via CW, 
es nil later wid me on voice arguing for him to 
become civilized es use fone -I finally won out 
as I most always do when the other guy has -to 
"try and copy" my weak -wristed sending. Have 
driven mani a ham to gab! 

W9BDF Prof. Mack of Mobridge, S. Dak. is 
about ready to turn the kids loose and dismiss 
skool til fall, and enjoy his annual fishing trips, 
as I write this. "Mae" goes to the "Land of 
10,000 Lakes" and doubtless craves a "Wall 
Eyed Pike" about a fundamental wavelength of 
21/2 meters long to place among his piscatorial 
QSLs! 

W5EAK -9 now at Blunt, So. Dak. using a 30 
watt 6L6 cathode mod rig on 160-75-20 is hying 
lotsa fun as usual! Nuked Hon. Milo on his 
13th weddin' anni es he was warbling to me 
abt it's "Bein' 13 yrs wid the wrong OW "- 
likely Opal the "P.S." wud sing it "Wrong OM" 
after awl these yrs! Milo cudn't make ani of 
his "Polecatz" hr him; so another morn I 
caught W9FLZ es Milo at same time es then 
they "boined me up" for writn' abt 'em in 
past; but when we cotched W5AOX "ol Ox" fm 
Okla outa the S -W pasture, the Polecats were 
really smelling high tt A.M. ! 

W9BJV. Apparently Stan is doin' sum experi- 
menting on the Ultra- highs. whilst his "tired - 
man" Cliff W9URQ duz the wrk. 

W9FLM Jerry tries to keep a Sunday morn 
sked on 75F wid his bro W7HEY for family 
gossip. Usin' a lone 849 as mod now but wind- 
ing up a new trans so he can use two- of -'en}. 

W9HJV Yankton "Ed" is hrd back on 16OF 
agan, es Ed reports two new hams W9JMO with 
12 W to a 6L6, and W9JEL both on around 
1895 kcs. 

W9HRR sez no -news when I querried him, 
xcept he is finding 160 in it's seasonal slump 
so will hafta go back on 40CW agn. 

W90XC gave me a "man bites dawg" report 
one forenoon when WSDWG and I answered his 
CQ on 75F. Lo these mani yrs have I bn get - 
tin' reports of bein' QRMd by W9DWG if I op'd 
on 3915 kc end, but `Red" reversed report by 
telling me I was way on top of Burt. Even 
when he was using batt pwr Burt's sig has al- 
ways bn vy FB in strength thruout the yrs. 

Got big kick outa hearing QSO by . W9MKD 
"Bob" the BC op of Bismarch, N. Dale. and 
W9EKP the printer Don of Gothenburg, Nebr. 
"Bob" was relating his experiences at KFYR 
Easter morn when "X's" hit, and he was all by 
his lonesome trying to keep some sort of modu- 
lation going thru the old boiler when the NBC 
lines were put out of commission by excess volt- 
age up around 500 volts generated by `Mama 
Nature" and added to regular 1.73 volt line 
potential which is normal. "Bob" sed lines got 
back to normal just before relief op cum on 
duty. Hi. MKD specializes on making record- 
ings and canned and tin- canned Don with appro- 
priate side -remarx. Hi. 

W9PRE -9 has been heard "testing" on 75F 
from Devils Lake, N. D. 

W9VAE is sort of helping keep Minot, N. Dak. 
"aired." 

W5AKZ and W5HNR still elicit a snigger outs 
me wid their 75M fone rag- blast -chaws in the 
eves. with "B. & S. B. Network." 

W9DGR Marshal, Mo. is. being called consider- 
able on 75 lately. 

W9IIS Irate Irish Skooltecher" another 
`show -me' on 75. 

WSADM "In Beautiful Texas" has been heard 
these mani years on the lo-freq end of 160 
chatting with locals and DX there. 

W5AYC -a yaller cat -160 QRM to the BCLs 
of Cliffton. 

W5EPZ comes to us from Irving, as we 
"hear'd it." 

W5HRQ represents the northwest part of 
Oklahoma as best he can. 

W5HXI wid his "power co's delito" was heard 
discussing generators driven by a V -8 engine with 
W5EZJ. 

W5EST Bartlesville helped eliminate QRM on 
75 one Sunday morn by joining up on high frog 
end with WODWF, W9YWW and miself. 

WODWF shud be able to hear 'em as Gawge had 
a pre -selector on his receiver to co- operate with 
his gud xmtr. Stan W9YWW -young, wild & 

wooly- really was making more than his share 
of noise on 75 that morn with his 6L6 14W inp 
mod class "A" into a 1/2-wave doublet; and told 
us he hunted, fished and swam in his spare time 
when radio was slack. 

Vy nice QSO wid W9PJY Brookfield, Ill. a 
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YOU CAN BECOME A MONEY- MAKING RADIO EXPERT 

You Learn Easily in 
Your Spare Hours 

By Doing Many Experiments with 
Up -To -Date Equipment 

Here's a really fine. up - to - the - minute 
Radio and Television Training that's spe- 
cially designed to give you quick results. 
TRAINING PREPARES YOU FOR GOOD 
RADIO JOBS ... AT EXCELLENT PAY. 
My training starts right at the beginning 
of Radio . unfolds each subject in a 
simplified, logical, understandable style. 
You easily learn Television, Electronics. 
Facsimile Radio. Radio Set Repair and 
Installation Work, etc. 
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED 
It makes no difference what your educa- 
tion has been. I can lit you for a good - 
paying Radio job. Your success is my full 
responsibility. 
YOU GET PROFESSIONAL TEST EQUIPMENT PLUS 

EXPERIMENTAL OUTFITS 
Includes lit Radio Parts (to build complete Re- 

ceiver), Tools, All -Wave, All-Purpose Analyzer, and Ex- 
perimental Outfits for conducting actual experiments with 
your own hands. 

I Supply 

ALL PURPOSE ANALYZER 

Í' 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
My BUSINESS BUILDERS show you 
how to pant your Equipment to practi- 
cal 1 handling actual money-mak- 
ing Radio Service Jobs shortly after 
you begin training. 

SERVICEMEN 
I offer Advanced Training 
for those already in Ra- 
dio. Get coMplete details in my FREE 52 -page Book. 

The Sprayberry Course 
is Sold Under a Money- 

bark Agreement 

epiy 
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RUSH -COUPON j' ,BIG.FREE BOON 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
F. L. Sprayberry, Pres. 
325 -G University Place, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Please send me FREE Copy of 
"How TO MAKE MONEY IN RADIO." 

Name Age 

Address 

City State 
Tear off this coupon, mail in enve- 
lope paste penny postcard. 
Servicemen-Check here 

/VPRNITAGVISDTE 

144141 Po° RADID 

Complete Selections 

Guaranteed Quality 
Replacement 

Parts 
Everything you need in the 
way of exact duplicate or 
universal replacement or re- 
pair parts. Tubes, condensers. 
resistors, transformers, hard - 
ttare, tools, etc. Leading 
brands. Every item guaran- 
teed. Prices are low. Clean 
fresh stock. 

Latest Radio Sets 
A model for every purse and 
purpose. Midgets, Battery 

Portables, Table Models, Consoles, and Phono - 
Radio combinations -for operation on AC, DC, or 
battery power. 

Public Address Equipment 
A complete line of amplifiers, microphones, speaker 
baffles and accessories for every type of instal- 
lation- permanent, portable and mobile. Ampli- 
fiers from 5 to 100 watts. 

Auto Radios & Accessories 
Complete auto radio section -lists the latest and 
finest auto radios, aerials, vibrators, custom panel 
controls, suppressors, padding condensers, pilot and 
dash lights, etc. 

New Electrical Appliances 
Extra profits for you! Standard Brand Electric 
Irons, Grills, Toasters, Percolators, Waffle Irons, 
Vacuum Cleaners, Clocks, Mixers, etc., at lowest 
prices. 

SAVE MONEY AT RADOLEK 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
The RADOLEK CO. 
601 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Dept. B-43 
Send the latest Radio Profit Guide FREE. 

Name 

Address Dealer? 

Experimenter? Serviceman? .Amateur? 
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TRAINING DOGS FOR PROTECTION 
A dog trained for sheer protection of life and property is definitely an asset to the home. 
Step by step, Otto Wenzel, one of the country's leading dog trainers, tells exactly how 
your dog, through methodical exercises in training, can be taught to attack and catch 
offenders; fight off men with guns and knives, and disarm them; guard your automobile 
against theft and your children against kidnapers. 

by J. JULIUS FANTA 

A11I AL EXTRAS FOR 

HOLLYWOOD 
Here's a fascinating story about Curly Twiford, noted 
Hollywood animal trainer, and his money -making pets. 
From a stray dog and a pair of love birds, Twiford has 
built up a business that provides any kind of an animal 
for the most exotic of Hollywood scripts. Don't fail to 
read about "Josephine," his famous rat, and the scores of 
other Twiford "stars" who earn as much as $50 a day! 

by FRANK CUNNINGHAM 

MY FAVORITE DOG 
Meet Sunnybank Gray Dawn, Albert Payson Terhuné s 
favorite dog! This silver -and -white "merle" collie, who 
was the world's most bumptious and clownish pup, 
developed into a magnificent giant of a dog. Read how 
Gray Dawn, by the time he was a year old, dropped his 
hundred mischievous antics and ceased to be a crazy 
puppy; how he sought pathetically hard to become a 
decent canine citizen; how, to his life's end, he could not 
get over the unconscious trait of doing the wrong thing 
at the wrong time ... a part of Uray Dawn's nature, a 
part of his lovableness and queer charm. 

by ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE 

Here, in PETS, the only magazine of its kind on 
earth, you will find complete, authoritative 
counsel by America's leading trainers and breed- 
ers . . . more good, sound, intensely interesting 
information about every kind of a pet than has 
ever before been assembled. Get your copy of 
this grand magazine today! 

July Issue On Sale 
At All Newsstands! 

PETS 
Formerly POPULAR PETS 

NOW 15¢ 
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it earlier tt A.M. and Carl sed wuz wrking 
all bandz" wid a 102 ft. flat -top center -fed 

ant, a T55 wid 70 W in, es an RME 69 for 
reply- snatcher. Carl sed W9ZHR same village 
had bn -herd in or wrkd 116 on 160F; and had 
acquired all stuff except "ambition by- George" 
to bild KW rig. 

W4AUP in Alabam -(darn ya Pete) -can't raise him on '75 ani more in down if he can 
wrk W6's on 75. Last QSO we had wuz on 
20CW late last summer. Previously nice KSOs 
on 75 abt 5 A.M. MST. 

W4ERX Birmingham heard callin' CQ on 75 
in afternoon, came back to a "raise" b4 a W9 
got thru calling W4ERX who sed handle was 
Kramer es usin' VFO thr in "Amos 'n' Andy's" 
old home town. 

W9FXQ of Colorado Springs, Colo. was hvin' 
himself a FB QSO wid W6QLK. 

W9OMN now teaching at Vernon, Colo. lays 
most of us in the shade of by -gone history with 
his '21 yrs of the wrong -hobby" ham-raydeo! 
Using a 17W inp fm a Vibrapak rig at this sit- 
ting. 

W9QEC finds the water fine after a cuppla 
wks of tongue- QSOing on 75M in the "Mile High" 
burg, tho likes battling 40 M QRM, too. 

W3EVK heard one midnite "seeking U" which 
proved to be a W1 in Conn. 

W8HLM also 75M few min later Charles de- 
cided "time to mod the mattress" es shut off 
the midnite filament -oil. 

W2JZK QSOing femme -friend thru Howard's 
W9MVK land -line huk -up was livliest -spot that 
"dark- noon" on 75 -seems W2JDD, W2JDT and 
W2LJJ rated in part as part of the family. More 
laffs es bewilderment than any show I ever spent 
2 -bits 2 C! 

Cuppla -hrs later W6BYX, W8ZX, W4ERX, 
W9KXB and W9ZVP were in lively round -table 
on 75 on high -freq end; but W9ZVP- Zanzibar's 
Vicious Poppa -tuk -out es gave me a buzz when 
he herd me tri es fail on Pete W4AUP; Leonard 
is onli running 50 w inp to a small xmtr nw es 
enjoying it as well as the %z -KW rig he usta use. 

W8DBG in Ohio received here in late after- 
noon while QSO W3HGA. Here we often hear 
W8, W3, W2 es sum east -coast W4's es l's up 
to 2 hrs b4 sundwn here on 75; in morn, they 
"stay -in" sumtimes 'til around sun -up hr, which 
wud b up -to 2 hrs after sun -up there. Vy rare- 
ly, tho, we can QSO 'em at those times. 

"Handsfull" of ZL's and VK's in the 550 -1100 
end of regular BC band are most "unusual" stuff 
I'm hearing rite now- dalite til sun -up. Heard 
13 of 'em on mi birthday. 

W9DTP Minneapolis made me wonder if he 
was thirsty es wanting sum "suds" when I hrd 
him usin' 75 furr "Seek U Milwaukee !" Hi. Hi. 

W9UTR St. Cloud, Minn. putting out a CQ one 
forenoon -shud by raised sum 4 MC ham as 
doin' FB hr at the time. 

In Sunflower state W9PPO articulating on 
"seventy five." 

W9JTN same band emanating from Wichita 
wid nice sig. 

W9LSK of McPherson bro't "Cliff" outa spkr 
on 160 in afternoon. 

W9ISW a new lower pwrd ham near W9ESL 
as to QRA es freq was going round and round 
wid W9IDR on 160F one eve. 

W9ECF, Floyd of Leonardsville, is really an 
old, old timer on 160F es CW, es one of the few 
of the "old gang" of 1930 I still hear on the 
"bestest" neighborly band. Hv QSOd him at 
noon on 160CW. 

Now fer sum skandal abt our own "White 
Spot " -Nebraska. 

W9CGS Omaha called W9GTG Hayes Center 
on 3.99 me to enquire abt his friend W9OHV 
Max. whom Fred was happy to report had then 
reed his permanent appointment with C -A -A 
stns, es also Max must b a BCL fan of the 
Majors 4 he bo't a new Plymouth; whilst Fred 
is waggin' around wid a new Fawd es prepar- 
ing to QSY to Grand Island whr the "Irish 
Valentines" originate as he has been transferred 
thr effective soon. W9CGS, Rudy, was usin' 
RK20's 150W "in" cathode mod, Y -wave end 
fed "breather." 

W9CSE fm home QRA, QSO, W9OGS on 160 
sunny Sunday afternoon es YL "Cara" at side of 
OGS, but no -raise by CSE wen he tried tuning 
up his "88- turn" antennae coil to get the gal 
in resonance. Hi. 

W9FRE is a new ham -CW test by W9ADJ. 
Hi -now hrd at Chadron 1.9 MC. 

W9HAF Claude of Grant; W9QNP printer at 
Culbertson; W9NXQ Fennie the bakerman fm 
Grant; and of Rose W9HNG Madrid gang up 
on 160 F es CW newns es Sundays and throw 
the gen'mun bovine around es abt! All their 
sigs were a trifle "up" the P.M. of the "eclipse." 

Old Rose W9HNG aptly put it, when he sed 
"160 went 'out' when the tree leaves cum `out - 
in spring, es cums 'back' in fall when tree 
leaves, leave!" Riter'n two rabbits, TING. 

W9MJY has found the fundamental of his 1, - 

wave twisted pair doublet changes when the 
trees leave -out and again back to normal when 
they fall off. Ken has his 75 M ant in trees 
in his yard, tho. 

W9EYE Chadron is rattlin' the dots off his 
bug now -a -daze again since got another attack 
of "OSO 'EM" fever. Up to date rig, mainly 
40 CW. Hoe click wid U agn Ward -long time 
no QSO! 

W9IPV on 160F hollerin' 4 W9FOB- metrop- 
los to capital city. 

W9TGY Republican City trying for Lloyd of 
Gibbon W9WBX via 160F. 

W9PDH told me he gave the CW -exam to 
Leonard Jurgensen of Tilden who is a Morse on 
and at this sitting, up relieving the Romeo "In 
the Land of Hard Water es Beautiful Wimmen" 
as Louie is sick. Likely Leonard will be on 
with his own call b4 your optics scan this line. 

Oh, yes; W9MJY got his adjustment on and 
a new 802 and is "on" agn. 
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W9SQT Ben of Elm Creek then. tho gossip 
since hath sed Sidney bi now, was one of mi 
40 M CW victims. Ben's info wuz tt WOEWO 
still lives es walks, but nary a talk via ham 
radio -lost the fever, Don[ Bounced over the 
trails 83 miles northward es had brief visit wid 
Homer the spasmodically active op of WOHNP -her naughty partner -who is to QRL melting 
rosin for the BCL.s to emit mani electrons on 
'75 as of old. 

W9FXN es YF BJU rolled up the road in their 
new "GM- Vibrator" so we four gossiped in per- 
son abt radio es "RADIO NEWS" too. bi -gosh 

Two Clays later WPIDO and W1)IRZ came along 
and gathered up W9TIF -this is fun -and miself 
and we drove westward for attending a radio 
club sleeting that rite of the Western Nebr. 
Radio Club held that -time in nice new City 
Auditorium in Alliance, Nebr. "Being there" 
involved 4(10 miles of travel for IDO es IRZ. es 
295 for TIF es I -think of tt U hams who R 
Welty enuf to utili go a few blocks or miles es 
find "hams" bu the duzzens thr! Doubt thr R 
vy mani more than 200 hams in the whole west - 
half of Nebr.. so wen wx was inclement to boot. 
we were surprised to find about 30 hams. SWL 
es servicemen who had to roll wheels partly 
as far as we had. 

Enroute WIITIF spied a Hotel in Bingham la 
small cow-town) with a sign on front which 
read "C Q's Hotel" -ani of U tie that? We 
didn't by time to stop es investigate to see if ani 
connection between builder. proprietor or just - 
who was responsible for ham designation. 

Wl1AZT Cliff was the guy with the gavel at 
this gathering: and after WilMGV -my gal van- 
ished -the see'y disposed of the "lost minutes" 
they got into the topics for the eve which were 
plans for a hidden-xmtr hunt during late -June 
meeting portable equipment for emergency use 
-and. those two bro't out a wealth of antennae 
info mainly by WOARE who "happened" to be 
there Iconveniently close by, eh "Rich"). MGV 
had haywire(' up a "loop" previously which did 
not have the "directional effect" he craved so 
ARE used the blackboard and chalk and many 
words of explanation of commercial theory 
gained from practical experience in working com- 
mercial angle of radio, and when "Rich" got thru 

Rate I 5c per word. Minimum, I O words. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
USED Correspondence Courses and Educational 
Books sold or rented. Inexpensive. Money -back 
guarantee. Write for Free Catalog listing 4000 
bargains. (Courses Bought.) Lee Mountain. 
Pisgah, Alabama. 
CORRESPONDENCE courses and educational 
books, slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. 
All subjects. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid 
for used courses. Complete details and bargain 
catalog free. Send name. Nelson Company, 
G -2:17 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago. 
REFRIGIDAREA Refrigeration service manual. 
Trouble prevention. diagnosis, repairs. $1.50. 
Barnes', 1407 N. Quanna, Tulsa. Okla. 

INSTRUCTION 
AMATEUR Radio Licenses, complete training in 
code and theory. Hundreds of licensed students 
on the air, American Radio Institute, 1123 
Broadway, New York. 

PATENT ATTORNEYS 
INVENTORS -Before disclosing your invention 
to any one send for Form "Evidence of Concep- 
tion ": "Schedule of Government and Attorneys' 
Fees" and instructions. Sent free. Lancaster. 
Allwine & Rommel, 414 Bowen Building, Wash- 
ington. D. C. 

PATENTS- Advice and booklet free. Highest 
references. Best results. Promptness assured. 
Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 724 9th 
Street. Washington, D. C. 
PATENTS Secured. Two valuable booklets sent 
free. Write immediately. Victor J. Evans & Co., 
583 -H Victor Building. Washington, D. C. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
RADIO Engineering, broadcasting, aviation and 
police radio, servicing, marine and Morse teleg- raphy taught thoroughly. All expenses low. Cat- 
alog free. Dodge's Institute. Elm St., Valpa- 
raiso. Ind. 

RADIO 
WE buy and sell used radio testing equipment. 
Harold Davis. Inc., Jackson. Miss. 

HAM STUFF 
BARGAINS. Used sets, equipment, tubes. J. C. 
Thimijan, Lake City, Minn. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
SONGWRITERS, Authors, Inventors ! Protect 
your Ideas. Total cost $2.00. Request free book- 
let. Evidence Bureau. F1501 Broadway, N. Y. C. 
FLUORESCENT AC Daylight lighting for desk: 
office; windows: home. Latest sensation. 50% 
discount. Literature Free. McGee Radio, F-2073, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

with that. I failed to hear a single ham say 
"ti's the way I tho't it wuz" 'cause gosh -darn 
it, we novices all tho't tuning for maximum was 
way to find whr sig was cumin -from, insted of 
using "minimum" which gives dawn -sharp right - 
angle direction xmtr is located at. Next trans- 
milling aerials and methods of feeding 'em effi- 
ciently. etc.. and "Rich" sed two half -waves 
in phase with correct feeder match rated around 
the top for effectiveness but straying even 100 
kc. from fundamental reduced efficiency sadly. 

W 7CE0 was rather interested in co -axial cable. 
"Rich" gave us sum dope on the monitoring sta- 
tion near Grand Island and said he figured they 
were "friendly" towards the "ham" and not 
out -after each and every one of us to lift our 
scalp, but of course when they are checking 
around the "ham bands" or in the commercials 
and find the wrong sort of emissions cumin 
from Johnny Ham's pride and joy-well, a "dis- 
crepancy report" is sent to ham who is off the 
reservation in sume manner. "Rich" sed he got 
an "Irish Valentine" when he was in Iowa for 
an 80 meter "harmonic" that did not fall in- 
side the 411 meter band, which caused "our 
hero" to do considerable "X" work with an- 
tennae couplers as "harmonic eliminators" for 
safeguard against future "valentines." Final re- 
sult was out- Collinsing Mr. Collins coupler, util- 
izing link -coupling for pick -up and being darned- 
sure it was not "to close:" adding one or two 

according to bands to he tuned to) additional 
Coils in series wh each leg of the feeders - 
looked OK as per diagram and explanation; tho 
here in these sandhills we simply gotta -have 
a fundamental ant if we R gg "get out." Sand 
is NG for "ground." es "loading" ants won't 
do the trick for us it seems. 

Several small receivers of commercial mfg. ex- 
hibited there. but all trod "eat" batts pretty fast 
if used vy long; MGV had a small 2 bottle affair 
6.317 type filament es one 43V "B" supplied it 
for use wid "cans," old standby "regenerative' 
era. MGV also had along a "VFO" exciter bilt 
in at old A -K box tt wud wrk as a "luggable "- 
nary a "pee-wee" clip on either piece of apara- 
tus! 

"Solly" W9RGK had a "six men es a boy" 
piece of portable gear tt looked neatly Con- 
structed. wilting gab or fist. if enuf AC was 
available to power it. Club just purchased 
exhibited a re-wound Dodge AC gen with nil 
engine tt shod fit RGK's xmtr. Insofar as CW 
was concerned W9INR's. 3 -valve affair of an ose 
bitt so cud be used xtal or self -controlled, es two 
parallel tubes in PA. all octal sockets which 
gave "chance" for a great mani types of tubes. 
es designed also so if one tube QRT. cod use 
other two, or one alone in osi' to feed ant if got 
"tt bad" -yep. Al witz gg b fixt tit the last 
bottle "went west" if a case of "push-es-C" ariz. 
He also had a Sky-Buddy wid arrangements to 
use his OV dynamotor to supply plate to it as 
well as to xmtr. Emergency -condx R most -al- 
ways "noisier'nell!" es even a KW rig has but 
it's effective "ground wave" then. W9TIF es I 
use these 2 -3 watt rigs almost daily and we 
by mani FB QSOs during daytime, es a fellow 
wid god rec'r like W9QQS 130 miles away 
"copies us nearly solid at nite on 160 F thru 
QRM. And, yes. "Solly" fundamental doesn't 
contain as much energy as a higher pwrd xmtr's 

harmonic " -nil advantage thr. Hi. Hi. 
W9IAB. a newer hart, told us he had moved 

east of Alliance and wild ago b on wid lit en- 
gine driven 21)0 w AC Westinghouse alternator. 
W9CD1, was surprised wen I told him how well 
his "microphone mutterring" came then last 
winter on 16(1. His trob was, not hearing re- 
plies to his calls apparently: Uses 40CW mostly. 
W9VRT es I met for first time tho mani a god 
QSO wid "Nears," on 80 es me n 75 in yrs gone 
past. 40 es 160 is his "meat" now. Same 
bands for W9LWS who recently went vocal -gels 
his YF enjoys the gab around the house more 
than his making signs, fm wat she said when 
had a chat wid her b4 meeting convened. The 
YV's played games es otherwise entertained 
themselves while we "Iecussed" technicalities. 
Too bad we didn't by of Pop Rolli W9IDR- 
Italy's "dark romeo" along to entertain those 
wimmen ! 

W9SDL is finally back on agn on 75. 80 es 20- Johnson Q 4 20F. Kenneth has a larger rig 
this time. Ile sed. 

Gess by forgotten names es calls of sum of 
rest at the meeting. but ain't forgot "the fun" 
we had getting home. Had rain-snowed in 
morning b4 we left home but broke off and trip 
thr was fairly nice but coming home we ran 
into a sticky -snow It plastered windshield tit IDO 
endn't "televise" road vy well es slow was it, 
nil last 25 miles when it was cold enuf snow 
QRT sticking. 4'4 his cumin home, es dalite 
wen we got in: but FR meeting aniway! 

W9OGN hrd on lofreq end of SOCW. OSO, 
W9MJY es sea sn will h on 1110F thr in O'Neill. 

W9TIF visited W9FXNW9BJU cuppla daze: 
es WOWRY es W9YLC enroute home. "Razz- 
berries" R planning on a get-together at sum 
sandhi!' lake in June. 

W9YUM writes FR 11m fm Chanute Field sayin' 
Unk Samuel sure is "laming" him war makes 
the electrons elect. etc. Sea. his "ham" experi- 
ences helped him a lot in this Army Air Radio 
Corps skool, es is amongst "tops" in the CW 
class; was sent dam near St. Looie for abt 6 
wks training thr. es wen he finishes at Chanute 
in July will likely be sent to Calif. next. For- 
rest enlisted last summer, was called late last 
frill. 

Nape, sir -wrong OT! WOKQX ain't "portable - 
mobile" even if he duz sound tt -way on 75 with 
the subdued "putter" of his litcly "motor -boat- 
ing" amp. But. Dean's "muffler- belt" must be 
slippin' sumwhrs: Most of us really get "mo- 
tor- boating" when we get it. but I'll b darned 
if his isn't well- trained es nearly- quiet! 

Yep, I ain't furrgot abt the "2- tied" ham of 
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"When I completed 
20 lessons. I obtained 
my Radio Broadcast 
Operator's license and 
immediately joined Station Wyll'C. 
where I am now Chief 
Operator."- 1101.LIS 
F. IIAYES, 327 
Madison St.. Lapeer, 
Michigan. 
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ARLIE J. FROF.IIxER. 
300 W. Texas Ave.. 
Gnose Crock. Texas. 
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io4 GOOD 
POWER PACKS 

For those heavy -duty power packs which 
must stand up month in and month out, 
year after year, just remember these Aerovox 
oil- filled filter condensers Series -10. No 
larger than usual electrolytics. Inverted 
screw mounting with grounded can. Or can 
may be insulated with washer. An ideal 
filter condenser at an attractive cost. 

AEROVOX Type-10 
600 V. D.C. w g orkin yP List 

Size -Ins. Price 
Cap. Dia. x High Price 

11/z x 21/s 3.25 
3.0 11/2 x 4' /z 3.25 
4.0 1' /s x.41/2 

1 Ol0 
4.0 

V. D.C. Working 2.50 
1000 2 3.25 

1.0 11/2x4/2 e1S10 2.0 D.C. Working-4),p° orking- ),p 3.00 
1500 v. 3.25 

.S 11/2 x 4Y2 x 
1.0 

Get Our CATALOG . . 
You'll find these oil- filled jobs listed in 
our latest catalog. Also other oil- filled con- 
densers for operating voltages up to 7500. 
Ask local jobber for catalog -or write us 
direct. 

CORPORATION 

NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 
I IN CANADA: AEROVOX CANADA. Limited Aàmllton.. Oat. 

RADIO NEWS July, 1940 

last issue -will give U more abt tt next time, 
so keep on gessing. 

Mi big puzzle of the moment is how tall is 
W9UZE's OW? ? ? I heard him telling sum guy 
his OW was using xmting aerial for clothesline, 
or vica- versa. 225 watts. His being a BC op, 
he shud kno "ants" but I still can't figger if 
clothesline 'aerial" is low or OW high? Lot 
of rest of us agree wid him tho wen they too 
wish they'd used up the time the band was 
"dead" fm Easter on in "rebuilding" es renovat- 
ing equipment at tt time wen few QSOs wud by 
bn lost. 

Very happy to report Roy W9RYV is feeling 
btr agn. 

73 everybuddie es "poppa- cracker" for of 
Uncle Bud, of Raydeowe Foam Stayshun W 9 
Bad Demo Opr. 

11 9KOH blurts out wid: 
The last few days old man Sol has been 

playing havoc with ham radio. Sunday Mar. 
24 all bands went out except 10 meters which 
opened up for some hot short skip about 7 P.M. 
This condition was very hard on the DX contest. 
There wasn't much DX anyhow except South 
Americans that I could hear. I worked 20 coun- 
tries and made about 35 contacts. OQ5IM is a 
new one coming in fine on 28,495 kc. 

A new Net on 160 meters that meets every 
evening at 5 P.M. is called the "Got to Gab." 
Most of the members are in college towns and 
exchange traffic, chew the rag, etc. So far we 
have myself, W9IIS, W9RHC, W9VZQ, W9APY, 
W9IVB, W9TFQ. Any one else welcome on 1866 
kc. 

W9VZQ is now operating portable with fb 
sig in Kirksville, Mo. Nice going John, with 
that 15 watts. 

W9WZH of Kimball S D , was sure laying 
a fine sig here last eve with his 200 watts, call 
a honey. 

W9IPO is a new ham in Waterloo, Ia. Wel- 
come to 160 meters Ed, that sig. of yours is 
us again Doc. 

W9BIQ of Quincy is having- lots of fun now- 
adays on 10 meters (when the band is open). 
Ralph always has a nice sig. on 160, lots of 
luck on 10, and with that new Howard 437 pal. 

WSILT is sure barrilling in here now with 
an increase of power up to 250 watts. Nice 
going Max. 

W9JEL is also a newcomer on 160 meters 
from Yankton, S. D. 

W9ILA of Centerville, Ia., hopes to be on 
the air soon with a nice rig. We hope you 
like our gang Frank and welcome to you. 
Frank is the Son -in -Law of W9QQC, who also 
has another Son -in -Law who recently acquired 
his call, W5ITO, of Fort Smith, Ark. 

W9IVB of Marysville, Mo., is laying a wallop 
in here with a new '700 watt rig on 160 meters. 
Keep up the good work Dale. 

W9KZI is also a new ham in Ottumwa. Ia. 
That 10 watts is really doing a nice job down 
here Les. 

W9LKL is sporting a new RME 69. Bob did 
someone finally take that old race horse off 
you hands? Maby you sold it back to 
W9KLC? Hi. 

W9IES of Sterling, Colo., puts a very nice 
sig. out here in Mo. Hope you can hear us 
next time. Hi. 

W9IHA, an old timer in Chillicothe, Mo., has 
a very nice sig too now on old reliable 160. 

W9SAS up in West Allis, Wisc., is Poking 
right on thru the QRM the last few nights. 
Keep up the good work there Hal. 

After midnight on 1866 kc you can hear the 
Voice of West du Pere, Wise., W9QFH. Tony 
only has a kw so that's the reason anyone 
from coast to coast can hear him. 

I had a very nice visit from W9EAN of 
Garden Grove, Ia., and the YL Dorothy. Nice 
going Jack, and come again soon. 

About the strongest 8 out here is our good 
friend W8OZP, Auburn, always packs a wallop. 

That kw of W9KVM in Indianapolis sure 
takes good care of that freq. on the high end 
of 160 meters. Boy what a sig. 

W9WKP over in Auburn, Nebr., has increased 
power to 400 watts and has he got a sig, WOW! 
Jerry just don't park on 1866 kc. Hi. 

W9QUZ of Springfield seems to be the only- 
one there on 160 meters but with his sig they 
don't need any more, ; sounds swell Jim. 

W9QMG up in Prentiss, Wise., is sure doing a 
fine job now with a vertical ant. on 160 
meters. Don calls CQ and the band all call Don. 

You fellows have probably wondered who has 
the most foreign QSL cards, here's the low down. 
Mr. John W. May, 1202 Richmond St. in Pitts- 
burgh, Pa., has cards from 154 countries,. and 
13.2 Or more from each continent. I just 
received a photo of them so it must be so and 
all cards are from phone contacts. Boy what 
a collection. 

W9DMK is on the air in Kansas City with 
one of the new Stancor 40 watt jobs. FB 
sig you have there Olin, welcome to 160 
meters. 

WOGKN has been very active during the day- 
time on 160 meters, we wondered why, as he 
has a fine job: answer (mumps). Hope you are 
getting along ok Slim. 

W9QHY and W9RHC of Columbia, Mo., re- 
cently held a demonstration at the Engineers 
St. Patrick's celebration, handled traffic and 
had some fb contacts. 

While I'm giving the lowdown on my neigh- 
bors I might as well include myself; I'm using 
one of the new Hallicrafter Super Defiant SX 25's 
now and boys it's a honey. 

So long fellows from the King of Happiness, 
W9ROH. 

AS I sit me down to crack off this spasm 
of fortunes and misfortunes, lives and loves 

of our brethren .. and sister "hams" "X's" at- 

mospherics) is still with us. Hope no one 
got a bigger "bang" out of this spell of radio - 
contrariness than 

W9AGL up in the Black Hills of South 
Dakota who picked himself up off the floor 
after being 'floored" when he touched his 160 
meter aerial discharging the accumulated static - 
charge from "Aurora Borealis " -xmtr wasn't on! 

Also in So. Dak., W9BGB is being transferred 
by his firm to Sioux City, Iowa. Vern regrets 
leaving his antennae systems there at Winner 
as he works out FB on most all bands. 

W9DBU, Graville, is another "hi" pwr 15 wat- 
ter on 160 F using a TZ -20 PA es a Sky -Buddy 
hearer. Sig gud, too, by cracky! . 

W9DYM remains about the most often -heard 
ham on 75F. 

W9EXX "Diz" farms 800 acres cum farmin' 
time es op's 160F wid HY61 bottle in PA 
swatted 40 times, in winter. 200 acres in wheat -take a lotta OWs to make all that "dough" up. 
Apparently W9HFS, 20 miles nawth, is a bro 
of EXX. 160F, too. 

W9HRR is nw up -to -date on 160 F wid an 
ECO. Fred's lil gal, Norma Jean, 7 yrs old, 
figgers to be a "radio girl" wen she "grows up" 
so U "radio romeos" can be readi wid ur amarous 
adjectives a decade fm nw. 

W9KOS also op's wid an ECO on 160 es 10F 
using 400 W to pr T125s, when his radio shops 
doesn't keep him QRL. 

W9LRA- lousiest radio amateur -George still 
duz it when it come to FB 160F sigs. 

Regret to report the passing of W9OQG's 
mother recently. Leg infection, and during the 
month or more she was in hospital at Pierre, 
WOOXC thr maintained a sked wid home folks 
so they cud talk home, es keep informed of her 
condition. 

W9ZAL is agn hrd nw es then on 160F es 
as always. Joe has nice sig. RR agent in his 
"spare time." 

W9ZBU, another RR "Casey Jones," sparing 
time for "ham" radio on 5 of our best bands. 

W9YBX -9 nw at Yankton used to op KMMJ 
so his cross -band 75F -40CW QSOs wid W9AUD 
keep both ends caught up on gossip of mutual 
friends. Hrd one "ham" express surprise at 
Adeline's CW ability as he was under the im- 
print YLs were NG on CW! 

Down "Sunflower" way, I'm agn hearin' ze 
big -chief Clark fm Medicine Lodge on 75F- 
long time no hear, Clark. 

W9FRK -freq rdo KW -wid Lee es Margie 
of Troy been doin' sum FB geoing wid the 
75F gang lately. 

W9FMZ at Kincaid is another "ham" easily 
hrd on 75F. 

W9HJM -ham jam mustard -Hays, did his 
share in a PB gossipy ragchew when I QSO'd 
him wile I was visiting W9IDR a wile back. 
Es, duz he "jam" his bottles full 2 overflowin'! 

W9HSI, Milford, is also new to my auditory 
organs -75F. 

W9KKS, Natoma, hrd calling a W5 wid a 
good 160 F sig here. 

W9KXB- KennY's %rayed Bunions -got a 
heavy razzing fm the early-AM. 75 M gang 
abt bein' a printer, yet outa QSL's! Hv had 
mani nice chaw -ragz wid Ken as well as DX 
hunting wid score even on 75F as he caught 
one K6 4 me es I one 4 him. Hi. 

W9MQB fm aeroplane and Oil town of Wichita 
popped outa spkr one afternoon while I was 
dialing 75F band. 

As did W9PKD- pancakes kraut doughnutz -and W9YCL, both of Salina and on 75F. 
I "CQd" one noon on 75 and got a raise 

outa W9UCQ of Beloit, but he failed to cum 
agn so no info on him es rig. 

In the "Show Me" Mule state of Missouri I 
hrd nice QSO between W9BRN Butler, es W9JXG 
now at Springfield who, I hadn't hrd in long, 
long time. JXG usta keep 160F "hot." Es 
he cudn't send CW then ani btr than I can nw ! 

Hi. 
Over Minnesota way -in the Land of Ten 

Thousand Lakes -W9DKL was hrd on 75 one 
eve wid a gal visitor named Grace (and her 
mother) who wrks for same "Boss" as Ben - 
June cumin' Ben and any danger which "boss" 
U'll b wrkin' 4 bi then, Ben? Hi, 

W9EGU Henning with a Colins FXB 30 200 
W inp center -fed Zepp 50 ft high, an xtal 
mike and a HRO had just returned fm a visiting 
trip into south; when W9HEO Willmar with 
his 530 W inp to his ho -maid xmtr using an 
882 final es NO1X ree'r, es me had a PB 3 -way 
QSO one afternoon, tho I had to QRS 2 abt 
300 WPM for 'em. Hi. Lo -freq end of 75F. 

Fm North Dakota we have hrd -following 160F 
stns: W9DVL Berthoud; W9GGQ Park River; 
and W9UNU -Uncle Ned's Underwear. 

Last fall W9GIM of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was 
"in" on a 4 hour 4 way "hair down" ragchew 
wid W9EKP, W9GDB es miself on 75F. "Les" 
W9GIM promised a photo -QSL at the time - 
got it the other day es vy FB so I sent him mi 
QSL! 01' W9GDB must get himself up "early" 
quite often as I find mani east or west coast 
stns tell me GDB is onli other Nebr stn they 
hv wrkd. 

Wuz dwn on 40CW recently es hooked W9JNL 
nw of Rock Rapids, Iowa, es Wayne had "heck - 
uva" time trying copy my rotten fist. First 
time I QSOd him he was runnin' an eats -shop 
at Hastings, Nebr es he wuz on 80 es me on 
75F es cud copy me OK tt way. Hi. 

Another 40 contact for me was W7HFG 
Sheridan, Wyo., but I QSYd to 75F so "Bill" 
didn't by to "gess" his way thru mi lame wrist. 
Hpe I got U converted 2 fone, Bill. "Bill" sed 
W7COV Big Horn was abt closest es best fone 
near him. If I cud send as gud as "Bill" I'd 
use more CW es not hv spend most of QSO -time 
apologizing 4 mi terrible sending. 

W7FIB "Bruce" at Laramie is another 40 M 
contact 4 mc. 250W inp 2 pr. 242A's es %- 
wave ant Bruce sed thr. 

PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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NEW CHANNEL-ANALYZER 
Follows the SIGNAL from Antenna to Speaker 

The well -,st abri sliest and authentic SIGNAL TRACING METIIOD of lo- 
cating the my circuit in which there is trouble, and the very com- 
ponent that causes the trouble, is now for the first time available at a 
price any radio serviceman can afford. 

THE 

CHANNEL -ANALYZER will 
* Follow sits mil from antenna to .speaker through all stages of any receiver 

c. ever 
l * Instantiv l ntek down exact cause of in terns l Rent operation. * Measuree hot h Automatic- Volume -Control and Automatic- Frequency -Con- 

ruolÌ4hnIhtl hems 
yand tiilTuitV without 

appreciably loading the circuit, using 
Check c of every individual stage t receiver. 
Track down and locate cause of distortions in u R.P., I.F., and A.F. am- 

, i/ier. 
Check exact operating voltage f each tube. * Locate leaky condensers and all high -resistance shorts, also show opens. * Measure exact free iencies, amount of drift and comparative output of 
oscillators i 

s 

suc,erhet . * Track down exact cause of noise. 
The Superior Channel -Analyzer comes housed in shielded ab- et and features an attractive etched aluminum panel. Sup - 
plied complete with tubes, three specially ngineered shielded 

put cables, each identified as to its pure Also full p- 
rat,ng instructions. Size 13x10'x6. Shipping weight 19 

pounds. Only 

75 

THE NEW 
MODEL 

1280 
A complete testing 
laboratory in o n e 
unit, the Model 1280 
combines the Models 
1250 Multitester and 
1246 Tube Tester. 
(See specifications of 
each below.) 
* Instantaneous 

Snap Switches 
Reduce Act u a 
Testing Time to 
Absolute M i - 

mum. 

* Spare Socket and 
Filament Voltages 
Up to 120 Volts, 
Make t h e Model 
1280 Obsolescence 
Proof. 

* Latest Design 41/2" 
D'Arsonval Type 
Meter. 

* Works on 90 to 
125 Volts 60 Cycles 
A.C. 

Combines 

ET.TESTER:o 

0 

¿,1 
1 

Ate 
l 

Even those servicemen who through past purchases know they can always get SUI'ER- 
VALUES from Superior, will be amazed and delighted when they read the specifications 
of this all- purpose instrument ,and then note the unbelievably low price. The Model 
1280 features a 4 '/a" D'Arsomyal type meter for easy reading of the various scales, and in 
line with our new policy of stressing appearance as well as serviceability in our new 
1200 line of test equipment, our Model 12S0 utilizes an aluminum etched panel, designed 
for beauty as well as ruggedness. The primary function of an instrument is, of course, 
to make measmeurents accurately and when designing test equipment this is our first 
thought. however, we also appreciate the important part the appearance of an instru- 
ment plays in the impression a serviceman makes on his customers, especially on home 
calls. We have, therefore, paid special attention to the outward design of all of our 
new instruments. For instance, the panel of this Model 1250 is made of heavy -gauge 
aluminum and etched by a radically new process which results in a beautiful, con- 
fidence- inspiring appearance. 
Model 1280 comes complete with test leads, tabular data and instruc- 
tions. Shipping weight 18 pounds. Size 13 "a11'xIr /z'. Our net 
price 19 75 

Portable cover $1.00 additional 

THE NEW MODEL 1250 

MULTITESTER 
SLOPING PANEL 

FOR PRECISE 

RAPID 

SERVICING 

Etched 
Aluminum 

Panel 

Specially Designed 
Electronic Rectifier 
Enables Linear A. C. 
Scale, High Stabil- 
ity and Little or no 
Temperature Drift. 

Here is an opportunity to acquire a Multi- Service, Precision Engineered 
Instrument, for less than you would have to pay for an ordinary Volt - 
Ohm Milliamnleter. Besides malting the usual volt, resistance and cur- 
rent measurements (both A.C. and D.C.) this unit accurately measures 
the CAPACITIES of mica, paper and electrolytic condensers, INDUC- 
TANCE of coils, chokes and transformers, DECIBEL gain or loss, of power amplifiers and public address systems, WATTS output of am- plifiers, receivers, etc. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Complete A.C. and D.C. Voltage 

and Current Ranges 
D.C. Voltage : - 0 -15, 0 -150, 0 -750 

volts 
A.C. Voltage : - 0 -15, 0 -150, 0 -750 

volts 
D.C. Current: - 0.1, 0 -15, 0 -150, 

0 -750 nia. 
A.C. Current :-0-15, 0 -150, 0 -750 

ma. 
2 Resistance Ranges 
0 -500 ohms, 500 -5 megohms 

High and Low Capacity Scales 
.0005 to 1 nlfd. and .05 to 50 mfd. 
3 Decibel Ranges 

-10 to +19, -10 to +38, -10 to 
+53 

Inductance : 1 to 700 Henries 

Watts : Based on 6 mw. at 0 D.B. 
in 500 ohms .006000 to 600 Watts 

Model 1250 works on 90 -120 volts 60 cycles A.C. Comes com- 
plete with test leads. to btrlar charts and instructions. Ship- 
ping weight ti lbs. Size 91/2"8.11"861/2". Our net price 

Portable Cover $1.00 Additional 1" 

THE NEW MODEL 1240 

TUBE TESTER 
Instantaneous 

Snap Switches 
Reduce Actual 
Testing Time 
to Absolute 

Minimum 

Tests All Tubes 
1.4 to 117 

Volts 

Sockets for All 
Tubes - 

No Adapters 

Superior is proud to offer the 
newest and most practical tube 
tester ever designed. Unbe- 
lievably low in price- unbeliev- 
ably high in performance. 

*Tests all tubes, 1.4 to 117 Volts, including 4, 5, e, 7, 7L, octets, loctals, Ban- 
tam Jr., l'eanut, single ended, floating filament, Mercury Vapor Rectifiers, the 
new S series, in fact, every tube designed to date. 

*Spare socket included on front panel for any future tubes. 
*Tests by the well- established emission method for tube quality directly read on 

the GOOD t BAD scale of the meter. . 

*Jetel protected neon. 
*Tests shorts and leakages up to 2 megohms in all tubes. 
*Tests leakages and shorts in all elements AGAINST all elements in all tubes. 
*Tests BOTH plates in rectifiers. 
*Tests individual sections such as diodes, triodes, pentodes, etc., in multipur- 

pose tubes. 
*Latest type voltage regulator. 
*Features an attractive etched aluminum panel. 
*Works on 90 to 125 volts 60 cycles A.C. 
Model 1240 comes complete with instructions and tabular data 
for every known type of receiving tube. Shipping weight 12 
Pounds. Size 6 "x71/2"s10 % ". Our Net Price 

Portable Cover $1.00 Additional 
1" 

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. i36NEW 
YORK, 

DEPT. RN7 
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CHEF 
STA 

UNMATCHED 
mat- 

e 
conditions show 

0 CC on 
average 

to be only 3' 
Tests un 

thereby 
keeping 

drift at 30 hour run, 
signal audible. 

- 
T SIGNAL-10 

HIGHEST 

A 

NOISE 
104.110 

2_0A ratio cf signal-to-noise 
is obtained 

at 

an average s 
ensitivity of 2m¡crovolts 

throug 
range . 

Unbeatable for the AmateurSkack... 
Unexcelled for Short rave Listening! 

You'll never really know how stable, how superior in every mechanical and 
electrical feature a moderately- priced receiver can be until you've tried the new 

AR -77! Whether you're looking for a truly topnotch job for your amateur shack or 
short wave listening den, the AR -77 will surpass anything you've ever tried at 

anywhere near the price. 
This is a set that says goodbye to dial -twiddling on those hard -to -get stations. 

They're easily tuned in -and, once you've tuned them, they stay put. During a 

60- minute test starting one minute after turning the set "on ", the drift at 30 mega- 

cycles was only 3.0 kilocycles. In this same test, when the line voltage was varied 
from 105 volts to 125 volts, the drift at 30 Mc was only 1300 cycles. Match this 

stability if you can ! 

The AR -77 has the highest signal -to -noise ratio of any general coverage receiver 

made by RCA, and that's saying plenty. Get your nearest RCA Amateur Equip- 

ment Distributor to give you a demonstration. You be the judge! 

AR -77 COMMUNICATION RECEIVER 
Frequency coverage, 540- 31,000 KC in six Ranges- "Stay- 
put" tuning; dual R -F alignment; negative feed -back in 
audio amplifier; uni -view dial; calibrated bandspread for 10, 
20, 40 and 80 meter bands; accurate signal reset; variable 
selectivity in six steps with crystal filter; improved image 
rejection; adjustable noise limiter; antenna trimmer; high - 
gain pre- selector stage; standby switch with terminals for 
relay plus many other features. 

Net Price, $139.50 f. o. b. 

factory. 8" Speaker in matched 
cabinet, $8.00 

COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER 

SIGNAL 

RECEIVED THROUGH 

"S-4" NOISE 

The manually- operated 
Noise Limiter of the AR -77 is 
a feature that has aroused unu- 
sual interest. Peak noise volt- 
age hundreds of times higher 
than the signal is pulled down 
to signal level. "S -1" 'phone 
signals have been successfully 
received on the 10 -meter band 
where ignition noise was 
pounding away to the tune of 
an "S -4" reading on the car- 
rier level meter! 

,FREE! Complete descriptive 
folder sent on request. Get the 
facts! 

ANMMEMINI 

AMATEUR Dlv IÌ N, CAMDEN, N. J. A Service of the Radio Corporation of Americ 
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